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ESCALANTE CANYON
The photo above and those on the covers were taken near milcpost 383 on Southern Pacific's

ex-Rio Grande coal-hauling line from Grand Junction eastward to Oliver, Colorado along the banks

of the Gunnison River in an area known as Escalante Canyon. The line presently carries about 15

MGT per year, principally from coal mines east of Delta. Colorado. The line leaves the Yards at

Grand Junction, where it connects with the Salt Lake City-Denver main line, and immediately

crosses the Colorado River on a through truss bridge and begins following the Gunnison river

upstream as the canyon narrows and the rock bluffs become more dramatic. For many miles, the line

is the only man-made presence in the canyon. While mo.st curves and some tangents are welded rail,

considerable amounts of bolted rail still exist, and sharp curves and some rock instability make this a

challenging line to maintain for the heavy-haul coal operations. A local freight to Montrose also uses

the line as far as Delta.
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Excerpts From Annual Report of

Committee 1 - Roadway and Ballast

W. L. Heide, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee Assignments

Subcommittee 1 - Roadbed

Assignment Cl-1-93 on foundations for highway-railway crossings is a new assignment from

Committee 9. No progress to date.

Assignment D 1 -2-86 is to update Manual sections 1 . 1 through 1 .4 on exploration and testing, design,

construction and maintenance of roadbed. Assignment is on-going with completion expected by Fall.

1994.

Subcommittee 2 - Ballast

Assignment C2-1-86 is a continuing assignment to provide monitoring and recommendations

regarding the AAR ballast research program and other test installations. The subcommittee is monitoring

the FAST/HAL ballast and subgrade tests.

Assignment D2- 1 -88 is to investigate and report on balla.st tamping methods and procedures and the

relations to ballast section compaction. Assignment is being revised for possible field testing in 1994.

Assignment D2-2-89 is on the study and report on the performance characteristics of hot plant mixed

asphalt cemented sub-ballast courses, to include design, material, construction and economics. Work is

progressing toward a report by fall of 1 994.

Assignment D2-3-89 is to study the relationship between in-track performance of ballast materials

and laboratory results obtained by the Mill Abrasion test. Analysis has been completed and report is

being reviewed for publication in 1 994.

Subcommittee 3 - Natural Waterways

No new assignments.

Subcommittee 4 - Culverts

Assignment D4- 1 -88 is to update the Manual text on installation of pipe culverts. A draft is being

completed and will be ready by Spring, 1994. Assignment D4-2-92 is to develop Manual

recommendations for procedure for culvert inspection. This assignment is on-going w ith completion by

Fall. 1994.

Subcommittee 5 - Pipelines

Assignment D5-2-8 1 , Study use of plastic carrier pipes has been completed and a new assignment is

being proposed to develop recommendations for the Manual. Assignment D5-4-92 is to prepare

specifications for over head pipeline crossings and expected to be complete by Fall. 1994.

Subcommittee 6 - Fences

Assignment D6- 1 -87 is to develop manual recommendations for security fencing. This assignment

is proceeding slowly and needs help from experts in this field.

Assignment D6-2-87 on the re\ iew and updating of Manual recommendations for snow fencing has

been completed.
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Subcommittee 7 - Signs

Assignment D7-I-81 on the review of Part 7 in the Manual has progressed and expected to

completed by Spring, 1994.

Subcommittee 8 - Tunnels

Assignment D8-I-87 to review and update Manual recommendations for tunnels is proceeding

slowly with expected completion by Fall, 1994.

Assignment D8-2-87 to report on the Rogers Pass Project on the Canadian Pacific is on-going

and expected to be completed by Fall, 1994.

Subcommittee 9 - Vegetation Control

Assignment D9-2-89 to review and update Manual text recommendations for vegetation control

has been completed.

Subcommittee 10 - Geosynthetics

Assignment DlO-l-89 to develop recommended practices for the use of geosynthetics for

stabilization of the track roadbed is on-going with completion in 1994.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 2 - Track Measuring Systems

W. T. McCarthy, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee Assignments

Subcommittee A - Recommendations for further study and research

There are no new assignments planned for the Committee.

Subcommittee B - Revision of Manual

There are two assignments currently out for letter ballot which are proposed for inclusion in the

manual. Subcommittee B is reviewing these assignments to assure they are properly formatted and

placed in the correct place in the manual.

Subcommittee 1 - Track Geometry

Dl-1-92. Describe techniques that may be used to measure various track geometry parameters.

Assigned: Decembers, 1991

The subcommittee has prepared a report for inclusion in the manual entitled "Description of

Techniques That are Used to Measure Track Geometry Parameters".

Dl-2-92. Develop a recommended practice on how to identify and locate priority defects detected

by geometry cars.

Assigned: Decembers, 1991

Estimated Completion: July 1. 1994

The subcommittee has received copies of strip chart and exception reports from all North American

railroad geometry cars. Reports will be reviewed at the next meeting and a recommended practice
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will be developed based on Industry practice. A letter ballot is expected to coincide with the spring

committee meeting.

Dl-1-93. Track measuring vehicle capabilities

Assigned: Decembers. 1992

Estimated Completion: September 1, 1994

Questionnaires have been received from railways, transit systems and rail agencies and are currently

being reviewed. A report is being prepared for subcommittee review at the October meeting. Pending

subcommittee approval the report will be forwarded to Headquarters for publication in the bulletin.

Subcommittee 2 - Rail measurement systems

D3-1-92. Develop a recommended practice for measuring rail parameters.

Assigned: Decembers, 1991

Estimated Completion: September 1 , 1993

D2-1-93. Develop a recommended practice for the use of automatic rail measurement in the planning

of rail grinding and renewal.

Assigned: Decembers. 1993

Estimated Completion: March 1. 199S

Subcommittee 3 - Track structure assessment

D3-1-92. Develop a recommended practice for gage strength measurement.

Assigned: Decembers, 1991

Estimated Completion: September 1, 1994

This matter is currently under review by the PRA. The completion of this assignment will be delayed

pending completion of their review.

D3-2-92. Report on measurement systems related to track lateral stability.

Assigned: Decembers, 1992

Estimated Completion: October 1, 1994

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 3 - Ties and Wood Preservation

D. E. Gallery, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments.

Subcommittee 1 - Cross and Switch Ties

Cl-2-63. Keep up-to-date specifications for cross and switch ties. This is an on-going assignment.

Industrial Grade Specifications were included in latest revision of Manual.

Cl-1-62. Investigate possible revision of crosstie design and/or spacing. This is an on-going

assignment. There is no consensus of method for disposal among roads surveyed.
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Subcommittee 2 - Wood preservatives and preservative treatment of forest products

C2- 1 -63 Keep up-to-date specifications for preservatives and update research for new preservatives.

We are awaiting results ofAWPA updates for treatments.

C2-2-63. Keep up-to-date specifications for seasoning conditioning and treatment.

On-going.

C2-3-63. Advisability of preparing specifications to cover care and handling of forest products.

On-going.

Subcommittee 3 - Service records for forest products.

C3-1-63. Inform A.R.E.A. about annual tie renewal statistics as furnished by the Economics and

Finance Department - AAR

On-going - There is some question as to need.

C3-2-63. Keep current with service test records of forest products used in railroad construction and

maintenance.

On-going.

The AAR computer list is updated and test sites inspected on field trips. The AAR site at

Sommerville was inspected June 24, 1993.

Subcommittee 4 - Collaboration with AAR Research Dept. and other organizations in research

and other matters of mutual interest

C4-1-76. Substitute for solid-sawn ties. This is an on-going assignment. Glue- & dowel-laminated

tie tests are being monitored.

C4-3-63. Splitting of ties and anti-splitting devices.

On-going.

C4-3-66. Wood deterioration in the presence of metal.

On-going.

AAR and Mississippi State are conducting tests.

C4-4-82. Monitor progress of subcommittee work and assist with an appropriate technology exchange

between AAR and AREA.

On-going.

Test inventory date compiled onAAR computer. Good date exchange between AAR, AREA,
RTA.
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Excerpts From Annual Report of A.R.E.A. Committee 6 -

Buildings & Support Facilities

J. H. Smith, Chairman

Brief status of subcommittee assignments:

Subcommittee A. Recommendations for Further Study and Research

The committee under the guidance of Subcommittee Chairman J. N. Michel continues to

review subjects with a view towards identifying new subjects for manual information and material.

The committee continues to look towards future needs of the railroad industry.

Subcommittee B. Revision of Manual

This committee under the guidance of Chairman R.E. Phillips will discuss the following

chapter 6 manual parts for updating contracts or eliminating the manual part.

Part 6, Locomotive Sanding Facilities. Although regulatory changes and modem locomotive

control systems had lessened the need for sand, this part was still considered necessary. However,

there had not been substantial changes in sanding plant technology.

Part 8, Design Criteria for Railway Passenger Stations. This manual chapter part was

produced in 1985 and needs updating. The scope of this section needs reconsideration, including

whether items such as island platform stations, commuter stations, access for disabled persons, high

and low platform standards, set back of structural elements from edge of platfomi for normal and

high speed operation and transit (underground) stations should be included.

Part 10. Elevated Yardmaster's Towers. This 1976 manual chapter needs updating.

P. Gillespie and G. Bohn would review this chapter.

Part 12, Design Criteria for a Locomotive Washing Facility. This 1979 manual chapter

needs updating to reflect automated and robotic washing equipment development. It was noted that

certain locations where robotic equipment had been installed it was no longer being used.

Part 13, Freight Forwarding Facilities. In general, these facilities were now operated by

freight forwarding companies rather than the railways. Therefore, it was suggested that this item

should be removed from the manual and published for information.

Part 15, Inspection of Railway Buildings. R. Phillips would review and comment at the next

meeting of the committee.

Part 16, Halon Fire Protection. As use of Halon was no longer allowable because of

environmental concerns, this part needed to be deleted or re-written as a general part on Fire

Protection.

Subcommittee C. Design Criteria for Wheel and Bearing Shops, J. H. Smith, Chairman.

Out for Committee Ballot Approval.

Subcommittee D. Design Criteria for Maintenance of Way Repair Facilities,

D. A. J. Perry, Chairman

Out for Committee Ballot Approval.

Subcommittee F. Design Criteria for Railway Material Management Facilities,

G. R.Lavoie, Chairman

A draft report was presented by Chairman Lavoie for review and comments.
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Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 7 - Timber Structures

J. A. Liieikis, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments.

1. Assignment A: Recommendation for Further Study and Research:

This subcommittee is preparing documentation to present to the Committee a proposal for

establishing a new subcommittee that deals with timber bridge tie disposal. Also a proposal is being

prepared which will outline portions of the current Chapter 7 manual that need revision.

Future items that are, at the present time, being considered for analysis are:

A) Review of techniques used for inspection and evaluation of timber structures.

B) History of past subcommittee assignments.

C) Reevaluation of current allowable stresses.

D) Evaluating the benefits of establishing a subcommittee on laminated members, and/or stress

laminated bridge decks.

2. Assignment B: Revision of Manual:

At the present time, this subcommittee is preparing letter ballot documentation for reports from

.subcommittees C-1-53, D-5-89, and D-6-89.

3. C-1-53: Specifications for Design ofWood Bridges and Trestles:

The work of this subcommittee is nearly completed. Charts and graphs have not yet been finished,

but should be so within the next few months.

4. C-2-90: Timber Technology Applications:

This subcommittee is working closely with the AAR, Forest Products Lab, and the University of

West Virginia on studies involving laminated members and Stress Laminated Bridge decks. Information

gathered throughout this research will eventually be given to Assignment A for creation of a new

subcommittee that will prepare documentation for manual submission.

5. D-4-82: Effects of Unit Trains on Timber Trestle Components:

To date, no productive results have been achieved, and the question as to whether or not this

subcommittee will continue will be decided during the next Committee meeting.

6. D-5-89: Upgrading Existing Timber Bridges:

Work on this subcommittee is on schedule, and nearly completed. A draft has been revised, and

once the revisions are incorporated, it will be disseminated by Assignment B in the form of a letter

ballot.

7. D-6-89: Specifications for Timber Bridge Ties:

A finalized draft is currently being prepared for submission to AREA Headquarters.
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Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 8 - Concrete Structures and Foundations

G. W. Cooke, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments.

A: Recommendations for Further Study and Research - 7 Members

We are participating in the AAR, NSF, and University Of Illinois Research Program where they

are investigating Dynamic Impact on Railroad Structures. The Final Report "'Impact Factor

Measurements for Three Precast Pretensioned Concrete Railway Bridges" is now available in AAR
Report R-824. Further research is underway to obtain vibrational characteristics of the structures,

and to obtain the effect of out-of-round non condemnable wheels on the bridge.

B. Revision Of The Manual - 1 Member

This committee reviews all Manual Material in order to verify that it is in keeping with the

Standard AREA Format. This Committee consists of only one member since most of the subcommittee

work consists of correcting the format for publication.

C. Standing Subcommittees

1

.

Design Of Concrete Structures

a) D 1 - 1 -84 "Develop Specifications for Precast and Cast-In-Place Concrete Segmental Bridges"

The completed Manual material is ready for submission.

b) Dl-1-90 "Concrete Slab Track: Formulate a recommended practice for the design and

construction of concrete slab track with a direct fixation guideway for the rail (collaborating

with Committees 5, 10, 12)."

The partially completed specifications is under subcommittee review at this time.

c) D 1-5-87 "Investigate applicable Impact Factors"

This assignment is dormant at the moment awaiting the results of the further AAR Bridge

Testing which is underway.

d) Dl-9-88 "Review and rewrite Part 17 as necessary"

This assignment is complete with the specification ready for publication as Manual Material.

2. Foundation and Earth Pressures

a) C2-2-90 "Design of Proprietary Walls: Monitor Committee Ts Assignment Dl-3-88 and

provide a specification for design when and if necessary."

We are in the process of development of a Specification, but the progress is slower than we

would like. We would now expect to complete the assignment in 1 995.

b) D2-2-89 "Commentary for Part 20 on flexible sheet pile bulkheads."

A preliminary draft of the Commentary is under review by the subcommittee. Completion

of assignment is expected in 1994.

c) D2-2-90 "Temporary Protection for Construction: Develop a specification for the design

and execution of temporary shoring of the track structure."

This assignment is underway and represents new material for the Manual. Due to the nature

of the material being produced, extensive research has been necessary, and extra planning by

the members has resulted in slow progress. We would expect completion of the assignment

in 1995.
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3. Durability of Concrete

a) C3- 1 -88 "Monitor current waterproofing practices"

This assignment is a continuing assignment to monitor and revise Chapter 29 as necessary.

Manual material 7 material has been approved for this assignment and is ready for publication.

b) C3-2-89 "Monitor and Revise Part r"

Specific activities have been undertaken as special assignments below.

c) C3-1-93 "Prepare commentary for Part 1"

This assignment is continuing and Manual Material has been approved and submitted for

publication.

d) C3-1-93 "Prepare and update Part 29 and Commentary"

Manual material for the Commentary has been approved and submitted for publication.

e) D3-2-90 "Prepare article on concrete durability."

This assignment is complete, and has been published in the May Bulletin. Assignment is

complete and is to be dropped.

f) D3-3-90 "Manual material on Alkaline Reactivity"

Work is proceeding on this assignment which has been delayed in order to complete other

material.

g) D3-4-90 "Manual material on Fiber Reinforced Concrete"

Work is proceeding on this assignment which has been delayed in order to complete other

material,

h) D3-1-92 "Manual material on Sulfur Concrete"

Work is proceeding on this assignment.

4. Repair. Restoration and Strengthening of Concrete Structures

a) D4-4-88 "Develop criteria for prevention of scour damage to bridge piers."

The assignment is well underway and subcommittee reports progress toward the goal of

Manual Material. There is a great amount of activity in this field, and we are attempting to

use developed criteria in our specification.

b) D4-1-91 "Develop a commentary for Part 14"

Work is underway, and the Commentary is being expanded to add the new material from

approval of the Part 14 Specification. Work on this assignment has been delayed due to the

extensive work load of the subcommittee.

c) D4-1-92 "Collision Protection Commentary in Part 2"

The material has been submitted for publication and the assignment is complete.

d) D4-2-93 Develop Manual Material for "The Effects of Fire on Concrete Structures".

New assignment with completion in 1996.

5. Design of Concrete Bridge Components in Seismic Zones

a) D5- 1 -89 "Develop design criteria or retrofit specifications or guidelines for Seismic Design."

The subcommittee is awaiting the formation of the new committee for Seismic Design.

6. Design of Foundations

a) D6-1-92 "Develop recommended practice for design of combined footings for Part 3".

Subcommittee Letter Ballot has been prepared, and the assignment should be completed in

1994.

b) D6-3-89 "Commentary for Part 4 on pile foundations"

This assignment is complete and the material is ready to be submitted for publication.

c) D6-2-92 "Commentary for Part 22 Geotechnical Subsurface Investigations"

This Committee has recommended that this assignment be dropped, since there was not felt

to be a need for the commentary.
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Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 10 - Concrete Ties

J. F. Scott, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

Subcommittee 1 - Flexural Strength

Cl-1-87. Monitor developments in prestressed and reinforced concrete technology which may affect

tie requirement.

Dl-2-89. Investigate impact resistance and design requirements for concrete ties.

Dl-3-87. Evaluate acceptance criteria for repeated load test.

No changes were made in Chapter 10 flexural strength requirements in the past year. The assignments

should remain active, however, in view of the concrete tie monitoring underway with 1 25 ton cars on the

HAL/FAST track in Pueblo.

An enquiry has been received from Brazil concerning appropriate impact factors to use for concrete

ties destined for use on low speed lines. This question will be reviewed by Subcommittee I .

Subcommittee 2. Switch, Bridge and Crossing Ties

D2-1-89. Investigate requirements for concrete switch ties, bridge ties and grade crossing ties.

This Subcommittee was very active in getting a new section on Ties for Turnouts into the Manual. It

has more work to do in determining requirements for end-connecting turnout ties (to avoid excessively

long ties), in determining requirements for attaching guard rails on concrete tie in locations such as

ballast deck bridges, and in determining requirements for grade crossing ties. No new assignment

designations are necessary.

Subcommittee 3. Fastenings

D3-I-83. Revise current test requirements.

D3-2-83. Investigate the effect of axle loads and tie spacing on fastening requirements.

D3-3-86. Review and recommend revisions of the load magnitude specified for the fastening repeated

load test.

The assignments should remain intact pending review by new members of Subcommittee 3.

Subcommittee 4. Durability

D4-1-89. Resistance of concrete ties to alkali aggregate reaction.

D4-2-89. Resistance of concrete ties to freezing and thawing.

D4-3-89. Resistance of concrete ties to rail seat abrasion, including during construction.

While the first two assignments have been dealt with in the revised Section of the Manual, they

should not be deleted as worldwide concrete testing standards arc still under revision. The third assignment

is still under review pending results from CN, BN, and HAL/FAST concrete tie tests.

Subcommittee 5. Maintenance Requirements

C5-1-87. Maintenance requirements of concrete ties, including pads and insulations.

This assignment is currently under review by new members of Subcommittee 5.
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Subcommittee 6. Ballast Requirements

C6-1-87. Collaborate with Committee 1 on concrete tie ballast requirements.

As soon as the ballast requirements for concrete ties are adequately covered in Chapter 1 , the section

in Chapter 10 can be deleted and this assignment can be terminated.

Subcommittee 7. Transit Tie Requirements

C7-1-92. Collaborate with Committee 1 2 on Transit tie requirements.

This relatively new assignment should remain in place to ensure there is neither duplication of effort

norconfliction of interest between the two Committees.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 11 - Engineering Records

& Property Accounting

S. Jensen, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

Assignment: Develop Accounting Proposals

A. Assigned in 1990.

B. Proposals were developed, sent toAAR for review, and then forwarded to the ICC for inclusion

in NPRs.

C. Expected completion date depends upon timetable of ICC.

D. These proposals would relieve the railroads of unnecessary record keeping without harming the

railroads" ability to respond to Commission queries and requirements.

E. We need to maintain mopitoring of railroads in order to determine if their needs change thereby

necessitating the development of revised proposals to the ICC.

F. We are awaiting the preparation of an NPR by the ICC.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 12 - Rail Transit

C. D. Wylder, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

1. Subcommittee I - Rail Corridor Evaluation

a) Assigned- 1985

b) Progress to Date -Published Part 2 of Chapter 12 in the AREA Manual. Prepared a summary of

transit definitions.

c) Next activity - Expand information in the Manual.

d) Benefits - Provide a baseline source of information on transit corridor planning.

e) Problems areas - none.

Recommend that this group continue their work as they have produced a useful section of the

manual and have additional information to publish.
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2. Subcommittee II - Special Track/Roadway Considerations

a) Assigned - 1985

b) Progress to Date - Completed information for publication in the AREA Manual. This information

is ready for Committee vote.

c) PublicationofAREA information should be in 1994. This will be an ongoing assignment even

after initial publication as this area will be continually updated and added to.

d) Benefits -Will provide a source of recommended practices for track and roadway design.

e) Problem areas - none.

f) Recommend that this group continue their work as they are very close to manual publication.

3. Subcommittee III - Special Bridge/Structural Considerations

a) Assigned- 1985

b) Progress to Date - Have completed information for publication on the Maintenance Facility

Section of Chapter 12 of the Manual. This information is ready for Committee vote.

c) This assignment will be ongoing as even after publication on initial information, there will be a

need to add and update information.

d) Benefits - Will provide a source of recommended practices for bridge and structures.

e) Problem areas - none.

f) Recommend that this group continue their work as they are collecting valuable information.

4. Subcommittee IV - Electriflcation

a) Assigned- 1988

b) Progress to Date - Have begun drafting information for the electrification portion of the Chapter

12.

c) This assignment will be ongoing as even after publication of initial information, there will be a

need to add and update information.

d) Benefits - Will provide a source of recommended Practices for electrification. This Subcommittee

works in close coordination with the Electrification Committee.

e) Problem areas - Need more people in this subcommittee. Most of our members are track, structural

or planning people.

Recommend that this group continue their work as it will provide useful information for all

electrical properties.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 14 - Yards and Terminals

R. N. Zimmer, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

Subcommittee! (D-5-91) Security at Auto/Rail Terminals

Subcommittee has nearly completed its assignment and the final draft is to be submitted to the whole

committee later this year. There are no identifiable problems. The committee effort will result in the

development of new Manual material.

Subcommittee 2 (D-8-88) Bulk Fluid Transfer

This subcommittee has suffered from the lack of leadership availability again this year. The current

subcommittee chairman has been severely restricted in the amount of time he can expend on this

assignment. The assignment involves the preparation of new Manual material and several drafts
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have previously been reviewed at the subcommittee and committee levels. The committee will

again try to focus on completing this assignment this year.

Subcommittee 3 (C-2-88) Working with 'TRB' on Intermodal Terminals

This is an on-going effort. Three members of Committee 14 currently also hold membership on

TRB Committee A2M03 Intermodal Freight Terminal Design. With the continuing emphasis on seamless

intermodal goods movement, and TRB's efforts to expand research in the area of rail transportation, this

subcommittee will continue to provide meaningful information.

Subcommittee 4 (D-2-89) RailAVater Transfer Facilities

This subcommittee has suffered from the loss of its original chairman. The new subcommittee

chairman has made several attempts to advance this assignment. However, many of the members of this

subcommittee have been concentrating on the completion of other subcommittee assignments. The

proposed output of this subcommittee is a significant expansion of Manual material. One of approximately

seven sub-sets of material has been effectively completed.

Subcommittees (D-9-92) Industrial Wastewater Treatment and Disposal

This material was assigned pursuant to the elimination of Committee 13. As a result of discussions

with a representative of the Board of Direction, the elimination of Committee 1 3 deserves reassessment

and no action on this assignment should be taken until that issue is resolved. Therefore, no subcommittee

chairman has been appointed and no work has been undertaken.

Subcommittee 6 (D-10-92) Retarders and Noise Barriers

This material was assigned pursuant to the elimination of Committee 13. As a result of discussions

with a representative of the Board of Direction, the elimination of Committee 13 deserves reassessment

and no action on this assignment should be taken until that issue is resolved. Therefore, no subcommittee

chairman has been appointed and no work has been undertaken.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 15 - Steel Structures

J. E. Barrett, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

Subcommittee A. Recommendations for Further Study and Research

Our Committee members are continuing to work closely with the AAR/NSF Bridge Research

Program through John Choros of theAAR Technical Center. The Bridge Research Steering Committee

for this program includes 6 members of Committee 15.

The Committee unanimously passed a motion of support for the proposed AAR portion of the

joint research project with the California Department of Transportation on the seismic capacity of a

railroad bridge in the Los Angeles area.

Subcommittee B. Revision of Manual

The Subcommittee has been working to prepare this year's submittal for changes to Chapter 15

of the AREA Manual and is working closely with other subcommittees on proposed future changes.

The Subcommittee is also reviewing the complete Chapter 15. since it appears that some parts and

articles have not been reviewed recently.
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Dl-1-87 Obtain Data From Which the Frequency of Occurrence of Maximum Stress in Steel

Railway Bridges May Be Determined Under Service Loading.

This assignment is being progressed by Subcommittee 1 - Design Loading and Stresses, A. L.

Piepmeier, Chairman. The Subcommittee is working with the rating subcommittee and is reviewing

the results of the current AAR/NSF Bridge Research Program. The basic analytical data was used in

developing some of our design, fatigue and rating specifications. Further action awaits results of the

AAR/NSF Bridge Research Program.

C2-1-92 Review and Update Fracture Control Plan

This assignment is being progressed by Subcommittee 2 - Materials, F. R. Beckmann, Chairman,

and the appropriate elements are now in the AREA Manual. However, the fracture control plan

requires updating as additional data becomes available.

C3-1-86 For Steel Fabrication Develop Materials, Methods, Quality Control Procedures and

Qualifications of Fabricators

This assignment is now under Subcommittee 3 - Fabrication and Erection, W. G. Byers, Chairman.

The Subcommittee continues to work on the development of specifications for the loading details for

fabricated members, updating fabrication and erection specifications to reflect current practices, and

other recommended changes in the area of fabrication and erection.

D6-1-88 Develop Methods for Repairing Damaged Steel Bridge Members

This assignment is being progressed by Subcommittee 6, W. B. Conway, Chairman. Additional

presentations have been made during the past year. The Subcommittee is working on repair procedures,

requirements and guidelines for insertion into the manual. It is estimated that at least two more years

will be necessary to complete this assignment.

D7-1-92 Develop New Manual Chapter on Bridge Bearings in Collaboration With Committees

7 and 8

This assignment is being progressed by Subcommittee 7, K. E. Bruestle, Chairman. The

Subcommittee is reviewing a draft of proposed sections for new Chapter 19, Bridge Bearings, prepared

by a task force. Copies of the final draft will be submitted to Committees 7 and 8 for the review.

D7-1-93 Painting and Abrasive Blasting

This new assignment is being progressed by Subcommittee 7, K. E. Bruestle, Chairman. Materials,

environmental requirements, specifications, and other information are being assembled by the

Subcommittee for their review and consideration as manual material. The goal of the Subcommittee is

to prepare recommended requirements for shop and field coating of new structures and maintenance and

field coating of existing structures.

C8-1-60 Develop Bibliography and Technical Explanation of Various Requirements in Area

Specifications Relating to Iron and Steel Structures

This assignment is being progressed by Subcommittee 8, T. J. Cambern, Chairman. There is a

continuing need for this committee to update and add items in its area of responsibility.
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Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 16 - Economics of Railway Engineering

and Operation

Status of Subcommittee assignments;

Cl-1 Manual Revision

Major revisions of Chapter 22 have been submitted to members for approval. Comments received

will be considered for inclusion, and chapter prepared for publication.

Chapter 16 revisions underway and progressing well.

D3-2-87 Artificial Intelligence

Assignment completed

D3-92 Train Delay

Assignment is progressing with initial documents prepared and distributed to subcommittee

members for consideration.

D4-92 Utilization of High Performance Locomotives

Questionnaire has been prepared for distribution to committee members to gather data for studies.

D5-92 Economics of Use of concrete Ties

Continued from Committee 22. Requires development of scope and work plan.

D7-92 Economics of Vegetation Control Methods

Working with Committees 1 and 13.

D8-92 Track Time Usage

New members of subcommittee will be assisting from old Committee 16.

D9-92 Centralized vs. Decentralized Renewal Planning

Membership voted to drop assignment because of limited subcommittee membership.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 17 - High Speed Rail

A. E. Shaw, Jr., Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

1. Sub-Committee D-1-89 Corridor Evaluation

A. Assigned January 26, 1989.

B. The Subcommittee has de\eloped and drafted an outline covering its subject. During the Summer,

the outline was submitted to entire committee for re\ iew.

C. Outline is first stage of subcommittee's assignment and is nearing completion.
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D. The benefit will be a standard of evaluating criteria which presently does not exist for North

America.

E. No problem areas.

F. Continue activity.

2. Subcommittee C-1-89 Track, Structures, and Track Train Interactions

A. Assigned January 26, 1989.

B. The Subcommittee has developed and drafted an outline covering its subject. During the Summer,

the outline was submitted to entire committee for review.

C. Outline is first stage of subcommittee's assignment and is nearing completion.

D. The benefit will be a standard of evaluating criteria which presently does not exist for North

America.

E. No problem areas.

P. Continue activity.

3. Subcommittee C-2-89 Vehicles, Control, and Propulsion System Considerations for High Speed

Rail, Collaborating on Electrification with Committee 33 - Electrical Energy Utilization, and

theAAR Communication and Signal Division.

A. AssignedJanuary 26, 1989.

B. The Subcommittee has developed and drafted an outline covering its subject. During the Summer,

the outline was submitted to entire committee for review.

C. Outline is first stage of subcommittee's assignment and is nearing completion.

D. The benefit will be a standard of evaluating criteria which presently does not exist for North

America.

E. No problem areas.

F. Continue activity.

4. Subcommittee D-2-89 Evaluation of Systems for Operation over 250 M.P.H.

Not assigned for study yet.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 18 - Light Density and Shortline Railways

R. E. Larsen, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

B-1 — Review of the Manual for its application to shortlines, assigned at the inception of the

Committee in 1990, has been an ongoing process which will continue as the Committee defines

appropriate areas of consideration uniquely applicable to shortlines and light density lines, and

therefore most appropriately considered by Committee 1 8 rather than by one of the other Technical

Committees.

B-2— Examination of deleted portions of the Manual for continuing value to shortlines, also assigned

at the Committee's inception, is nearly completed. Potential value has been identified in continuing

to maintain information on rail sections and OTM of 100 pounds and less. Other deleted material

has been found to be not applicable to present operations, as a result of major changes in technology

and operations. This assignment was proposed to be closed in 1993.

Cl-1-90 — Recommendation of practices concerning use of secondhand track material, including

inventory of rail and OTM of 100 lbs. and less, to date has conducted and disseminated a survey of
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available lighter weight rail and OTM, and is proceeding to develop an inventory of where such

material exists in the industry as a whole. Completion of the inventory is expected in 1994, with an

ongoing low level information maintenance effort thereafter.

Cl-2-90— Recommendation of practices for obtaining, maintaining, organizing, and operating MoW
work equipment on shortlines has received little attention. The committee is presently reviewing

whether this assignment will be productive in view of the limited resources available to the Committee;

the extremely wide range of equipment and needs of the various short line and light density lines,

and the level of support available from machine manufacturers, suppliers, and leasing companies.

D2-1-90 — Investigation of the special considerations for obtaining contracted engineering, repair,

and maintenance services for shortlines has focussed on identifying the four most typically needed

contracted services for shortlines, and beginning to prepare example documents to identify the key

issues which must be defined to acquire each of these services. This assignment should be continued;

completion is targeted for 1995.

D2-2-90— Investigation of inspection criteria for shortlines has initially focussed on preparation of

a bridge inspection guide for track inspectors, which is nearing completion. The intent of this document

is to furnish basic bridge terminology and inspection guidelines for a person who should be able to

detect major deficiencies and to seek further help, during routine track inspections. This document is

targeted for completion in Spring, 1 994, for submission for inclusion in the Manual. The next effort to

address inspection criteria will be a basic checklist for routine manual track and RoW inspection.

D2-3-92— Compilation of a list of documents which describe the engineering assets of a railroad is

proceeding. The intent of this assignment is to provide a check list and generic samples of documents

such as track profiles, inspection reports, etc. Such a compilation is expected to be of particular benefit

to persons assuming new ownership of a line of railroad, so that vital historical records and engineering

information is not lost to the new operator. This assignment will be completed in 1994.

D2-4-92— Development of budgeting and planning practices for the engineering work of short line and

light density lines is a massive potential effort which has not received significant committee attention to

date. The committee is reviewing whether this assignment should be continued.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 24 - Engineering Education

R. G. McGinnis, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

Subcommittee 1: Continuing Education (Cl-1-71)

Assigned: Prior to 1983

Progress: Organized a symposium on "Preparation of Railroad Bridges for 125-ton Cars" held

following the Annual Technical Conference in Chicago, March 24, 1993. Thirty-seven

(37) individuals attended the short course which more than covered the out-of-pocket

costs for the course. The subcommittee has received approval to present a short course

on "Bridge Timber and Cross Ties - Treatment and Disposal" following the 1994

Annual Technical Conference in Chicago.

Completion Date: Ongoing
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Benefits: Provides opportunities for AREA members to improve their knowledge of subject

matters which are relevant to the railroad industry.

Problems: None

Recommendation: Continue

Subcommittee 2. Student Relations

(C2-1-82) Recruiting of Engineering graduates

(C2-2-88) Student Interest Award Program

(C2-3-71) Student Relations

Assigned: Prior to 1983

Progress: Historically has published an annual survey of college graduate hiring by railroad

engineering and maintenance departments. (See Problems); Administers the Student

Interest Award Program (SIAP) (See Benefits); and oversees the Student Affiliate program

(See Problems)

Completion: Should be continuous

Benefits: Participation in the SIAP increased again in 1992-93 to twenty-three (23) entries. The

program has been approved for the 1993-94 year, with $4,000 available for prizes.

Problems: The most recent graduate recruiting survey, based on a return of 9 of 1 8 questionnaires

indicated that only 1 graduate was hired by the railroad industry in 1991 . Repeat efforts

to improve this data have failed due to poor response from the industry. This survey will

no longer be conducted by the committee. The Student Affiliate Program continues to

have low numbers of members. Increased attention from the Committee is needed.

Recommendations: Continue

Subcommittee 3. Faculty Relations

(C3-1-85) Faculty Relations

(C3-2-82) Speakers for student groups

Assigned: 1985

Progress: Speakers at the AREA Technical Conferences are being contacted to see if they can

furnish copies of their presentations to be made available to professors. Criteria forcase

studies have been established, and the subcommittee is actively .seeking new case studies

to be made available for professors" use.

Completion: Should be continuous

Benefits: Teaching aids for faculty are being assembled.

Problems: None.

Recommendations: Continue.
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Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 27 - Maintenance of Way Work Equipment

J. L. Condon, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

Subcommittee A: Recommendations for Further Study and Research

The task of this Committee is to provide general direction and assistance for the Committee

involving new tasks, setting goals, and interfacing with the REMSA Group. This is an ongoing

assignment with no need for any changes.

Subcommittee B: Revision of Manual

A Manual revision was made in the 1993-94 AREA Manual involving the colors that various

areas have work equipment machinery shall be painted.

No new revisions are being progressed at this time. This subcommittee should remain as is and

no changes are foreseen in the immediate future.

Subcommittee 1: Reliability Engineering as Applicable to Work Equipment

Discussions and activities continue on a high level. Most recent was a presentation comparing

the repair/maintenance costs versus machinery age for two different categorized equipment types.

Those were construction type off-track equipment and that of the typical rail bound maintenance of

way equipment as used on tie, rail and surfacing gangs.

Further, some of the key topics of which the group is trying to pursue is that of a standardized

definition on measurement of reliability and equipment down time for the various types of roadway

work equipment.

Subcommittee 2: Preventative Maintenance

Progress has been slow due to this area being a highly controversial topic and has wide and varying

philosophies as how to structure a good and comprehensive PM program.

Progress has further been slowed by the AREA Board's decision to not allow Committee 27 to

query the equipment vendors to further address the maintenance data requirement (DR) issue which

was submitted for approval on August 7, 1992 but declined. This group is now under new chairmanship

and is quite enthusiastic to pursue the generation of guidelines and procedures to begin forming

some initial building blocks to generate beneficial guidelines and information intended to allow the

railroads to get a grasp on how to best assemble a PM program. Some information from various

railroads has been passed out to Committee 27 to allow everyone to get a feel of some alternative

ways to design and develop a PM program. Further, the area of service bulletins are being thoroughly

reviewed to generate the most desirable and informative formative for vendors to follow so they will

become a high quality management tool with a standard format.

Subcommittee 3: Computer Applications within the Work Equipment Organization

A formal presentation was made at the Fall 1992 meeting with information centering around the

CP Railroad efforts of electronic data collection system for work equipment machinery and labor

costs as well as a planning tool for shopping of equipment. Further, effons are being pursued to use

computer and data links to perform on-line monitoring of equipment conditions via radio or satellite.

This Subcommittee provides the opportunity to focus on a very rapidly growing tleld which is driven

by highly technical advancements in computers, data transmissions and communication links which
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will continue to be used very extensively in the railroad environment. Some of the topics under

review are as follows:

1. Using electronic mail bulletin boards on an industry-wide basis for service bulletins and

equipment modification information.

2. Equipment as on-board computers and micro-processors for monitoring maintenance and

production information should be defined in a format with considerations given to hardware,

software, networking, etc.

3. General data communication and networking for electronic data transfer relating to purchasing

and material acquisition systems.

Subcommittee 4: Maintenance ofWay Equipment Safety and Ergonomics

This Subcommittee is now under new chairmanship. This group has many ideas of the highly

debated and highly visible topics to address and discuss. These subjects are the focal point of many
equipment acquisitions, conversions and modifications to satisfy the growing concern of providing

operators and maintenance personnel with a safe working environment. Various issues are in the

hopper to discuss and review with Committee 27 that will have a high impact on all railroads and

vendors. Some of these areas are as follows:

1

.

Noise levels for the various types of machines.

2. Individual railroads hearing protection practices relating to the equipment noise generation.

3. Prevention of noise through feasible design changes.

4. Sound nullification systems.

5. Operator ergonomics and new seats available for operator stations.

6. Crane safety problems and methods of inspection to resolve these problems.

7. Lockout/tagout procedures.

8. Machine guarding practices.

9. ROPS and FOPS cab requirements.

10. Oil and anti-freeze recovery procedures.

1 1

.

Machine design to ease in the maintenance requirements.

Subcommittee 5: Training Programs for Machine Operators Maintenance Personnel

This subcommittee is also under new chairmanship and is displaying signs of being enthusiastically

pursuing areas to generate some very good background information for the much needed area of training.

Efforts are currently underway to define and establish new tasks to be undertaken, setting of goals and

agenda to progress a dynamically growing area of concern for the railroads. Further, efforts are being

pursued to establish a standard format for future operation, maintenance and safety training videos

being generated by the equipment manufacturers. Also, a library of available video tapes is being

pursued to have those available for all sources.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 28 - Clearances

K. W. Eich, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

Subcommittee A— "Recommendations for Further Study and Research"

This subcommittee has recently suggested our subcommittee on Double Stack Container

innovations which is quite helpful in clearances.
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Subcommittee B — "Revision of the Manual"

Currently revising the State Legal Clearance Requirements sheet (28-3-25). In conjunction with

subcommittee C-1-62 the sheet should be complete just after the first of the year.

Subcommittee C-1-62— "Compilation of the Railroad Clearance Requirements of the Various

States"

As mentioned above, both subcommittees are working together towards an acceptable completion.

Subcommittee C-2-85 — "Compilation of a Comprehensive Glossary and Bibliography

Pertaining to the Technical Literature on Railroad High and Wide Clearances"

Words, definitions and phrases are continually being introduced in order to keep the Associate

membership and the organization abreast of information used commonly among Engineering personnel

in clearances.

Subcommittee C-3-85— "Review ofRailway Line Clearances' Publication to Develop Improved

User Accessibility"

This subcommittee is currently preparing to offer a substitute format within this publication. It is

not known at this time what the outcome will be and whether or not the Railroads or the publication

itself will opt for the proposed format.

Subcommittee C-4-91 — "Research, Report and Provide Equipment Clearance Diagrams

(Plates) as Required"

This subcommittee is currently in the process of submitting to the AAR, a proposed new plate

configuration to accommodate the 50'-0" truck center car which the committee adopted several years

ago as the base car for determining the published clearances.

Subcommittee C-5-92 — "New Designs in Intermodal Containers and Their Effect on

Clearances"

At the meeting in Denver, a report is expected to bring the membership up to date on the

introduction by Trailer Train Company (TTX) of the new "Spine Car". These cars will allow the

loading of 53" containers in the lower well portion thereby allowing incorporation of two of the new
9"-9" containers. Effectively, double stack container shipments could reach as high as 20"-6" or

greater and many lines are only capable of handling the 20' -0" shipments currently.

Subcommittee D-3-85 — "Conversion of 'Heavy Capacity and Special Type Flat Car' Section

of the 'Official Railway Equipment Register' to UMLER Compatible Format"

It appears that this subcommittee has completed its job. We are awaiting the final report.

Subcommittee D-4-85 — "Research and develop book covering heavy duty car diagrams and

ratings"

The last publication of this type, other than personally compiled, was around the turn of the 70"s

and was by the AAR. At the time of this writing, the last of the information has been compiled. The

report will be given and the information will go to ballot. In all probability, the AAR will take the

information and disseminate as an updated publication.

Subcommittee D-6-89— "Recommendations for a uniform electronic clearance message"

This subcommittee is complete. An extreme amount of research went into this subcommittee by

its chairman and we are currently awaiting a response from the AAR's Electronic Data Interchange

Committee before we close this out completely.
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Subcommittee D-7-92 — "Clearances for highway structures over railroads"

This was a subcommittee from the former Committee 9 which is no longer in existence. Initially,

it was our intent to incorporate the subject matter into our subcommittee C-1-62. After some

discussion, it appears that this subject may very well have enough merit to continue as a subcommittee

on the Clearance Committee. Headquarters will be kept informed.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 32 - Systems Engineering

D. E. Bartholomew, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments:

Subcommittee 1 — Recommendations for further study and research

a. Subcommittee has investigated changes and additions to all subcommittee assignments and

has reviewed the progress of the subcommittees developing Manual material. No change in

subcommittee assignments is recommended.

Subcommittee 2

Engineering Management Systems - Review, research and disseminate information pertinent to

design and implementation, including specific applications or techniques with the scope of railroad

engineering.

a. C2- 1 -86 Research new applications for the use of information technology that will assist in

the management of engineering resources.

This is an ongoing assignment. Last year the subcommittee prepared a survey of existing and

proposed applications of the various member roads and has currently reviewed the results. The

survey results has provided a base for Subcommittee task D2-1-92. The subcommittee has

investigated simplifying the survey form to obtain a better response.

b. D2-1-92 Initiate thedevelopment of Manual material for Engineering Management Systems.

Development of a Table of Contents for new Manual Chapter 32, which will serve as an outline

for future tasks has been completed. At the April committee meeting it was voted to send this

Table of Contents to letter ballot of the full committee. Results of the letter ballot will he discussed

at the proposed October meeting. Development of a general introductory, recommendation and

conclusion section which will include a general high level Flow Diagram of recommended

Engineering Systems and Applications will be pursued next.

Subcommittee 3

Systems Engineering Education - Collect and disseminate information to the Association membership

by means of special features, seminars, demonstrations and printed material.

a. C3-I-78 Application of engineering information systems as related to design and analysis

problems and maintenance practices.

Minimal progress, this report, due to work on Subcommittee task D3-1-92.

b. D3-1-92 Present a symposium in 1993 on Engineering Sy,stems.

Work on a Symposium in conjunction with B&B and Road Masters Conference and REMSA
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Show in Denver is complete. The symposium is to be held September 21, 1993.

Subcommittee 4

Engineering Graphics Systems and Interchange Standards - Collect information from North

American Railroads on graphic system uses and examine existing drawing transfer standards.

a. D4-1-86 Develop a Manual section with recommended protocol for CADD drawings.

Work is continuing on this assignment. The subcommittee has developed the Table of Contents

for Part 1 1 , Computer Aided Drafting (CAD), of the new manual Chapter 32, which is going to

letter ballot before the full committee.

b. In April of this year Committee 32 was asked by Committee 1 1 , Engineering Records and Property

Accounting, to assume responsibility for their Chapter 1 1 , Part 2, Cartographic Specifications

(Office & Drafting Practices), since most railroads are now performing these functions on CAD
systems. Committee 1 1 no longer has personnel experienced in this area. After review of Chapter

1 1 , Part 2, the subcommittee determined that this material did fit within their scope of work and

agreed to assume responsibility for this material including transferring it to new Chapter 32.

The new Chapter 32, Part 1 1 , Table of Contents that has gone to Letter Ballot does include the

subject matter of Chapter 1 1 , Part 2. Once the complete text is prepared and published in new

Chapter 32; Chapter 1 1 , Part 2, can be deleted from the manual by Committee 1 1 . Collaboration

between Committee 1 1 and Committee 32, Subcommittee 4, is essential to this effort.

c. The subcommittee is continuing to review the electronic transmission ofCAD drawings prepared

for the "Portfolio of Trackwork Plans." Several additional drawings have been transmitted

between several railroads and tested to determine the effectiveness of transfer techniques and

protocols.

Excerpts from Annual Report of

Committee 34 - Scales

W. A. GeMeiner, Chairman

Status of Subcommittee assignments.

Subcommittee C-1-85 — Preparation of Subjects for Publication

This is an ongoing subcommittee that does final editing of items to be published as information

in the AREA Bulletin or as recommended practice in the AAR Scale handbook. Manual Revisions

from Subcommittee "B" (see above) will be finalized later this year. A recommendation from

Subcommittee D-2-87 may be published in the AREA Bulletin in the Spring of 1994.

Subcommittee C-2-82— Innovations in Scales Used in Connection with Operations of Railroads

This is an ongoing subcommittee that investigates new technology and changes in the weighing

industry that affect railroads. The subcommittee determines the relevance and suitability of new

technologies, pertaining to their application and cost effectiveness in a railroad environment. .\ study of

the capabilities (with respect to weighing accuracy for overload protection) of several instrumented

rail impact detectors will begin in early 1994.

Subcommittee D-1-83 — Criteria for the Location of Coupled-in-Motion Track Scales

The final draft of this study was published in the December 1990, AREA Bulletin. A number of

subcommittee members were associated with the Railroad Advisory Committee (now dis-banded).
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who had been involved with the NCWM in a study of coupled-in-motion weighing systems that are

used in individual car mixed-manifest custody transfer and tank car weighing applications. Issues

concerning this study were voted on by the National Conference on Weights and Measures in Kansas

City in July 1993; so this Subcommittee will be discontinued.

Subcommittee D-2-87 — Investigate Stencilling of Cars Using Coupled-in-Motion Weights

This subcommittee's assignment is to determine whether coupled-in-motion weighing systems

are suitable when weighing empty railroad cars for the purpose of updating UMLER and/or for the

stencilling of cars. If suitable, they will recommend guidelines for implementation. The subcommittee

has developed a recommendation that has been submitted to the full Committee for vote and carried.

The subcommittee had requested that the recommendation be withheld from publishing in the AREA
bulletin due to some of the voting items (concerning C-I-M) that are being deliberated by the NCWM
in 1993. As explained in the above Subcommittee Report, the NCWM voted concerning the issues

in July 1993; so we now anticipate that the recommendation may be ready for publication as soon as

Spring 1994.

Subcommittee D-3-90— Track Scale Testing Guidelines, Test and Inspection Forms

This subcommittee is evaluating track scale test and inspection forms in use on various railroads;

with the intent of recommending a uniform report format. A ballot was sent to members for voting

in July; so if the vote is affirmative, an informational report will be published in the next Technical

Bulletin. This subcommittee plans to continue its work, preparing uniform report formats for

inspection and testing of various other weighing systems in use throughout the Railroad Industry.

Subcommittee D-4-91 — Railroad Master Scale Program

This subcommittee is studying the existing railroad master track .scale program in a number of

areas; including age, location, capacity, utilization and general condition, to determine if the "Program"

continues to meet the Industries' needs. Engineering specifications have been received from most of

the master scale owners; as well as calibration data from the Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS),

the governmental agency that tests all railroad master scales. They will study the effects of the new

ram-style and heavier scale test cars on the existing scales, and determine if special procedures are

needed to protect these older scales. The subcommittee is investigating the alternatives to existing

master scale design, including the use of electronics.

Proposed 1994 A.R.E.A. Manual

and Portfolio Revisions

The following proposed Revisionsof the A.R.E.A. Manual for Railway Engineering and Portfolio

ofTrackwork Plans have been recommended to the association by the technical committee responsible

for each after a letter ballot is approved by: ( I ) a two-thirds majority of the eligible members voting,

and (2) by at least fifty percent of the total eligible voting members on the committee. They are

being published here for comment by the general A.R.E.A. membership and any other interested

parties. Comments should be sent to A.R.E.A. headquarters by March 1, 1994. These comments

will be considered by the A.R.E.A. Board of Direction in deciding whether to give final approval for

inclusion of the proposed changes in the Manual and Portfolio Revisions, which if approved, go into

effect August 1, 1994.
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Proposed 1994 Manual Revisions for

Chapter 1—Roadway and Ballast

Revisions have been made to Part 4 - Culverts, Part 6 - Fences, and Part 9 - Vegetation Control.

Due to the substantial changes made to Part 9, they will not be included here. Anyone wishing to

view Part 9 should contact AREA headquarters.

Part 4

Culverts

Replace article 4.9.2.3 with:

4.9.2.3 Wall Area

Formula for wall area is:

A = T

fa

A = Required wall area (in^/ft) (See Table 4.9.6)

T = Thrust (lbs/ft) (See 4.9.2.1)

f^ = Minimum yield point (psi - See 4.9.5. Table 4.9.3) divided by SF; f^ = f^, /SF

SF = Safety Factor (Recommended SF = 2)

Replace buckling formulae in article 4.9.2.4 with:

if

K \ fu
" 48E V r /

ifS> k\ f, (J^):

f^,^ = critical buckling stress (psi)

S = max. span in inches

r = Radius of gyration in inches (See Table 4.9.6)

E = Modulusof elasticity (psi) (See 4.9.5) Table 4.9.3

K = Soil stiffness factor (See below)

SF = Safety factor (Recommend SF = 2)

f^j = Minimum tensile strength (psi) (See 4.9.5)(See Table 4.9.3)

Soil stiffness factor = 0.22 for 95% compaction

0.33 for 907c compaction

0.44 for 85% compaction
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Part 6

Fences

Replace articles 6.7 and 6.8 with the following:

6.7 METHODS OF CONTROLLING DRIFTING SNOW

6.7.1 Justification and Scope

Although snow fences have been used to protect railways in the U.S. since the 1870's, the need

for passive snow control was diminished by the development of rotary snow plows and more powerful

locomotives, and by the increasing frequency of train traffic that helped to keep drifts from blocking

tracks. In recent years, however, the need for drift control on railroads has been renewed by

technological advances. Remotely controlled switches must be free of snow and ice, and thermal

scanners are subject to dysfunction when snow or ice accumulates in the optical path. In addition,

the increasing costs of derailments adds incentive for drift protection.

The methods for preventing or mitigating drifting snow problems discussed here are 1 ) elevating

the road bed above grade, 2) widening cuts to allow the wind to keep tracks blown clear and to

provide space for snow to accumulate without encroaching on the tracks, 3) clearing and mowing

vegetation along the roadway, 4) placement of bungalows and other structures to prevent the drifts

formed by these structures from affecting operations, 5) plowing snow ridges or berms, 6) erecting

snow fences, and 7) planting trees and shrubs.

6.7.2 References

The guidelines presented here are adapted from the following references, which may be consulted

for more detailed information.

"Designing toControl Blowing Snow." 1993. R.D. Tabler. Strategic Highway Research Program,

National Research Council, Washington, D.C. (in press).

"Snow Fence Guide," 1992. R. D. Tabler. Strategic Highway Research Program, National

Research Council, Washington, D. C. 61 pages.

"Drifting Snow." 1990. R. D. Tabler, J. W. Pomeroy, and B. W. Santana. In: Cold Regions

Hydrology and Hydraulics, ASCE Technical Council on Cold Regions Engineer Monograph,

pages 95-145.

6.73. Dermitions and Terminology

6.7.3.1 Snow Transport

Snow transport is the mass of blowing snow transported by the wind over some specified period

of time, expressed per unit of width across the wind. Although blowing snow particles can be

transported thousands of feet above the surface, their concentration above 16 feet or so is usually

negligible for purposes of drift control. As used here, snow transport refers to the total within the

first 16 feet above the surface.

6.7.3.2 Snowfall Water-Equivalent

Snowfall is the depth of snow that falls over a specified time period. Water-equivalent is the

depth of water that would result if the snowfall were completely melted. In the absence of rain.
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snowfall water-equivalent is equal to winter precipitation. On average, snowfall water-equivalent is

equal to 10% of snowfall.

6.7.3.3 Fetch

Fetch is the length of the area serving as a source of blowing snow to a downwind location. The

upwind end of the fetch is any boundary across which there is no snow transport, such as a forest

margin, deep gully or stream channel, row of trees, or shoreline of an open body of water.

6.7.3.4 Snow Storage Capacity

Snow storage capacity is the maximum quantity of snow that a snow fence can retain.

6.7.3.5 Equilibrium Drift

When a fence has filled to capacity, the drift is said to have reached equilibrium. At this stage the

fence has no more effect on blowing snow.

6.7.3.6 Snow-IVapping Efficiency

Trapping efficiency is the proportion of blowing snow permanently stopped by a fence, in relation

to the incoming snow transport over the height of the fence. Trapping efficiency is relatively high

when a fence is empty, and falls to zero when the fence is filled to capacity (when the drift reaches

"equilibrium").

6.7.3.7 "End-Effect"

End effect refers to the rounding of drifts that occurs near the ends of snow fences (Figure 1).

The end-effect reduces trapping efficiency and storage capacity near fence ends.

L_K^2Hj j- FENCE

H ^ DOWNWIND DRIFT

ELEVATION

DOWNWIND DRIFT

FENCE

PLAN VIEW

Figure 1. Illustration of the three-dimensional rounding of drifts at fence ends.
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6.7.3.8 Effective Fence Height, H

Effective fence height, represented by the letter H. refers to the vertical height of the fence,

measured from the surface of the surrounding snow cover to the upper edge of the fencing material.

Because the aerodynamic effects of a fence are scaled from the fence as multiples of fence height, it

is convenient to express distances form the fence as multiples of fence height. A distance of 5H
therefore equals 5 times the height of the fence — 20 feet for a 4-foot fence, 50 feet for a 10-foot

fence, and so on. For most applications, effective height can be assumed equal to structural fence

height — the vertical height of the fence measured from the ground.

6.7.3.9 Bottom Gap

The bottom gap is the space left between the ground and the lower edge of the fence for the

purpose of reducing snow deposition in the immediate vicinity of the fence.

6.7.3.10 Porosity Ratio, P

The porosity of a snow fence refers to the holes or spaces comprising the open area of a fence,

excluding the bottom gap. Porosity ratio, P, is the ratio of openings to total frontal area above the

bottom gap. Non-porous fences (P = 0) are referred to as solid barriers.

6.7.3.11 Wind Angle, a

The angle formed between track alignment and the direction of the prevailing wind, a is 90°

when the wind is perpendicular to the track.

6.7.3.12 Setback Distance, D

Setback refers to the distance from the roadbed shoulder, or outside shoulder of a track-side

access road, to the snow fence.

6.7.4 Specifications for Roadbed Geometry

6.7.4.1 Elevating Roadbed

Elevating the roadbed above-grade reduces the accumulation of snow on the track, but does not

eliminate snow problems at thermal .scanners or other sensitive locations. As a general rule, snow

fences are required to protect locations where track is at or above the surrounding terrain.

Minimum embankment height (Hg, ft) above grade is given by

Hg - 0.4S + 2

where H is measured from top of ballast and S is mean annual snowfall, in feet (Figure 2).

I

— 2 + 0.4(MEAN ANNUAL SNOWFALL)

Figure 2. Guidelines for minimum height of roadbed above grade.
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6.7.4.2 Cut Sections

Widening cuts allows wind to keep the tracks swept clean of snow. Deeper cuts should also be

designed to accumulate snow to reduce the quantity of blowing snow crossing the tracks. In cut

sections, the roadbed (bottom of ballast) should be at least 2 feet higher than the bottom of ditch.

As shown in Figure 3, minimum horizontal distance, Wj from shoulder of roadbed to top of cut is

^top = 95 + 5.8H (sin a)

where H is depth of cut measured from roadbed shoulder elevation, and a is the wind angle (Figure 3).

Backslopes should be 5:1 or steeper. These guidelines apply to through-cuts and to both windward

and leeward sidehill cuts. Although this geometry will prevent drift encroachment on the track,

snow fences may still be required to protect sensitive locations such as switches, thermal scanners,

and dragging-equipment detectors.

5 OR LESS ^^#^ ^
>^^^s.^.^W<^W^^^

(typ)

Figure 3. Recommended cut section to prevent snowdrift encorachment.

6.7.5 Specifications for Clearing and Mowing Vegetation

Mowing and brushing operations as normally carried out for fire prevention and other purposes

can also reduce snow deposition on the track. Particular attention should be paid to removing or

cutting back brush and trees within the right-of-way that would otherwise cause drifts to form at

critical locations. An option to removing trees is to prune the lower branches to a height of 7 feet.

6.7.6 Specifications for Placement of Bungalows and Other Structures

Buildings and other structures on the upwind side of the track can cause drifts that interfere with

the operation of switches, thermal scanners, and other equipment. Where prevailing wind directions

are well-defined, these problems can be avoided by siting these structures on the downwind side of

the track. Where buildings must be placed on the upwind side, they should be located so that the

drafts formed around the ends of the building do not encroach on a sensitive area. The drift wings

that form around the ends of a rectangular building having width W across the wind, extend laterally

to 1.5W on both sides of the building centerline.

6.7.7 Temporary Control Measures

A common emergency practice in severe winters is to create snow ridges or berms outside of the

right-of-way using graders or dozers. Unfortunately, such barriers do not have much storage capacity.

A single row of 4-ft snow fence would catch as much snow as fourteen, 2-ft-tail snow ridges spaced

10 feet apart. Snow fences are therefore more effective and less expensive than snow berms.
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6.8 SPECIFICATIONS FOR SNOW FENCES

6.8.1 Effectiveness and Applications

Properly engineered snow fence systems can keep switches free of snowdrifts and prevent snow

and ice accumulation at thermal scanners, as well as eliminate drift encroachment on tracks and

improve wintertime track-side access.

6.8.2 Structural Fences

6.8.2.1 Fence Height and Snow Storage Capacity

Fence height is the primary factor determining the storage capacity, trapping efficiency, and

overall effectiveness offences. The storage capacity, Q (in tons/ft) of a fence with height H (feet) is

given by

Q = 0.2H2 2

This equation, plotted in Figure 4, applies to fences with a "porosity" ratio of 0.45 to 0.55, and

can be used to calculate the height of fence providing the required storage if the average annual snow

transport is known. If annual snowfall and "fetch" are known, average annual snow transport can be

estimated using the methods described in the references (Subsection 6.7.2). Although the procedure

is too complex to describe here, snow transport, Qj, can be estimated from the following equation //

an estimate is available for the average snowfall relocated by the wind (Figure 5):

Q,= 156Sr^,(l-0.14F^'0000)

where Q( is in tons per foot of width across the wind, S^^g is the relocated snowfall water-equivalent

(feet), and F is fetch distance (feet). Expressed as a percentage of total annual snowfall, S^^g varies

from 25% or less in the northeastern U.S., to 75% on the short-grass plains in Wyoming and Montana.

^-vlOO

6 8 10 12

FENCE HEIGHT, H (ft)

Figure 4. Snow storage capacity versus effective fence height.
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E50
FENCE ~1

TO SCALE

-^ 6H k-

VERTICAL SCALE EXAGERATED

Figure 6. Shape of equiHbrium drifts formed by 50% porous snow fences having effective height H.

where H is fence height (feet), a is the wind angle, and D is measured from roadbed shoulder

perpendicular to the track.

When winds are more oblique (a < 65°), fences should be perpendicular to the wind using staggered

rows 30H in length and 25H apart, overlapped as shown in Figure 7. The ends of staggered rows

should be no closer to the track than 30H, as measured perpendicular to the track. Stepping-down

the height near fence ends (Figure 8) allows oblique fences to be placed closer to the track.

Where wind direction is essentially parallel to the track, blowing snow conditions can be improved

by placing fences on both sides of the track in a herringbone pattern (Figure 9). To help deflect

blowing snow away from the track, the fences should be angled so that the outside end is farther

downwind than the end closest to the track.

6.8.2.3 Fence Length

Fences should extend far enough on either side of the area to be protected so as to intercept snow

from directions ranging 20° or so on either side of the prevailing direction. In addition, fences

should be extended to allow for the reduced effectiveness associated with the "end effect". The

resultant rule is that the ends of fences should extend so as to subtend a 30° angle outside of the

prevailing wind direction (Figure 10). This allowance provides the protection limits normally used

on highways. On railroads, however, some snow is also brought into the area by high-speed trains.

This source of snow can be eliminated by extending the fence protection 1 ()()() feet beyond the normal

protection limits described above.

Fence rows should be no shorter than 3()H to prevent efficiency from being excessively reduced

by the "end effect."
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Dfnln a = ATTACK ANGLE

T

Dmln = (sin a)(12 + 49P 7p2. 37?^ )H

Figure 7. Placement of fences when wind angle a is less than 65°.

6.8.2.4 Openings in Fences

Fences should be as long as possible, with a minimum number of openings. Any opening left for

roads, water courses, or other purposes should be protected with an upwind fence that overlaps the

opening sufficiently to prevent snow from passing through.

6.8.2.5 Bottom Gap

A bottom gap left between the lower edge of the fencing material and the ground helps to keep

the fence free of snow. Fences that are partially or completely buried do not store as much snow, and

are less efficient in trapping incoming snow, than fences that are fully exposed. Fences that are

buried in drifts are also subject to damage by the forces imposed by snow settlement or snow creep

on slopes.

The optimum gap depends on vegetation, topographic location of the fence, and wind speeds.

On relatively flat sites, the bottom gap should be approximately \09c of total fence height. For

example, a 6-ft fence should be installed with about an 8-inch gap, a lO-ft fence should have a 14-

inch gap, and so on. As shown in Figure 1 1, larger gaps reduce snow storage capacity and trapping

efficiency.
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PLAN VIEW
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6.8.2.6 Fence Design

6.8.2.6.1 Scope

These specifications cover the most commonly used types of snow fences and materials.

6.8.2.6.2 General

The most important consideration in fence design is height, as described in a previous section.

Other characteristics have more subtle effects on performance. The effect of fence porosity on snow

storage capacity is shown in Figure 12. Fences having a porosity ratio of 0.45 to 0.55 have the

largest storage capacity. Because the length of the downwind drift decrea.ses with decreasing porosity

(Figure 13), less porous fences are sometimes used to allow placement closer to the track.

CM

X
10

Qc / H" = 3 4P 44P 2. 60P3

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

S POROSITY RATIO, P

Figure 12. How snow storage capacity varies with snow fence porosity.

The shape of the openings is less important than the porosity. Horizontal boards, however, help

retard snow burial because the spaces between boards act like bottom gaps as the snow depth increases.

Small openings, on the order of an inch or less, induce snow deposition at the fence. However,

openings and solid elements larger than 10 inches cau.se higher wind speeds and turbulence, that

reduce snow trapping efficiency and storage capacity.

There are two basic types of permanent fences — those comprised of a truss structure supported

on the ground surface (described in Sub.section 6.8.2.6.3), and tho.se supported by vertical poles

embedded in the ground (Sub.section 6.8.2.6.4). Other things being equal, there are no appreciable

differences in performance between these two types. Surface-mounted fences are the least expensive

for most applications. Vertical pole fences are preferred in mountainous terrain because of their

resistance to snow creep forces, and may be advantageous on agricultural land because less land area

is occupied by their narrower footprint.
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Table 1. Dimensions of structural members of" the "Wyoming" snow fence shown in Figure 14. S

and G dimensions are parallel to front vertical truss member. Lumber size for all truss members is 2"

X 6", except 2" x 8" is used for the long brace (Member Number 3) for the 14-ft height. Bolt length

at anchor attachments = 6"; all others = 5". NR = not required, NA = not applicable.

Member
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Figure 14. Generic plan for the "Wyoming" snow fence with vertical height H. Dimensions are

given in Table 1, and U-clip detail is shown in Figure 15.
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than that of the specified bolt, and may be punched. All other U-clip dimensions shall be within '/b"

of that specified in Figure 15.

Reinforcing steel ("re-bar") used for anchors shall be size No. 6 ( /j-inch diameter) Grade 60,

meeting requirements of ASTM A615.

6.8.2.6.3.4 Construction

The location of all cuts and borings shall be within '/4" of the dimensions shown in Figure 14 and

Table 1. Bolt holes shall be drilled to a diameter '/i6" larger than that of the specified bolt.

All defective, split, and broken lumber will be replaced after erection.

Panels shall be placed within 1 inch of the marked fence line.

The panels shall be placed so that the weight of each panel is equally distributed to the uprights,

and so that all sills are in contact with the ground over 90% of their length. This will require grading

the site prior to construction, or by hand-shoveling under each sill.

Panels shall be placed so as to leave no more than 1-inch between panels at the widest point. In

irregular terrain, this may require some overlapping of the ends of the panels (Figure 16), which is

permissible. Overlapped panels will be installed with a maximum transverse displacement from the

surveyed fence line of 2 inches.

Driven re-bar anchors shall be placed as shown on the plans, and shall be driven to full embedment

depth at an angle of 45 + 5° from vertical. Where anchors cannot be driven due to bedrock, the re-

bar shall be cemented with a bonding resin into a Vs-inch-diameter hole drilled at least 6 inches into

competent rock.

THE WRONG WAY

Figure 16. Panels should be overlapped to eliminate spaces between panels that otherwise greatly

reduce trapping efficiency and snow storage capacity.
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6.8.2.6.4 Speciflcations for Pole-Supported Fences

6.8.2.6.4.1 Support Spacing

Unless otherwise specified, poles shall be spaced 10 to 12 feet apart.

6.8.2.6.4.2 Wood Pole Sizes and SpeciFications

Unless otherwise specified, poles will be butt-treated Douglas-fir having minimum butt

circumferences as follows:

Fence height Butt Circumference

-feet- -inches-

6 21

7-8 23

9 26

10 27

11 30

12 32

13 34

14 36

6.8.2.6.4.3 Embedment Depth

For supports at 12-ft centers, minimum embedment depths for wood poles will be as follows:

Fence height Butt Circumference

-feet- -inches-

6 4.7

7-8 5.2

9 5.7

10 6.1

11 6.6

12 7.0

13 7.5

14 7.9

6.8.2.6.4.4 Pole Installation

Poles shall be set vertically plumb with a maximum lean of '/: inch in any direction, and the

windward face of all poles shall be within 1 inch of the indicated fence line. Poles will be backfilled

in 12-inch compacted lifts.

6.8.2.6.4.5 Fencing Materials

6.8.2.6.4.5.1 Wood Slats

If 1" boards are used, they shall be full rough dimension, and shall be at least 6 inches wide and

no more than 10 inches in width.

Wood slats shall be separated by spaces no larger than the width of the boards, and no less than

0.5 times the board width. Best performance is obtained when slats are spaced to give a porosity

ratio of 0.45 to 0.5.

Boards shall be nailed to the windward side of vertical supports as shown in Figure 8. and secured

with a 2" X 4" wood batten held in place by '/:" x 0.020" steel banding at 48" centers.

A 2" X 6" rub rail will be installed on the downwind side.
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6.8.2.6.4.5.2 Plastic Fencing Materials

For ultraviolet (UV) protection, plastic fencing materials having a thickness less than 0.040 inches

shall contain at least 2.0% well-dispersed carbon black, in addition to any other chemical additives

for UV resistance.

Tensile strength shall be no less than 1,500 pounds per foot of width in the machine (length)

direction, and no less than 150 pounds per foot of width in the cross-machine (width) direction.

Elongation at break in the machine direction shall be no greater than 100%.

Products wider than 12 inches shall have a porosity ratio of 0.45 to 0.55, and apertures shall be

no smaller than 1 inch in either the vertical or horizontal direction.

Plastic fencing materials must be stretched taut according to manufacturer's specifications, but

in no case shall tension be less than 500 pounds over a 4-ft-width.

Plastic fencing materials thinner than 0.030 inch shall be completely immobilized at all vertical

supports to prevent any slippage that would otherwise lead to failure through abrasion. Unless other

attachments are provided by the manufacturer, plastic fencing materials shall be sandwiched between

two strips of 0.040-inch-thick EPDM (elastomeric roofing membrane) having sufficient width to

extend beyond the battens. Battens shall consist of steel angle or comparably rigid material, and

shall be tightly banded or bolted to the vertical supports as illustrated in Figure 17.

An opening shall be left at the bottom of the fence, having a width no less than 8%, no more than

12%, of the total fence height. Figure 18 illustrates methods of maintaining an acceptable bottom

gap when traversing irregular terrain.

When 5-inch-wide polymer rail with embedded steel wires is used, straps shall be separated by

4- to 5-inch spaces. Such rail shall be tensioned to at least 400 pounds, but no more than 500 pounds,

using individual strainers on each wire or a single ratchet-type strap winch. Distance between

tensioners shall not exceed 1 ,000 feet. Rails shall be run straight, with a vertical alignment departure

over a three-post span not to exceed 'A inch. Rails will be added between vertical supports at the

bottom of the fence as necessary to maintain the required bottom gap over uneven terrain.

To prevent excessive vibration that can cause embedded wires to fail, a 2" x 4" stay shall be

woven through the straps at the center of each span, and firmly clamped to the top and bottom rails.

6.8.3 Tree and Shrub Plantings

6.8.3.1 Effectiveness and Applications

Properly designed plantings of trees and shrubs can be as effective as structural snow fences;

however, 7 to 15 years are required for plantings to become fully effective.

Trees and shrubs are vulnerable to fire, insects, disease, drought, browsing by livestock and

wildlife, and winter-kill. As a general rule, reliance on tree and shrub plantings for snow control

should be limited to locations where esthetic considerations are important.

6.8.3.2 Species

Trees and shrubs suitable for drift control should have relatively dense foliage extending to ground

level, and self-pruning species should be avoided. They should be fast growing, resistant to drought

and disease, and unpalatable to livestock and wildlife. Coniferous species have the advantages of

dense foliage and relatively low palatability for wildlife. Deciduous trees and shrubs can al.so be

used, but more rows are generally required and many species are browsed preferentially by livestock

and wildlife.

Species must be selected that are suited to a local climate and soil conditions, and the consultation

of a forester familiar with the planting area is strongly advised.
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0.040' -EPDM*. BOTH SIDES

WOOD OR STEEL POSTS
PLASTIC FENCING

STEEL ANGLE BATTEN

FASTEN BATTENS TIGHTLY-

WITH BOLTS OR STEEL BANDING

Figure 17. Plastic fencing materials should be firmly secured to vertical supports. Strips of

elastomeric roofing membrane ("EPDM") help to immobilize the plastic, and compensate *"•

expansion and contraction of attachment materials.

for

Figure 18. Methods for accomodating slope changes using synthetic materials.
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6.8.3.3 Planting Pattern and Setback Distance

Two rows of trees, spaced 8 feet apart, should be planted in a staggered pattern to reduce corridors

between trees through which snow can pass. In-row spacing varies depending on species, but is

typically 8 feet for trees, and 4- to 6 feet for shrubs.

To minimize the number of trees and land area required, trees are typically planted parallel to the

tracks regardless of wind orientation. The setback distance of conventional tree and shrub plantings

must be sufficient to prevent the drift that forms on the downwind side from encroaching on the

track. Setback distance should be equal to 35H (sin a), where H is the required height of structural

fence at the location under consideration. Figure 19 shows a planting scheme suitable for locations

having moderate snow transport.

The most effective snow control is provided by planting numerous rows of trees to form a "snowbreak

forest" that is sufficiently dense that all incoming snow is deposited on the upwind side of the trees

(Figure 20). Snowbreak forests must therefore be at least 150 feet wide, but can be planted within 30

feet of the track provided that snow fences are installed upwind until crown closure occurs.

B50
SPRUCE, CEDAR
OR JUNIPER

3 OR MORE ROWS.
8' X 10' SPACING

SHRUBS (5 • 8 ft tall)

3 OR MORE ROWS
5' X 5' SPACING

»H>
10 tt [-•— —^5ft

150 tt 150tt

Figure 19. Recommended planting arrangement for locations having moderate snow transport.

Shrub rows improve snow control during the years before the trees become fully effective.

EO

UPWIND DRIFT

^^^^^

Figure 20. Snowbreak forest used in Japan utilizes principle that dense plantings act as solid

barriers causing snow to be deposited on the upwind side.
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6.8.3.4 Site Preparation and Planting

As a general rule, 8- to 12-inch seedlings are most commonly used for snow control plantings

because the expense of transplanting taller trees is prohibitive. Because competition for water,

nutrients, and sunlight are determining factors in seedling survival and growth rate, careful site

preparation is essential. Late in the summer the year before planting, weeds should be controlled

with an herbicide, and in the fall the planting bed should be plowed and disked. Seedlings should be

planted as early as possible the following spring. A 6- to 8-ft-wide strip of weed barrier (polypropylene

or plastic) should then be laid down along each row, with the seedlings pulled through slits cut in the

material. In dry land areas, polyacrylamide or "hydrogel" placed in the soil reduces post-planting

watering and improves growth rate.

6.8.3.5 Post-planting Care

Tree plantings must be watered and protected from excessive weed competition for the first two to

three years until they become fully established and are able to compete with surrounding vegetation. If

weed barrier was not installed, weeds must be chemically controlled for the first 3- to 5 years until the

trees dominate the surrounding vegetation. Water applications should dominate the surrounding

vegetation. Water applications should be made as necessary for the first 3 years or so after planting.
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1

Proposed 1994 Manual Revisions for

Chapter 2—Track IVIeasuring Systems

Parti

Definitions

1.3.2.1 Measurements

Replace current definitions with the following:

Absolute Horizontal Space Curve: Absolute geophysical location of alignment which can be

measured with conventional land surveying equipment, such as theodolite, transit, or unconventional

land surveying equipment using electronic equipment and/or NAVSTAR Global Positioning System

(GPS).

Chord Measurements: A chord is a straight line between two points of the alignment. The chord

measurement is the horizontal projected distance between a point on the chord and a point on the

alignment, perpendicular to the chord. Chords can be measured using the string lining method. This

method consists of stretching a string between two points on the rail and then measuring the offset

between the rail and a point on the string (see Manual for reference). String lining methods can be

performed manually (static) or with moving equipment (moving chord), using the offsets of three

different points with respect to a reference plane.

The following terms are synonyms for chord measurements:

( 1

)

Versine

(2) Offset, Asymmetrical Offset, Symmetrical Offset, Mid-offset

(3) Ordinate, Asymmetrical Ordinate, Symmetrical Ordinate, Mid-ordinate

Degree ofCurx'e: The angle subtended at the center of a simple curve by a 100 ft. chord, which

can be measured using either conventional (transit) or unconventional (NAVSTAR GPS) landing

surveying equipment, or the string lining method, using a 62 ft. long chord. (The value of the mid-

ordinate (mid-chord offset), in inches, of a 62 ft. chord equals the degree of curve) computed from

the measurement of truck yaw in relation to the car frame, or computed from the car body yaw rate

and the vehicle's longitudinal velocity.

Horizontal Rate of Change: The horizontal difference between two alignment measurements of

two points a preselected distance apart, measured with conventional land surveying equipment, such

as theodolite, transit or unconventional land surveying equipment using electronic equipment and/or

NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS).

Tangential Deflection: The angle between the chord and the tangent to the curve at one end point

of the chord as measured using a theodolite, transit, electronic equipment or NAVSTAR Global

Positioning System (GPS).

Tangential Offset: The distance measured perpendicular to the tangent between a point on the

curve and the tangent as measured using a theodolite, transit, electronic equipment or NAVSTAR
Global Positioning System (GPS).
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1.3.3.1 Measurements

Absolute Vertical Space Curve: Absolute elevation of each geophysical location of the

Longitudinal Profile usually measured with conventional land surveying equipment, such as theodolite,

transit, or unconventional land surveying equipment using electronic equipment and/or NAVSTAR
Global Positioning System (GPS).

Chord Measurements

A chord is a straight line between two points of the Longitudinal Profile. The chord measurement

is the vertical projected distance between a point on the chord and a point on the Longitudinal Profile,

perpendicular to the chord. Chord measurements can be made using the string lining method. This

method consists of stretching a string between two points on the rail and then measuring the offset

between the rail and a point on the string (see Manual for reference). String lining methods can be

performed manually (static) or with moving equipment (moving chord), using the offsets of three

different points with respect to a reference plane.

The following terms are used when describing chord measurements:

( 1

)

Versine

(2) Offset, Asymmetrical Offset, Symmetrical offset. Mid-offset

(3) Ordinate, Asymmetrical Ordinate, Symmetrical Ordinate, Mid-ordinate

(4) Dip or Hump is used on one rail only

Dip. Sag. Hump: The deviation of the vertical parameter of both rails from uniformity over a

specified distance. Dip, Sag and Hump can be measured by string lining both rails (see above) with

the starting point (end of the string) in the same transverse plane. The smaller of the offsets (both

offsets must have the same sign) represents the dip, sag or hump, or by measuring the vertical

displacement of the four journal box points with reference to the car frame.

Grade. Slope: The vertical (or elevation) difference between two points of the Absolute Vertical

Space Curve a preselected distance apart. Grade and slope can be measured using the same methods

shown under absolute vertical space cune, or by measuring the inclination of the car frame over a

horizontal reference plane with corrections to compensate for the vehicle's vertical accelerations

and car body pitch.

Ramp, Vertical Runoff: The established change of elevation from one point to another along the

track. These can be measured using the same methods shown under absolute vertical space cune.

Vertical Rate ofChange: The vertical difference between two Longitudinal Profile measurement

of two points a preselected distance apart, and is measured the same as grade or slope.

1.3.4 The Track Geometry in the Transverse Vertical Plane

Superelevation: The difference in elevation between the top of one rail and the top of the other

rail measured along a line perpendicular to the track center line. Superelevation can be measured

using a levelboard, pendulum or inclinometer, or gyroscope with compensation for vehicle speed

and car body movement.

The following terms are synonyms for superelevation:

(1

)

Elevation

(2) Cant

(3) Crosslevel
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Twist: The difference in superelevation between two points a fixed distance apart along the track

(twist base). Twist (or warp) can be measured by computing the difference between two levelboard

measurements taken at each end of the twist base or computed from the measurements of vertical

displacements of the journal box points with respect to the car frame.

Gage (Guage): The distance (measured normal to the track axis) between the inside of the rail

heads. Gage can be measured with a ruler, measuring tape or gage board. It can also be measured by

a geometry car using linear displacement devices coupled to rail contact devices (swords or measuring

wheels), or with a non-contact system based on magnetic induction, optics or lasers.

Flangeway Width (Gap): The distance (measured normal to the track axis) between the running

ail and the restraining or guard rail. This is measured with a ruler, measuring tape or gage board, or

by track geometry cars with linear displacement devices coupled to rail contact devices (swords or

measuring wheels).
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Proposed 1994 Manual Revisions to

Chapter 4—Rail

Part 2—Specifications

Replace article 3 with:

3. Chemical Composition

3.1 The chemical composition of the standard rail steel determined as prescribed in 3.3. shall

be within the following limits;

Product Analysis,

Weight Percent

Chemical Analysis, Allowance Beyond Limits of

Weight Percent Specified Chemical Analysis

Element
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Replace article 10.2.1 with:

10.2.1 Rails with longitudinal cold scratches, formed below 700°F, exceeding 36 in. in length

and/or O.OIO in. in depth shall be rejected.

Article 4 will be replaced with the following to reflect chemistry changes that allow

manufacturers to take advantage of new heat treating processes & still produce rails within current

physical properties.

4, Mechanical Properties

4.1 Surface Hardness

4.1.1. Rails shall be produced as specified by the purchaser within the following limits:

Brinell Hardness, HB

Minimum Maximum

Standard Rail 300 —
High-Strength Rail (alloy and heat treated) 341 388*

*May be exceeded provided a fully pearlitic microstructure is mainlained.

4.1.2 The Brinell hardness test shall be performed on a rail or a piece of rail at least 6 inches

long cut from a rail of each heat of steel or heat-treatment lot. A test report shall be furnished to the

purchaser.

4.1.2.1 The test shall be made on the side or top of the rail head after decarburized material

has been removed to permit an accurate determination of hardness.

4.1.2.2 The test shall otherwise be conducted in accordance with ASTM E 10, "Standard Test

Method for Brinell Hardness of Metallic Materials," latest version.

4.1.3 If any hardness test result fails to meet the specifications, two additional checks shall be

made on the same piece. If both checks meet the specified hardness, the heat or heat treatment lot

meets the hardness requirement. If either of the additional checks fails, two further rails in the heat

or lot shall be checked. Both of these checks must be satisfactory for the heat or lot to be accepted. If

any one of these two checks fails, individual rails may be tested for acceptance.

4.1.4 If the results for heat-treated rails fails to meet the requirements of 4. 1 . 1 , the rails may be

retreated at the option of the manufacturer, an such rails shall be retested in accordance with 4.1.2

and 4.1.3.

4.2 Internal Hardness of High Strength Rail

4.2.1 The internal hardness of high strength rail shall be determined on a transverse specimen

cut from the head and at least six inches from the end of the rail. The specimen shall be ground so

that the transverse surfaces are parallel.

4.2.2. The hardness shall be determined at intervals of not greater than 1/8 inch along traverses

1 , 2, and 3 and at positions 4 and 5 as shown in Figure 4. 1 . Traverse 2 can extend into the web of the

rail (X + 1 .6") upon agreement between the purchaser and the manufacturer.
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4.2.3 The hardness tests shall be conducted with either of the following methods: Brinell

(ASTM ElO*), Rockwell (ASTM E18**), or Vickers (ASTM E92***). The results shall be reported

in the units of the method used. The results shall be reported in Brinell (using ASTM E140**** for

conversion) when requested by the purchaser.

*ASTM ElO Standard Test Method for Brinell Hardness of Metallic Materials.

**ASTM El 8 Standard Test Method for Rockwell Hardness and Rockwell Superficial Hardness of Metallic Materials.

***ASTM E92 Standard Test Method for Vickers Hardness of Metallic Materials.

****ASTM E140 Standard Hardness Conversion Tables for Metals.

4.2.4 The hardness at a depth of 3/8 inch on lines 1, 2, and 3 and at points 4 and 5 of Figure

4.1. shall be 341HB or higher.

4.2.5 The testing frequency shall be one test per heat or 10,000 feet of rail, whichever is the

smaller amount of rail.

4.2.6 If any test specimen fails to meet the required hardness, two additional test specimens

shall be obtained from the same lot and tested. If both meet the requirements, the lot shall be

accepted. If one of the specimens fails to meet the requirements, two additional rails from the lot

shall be sampled and tested. Both of these tests must be satisfactory for the lot to be accepted. If on

of the tests is unsatisfactory, individual rails may be sampled and tested for acceptance.

4.2.8 If the results for heat-treated rail fail to meet the requirements, the rails represented by

the test may be reheat-treated and tested.

4.3 Tensile Properties

4.3.1 Rails shall be produced as specified by the purchaser within the following limits.

Standard High-Strengtli

Yield Strength, ksi, minimum

Tensile Strength, ksi, minimum

Elongation in 2 inch, percent, minimum

70

140

9

110

170

10

4.3.2 One longitudinal tension test specimen shall be taken from the gauge comer of the rail

head, centered 1/2 inch from the gauge side and 1/2 inch from the running surface.

4.3.3 The specimen shall be 0.5 inch diameter and shall be tested per ASTM A370, Standard

Test Methods and Definitions for Mechanical Testing of Steel Products.

4.3.4 For standard rail, the test frequency shall be one test for each heat for the first one

hundred heats, one test for every fifth heat for the second hundred heats and one test for every tenth

heat thereafter for heats furnished to the same customer.

4.3.5 For high-strength rail, the testing frequency shall be one test per heat or 10,000 feet of

rail, whichever is the smallest amount of rail.

4.3.6 If any test specimen fails because of a malfunction of the test equipment or a flaw in the

specimen, it shall be discarded and another one taken.

4.3.7 If a test specimen fails to meet the required tensile properties, two additional test

specimens shall be cut from rails from the same lot and tested. If both meet the requirements, the lot

shall be accepted. If one of the tests fails to meet the requirements, two additional rails from the lot

shall be sampled and tested. Both of the tests must be satisfactory for the lot to be accepted. If one of

these tests is unsatisfactory, individual rails may be sampled and tested for acceptance.

4.3.8 If the results for heat-treated high-strength rail fail to meet the requirements, the rails

represented by the test may be reheat-treated and retested.
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Replace article 9.3. 1 . with:

9.3.1 According to Figure 9.1., the areas of cross section shall be defined as head, web, and

base. Schematic descriptions of some rejectionable conditions are depicted in Figures 9.2 through

9.10. Photographs of rejectionable conditions are presented in Appendix 2.

Delete article 9.3.2.8

Delete Figure 9.10— Radial Streaking

Renumber article 9.3.2.9 to 9.3.2.8.

9.3.2.8 Inverse or negative segregation having a width greater than 1/4 inch and extending

more than 1/2 inch into the head or base.

Replace article 9.3.2.9 with:

9.3.2.9 Streaking greater than 1/8 inch in the head from radial streaks, radial cracks, halfway

cracks, or hinged cracks.

Renumber article 9.3.2.11 to 9.3.2.10

9.3.2.10 Other defects that could cause premature failure (i.e., slag, refractory, etc.).

Replace article 9.3.3.5 with:

9.3.3.5 Scattered central web segregation extending into the head and base as shown in

Figure 9.10.

Renumber figure 9.1 1 to 9.10

Figure 9.10 Scattered Central Web Segregation

Intersection

of transition

and corner rad

1/8"

1/8"

X = 45% of Rail Head Height

X
I

X

1.6"
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The following specification will govern quality assurance for electric flash butt welding. It will

be placed in the manual between "Specification for Fabrication of Continuous Welded Rail" and

"Inspection and Classification of Secondhand Rail for Welding."

Specification for the Quality Assurance of

Electric Flash-Butt Welding of Rail

1993

Scope—This specification covers mechanical properties, dimensional tolerances, and test

procedures necessary for assuring quality of electric flash-butt welds of all rails manufactured to

current AREA specifications. The following is intended to cover initial process qualification and

routine quality assurance requirements and procedures.

REQUIREMENTS

1.0 Bond Integrity—The bond between the two joining rail ends shall contain no more than one

1/8" diameter discontinuity.

2.0 Magnetic Particle Inspection—Magnetic particle inspection techniques when applied to rail

welds shall meet the AREA Specification For Fabrication of Continuous Welded Rail.

3.0 Hardness Criteria

3.1 No welds shall have hardness values greater than 400 BHN or 43 Re.

3.2 Hardness within the weld shall be within ± 30 BHN points or ± 5 Re of parent rails head

hardness except at decarburized centerline and at the spherodized edge of the heat affected

zone.

4.0 Dimensional Tolerances—All welds shall meet the AREA Specification For Fabrication Of

Continuous Welded Rail.

5.0 Microstructure

5.1 The desired microstructure is 100% pearlite. When untempered martensite occurs, the welding

practice should be altered to pass the bend test.

5.2 No electrode bums allowed (no martensite, no displaced metal, and no transfer of copper at

electrode contact).

6.0 Slow Bend Tests—All welds shall meet or exceed the appropriate requirements shown below:

Grade Modulus of Rupture (psi

)

Deflection ( in. )

Soft Carbon (248 BHN) 100,000 1 .5

Standard Carbon (300 BHN) 1 20,000 1 .0

High Strength (341 BHN) 125,000 .75

7.0 Macroetch—Acceptance Criteria

7.1 The bond line shall be perpendicular to the rail rolling direction.

7.2 The bond line should not display any areas of excessive acid attack.
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PROCEDURES

8.0 Bond Integrity—Bond integrity shall be determined from the fracture faces of the slow bend

test samples.

9.0 Magnetic Particle Inspection—See article 2.0.

10.0 Hardness Criteria

10.1 Re hardness values or equivalent shall be measured 5 mm below the running surface, on

the vertical longitudinal section at 1/8" intervals.

10.2 The complete welded zone into the parent rail shall be tested.

10.3 The center measurement shall be on the weld bond line.

11.0 Dimensional Tolerances—See article 4.0

12.0 Microstructure

12.1 The micro shall be removed from the section in question.

12.2 If there are no questionable areas, microstructural evaluation is not necessary.

12.3 Micro shall be prepared by standard metallographic procedures to reveal martensite.

13.0 Slow Bend Test

13.1 Slow bend tests shall be conducted as shown in Figure 13.1.

13.2 One outboard support shall be able to compensate for any misalignment in the base.

13.3 The load rate shall not exceed 100,000#/min.

14.0 Macroetch

14.1 Macroetch shall be a vertical section taken in the rolling direction along the centerline of

the rail and shall include an unaffected area of each parent rail.

14.2 Macroetch procedures as specified in 9.0 of AREA Specification for Steel Rails, page 4-

2-4.1, shall be followed where applicable.

15.0 Frequency of Testing

15.1 Welds shall be tested to the following frequencies whenever grade of rail, size of rail or

manufacturer of rail is changed.

Test Initial Qualification Quality Assurance

Bond Integrity

Macrostructure

Hardness

Microstructure

Dimensions

Magnaflux

Slow Bend Test

1

As needed

Every Weld

Every Weld

1

1 per yr. + whatever

the buyer specifies

2 per yr. + whatever

the buyer specifies

1 per yr. + whatever

the buyer specifies

As needed

Every Weld

Every Weld

1 per yr. & whatever

the buyer specifies
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w
2

Two Point Loading

Load 'W

I

18" .1..L6"4-6'

ill
Weld

Center
" 48"

18" ^

Rail

•Top of Rail Head

9W

Supports

= Modulus of Rupture
Section Modulus of the Rail Base

Figure 13.1 Loading Arrangement for the Slow Bend Test for Deriving tlie Modulus of Rupture
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APPENDIX 2

These photomacrographs are intended to supplement the macroetch standards presented in

Section 9 and depict rejectionable conditions. The macrographs are presented in the following order:

Figures Rejectionable Condition

Rail

Specification

Sections

A2.

1

Definition of rail cross sectional areas for macroetch

evaluation.

A2.2 & 3 Hydrogen flakes.

A2.4 & 5 Pipe; any size.

A2.6 & 7 Central web streaking extending into the head or base.

A2.8 & 9 Streaking greater than 2'/: inches in length.

A2.10 Scattered central web streaking from the web into the head

and base.

A2. 1

1

Scattered segregation extending more than one inch into

the head or base.

A2. 12 Subsurface porosity.

A2.13 Inverse or negative segregation having a width greater than

1/4 inch and extending more than 1/2 inch into the head or base.

A2.14 Streaking greater than 1/8 inch in the head from radial streaks,

radial cracks, halfway cracks, or hinged cracks.

A2. 1

5

Other defects that could cause premature failure (i.e., slag,

refractory, etc.).

A2.16 & 17 Segregation extending into the head or base.

A2.18 Segregation greater than 1/8 inch wide in the head or base.

A2.19 Scattered central web segregation extending into the head

and base.

9.3.1

9.3.2.1 &
9.3.3.1

9.3.2.2 &
9.3.3.2

9.3.2.3

9.3.2.4

9.3.2.5

9.3.2.6

9.3.2.7 &
9.3.3.6

9.3.2.8 &
9.3.3.7

9.3.2.9

9.3.2. 10 &
9.3.3.8

9.3.3.3

9.3.3.4

9.3.3.5
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WEB

BASE

A2.1 Deflnition of rail cross sectional areas for macroetch

evaluation.
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A2.2 Hydrogen flakes.
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A2.3 Hydrogen flakes
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A2.4 Pipe; any size.
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A2.6 Central web streaking extending into the head or base.
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A2.7 Central web streaking extending into the head or base.
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A2.8 Streaking greater than 21/2 inches in length.
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A2.9 Streaking greater than 21/2 inches in length.
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A2.10 Scattered central web streaking from the web into the head

and base.
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A2.11 Scattered segregation extending more than one inch into

the head or base.
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A2.12 Subsurface porosity.
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I

A2 13 Inverse or negative segregation having a width greater than

1/4 inch and extending more than 1/2 inch into the head or base.
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A2.14 Streaking greater than 1/8 inch in the head from radial streaks,
radial cracks, halfway cracks, or hinged cracks.
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A2.15 Other defects that could cause premature failure (i.e., slag,

refractory, etc.).
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A2.16 Segregation extending into the head or base.
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A2.17 Segregation extending into the head or base.
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A2.18 Segregation greater than 1/8 inch wide in the head or base.
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A2.19 Scattered central web segregation extending into the head

and base.
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Proposed 1994 Manual Revisions for

Chapter 5—Track

Replace current plan 9 (spike puller) with the following:
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Plan 9-94- AREA Spike Puller
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Replace plan 41 (Spiking Tool) with the following:

(/>
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Add a new section to the end of part 6:

Part 6

Recommended Practices for Redressing,

Sharpening and Replacing Handles in Track Tools

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Striking and struck track tools such as spike mauls and sledge hammers are the most used hand

tools in the maintenance of track. These and other tools are subject to severe service and require

constant attention to insure that they are in a safe condition to use.

1.2 Proper use of these tools requires the following of a few basic rules in conjunction with the

appropriate safety rules.

A. A hammer swing should end up with the hammer face parallel with the surface being hit.

Avoid glancing blows, over strikes and under strikes.

B. Use a spike maul only to drive spikes.

C. Never strike one hammer with another hammer.

D. Match the hammer to the job. Don't use a sledge to drive small nails. If another tool is being

struck, the face of the hammer should be larger than the face of the tool being hit.

E. Make sure the handle is tight and not damaged.

F. Check the striking or struck face for cracks or mushrooming. Check the cutting end for

cracks and sharpness. Redress, sharpen, or replace tool depending on severity of condition

that is present.

G. Redress frequently to reduce the amount of grinding required to keep the tool in good working

condition.

2.0 Tool Design and Manufacture

2.1 Area track tools may be made from one of three types of steel.

Carbon steel.

Alloy steel, grade A.

Alloy steel, grade B.

See page 5-6- 1 2 for chemical composition of these steels.

2.2 The chemical composition of grade B alloy steel is designed to allow field dressing of tools

without the need of subsequent heat treating. Grade B alloy also has the highest resistance to spalling.

Carbon and grade A alloy steel tools can be sharpened in the field but should not be redressed. Page

5-6-11 gives a list of track tools and the type steel that can be used in iheir manufacture.
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2.3 The ends of tools are hardened as specified on page 5-6- 1 1 . The distance back from the original

end of the tool that this hardness extends is "not less than the average cross sectional thickness". The

degree of hardness depends on the use the tool end is to receive.

Struck surfaces: Rockwell C hardness 44 to 48.

Striking surfaces: Rockwell C hardness 51 to 55.

Cutting surfaces: Rockwell C hardness 56 to 60.

Punch ends: Rockwell C hardness 52 to 56.

Drift pins: Rockwell C hardness 44 to 48 overall.

2.4 Striking and struck faces are contour ground. The original shape of striking and struck faces was

to have a radius ending in a 45 degree bevel that extended to the side of the tool. The comer between

the radius and the bevel was apt to spall if a glancing blow was struck. The bevel was replaced with

a second radius. The radii used with various track tools are given in pages 5-6-37 to 5-6-40. It is

difficult to use this information to redress tools in the field but a commercial template is available.

3.0 Redressing of Tools

3.1 The first thing to do in redressing a tool is to give it a good visual inspection.

A. Look for the manufacturer's brand. If not found, discard the tool. Look for the letter "B" to

indicate "AREA Grade B Steel". If not found, the tool is made of other than grade B alloy

steel and cannot be field redressed without subsequent heat treatment but it may be sharpened.

B. Will the tool be usable after redressing or will so much grinding have to be done that the

hardened end will be lost or the shape of the tool changed to the point where it will no longer

serve its intended purpose. Check drawings on pages 5-6- 1 3 to 5-6-36 for tool details or use

a template.

C. Look at the striking and struck end for spalls and cracks. If present, will the tool be returned

to its original shape after grinding. If not, discard the tool.

D. Check the condition of the eye for the handle. Usually, wear is not a problem in this area but

look for cracks. At times, tools are abused by using the flat near the eye for striking which

may lead to cracking. If cracks are found discard the tool.

E. Any tool which has electric welding arc strikes on it or has indications of oxy-acetylene

welding repairs done to it will be scrapped.

F. Replace the handle if it has cracks, slivers and other defects that can not be sanded out.

3.2 Redressing of tools has a few basic rules.

A. ALWAYS WEAR EYE PROTECTION.

B. The tool must be returned to its original shape. Get a new tool of the type that is being

redressed to act as a reference if the shape is in question or use a template.

C. A stationary belt sander or bench grinder may be used. Use a medium or fine grit abrasive

belt or grinding wheel.

D. The grinding temperature must be kept low. If the grinding temperature is not controlled, the

hardness may be changed in one of two ways. The section may have the hardness removed or

a hard, brittle area created. The first case may lead to mushrooming. The second to chipping

and spalling. Keep water handy and dip the tool frequently to control the heat. Discard the

tool if it is overheated during grinding. If the tool turns a bluish color, it indicates overheating.

E. If the handle requires replacement, remove the old handle before redressing. It is usually

easier to redress a tool without a handle.
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F. Redressing should be done in the long dimension of the tool whenever practicable. (From

eye toward head.) Belt or wheel direction should be away from head.

G. Adjustable work rests should set to rigidly support the tool being worked.

H. Vary the tool being ground frequently to avoid overheating the steel. Dip tool in water to

cool as necessary.

I. All cracks and spalls must be removed. Dye penetrant testing kits are available to check for

cracks.

J. Check shape of head against new item or with template to determine if the proper contour has

been restored.

K. Repairing or altering tools by field welding is prohibited.

4.0 Sharpening of Tools

4.1 Sharpening of cutting edges requires caution.

A. ALWAYS WEAR EYE PROTECTION.

B. A stationary belt sander or bench grinder may be used. Use a medium or fine grit abrasive

belt or grinding wheel.

C. Sharpening should be done in the long dimension of the tool whenever practicable. (From

eye toward edge.) Belt or wheel direction should be away from edge. Get a new tool of the

type that is being sharpened to act as a reference if the shape is in question or use the cutting

edge guide of the template.

D. The steel is thinner in this section and is easier to overheat. Keep water handy and dip the

tool frequently to control the heat. If the tool turns a bluish color, it indicates overheating.

E. Another error to watch for is making the edge too thin. The end shape and dimensions of

track tools are shown in pages 5-6-13 to 5-6-36. Avoid undercutting the edge. The cutting

edge should go straight back from the point or may have a slight "barrel" shape. This gives

more steel behind the point to resist chipping.

F. The working end of drift pins and back out punches should be ground flat and square to the

long axis of the tool.

G. When sharpening, the tool should be held at the desired angle and moved across the face of

the belt or wheel. Adjustable work rests should be set to the proper angle. Pressure of the

tool against the belt or wheel must be controlled to prevent overheating. Belt or wheel direction

should be away from the cutting edge. (From eye toward edge.)

5.0 Replacing Handles

5.1 The following procedure should be used to replace tool handles.

A. ALWAYS WEAR EYE PROTECTION.

B. Remove old handle by sawing close to the tool.

C. Place the tool on a proper support and drive out the part of handle remaining in the eye from

the side opposite the wedges.

D. Clean eye. Check inside the eye for pieces of the old handle and for any damage to the tool.

E. Select the correct replacement handle. Do not u.sc a handle if it is not the right si/e or shape.

F. Partially insert the handle into the eye to check for a proper fit. Check to see if the handle and
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tool come into contact on the entire circumference of the eye.

G. Lubricate the eye portion of the handle. Waterless hand cleaner or a wax crayon may be used.

H. Place tool on a proper support so eye portion of handle can be driven through the tool to

insure a tight fit. Drive the handle on tight. Be careful not to drive the handle to point where

the back side of the tool cuts deeply into the handle. This will damage the handle and could

lead to the handle failing. The collar of the handle should be approximately V4" to 1" from

the tool.

I. After the handle has been seated properly, cut off the excess of the handle sticking out from

the eye flush with the tool.

J. Open the slot in the tool handle in the eye of the tool with a chisel or similar tool.

K. Drive a wood wedge into slot as deeply as is possible. Trim or file off wedge flush with tool.

L. Drive steel wedge in center of eye. The steel wedge may be either circular or flat. If flat, it

is to be driven at right angle to wood wedge. Drive wedge flush with tool. Be careful of

glancing blows that might cause the steel wedge to chip or mushroom.

M. The above instructions apply to drive on handles. For slip on handles used with tools such as

picks and adzes, drive out the old handle, slip head onto new handle, and tap firmly on a solid

base until a tight fit is achieved.

N. Handles made from material other than wood are available and may be an acceptable substitute.

Handles made of other materials have both advantages and disadvantages. Other materials

may have better durability, a distinctive "feel" to users, a different method of installation and

greater initial cost. Users should investigate and decide which material is most economical

for use on their property.

Add a new part 9 to Chapter 5:

Part 9

Design Qualification Specifications for

Elastic Fasteners on Timber Cross Ties

FORWARD

This specification is intended to provide necessary guidance to qualify the design of an Elastic

Rail Fastener system for use in a mainline railway track with wood cross ties. These are minimum

requirements; products qualifying under this specification may not perform acceptably where vehicle

loading exceeds conventional 100 ton (rated) loads or where curvature or grade are more severe than

that in general practice.

Individual components within a qualifying system are not necessarily qualified when used in a

different system of components. Modifications to a qualifying system, either in components, geometry,

materials or manufacturing procedures are grounds for requiring re-qualification under this

specification.
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1.0 Definitions

The following definitions are applicable to this specification:

Cross Tie - A transverse component of a track system whose functions are the control of track

gage and the transmission of rail loads to ballast.

Elastic Clip - Any rail clip which meets both of the following conditions:

• The rail clip is designed to have constant contact with the top of the rail base (or have constant

contact with another fastener component which in turn is in contact with the top of the rail

base) and, simultaneously, constant contact with a vertical support device or base structure (a

wood tie for this specification) under all expected loads;

• The rail clip is designed to deflect a measurable amount relative to either the rail or tie. or

both, from its installed condition under loading, followed by return to the initial installed

condition when all loads are removed.

Elastic Rail Fastener: See Rail Fastener

Engineer: The purchaser, or the purchaser's designated employee or representative authorized

to act on the purchaser's behalf.

Hold Down Device: A spike or screw that fastens a rail-supporting plate in proper position on

the tie.

Lateral Load: A wheel/rail load, or vector component of that load, that is parallel to the plane

across the top of the running rails and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the rail.

Longitudinal Load: A load along, or parallel to, the longitudinal axis of a rail.

Rail Clip: A rail fastener component that provides rail rotational resistance about the longitudinal

axis of the rail.

Rail Fastener: Any system of components which fasten a railroad rail to a cross tie or to a

support base. (Note: This specification only addresses wood tie supports.)

a. Resilient Rail Fastener - A Rail Fastener which has a designed elastic member between the

rail and the tie, generally with the elastic member serving as a tie plate; a Resilient Rail

Fastener does not necessarily have an elastic clip as a component.

b. Elastic Fastener - A Rail Fastener which includes an elastic clip to hold the rail, but does not

necessarily have a resilient plate between the rail and the tie.

Rail Seat: The area of the tie plate or resilient fastener that supports the rail.

Rigid Clip: Any rail clip that is not an Elastic Clip

Track Modulus: The modulus of elasticity of rail support defined within the "beam on elastic

foundation" theory. Track Modulus is the force required to depress one inch of a continuous rail

length through a distance of one inch. Track Modulus is generally stated in units of "Ib/in/in."

Vertical Load: A wheel/rail load or vector component of that load, perpendicular to the plane

across the top of the running rail, through the wheel/rail contact patch.

2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Submittals

Fastener systems for qualification testing under this .specification shall be submitted with the

following documentation prior to initiation of qualifying testing:
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a. Drawings of the assembly and each component including mating plates, spikes, screws, etc.,

by others;

b. Bills of material listing part/component identification;

c. General description of materials used in each component identified in the assembly drawings;

d. Manufacturing tolerance, including mating tolerances among system components and the

rail;

e. Identification of special conditions such as at rail joints and other special applications where

the submitted design may not apply.

2.2 Minimum Acceptance

All fasteners tested, with the exception of those special conditions identified in Section 2.1.e,

shall provide minimum functional performance stated by all paragraphs of this specification through

the full range of tolerances of all mating components including rail and ties as shown on the submitted

drawings.

2.3 Qualiflcation Test Facility

Sampling, testing and reporting shall be conducted by a laboratory, institution or agency approved

by the Engineer.

2.4 Fastener Profile

In principle, the fastener system should have a profile which clears the silhouette of all operating

and maintenance equipment intended for use on the track.

3.0 LABORATORY QUALIFYING TESTS

3.1 Test Conflguration

The test configurations shall be as specified by each test sequence.

The standard tie for qualification testing under this specification is a new dried wood tie of the

Southern Yellow Pine species, AREA Grade 5 in cross section, and no less than 42.5 inches in

length. The center line of the test rail shall be placed no less than 18.25 inches and no more than

21.25 inches from the end of the tie.

3.2 Sampling

A minimum of 10 complete assemblies shall be selected by the responsible testing agency from

a lot of individual components which are representative of production-run components. A minimum
of two full assemblies shall then be chosen as test assemblies. All selected test assemblies shall be

subjected to the full battery of testing under this specification.

3.3 Test Sequence

The test procedures are provided in the following subparagraphs. The test sequence for each

system is:

Paragraph

Sequence
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3.4 Uplift Test

The uplift test shall be the test configuration shown in Figure 3.4

With the tie rigidly fixed to the load frame, a load shall be applied to the rail through the vertical

rail centerline, perpendicular to the rail seat, in the direction away from the tie. Simultaneously, the

vertical deflection of the rail relative to the load frame and separately, the tie plate relative to the load

frame, and the vertical position of the hold-down devices relative to the tie, shall be measured. Prior

to qualification runs, the system will be "bedded in" using 1,000 cycles vertical load from -3,000 to

-t-3,000 pound. Torque adjustment or re-driving components after bedding in is not permitted. All

measurements shall be zeroed after bedding-in which shall then be the initial condition.

All measurements shall be taken to a load of 8,000 pounds, with data permanently recorded

every 500 pounds. The load shall then be released with all measurements being recorded as in the

load application cycle.

The fastener system shall be rejected if, during any one test run:

a. The rail separates more than 0.050 inches from the tie;

b. The tie plate is displaced more than 0.030 inches from the "seated-in" position after unloading;

c. The rail base vertical deflection after unloading is greater than 0.010 inches;

d. The hold down devices uplift more than 0.030 inches from initial conditions any time during

the load cycle.

The fastener system and its components shall be inspected under full load conditions and after

unloading for separation of damage relevant to the particular design under test.

Load versus deflection curves shall be plotted for every run as test documentation.

J9-U8' /- J

•Tte Plott to Tit D»fl»ctioo

Tut Tl» <7' K 9* K ASJi' lonp, Southn-n Y»Uo» P»*>

Figure 3.4 Uplift Test Configuration
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3.5 Longitudinal Rail Restraint

The longitudinal rail restraint test includes testing under static and dynamic load conditions. The

longitudinal rail restraint test shall be the test configuration in Figure 3.5 for both load conditions.

a. Static Longitudinal Load Test

With the standard tie rigidly fixed to the load frame in the vertical plane and along the longitudinal

rail axis, pre-apply 1,000 pounds, longitudinal load to a point within Vr inch of the rail base, while

measuring the longitudinal deflection of the rail relative to the tie (or load frame) and, separately, the

tie plate relative to the load frame.

The applied longitudinal load and resulting longitudinal deflections of the rail relative to the tie

plate shall be measured at every 500 pound increment of longitudinal load. The load shall continue

to be applied until the rail slips longitudinally '/2 inch through the fastener. After the rail longitudinal

slip occurs with a '/: inch longitudinal measured deflection, the load shall be released and the rail

longitudinal deflection shall be recorded. If the post-load longitudinal deflection differs from that at

the final full load, the testing agency shall report the reasons for the difference in post-loading

deflection readings such as tie rotation, visible deflection of tie plate relative to tie, etc.

The fastener system shall be rejected if, during any one test run, the rail slips continuously in the

longitudinal direction more than '/: inch at less than 4,800 pounds.

Longitudinal load versus longitudinal deflection shall be plotted for every run as test

documentation.

b. Dynamic Longitudinal Load Test

With the standard tie rigidly fixed to the load frame in the vertical plane and along the longitudinal

rail axis, pre-apply 1,000 pounds longitudinal load to a point within Vs inch of the rail base, while

measuring the longitudinal deflection of the rail relative to the tie (or load frame) and, separately, the

tie plate relative to the load frame. During the longitudinal load application, a vertical vibration of

1,000 pounds (peak to peak) at a frequency of 15 Hz. (+/- 2 Hz) shall be applied through the rail at

the mid-point between ties.

The applied longitudinal load and resulting longitudinal deflections of the rail relative to the tie

plate shall be measured every 500 pounds of longitudinal load. The load shall continue to be applied

until the rail slips longitudinally V: inch through the fastener. After the rail longitudinal slip occurs

with a 7: inch longitudinal measured deflection, the load shall be released and the rail longitudinal

deflection shall be recorded. If the post-load longitudinal deflection differs from that at the final full

load, the testing agency shall report the reasons for the post-loading difference in deflection readings

such as tie rotation, visible deflection of tie plate, etc.

The fastener system shall be rejected if, during any one test run, the rail slips continuously in the

longitudinal direction more than 7: inch at less than 4,000 pounds.

Longitudinal load versus longitudinal deflection shall be plotted for every run as test

documentation.
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1. Longitudinal Rail Force shall be applied within 3/8" of the bottom of the rail base and at the

centerline of the rail cross section.

2. An oscillating vertical load of 1000 pounds (peak to peak) shall be applied at a rate of 15

cycles per second (+/- 2 cycles per second).

3. Longitudinal tie restraint shall be rigidly fixed to load frame.

Figure 3.5

3.6 Repeated Load Test

The repeated load test shall be the test configuration shown in Figure 3.6.

With the ties rigidly fixed to the load frame, vertical and lateral loads shall be applied for 3

million cycles in the sequence shown in Table 3-6:

Table 3-6

Repeated Load Cycle

Step
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Notes on Repeated Load Cycle:

1

.

Steps 1 through 7 represent one load cycle; this sequence shall be repeated for the number of

load cycles specified.

2. Each step in the load sequence shall have the same time duration.

3. Positive vertical loads are downward through the rail head, fastener and tie, illustrated in

Figure 3-6.

4. Positive lateral loads are applied at the gage side of the rail towards the field side.

5. Rail base deflection measurements shall be placed within 'A inch of the rail base edge.

The measurements shall include but not be limited to:

a. Vertical load

b. Lateral load

c. Lateral rail head deflection

d. Lateral rail base deflection

e. Vertical deflection at each edge of the rail base relative to the tie.

Minimum test documentation stiall Include all measured data (loads and deflections)

from each periodic measurement sequence.

Vertical Load

9 3/4" i 1/4"

Vertical Load

Laterol Disp. \

(Head) -, VW

Loferol DIsp. —
(Bose)

Measure —
Transducer

Location

Pase
Vertical

Deflection

Tie Reference Plane

Figure 3.6
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Measurements shall be conducted during the first ten cycles of loading (with all instrumentation

adjusted to zero values before first load). Measurements shall then be conducted during ten load

cycles after every 300,000 load cycles (+/- 50,000 cycles).

The testing agency shall record any tightening of bolt or screw components during the repeated

load test. This documentation shall include a description of the tightening or adjustment made and

the number of load cycles at which the adjustment was done.

The fastener system shall be rejected if:

a. Any component fails,

b. Vertical or lateral permanent deflection exceeds '/i6 inch (relative to the load frame) more

than the system tolerance, such as rail-to-plate lateral shoulder clearance.

c. The maximum lateral deflection of the rail head is Vs inch at any time during the test.

d. A Purchaser considers the amount or frequency of system adjustments to be excessive.

Minimum test documentation shall include all measured date (loads and deflections) from each

periodic measurement sequence.

3.7 Rotational Restraint

Using the final test configuration (the second longitudinal resistance test), the rail shall be loaded

laterally (i.e. parallel to the tie) at the rail head while measuring the rail base lateral deflection and

the vertical deflection at both rail base edges.

No vertical load shall be applied during this sequence.

After a lateral load of 1,000 pounds is applied to take up all lateral tolerance, the deflection

measurements shall be set to zero. The three deflections shall be measured at lateral load increments

of 1,000 pounds to a maximum of 4,000 pounds or a deflection greater than 0.100 inch, whichever

occurs first. This test sequence shall be completed in not less than one minute.

The lateral load shall then be returned to zero, followed by final deflection measurements.

The fastener system shall be rejected if any component fails (breaks, permanently deforms to an

unserviceable condition) within the 4,000 pound load limit, or a deflection greater than 0.100 inches

occurs at a lateral load less than 4,000 pounds.
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Proposed Revisions to AREA Portfolio

of Track Work Plans

REVISE PLAN 401-82 AS FOLLOWS:

AREA Portfolio Plan 401-82 shows the long point rail on the turnout side of the frog. The

short point rail is on the thru or main line side of the spring frog. The two rail are mated together

about 27: feet behind the frog point at what is called the point notch. It is recommended to reverse

the location of the long and short point rails so that the point notch is moved to the turnout side of the

spring frog. The reason for change of the frog design is to eliminate the point notch from the main

line side. This will provide for more uniform wheel contact and reduce wheel batter on the main line

side of the spring frog. This change should extend the frog life.

Sketch #1 shows existing plan with the point notch on the thru side of the spring frog.

CO

(X)
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Sketch #2 shows proposed change with the point notch on the turnout side of the spring frog.

CO

CD

Plan 401-94
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REVISE PLAN 790-55 AS FOLLOWS, GIVING AN ALTERNATE FROG CHECK GAGE.

As noted on the attached drawing one in the drawing of the frog check gage dimension has been

found in error.

The alternate gage can be used to check locations where the approved gage will not work.

CLEARANCE

W - NEW FROG

U) - WORN FR06--J

3/16" H

Existing is l^/ie"

which is an error

Plan 790-55
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Proposed Manual Revisions to Chapter 6

—

Buildings and Support Facilities

Part 3 "Design critera for spot repair shops" has been rewritten. Due to the volume of changes, it

has not been reprinted here. Anyone wishing to review this section should contact AREA headquarters.

Proposed Manual Revisions to Chapter 8

—

Concrete Structures and Foundations
Add to end of Chapter 8, Part 2: Commentary and Bibliography:

C.2.1.5.1 Pier Protection Adjacent to Railroad Tracks

The provisions of this section are not intended to create a structure that will resist the full

impact of a direct collision by a loaded train at high speed. Rather, the intent is to reduce the damage

caused by shifted loads or derailed equipment. This is accomplished by: deflecting or redirecting the

force from the pier; providing a smooth face; providing resisting mass; and distributing the collisions

forces over several columns.

Research by the National Transportation Safety Board found no clear break point in the

distribution of the distance traveled from the centerline of the track by derailed equipment. It was

therefore decided to retain the existing 25 foot distance within which collision protection is required.

In addition, it is recognized that the distance traveled by equipment in a derailment is related to the

speed of the train, the weight of the equipment, whether the side slopes tend to restrain or distribute

the equipment and the alignment of the track. In cases where these factors would cause the

equipment to travel farther than normal in a derailment, the required distance should be increased.

Structures not otherwise requiring protection under this section along the railroad right-of-way may

also warrant protection by using crash walls or earthen berms.

Where the risk of serious damage to the overhead structure is estimate to be higher than normal

in case of an impact, this distance should also be increased. Among the factors to be considered in

this evaluation are: the height of the pier, bearing type, redundancy of the structure, length of the

span and consequences of loss of use of the structure.

Examples of crash walls and pier protection for tracks on one side of piers are shown in Figure

C.2.1.5.1 Where tracks are on both sides of the pier the wall shall protect both sides.

b4i

A^
MIN."

^A C,^ ^c

m I

ELEVATION

-WftLL SHALL EXTEND -

TO AT LEAST 4 FT.
BELOU THE LOWEST
SURROUNDING GRADE ELEVATION

M (mil
TRACK SIDE

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

©6'-0" MINIMUM FOR PIERS
FROM 12 TO 25 FT. CLEAR
FROM THE CENTERLINE OF
TRACK. 12' -0" MINIMUM
FOR PIERS LESS THAN 12
FT, CLEAR FROM CENTER-

, LINE OF TRACK.

SECTION C-C
TRACK dN i5NE 51CC OT coLmws
TWO OR MORE COLUMNS

Figure C.2.1.5.1 Pier Protection: Minimum Crash Wall Requirements (Not To Scale)
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Add to end of Chapter 8, Part 4—Pile Foundations: Commentary and Bibliography:

COMMENTARY AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

C4.1 GENERAL

C4.1.1 Scope

(b) Many texts and foundation reference sources consider drilled shafts as cast-in-place

concrete piles. In view of the special techniques required for the installation of drilled shafts as

opposed to driven or augered piles, they have been treated separately in Part 24 of Chapter 8.

(c) Since it is not often practical to obtain definitive geotechnical information for every part

of a pile foundation system, good engineering judgement and experience should be used to increase

stated factors of safety where warranted by local conditions.

C4.2 DESIGN

C4.2.1 Loads

It is not possible to accurately predict the behavior of a combined pile and soil bearing footing.

In most cases, because of the pile supporting system, little load, including that of the footing, will be

transferred to the material directly under the footing after it has been cast. Therefore, the analysis,

the pile system will be considered as carrying all loads, with no load being transferred to the

underlying soil.

C4.2.L1 Primary Loads and Forces

Live loads are separated into two cases, vertical and horizontal due to surcharge, to ensure that

these loads are considered separately and in combination.

C4,2.1.2 Secondary Loads and Forces (Occasional) (Bibliography reference 1)

(d) The effect of seismic events on pile foundation may not be limited in all cased to the

additional loads imposed on the piles. In certain types of water-bearing sands, a phenomenon

referred to as soil liquefaction may be precipitated by the vibrations induced by a seismic even or

other source. When this occurs, soil shear strength is eliminated and support for piles, both vertically

and laterally, is diminished. In geographical areas susceptible to seismic events, the potential for

liquefaction should be evaluated through a competent geotechnical investigation and measures to

ensure the stability of foundations should be employed. Further discussion on methods to predict the

occurrence and extent of liquefaction may be found in the Bibliography reference.

C4.2.2 Loads on Piles

Cases A, B and C are listed to ensure that complete consideration is given to the possible

failure modes of a pile foundation. A Safety Factor of 2.0 is prescribed for Cases B and C for all

primary loads or possible primary load combinations. An increase of 25% in stresses or load

capacity is allowed for individual piles in a foundation system for combinations of secondary loads

and primary loads except for Case C for group friction pile effect. No increase is specified for this

case due to greater relative uncertainty that is associated with its analysis when compared to

individual bearing pile analysis.

C4.2.6 Batter Piles (Bibliography references 2 and 3)

It is intended that battered piles be used to resist lateral foundation loads due to primary forces.

Where this is not practical, the lateral resistance of vertical piles can be utilized to resist horizontal

forces. The engineer should make a careful evaluation of the pile foundation system to ascertain its

lateral resistance capacity. Much research has been done concerning the lateral resistance of vertical

piles. The FHWA Manual on Design of Piles and Drilled Shafts Under Lateral Load should be

consulted for the design of such pile foundations.
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Cases A, B and C of Article 4.2.2 shall be evaluated for lateral loads on vertical piles. Recent

research has indicated that under certain conditions that may be encountered during a seismic event,

battered piles should not be used. The designer should consult the AASHTO "Standard

Specifications for Seismic Design" for guidance.

C4.2.7 Scour (Bibliography references 4, 5 and 6)

Research is continuing into the prediction of the occurrence and extent of scour. The FHWA
Technical Advisory, Scour at Bridges and publication RD78-162, Countermeasures for Hydraulic

Problems at Bridges, provide references for scour analysis.

C4.3 ALLOWABLE LOAD ON PILES

C4.3.5.3 Wave Equation (Bibliography reference 8)

The Wave Equation method of analyzing pile capacity and pile length was developed by Smith

(1960). For a detailed explanation of the Wave Equation methodology, the designer may consult

niWA documentation of the WEAR program.

C4.3.5.4 Pile Driving Formulas

Historically, pile driving formulas which make use of the relationship between the hammer

energy and the pile movement when driven have been used to approximate safe pile loads. Most

notably, the Engineering News Record formula has been used extensively for this purpose. Tests

have shown that these formulas do not give consistent results whereby excessive pile lengths may be

dictated in some instances while in others insufficient factors of safety may result from their use. For

these reasons, the use of these formulas should be limited to projects whose size and importance may

justify their use in lieu of the more elaborate Wave Equation method. When these formulas are to be

used, their application should be guided by good engineering judgement and experience. Careful

evaluation of the actual hammer energy applied to the pile through the hammer-pile cushion-pile

system is also required.

C4.4 PILE TYPES

C4.4.2 Timber Pile

Timber piles shall be of a length which will allow driving to the minimum specified tip

elevation and which also will allow the complete removal of timber damaged by driving.

C4.4.3.6 Allowable Stresses

The compressive stress at the tip of steel H-piles has been limited to 12.600 psi for design

loads. It should be recognized that stresses during driving may considerably exceed this stress. The

Wave Equation formula can predict these driving stresses. In general, driving stresses should be

limited to 0.8 of the yield strength of the pile steel.

C4.4.5.4 Pipe Casings and Shells

Where the pipe casing or shell is to serve only as a form for the cast-in-place concrete piles, the

steel thickness need only be sufficient to withstand soil pressures and driving forces subject to the

stated minimum thickness and strength for mandrel driven piles. If the casing or shell is to be used to

compute the structural capacity of the pile, the plans must show the steel thickness to be used and

also splicing details and the grade of steel to be used.

C4.5 INSTALLATION OF PILES

C4.5.1.3 Splicing

Piles may be spliced in a variety of methods to fully develop the strength of the pile section.

The following methods may be employed:
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Steel Piles—The method of splicing shall be shown on the plans or as approved by the

engineer. Piles may be spliced by full penetration butt welds, by the addition of welded splice plates,

by a combination of these methods or by other means approved by the engineer which fully

maintains the strength of the pile section.

Concrete Piles—Concrete piles shall preferably not be spliced, unless specifically provided for

by the plans, special provisions or by the engineer in writing. Short extensions may be added to tops

of reinforced concrete piles after completion of driving when the required capacity is not attained at

the planned top of pile elevation. These extensions shall be made by exposing the pile reinforcing

steel a sufficient distance to provide a full strength lap splice with the extension segment steel.

Concrete for the extension shall be of the same quality and strength of the pile concrete and shall be

placed in forms of the same shape and dimensions as the driven pile. Prior to placement of the new

concrete, the top of the driven pile shall be cleaned and coated with neat cement or an approved

bonding agent.

C4.6 INSPECTION OF PILE DRIVING (Bibliography reference 7)

Other useful documents to aid in inspection of the pile driving may be found in:

The Performance of Pile Driving Systems: Inspection Manual, FHWA RD-86-160.

Inspectors Manualfor Pile Foundations and A Pile Inspector's Guide to Hammers, from the:

Deep Foundation Institute

P.O. Box 359

Springfield, NJ 07081
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Part 17—Prestressed Concrete Design Specifications for Design of

Prestressed Concrete Members

For the following revision, the additions are underlined and put in parentheses. The deletions

are crossed out.

—Replace article 17.1.1(b) with:

(b) Provisions of Part 17 supplement Part 2 of Chapter 8..

All provisions of Part 2 not in conflict with provision of Part 1 7 shall apply to prestressed

concrete. The following provisions of Part 2 shall not apply to prestressed concrete:

Articles 2.7, 2.8, 2.1 1.1, 2.32.1, 2.38, 2.39 and 2.40.

-Replace specifications in article 17.1.2 with:

"[Standard] Specification for Uncoated Stress-Relieved [Steel] Wire for Prestressed

Concrete" (ASTM A421).

"[Standard ] Specification for [Steel Strand ] Uncoated Seven-Wire Stroaa Roliovod

Strand for Prestressed Concrete" (ASTM A416).

"[Standard ] Specification for Uncoated High-Strength Steel Bar for Prestressing

Concrete" (ASTM A722).

—In article 17.2.1, change the notations as follows:

d[, = nominal diameter of prestressing wire, [bar] or strand, in.

Egj = modulus of elasticity for concrete at time of initial proatroao [transfer ], psi.

fgj = compressive strength of concrete at time of initial prootroao [transfer ], psi.

^^jf^j = square root of compressive strength of concrete at time of initial prootroao

[transfer] , psi.

fj,^ = stress in concrete at centroid of prestressed reinforcement immediately after initial

prootrooo [transfer] , due to total prestress force and dead load acting at timo of initial

prootrooa [transfer], psi.

f^ — looa of otroQO in proatroaaing tondon at any oootion duo to friction in poat tonoioning

tondono, poi.

—Add new notations:

[f^f^ = toss of stress in prestressing tendon, at a section located a distance ^ from

jacking end, due to friction in post-tensioning tendons, psi. ]

[fpg = stress in post-tensioning tendon at jacking end, psi. See Article 17.6.6. ]

[Mu = Factored Moment at Section. See Eg. (17-9) ]

Vy = factored shear force at section. [See Eg. (17-9) 1

[w^ = unit weight of concrete, lb. per cu. ft. ]

[y = factor for type of prestressing steel

= 0.28 for low-relaxation steel

= 0.40 for stress-relieved steel

= 0.55 for bars ]
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—In article 17.2.2, change the definitions as follows;

Debonding (blanketing)—Wrapping, sheathing or coating prestressing iUrand [tendon] to prevent

bond between strand and surrounding concrete.

—Replace article 1 7.3. 1 (c) with:

(c) Post-tensioning ducts may be bundled in groups of 3 maximum, provided the spacing

limitations specified in (b) are maintained at the onda [ in the end 3 feet l of the member.

Add article 17.3.1(d):

[(d) Where pretensioning steel is bundled, all bundling shall be done in the middle third

of the beam length and the deflection points shall be investigated for secondary

stresses. ]

—Add to the end of article 17.3.2(a):

[Concrete cast against earth 3 1

-Replace article 17.3.2(b) with:

(b) In corrosive or marine environments or other severed exposure conditions, [the] amount of

oonoroto cover [reinforcement protection ! shall be suitably increased, aft4 [by increasing !

the denseness and nonporoaity [imperviousness to water ! of [the ! protecting concrete stett

be oonoidorod , or other [means of! protection shall be provided.

—Replace title of article 17.3.4 with:

17.3.4 Protection for Debonded Prestressing Strond [Tendon !

—Replace article 17.3.5(a) with:

(a) Ducts shall be mortar-tight and nonreactive with concrete, tendons, or filler mutonu l

[grout].

—Replace article 17.3.5(c) with:

(c) Ducts for multiple wire, strand, or bar tendons shall have an inside cross .sectional area

not less than 2 times [the net ! area of tendons.

—In article 17.3.6(b) replace the word "engineer" with "Engineer."
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-Replace article 17.5.2(b) with:

(b) Strongth roduotion footoro ^ ohall bo oa spcciFiod in Article 2.30.1 CKOcpt for [Fori

precast members manufactured under plant control conditions with quality control

programs acceptable to the onginoor: [Engineer. The factors may be: 1

For Flexure (j) = 0.95

For Shear (^ = 0.90

[For all other cases use the factors specified in Article 2.30.2. 1

—In article 17.5.4(c)(1), replace the last paragraph with:

When the reinforcement index [ratio] exceeds 0.30, design moment strength shall

not be taken greater than the moment strength based on the compression portion of

the moment couple.

-In article 17.5.4(c)(2), replace the word "load" with "moment".

-In article 17.5.4(d)(1), 17.5.4(d)(2), 17.5.4(e)(1) and 17.5.4(e)(2), replace the words

"reinforcement index" with "reinforcement ratio".

-In article 17.5.7, replace last sentence with:

Design for horizontal shear shall be in accordance with Artiolo [Articles 2.29.5 orl 2.35.5.

-Add to the end of article 17.5.9(b) the following:

Vy as that computed at a distance h/2. [An exception occurs when major

concentrated loads are imposed between that point and the face of support. In

that case sections closer than d to the support shall be designed for V„ at

distance d plus the major concentrated loads.1

-In article 17.5.9(c)(1), replace V^, formula with:

[ V„ = (0.6^+ 700 Yh^) b^d ] (i7-9)

Mu
and add:

but \
f.
need not be taken less than 2Vr,.b.^,,d nor shall V^. be taken greater than

SA/r
^
b^d nor the value given in 17.5.9(c)(2). The quantity Vud/M„ shall not be

taken greater than 1.0. where M„ is factored moment occurring

simultaneously with V„ at section considered. When applying Eg. ( 17-9). d in

the term V„d/M„ shall be the distance from extreme compression fiber to

centroid of prestressed reinforcement. 1
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—Add to the end of article 17.5.9(c)(2):

In a pretensioned member where bonding of some tendons does not extend to

the end of member, a reduced prestress shall be considered when computing

Vg in accordance with 17.5.9(c)(1) & (2). The value of V^^, calculated using the

reduced prestress shall also be taken as the maximum limit for Eg. (17-9). The

prestress force due to tendons for which bonding does not extend to the end of

member, shall be assumed to vary linearly from zero at the point at which

bonding commences to a maximum at a distance from this point equal to the

transfer length, assumed to be 50 diameters for strand and 100 diameters for

single wire.

-In article 17.5.9(d)(4), replace formula number "17-12" with "17-12a" and add

[For prestressed members with an effective prestress force not less than 40

percent of the tensile strength of the flexural reinforcement, the area of sheer

reinforcement shall not be less than the smaller Ay from Eg. (17-12a) and

(17-12b).

A= \sfpu^J~d~
J

r(17-12b)1
Wyd'ib^

where b,,, and s are in inches.

—In article 17.5.9(e) change the words "distance s" to "spacing s".

—In article 17.5.10(a), remove the word "prestress" from sentence.

—Replace article 17.6.4(1) with:

(1) Extreme fiber stress in compression 0.6 f^

Pretensioned members 0.6 P^

j

Post-tensioned members 0.55 T^j

—Replace article 17.6.5(a)(l)b with:

b. Slight overstressing of pretensioning tendons up to G.85fpy [CLSSfnyl ^o""

short periods of time may be permitted to offset seating losses, provided

the stress after seating does not exceed the above va luon [ value in a. l.

—In article 17.6.5(a)( 1 )c, replace "0.90fpy" with "0.90fpu".

—Replace the last paragraph in article 17.6.6(d) with:

Data representing properties and effects of lightweight concrete shall be determined by

tests [from documented tests i or nuppl iod by the monufaoturor.
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-In article 17.6.6(d)(l ), replace the notations as follows:

For Pretensioned members:

f/e=^fcr (17-15,

For Post-tensioned[f ] members:

ffe
= 0.5 ^f^^ (17-15)

Ej = modulus of elasticity for prestressing tendons to be determined by tooto

[from documented test data. 1 or supplied by manufacturer.

E^.j = modulus of elasticity for concrete at time of initial preatrcaa ftransfer! :

may be taken as w[5 33^|f^j in psi.

f^j = stress in concrete at centroid of proatreflged [prestressing ! reinforcement

immediately after prootreoo transfer, due to total prestress force and dead

load acting at time of initial preatreas [transfer!, f^^p shall be computed at

the section or sections of maximum moment. For pretensioned members,

f(.p shall be calculated using a prestress force reduced below initial prootreoo

[stress at transfer ! by elastic shortening of concrete and tendon relaxation

during placing and curing of concrete. For post-tensioned members, f^.^

shall be calculated using a prestress force reduced below initial prootroaa

[stress at transfer ! by ela.stic shortening of concrete and tendon friction.

The amount of reduction below initial preatrooa [stress at transfer ! can be

estimated, or for pretensioned members the reduced tendon stress may be

taken as 0.63fpy, for stress relieved strand or 0.69fpy for low relaxation

strand.

(2) Creep of concrete

For pretensioned and post-tensioned members:

f/c=12fcr-7fcds (17-17)

[certain post-tensioning procedures may alter the elastic shortening loss. !

where

^cds
~ stress in concrete at centroid of proatronaod [ prestressing ! reinforcement,

due to all dead load not included in calculation of f,,,.
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•—In article 17.6.6(d)(3), replace definition of R with:

R = mean annual ambient relative humidity in percent. The following tk««

[mapl may be used to determine R.

—Replace article 17.6.6(d)(4) with:

(4) Relaxation of tendon stress

For Pretensioning tendons:

a. (250 or 270 ksi stress-relieved strand tensioned to 0.70fpy)

#^,
« 20,000 O.lf^ 0.2 (f^-+4^) (17 30a)

[ f^
= 20.000 - 0.4f^ - 0.2 (U + f/g) (i7-20a) ]

b. (270 ksi low-relaxation strand tensioned to 0.75fpy)

f̂ - 5 ,000 0. 1 Of^ 0.05 (f^-Hf^^ (17 30b)

f f^= 5.000 - O.lOf^ - 0.05 (f^ + f^) (17-20a) ]

For Post-tensioning tendons:

a. (250 or 270 ksi stress-relieved strand anchored at 0.70fpy)

f^- 20,000 0.3f^ O.lf^ 0.3(f^-Hgg) (17 31a)

r {^= 20.000 - 0.3f^ - 0.4f^ - 0.2 (f^ + f^^) (i7-2ia) ]

b. (270 ksi low-relaxation strand anchored at 0.75fpy)

f^- 5,000 0.07f^ O.lf^ 0.05 (f^-(-#g) (I7 3ib)

f f^= 5.000 - 0.07f^ - 0.10f£g
- 0.05 (f^ + f^) (i7-2ib) l

c. (240 ksi stress-relieved wire)

#^ 18,000 0.3f^ O.if^ 0.2(f^-Hf^) ft^wa^

[ f^= 18.000 - 0.3f^ - 0.4f£g
- 0.2 iU + f^) (17-22) 1

d. (145 to 160 ksi high-strength steel bar)

\ f^= 3.000 1 f̂ - 3,000

where:

[f/f] = friction loss below 0.70fpy at point being considered, computed

according to paragraph (d)(6).

[f/e» t^ t'cJ ^e'~^»^e" ~ appropriate values as determined for either pretensioned or post-

tensioned member.

—Replace article 17.6.6(d)(6) with:

(6) Friction

Effect of friction loss due to intended or unintended curvature in post-tensioning

tendons shall be computed by:
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When (K/^ + |j.a) is not greater than 0.3, effect of friction loss may be computed by:

%^^pj» (l I K4 I \ia) (17 31)

[f/^^fgo-iK/xJOia}] (17-24) 1

Friction coefficients K and |J. shall be determined experimentally, and shall be

verified during tendon stressing operations. When experimental data for the

materials used are not available, the following values for K and |i may be used.

Type of Steel
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—Replace article 17.7.2(d) with:

(a) Admixtures fconforming to Part 1. 1 known to have no injurious effects on grout, steel,

or concrete may be used. Calcium chloride shall not be used.

—Replace article 17.8.1 with:

[Note: (a) and (b) have been switches from existing specification. !

[(a) Observation of jacking force on a calibrated gage or load cell or by use of a calibrate

dynamometer.

(b) Measurement of tendon elongation. Required elongation shall be determined from

average load-elongation curves for prestressing tendons used.

Cause of any difference in force determination between (a) and (b) that exceeds 5 percent [for

pretensioned elements or 7 percent for post-tensioned construction ! shall be ascertained and

corrected.

—In article 17.8.4, replace the word "engineer" with "Engineer".

—In article 17.9, "general notes", (1) replace "Specification 8-17" with "Chapter 8, Part 17".
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A new chapter will be added to the AREA Manual this year entitled "Chapter 9—Seismic

Design for Railway Structures." This chapter will deal specifically with the design of structures for

seismically active areas. Currently, there are no existing guidelines on this topic. A new Committee 9

is being formed to look at this issue. Those interested in joining this committee should contact

AREA headquarters.

New Addition:

Chapter 9

Seismic Design for Railway Structures

9.1 INTRODUCTION

These guidelines have been developed specifically for Railroad facilities to help reduce

damage from earthquakes.

Engineers who have worked on the design, integrity, rating and replacement of railroad bridges

and bridge maintenance personnel who have welded on and bolted and replaced railroad bridges all

know that North America's railroad bridges are functionally and behaviorally different from

highway and other types of bridges.

The railroad industry has always been vitally interested in maintaining reliability in our

infrastructure to assure safety for our employees, passengers, customers' goods, and the public at large.

There has not previously existed any document that can be considered a comprehensive guide

developed specifically for integrating seismic criteria into Railroad bridge design, maintenance and retrofit.

It is the intent of this document to provide a framework of considerations and methodologies

upon which individual Railroad Companies can utilize seismic design for new construction of

roadbed and bridge facilities. This document also addresses retrofit and post-seismic event response

and inspection considerations.

One of the major reasons the American Railway Engineering Association has undertaken the

development of these guidelines is related to the nature of our bridges; they have historically

performed well in seismic events with little or no damage. Contributing to this ability are several

factors, unique in Railroad bridges, that are consistent throughout North America. First, bridges are

traversed by track structure that functions very effectively as a restraint against longitudinal and

lateral movement during earthquakes. Second, Railroad bridges are typically very simple in their

design and construction. Superstructures are comprised of short spans and are not burdened by heavy

concrete decks that are prevalent in highway structures. Third, the types of damage that are

permissible for railroad bridges are completely different from highway and other bridges that are

used by the public in an environment far less controllable than the movement of trains.

9.2 POST SEISMIC EVENT OPERATION GUIDELINES

The responses of track and structures to seismic events vary greatly with respect to each other

and to the various types of construction, geotechnical conditions and other seismic parameters such

as importance and risk factors, structural importance and value, etc. The following guidelines shall

be used as a minimum response to a seismic event:

After any earthquake is reported to the Railroad, Train Dispatcher shall notify all trains and

engines within a 100 mile radius of the reporting area to run at restricted speed until magnitude and

epicenter has been determined by proper authority. Inspection of track, structures, signal and

communication shall be initiated. Upon the determination of the magnitude and epicenter, the

following will govern;

(a) Earthquake less than 5.0 (Richter), resume maximum operating speed. The need for the

continuation of inspections will be determined by proper Maintenance of Way authority.
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(b) Earthquake between 5.0 and 5.9 (Richter), all trains and engines will run at restricted

speed within a 50 mile radius of the epicenter until inspections have been made and

appropriate speeds established by proper authority.

(c) Earthquake of 6.0 or greater, all trains and engines within a 100 mile radius of the

epicenter must stop and may not proceed until proper inspections have been performed

and appropriate speed restriction established by proper authority.

The associated damage philosophy with respect to the above operating procedures can be

correlated with the damage criterion below:

Level Expected damage to track, structure, signal and communications.

1 Very low probability of damage or speed restrictions.

2 Moderate damage which may require temporary speed restrictions.

3 Heavy damage which can be economically repaired. Track or structures

may be out of service for a short period of time.

4 Severe damage or failure requiring new construction or major rehabilitation.

Track or structures may be out of service for an indefinite period of time

The post-seismic event response will be affected by the individual Railroad's operating

requirements based in part on the risk factor, return periods, required factor of safety, structural

occupancy, signal and communication systems and appurtenances such as highways, building types

and waterways.

9.3 BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOMENCLATURE

9.3.1 Risk Factors and Design Philosophy

9.3.L1 General

Bridges shall be designed to satisfy the specified performance criteria. The main objectives of

the required performance criteria are to ensure the safety of trains and to minimize the costs of

damage and loss of use caused by potential earthquakes.

Earthquakes are extreme events associated with a great amount of uncertainty, and risk factors

are an integral part of seismic design. The response of bridges to earthquake ground motions

depends on both the site soil conditions and the bridge dynamic characteristics. The reliability of

conventional methods of analysis to assess bridge response to large earthquakes decreases with the

intensity of the earthquake ground motions.

9.3.L2 Earthquake Loading

Three levels of earthquake loading conditions are needed to address the risk of loss of life,

bridge damage and bridge collapse: (1) Level 1 Ground Motion that has a reasonable probability of

being exceeded during the life of the bridge, (2) Level 2 Ground Motion that has a low probability of

being exceeded during the life of the bridge and (3) Level 3 Ground Motion for a rare, intense

earthquake.

9.3.L3 Performance Criteria

The requirements for each of the following limit states shall be satisfied:

A. Serviceability Limit State

The serviceability limit .state contains restrictions on bridge stres.ses, deformations, vibrations

and track misalignments due to a Level 1 Ground Motion. The structure shall remain in the clastic

range. The foundation soil shall not suffer any permanent deformations of liquefaction.
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B. Ultimate Limit State

The ultimate limit state ensures the overall structural integrity of the bridge during a Level 2

Ground Motion. The strength and stability of critical members shall not be exceeded. The structure

may respond beyond the elastic range, but shall satisfy the ductility requirements. Extensive distress

and structural damage that can be economically repaired within a short period of time may be

allowed. The damage shall be readily detectable and accessible for inspection. The foundation soil

shall not suffer damage that threatens the structural integrity of the bridge.

C. Survivability Limit State

The survivability limit state ensures the structural survival of the bridge after a Level 3 Ground

Motion. Extensive structural damage, short of bridge collapse, may be allowed. Structural and

geometric safety measures that add redundancy and can reduce the likelihood of bridge collapse

shall be used. Failures of the foundation soil shall not cause major changes in the geometry of the

bridge.

9.3.1.4 Methods of Analysis

A. Serviceability Limit State

Methods based on elastic analysis shall be used to determine stresses and deformations for the

serviceability limit state. The methods recommended include: (1) Pseudostatic Method that is

applicable to regular bridges with fundamental periods shorter than the predominant periods of the

earthquake ground motion (under 0.3 seconds), (2) Spectral Method for regular bridges with

fundamental periods under 2.0 seconds. (3) Dynamic Analysis for irtegular structures of bridges

with longer fundamental periods and (4) Deformation Based Methods that are recommended for

poor soil conditions in addition to one of the previous methods.

B. Ultimate and Survivability Limit State

Conceptual design methods shall be used to ensure satisfactory performance for both the

ultimate and the survivability limit states. Recommendations for the selection of an appropriate

bridge type, geometry and materials and requirements for ductihty, redundancy and good detailing,

as described in Section 9.4, shall be incorporated.

9.3.1.5 Existing Bridges

The general approach philosophy for seismic design of new bridges shall apply.

The selection of the ground motion return periods for the earthquake loading shall take into

account the age and the remaining service life of the bridge. Retrofit shall address the cost-benefit of

risk reduction, especially with regards to the ultimate and the survivability limit states.

The jjerformance requirements for the ultimate and the survivability limit states shall account

for the existing bridge condition, the type of materials used and the ductility and redundancy

characteristics of the bridge. They shall rely on field experience and knowledge of railroad bridge

performance observed in previous earthquakes.

9.3.2 Base Acceleration Coefficient Map

The acceleration coefficient maps define the earthquake hazard at a site in terms of expected

peak ground acceleration values associated with a given average ground motion return period.

In order to specify acceleration values at a bridge site for a specific ground motion return

period selected for that bridge, we have two options:
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OPTION 1 — Use of a base acceleration coefficient map associated with a return period of

475 years along with a formula or graph that would allow estimation of

acceleration levels for other ground motion return periods.

The formula or the graph would yield a risk coefficient. The product between the risk

coefficient and the base acceleration coefficient would then represent the acceleration level, A,

adjusted to a given ground motion return period.

If a formula is used, (e.g. A = A475 (T / 475)'^, where A475 is the acceleration level from the

base acceleration coefficient map, T is the return period and d is a site specific coefficient), an

additional table has to be provided with recommended values for the site specific coefficient, d, for

different areas of the country.

If a graph is used to determine the risk coefficient, it would contain several lines, for different

areas of the country.

OPTION 2 — Use of several acceleration coefficient maps (for 100, 475 and 2,400 year

ground motion return periods).

The U.S. Geological Survey has derived these three maps (Figures 2, 3, and 4), and they could

be readily used. To estimate acceleration levels for other than 100, 475 or 2,400 years that would be

appropriate for the special condition of a given structure we can interpolate, as shown in Figure 1 .

9.3.3 Structure Importance Classification

A bridge and/or its individual components are to be classified relative to all of the following

factors. If the total of all the classifications exceeds the specified value then the bridge is rated as

important and designed to resist higher seismic loads.

Location

Main line l.(X)

Branch line 0.00

Service

Transit 1.00

Passenger 0.50

Freight 0.00

Crossing Type

Railroad

Main line 0.25

Branch line 0.00

Highway

Essential 0.50

Major 0.25

Local 0.00

River

Navigable 0.50

Non-navigable 0.00

Stream/Drainage Ditch 0.00
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Potential for Disruption (ease of replacement, temporary and/or permanent)

Span Length

Long 0.75

Medium 0.25

Short 0.00

Height

Tall 0.75

Medium 0.25

Short 0.00

Detour Route

Unavailable 0.75

Inconvenient 0.25

Readily Available 0.00

100
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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%

Figure 4
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9.3.4 Nomenclature

AMPLITUDE
Maximum value of a function as it varies with time.

ATTENUATION
A decrease in amplitude of the seismic waves with distance due to geometric spreading,

energy absorption and scattering.

COLLAPSE
Major change in the geometry of a bridge rendering it unfit for use.

DAMPING
Resistance which reduces vibrations by energy absorption.

DUCTILITY
Property of a member or connection that allows inelastic response.

DUCTILITY RATIO
The ratio between the maximum displacement for elastoplastic behavior and the

displacement corresponding to yield point.

DYNAMIC MAGNIFICATION
An increase in the induced lateral forces in a structure due to frequency matching

between the ground and structure.

ELASTICITY

The ability of a material to return immediately to its original form or condition after

removal of the loads.

ELASTOPLASTIC
Implies elastic behavior for a force that does not exceed a maximum value and plastic

behavior above this maximum.

EPICENTER
The point on the Earth's surface located vertically above the point where the first rupture

and the first earthquake motion occur.

FAULT
A fracture or fracture zone in the earth along which there has been displacement of the

two sides relative to one another and which is parallel to the fracture.

FLEXIBLE STRUCTURE
A structure that will sustain relatively large displacements without failure.

FUNDAMENTAL PERIOD
The longest period (duration in time of one full cycle of oscillatory motion) of vibration

of a structure which has several modes of vibration, each with a different period.

GROUND MOVEMENT
Term that refers to all aspects of ground motion, e.g., particle acceleration, velocity,

displacement due to earthquakes.

INELASTIC BEHAVIOR
Behavior of a member beyond its elastic limit.

INTENSITY
Qualitative or quantitative measure of the severity of seismic ground motion at a specific

site. The most common intensity scale used in the United States today is the Modified

Mercalli, 1956 version.
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LIMIT STATE
A condition beyond which a bridge, member or connection ceases to satisfy the

performance requirements for which it was designed.

LIQUEFACTION
Transformation of a granular soil from a solid state into a liquefied state as a consequence

of increased pore-water pressure induced by vibrations.

MAGNITUDE
Qualitative measure of the size of an earthquake, related indirectly to the energy released,

which is independent of the place of observation, e.g., Richter Magnitude Scale.

MEAN RETURN PERIOD, T
The average time (in years) between occurrences of an event of a given size or a

condition associated with a given severity. The inverse of the mean return period is the

average annual probability of exceedance. For an estimate of the probability of

exceedance, p, during an exposure time, t (in years), the following relation may be used:

p = 1-(1-1/T)'. An event with a particular mean return period has a 63 percent probability

of being exceeded during an exposure time equal to that return period.

NATURAL FREQUENCY
The frequency (number of cycles per second) of free vibration of a structure if damping

effects are neglected. Sometimes expressed in radians per second.

NATURAL PERIOD
The time interval (in seconds) for a vibrating structure in free vibration to do one

oscillation. The inverse of the natural period is the natural frequency.

OCCUPANCY RATE
Average number of persons occupying a structure each 24-hour day of the year.

PREDOMINANT PERIODS
The most significant periods of the earthquake ground motion.

REGULAR BRIDGE
A bridge that has no abrupt or unusual changes in mass stiffness or geometry along its

span and has no large differences in these parameters between adjacent supports.

RESONANCE
A state of maximum amplitude of vibration caused by the matching of the excitation

frequency with the natural frequency of the structure itself.

RESPONSE SPECTRUM
A plot showing maximum earthquake response with respect to natural period or

frequency of the structure for a given damping. It reflects the response of an infinite

series of single-degree-of-freedom systems subjected to a time history of earthquake

ground motion.

RICHTER MAGNITUDE SCALE
A measure of the magnitude of an earthquake. The measure is determined by taking the

common logarithm (base 10) of the largest ground motion amplitude observed and

applying a standard correction for distance to the epicenter.

SEISMICITY

Frequency of occurrence of earthquakes per unit area in a given region.
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SEISMIC HAZARD
The probability that given ground motion parameters at the site of a given bridge will be

exceeded during a specified exposure time. May also be expressed in terms of average

annual probability of exceedance of mean return period.

SERVICEABILITY LIMIT STATE
Limit state that relates to maximum stresses and deformations within the elastic range

that ensures safety of trains traveling at reduced speeds.

SURVIVABILITY LIMIT STATE
Limit state that relates to bridge collapse.

ULTIMATE LIMIT STATE
Limit state that relates to ultimate strength of material and stability of critical members.

Structural damage that can be repaired within a short period of time is allowed.

VULNERABILITY
Amount of damage induced by a given degree of hazard.

9.4. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES

9.4.1 Introduction

(Applicability, Structure Type Limitations)

This article applies to bridges not exceeding 500 feet in length, tunnels, retaining walls,

underpasses and drainage structures. Movable bridges, arch type bridges and bridge spans

exceeding 500 feet in length are not covered by these guidelines. In regions where earthquakes may

be anticipated, structures shall be designed to resist earthquake motions by considering the

relationship of the site to active faults, the seismic response of the soils at the site, and the dynamic

response characteristics of the total structure.

9.4.2 General

(Simple spans, configuration recommendations, load combinations, ductility, and track

structure to be considered in resisting seismic load determination "common practice")

Bridge vulnerability to seismic effects is determined by two factors:

• ability to resist earthquake forces; in general, seismic forces are higher for heavy super-

structures on stiff substructures

• ability to withstand large relative movements; relative displacements are greater for

heavy superstructure on either flexible substructure or poor soil or both

a) Bridge types with greatest vulnerability to seismic effects are multispan structures that

have one or more of the following:

1. Continuous spans

2. Bridges with intermediate hinges

3. Bridges with inadequate bridge seat widths

4. Simply supported spans with deficient bearings

5. Multiple column piers

6. Bridges on severe skew

7. Under-reinforced footings and other substructure components

8. Tall piers, piers of differing heights and piers in deep water
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b) Bridge types least vulnerable to seismic effects

1

.

Simple span bridges

2. Bridges with bearing type isolation devices

3. Ballasted deck bridges with continuously connected rails

c) Recommended bridge components to consider

1

.

Bridge seats wide enough to provide a minimum distance of 9 inches from edge of

superstructure bearings to edge of superstructure

2. Bridge seat widths to be designed for seismic effects at expansion bearings

considering distance between deck expansion joints and the height of supporting

substructure

3. Piers with continuous footings and solid shafts

4. Hold-down devices between superstructure and substructure

5. Redundant type structural components

6. Track structure shall be continuous through the structure

7. Construction joints in piers and columns shall be designed and constructed to resist

seismic forces

8. Design ductility in substructure components

d) Determination of loads

1

.

Seismic loads are to be determined by any of the generally accepted methods

approved by the Engineer with due regard to the location

2. Consideration may be given to the track structure in resisting seismic forces

3. Forces induced in the structure by seismic accelerations must be considered in the

following combination:

dead load + earth pressure + buoyancy + stream flow pressure + earthquake

Allowable stresses may be increased by one-third for all combinations of loading

which include seismic effects

4. Centrifugal loads, wind loads, and lateral loads from equipment (as determined by

sections 1.3.6 through 1.3.9 of this chapter) need not be taken as occurring

simultaneously with seismic loads. These loads in the large majority of cases will

be larger than the seismic loads. For this reason no seismic analysis is necessary on

areas where the value on plate 2 (Figure 3) is 10 or less.

9.43 Bridge Superstructures

Many of the factors that influenced the ability of Railroad bridges to withstand earthquakes

with little damage in the past should be followed wherever possible for new construction. Utilize

simple spans, keep the span lengths short and minimize weight. These efforts will collectively or

individually reduce the effects of .seismic lateral forces on the bridge superstructure. It will also

have some positive influence on the substructure.

9.4.4 Bridge Substructures

Substructure design will often be the critical component of a bridge. While it may be

permissible to allow bridge spans the freedom to move small distances off their bearings during an

earthquake, this type of freedom is not acceptable in substructures. Hours or even minutes may be
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all that is required to realign bridge spans and return them to full functionality; if an earthquake

results in a foundation failure the potential losses in revenue and repairs may be much more

extensive. The designer of abutments and piers in the higher seismic potential areas must look

closely at foundation soils, ductility of structural components, replaceability and ease of repair

should there develop a compromise in structural soundness. Keep in mind that it is not unacceptable

to design for or allow some small, reasonable displacements of bridge substructures in an

earthquake. It would be unrealistic for free-standing or gravity type structures to stay fully fixed in

an event; therefore, design the superstructure/substructure interface to account for reasonable

movement. Also, design the bedding of the substructure to allow reasonable movement without

slumping or tilting.

Any substructure components that retain earth have potential for displacements due to high

induced lateral earth pressures. This potential should be addressed in the design of both the earth fill

and the earth retaining substructure. Proper drainage and compaction of the fill will be a major

benefit.

Piling can be used to resist both lateral and axial loads induced by an earthquake. For design

purposes the ultimate capacity of the pile can be used for seismic loads.

Designers should continue the practice of building broad bridge seats in high seismic areas. It

would also be advisable to include lateral restraints on new construction that are solely intended to

keep spans' movements restricted to limits that would guarantee minimal damage in a design event.

9.4.5 Earth Retaining Structures

There are a number of precautions to be taken in designing and constructing earth retaining

structures in high seismic areas. The primary one being to minimize potential for the retained earth

to absorb and retain excess moisture. If the soil moisture increases appreciably above the optimum

level used for good compaction, there will exist a potential for the soil to liquefy in an earthquake.

This would immediately increase lateral loads above normal which could result in lateral

displacement, tilting or complete failure. Gravity type structures should be designed to allow some

yield thereby taking advantage of active earth pressures developed by the yield and also thereby

mitigating the seismic induced earth pressures. Rigidly fixed structures could have very high soil

forces that could only be reasonably predicted through an intensive soils investigation and analysis.

Designers should minimize any potential for tilting in their design, take full advantage of active

earth pressures and drain retained earth or use other methods, such as capping, to minimize or

eliminate any potential for liquefaction.

9.4.6 Drainage Structures

Drainage structures are completely at the mercy of the soils in which they are captive. The

most important consideration with culverts is that they maintain their ability to function following an

event. Slumping and slope failures in the embankments can result in the ends of pipes becoming

buried and, therefore, consideration should be given on new construction or during major

maintenance projects to have ends protected or lengthened.

9.5 EXISTING STRUCTURES

9.5.1 Scope

This part of the chapter will address the extent to which existing construction should be

reviewed for resistance to seismic forces. It will include roadbed cuts and fills, culverts, tunnels and

track protection sheds and bridges supporting the railway or carrying other facilities over tracks. It

will also consider station, office and shop buildings, locomotive fueling facilities and the

construction of others on. over and under the operating right-of-way.
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9.5.2 Presumption of Seismic Resistant Design

9.5.2.1 Track Structure

The existing track superstructure and all manner of special trackwork structure, to include the

track rail; the crossties, their fastenings and appurtenances; and the ballast section is presumed

resistant to all levels of seismic loads.

Existing Main Track facilities constructed by directly fixing the track rail to a continuously

reinforced concrete slab is presumed equally resistant to all levels of seismic loads.

9.5.2.2 Other Structures, Buildings and Facilities

The fact that a structure situated in a seismic activity zone currently exists in an acceptable

state of maintenance does justify the presumption that a level of seismic resistant design is inherent

to the construction. It does not, however, permit the presumption that the structure has been

subjected to the maximum seismic loading anticipated for the zone.

The fact that a structure of a specific superstructure design performed successfully at a given

level of seismic loading does not justify the presumption that all structures of that design will

perform equally at that level of loading. The foundation conditions of a structure are of primary

importance in determining resistance to seismic loads.

Seismic load analysis of a structure is site specific. The results of one analysis may not be

transferred to a second structure except in the case of each and every design parameter being

essentially equal.

9.5.3 Inventory

Of first importance is recognizing what existing construction of the railway is in areas subject

to seismic events. Equally important is knowing what construction of others is on, over and under

the operating property in these areas.

The accumulation of this information is found, or best contained, in inventory or inspection

records. All such records, not so noting, should be modified to provide for indicating the structure or

facility is in a seismic activity zone. Further, these records should note constructions which have

been designed, or analytically shown, to be seismic resistant. A reference to the level of resistance

might be included.

9.5.4 History

Existing structures in areas of seismic activity can be expected to have a history of response to

various levels of seismic activity. To a large extent, the need for and direction of analytical

investigation can be based on the response of the construction to past events.

In order to take advantage of past experience, it is necessary to develop and correlate event and

results histories. A detailed history of seismic events, based on public records, could be developed

for each area of interest to the railway. The length of the history would be determined by the oldest

in-service structure within the area. Statistical analysis of the data might be used to reduce the

volume to more manageable ranges of values.

A history of the results of seismic activity would be assembled from railway inventory records

or inspection reports, and other sources such as news media archives and witness oral accounts.

Further, current inspection routines could be modified to specifically make observations designed to

detect evidence of past seismic events.

An investigator developing a seismic history would be expected to have experience in the field

of Seismology. An investigator correlating seismic history and results records would be expected to

have experience in the field of Engineering Forensics.
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9.5.5 Roadbed

9.5.5.1 Fills and Earth Cuts

The extreme range of soil materials and soil moisture content variables found within an

existing fill or earth cut, or within existing fills and earth cuts in any area, prohibits data collection

for analysis of individual or groups of these structures. The Engineer may, based on the geometry of

the applicable standards of construction and a conservative estimate of existing soil properties, make

an analysis of slope stability for the general case.

The magnitude of the seismic load would be calculated as a function of the vertical

acceleration component of the design event. This load would be applied as a uniform dead load

surcharge at the level of the centroid of the section. An acceptable value for the factor of safety

against sliding would be determined based on risk factors, and may be less than unity.

Fills founded on sloped strata or on strata of high moisture content are to be given special

attention.

Retrofit designs for fills would include stabilization piling, toe berms and revised side slope

run to rise ratios. Earth cut retrofit designs include stabilization piling and revised side slop run to

rise ratios.

9.5.5.2 Rock Cuts

Analytical investigation of rock cuts, as groups or as individual structures, is not practical. The

Engineer should review the history of wall scaling programs for evidence of an extraordinary

frequency of work at a specific site.

Retrofit designs include increased scaling efforts, rock stabilization by bolting or other means,

increasing existing bench catchment capacity and selective rebenching.

9.5.5.3 Culverts

Round and vertically oriented elliptical culverts of clay, stone masonry, corrugated metal or

reinforced concrete, and box culverts of wood, stone masonry or reinforced concrete, having spans

of less than four (4) feet need not be analyzed for resistance to seismic loads.

Arched cuherts. and culverts have proprietarv' designs regardless of their materials or span, and

all culverts of a span greater than four (4) feet should be investigated for resistance to seismic loads.

The magnitude of the seismic load would be calculated as a function of the vertical

acceleration component of the design event. This load would be applied as a uniform dead load

surcharge at the level of the centroid of a fill section containing the culvert. Acceptable values for

allowable stresses would be determined based on risk factors.

Joining of the culvert sections is of particular concern.

Retrofit designs include only structural inserts. New construction may be required.

9.5.6 Tunnels and Track Protecting Sheds

9.5.6.1 Tunnels

These structures are, by the nature of their function, presumed to be of a design resistant to

seismic loads. The Engineer should re\ iew the history of tunnel scaling programs for e\ idence of an

extraordinary frequency of work at specific bores.

Retrofit designs include increased scaling efforts, rock stabilization by bolting or other means,

and the installation of lininss at unlined sites.
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9.5.6.2 Track Protection Sheds

The superstructure of these structures are, by the nature of their function, presumed to be of a

design resistant to seismic loads. The connection of the superstructure to its foundation should be

analyzed for resistance to movement in the three planes of the Cartesian coordinate system.

Primary retrofit designs would provide catchment areas with stop blocks to retain dislocated

column and beam bearing areas. The design would consider guides to return vertically separated

members to the foundation area, and provisions for returning the structure to its design location.

9.5.7 Bridges

9.5J. 1 General

All track supporting bridges, except certain timber trestles, and all other bridges owned by the

railway which support pedestrian or human operated vehicle traffic must be analyzed for resistance

to seismic loads.

All bridges owned by others which span a part or all of the operating right-of-way, regardless

of the type of traffic they bear, must be certified as resistance to a level of seismic load as

determined by the Engineer.

9.5.7.2 Timber Trestles Exclusion

Track-supporting timber trestles which meet the following criteria need not be analyzed for

resistance to seismic loads:

1) Bents:

Driven piles, or framed posts of not more than three story;

A steel connector of a diameter of three-quarter (3/4) inches or more at each cap to pile joint;

Fully connected cross bracing providing a maximum unbraced pile or post height of ten

(10) feet, and

Alternate panel tower bracing for bents of more than forty (40) feet in base of rail to

natural ground height.

2) Open Deck Spans:

Not fewer than two (2) stringers per track rail.

Stringer lapping and chord bolting at all intermediate bents.

Full stringer to cap bearing at End Bents, and

Full connection of stringer to cap joints by a steel connector not less than three-quarter

(3/4) inches in diameter.

3) Ballasted Deck Spans:

Not fewer than eight (8) stringers per panel.

Not more than two (2) stringers butt joined on any intermediate bent, under each rail

Full stringer to cap bearing at End Bents,

Full connection of stringer to cap joints by a steel connector not less than three-quarter

(3/4) inches in diameter, and

Not less than fifty (50) percent of the deck board to top of stringer joints connected by

appropriate steel spikes.

9.5.7.3 Investigation of Railway Owned Bridges

The analysis of an existing bridge for its response to a seismic load shall be conducted in

accordance with the applicable provisions of Part 4, Design of Structures, of this Chapter of the

Manual. The results of this investigation will determine the level of seismic load the structure is

capable of withstanding.

The Engineer may, when justified by historic event/results data, declare a bridge structure

resistant to a specific level of seismic load.
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9.5.7.4 Investigation of Bridges Owned by Others

The Engineer may require that the Owner of a bridge over the operating right-of-way of the

railway to certify that the structure is of a design resistant to a specific level of seismic load. Such

certification shall be furnished in a form determined by the Engineer and shall be attested to by a

professional licensed to render such judgments.

9.5.7.5 Retrofit Designs

Primary retrofit designs would provide catchment areas with stop blocks to retain dislocated

bearing areas. The design would consider guides to return vertically separated members to the

foundation area, and provisions for returning the structure to its design location.

9.5.8 Construction of Others

All existing construction of others on the operating right-of-way should be reviewed for

compliance with seismic code governing the type of construction involved.

The Engineer may require that the Owner of this construction to certify that the structure is of a

design resistant to a specific level of seismic load. Such certification shall be furnished in a form

determined by the Engineer and shall be attested to by a professional licensed to render such

judgments.

9.5.9 Retired Facilities

To the extent possible, abandoned roadway, bridge, building and facility construction in

seismic areas should be removed to its foundation level at the time it is removed from service.

Economic justification of expenditures for this work could include avoidance of analytical costs

necessary to show the structure is stable and might mention a reduced exposure to liability arising

from failure of the retired construction during a seismic event.

9.6 TRACK AND ROADBED

The largest potential danger to track and roadbed in an earthquake is from failures in the

subgrade due to slumping or liquefaction of the soils. This potential can be dramatically reduced by

eliminating excess water from ballast pockets and saturated embankments. French drains or drain

pipes can be very effective.

The track and ballast can also be disturbed to highly variable amounts in earthquakes, but the

potential for dramatic, extensive damage to track is very low. During the shaking process the

stability of the ties and ballast will be momentarily weakened and rail in compression can force track

buckles. The shaking may also result in the loss in elevation in curves. Primarily, the nature of

concern with track is following an earthquake and the availability of equipment to reestablish surface

and line where it has been disturbed.

9.7 BUILDINGS AND SUPPORT FACILITIES

Seismic design loads and other requirements for Railroad building and support facilities shall

be governed by the Uniform Building Code or other applicable local, state or federal regulations.

9.8 UTILITIES AND ENVIRONMENT

Seismic design and maintenance of Railroad utility service, including electric power supply,

plumbing (water, gas and fuel pipeline systems, fire sprinkler system, etc.) heat and air conditioning,

waste water treatment and fuel storage and distribution systems shall be governed by the Uniform

Building Code or other applicable local state or federal regulations.

Environmental facilities design and maintenance shall consider seismic loads and other

requirements as provided for by the Uniform Building Code and the applicable environmental

regulatory agency. Additional consideration shall be made with respect to failure-risk factors and
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potential impact in high environmentally sensitive areas. Some facilities may be required to have a

spill prevention, containment and countermeasure plan to include a seismic event.

9.9 SIGNAL AND COMMUNICATIONS

The following preventive measures are currently practiced to reduce the possibility of damage

to the signal system. In new instrument bungalows, shelf type relays are suspended with coil

springs, providing additional shock absorption to reduce the possibility of being overturned. In

existing instrument bungalows, a process has been initiated for securing the relays to shelves with

straps.

9.10 COMMUTER AND LIGHT RAIL

AREA Committee 12, Rail Transit, deals primarily with transit systems. As with other topics.

Chapter 12 will include references to this chapter on seismic code for information of bridges,

buildings and support facilities and track and roadbed items.

9.11 COMMENTARY

9.11.1 Roadbed

9.11.1.1 Fills

Track supporting fills are subject to two types of failures as a result of seismic activity. They

are horizontal or vertical misalignment of the embankment and loss of fill materials by soil

liquefaction.

Misalignment can result from two causes; the first is a movement associated with tectonic plate

differentials at, or near, fault lines. The second is a local soil materials shear failure resulting from

forces generated by earth mass acceleration differentials.

Materials liquefaction results in track misalignment and loss of track support. A failure by

liquefaction requires a specific set of soil grain size and soil moisture conditions be extant at the time

a given vibratory energies source is applied.

It is suggested that efforts to analytically predicting these failures is of no value as there is no

practical design of retrofit which would prevent the movement.

9.11.1.2 Earth Cuts

Track in earth cuts is subject to the same misalignment account tectonic plate movements as

are fills. Local soil materials shear failures and liquefaction may also occur with the result of filling

the track structure with debris.

As with fills, it is suggested that efforts to analytically predicting these failures is of no value

as there is no practical design of retrofit which would prevent the movement.

9.12 RISK FACTORS AND DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

9.12.1 General

The vulnerability of a bridge is determined by the risk associated with the earthquake ground

motion and the specified performance criteria. The risks associated with the magnitude of the

ground motion at a given location are defined by the acceleration coefficient maps in Section .^.3.

The performance criteria specified in this Section is consistent with the post seismic event

operating procedures described in Section 2. Together, they aim to minimi/o consequences of

earthquakes.

There are many sources of uncertainty involved in seismic design. The greatest source of

uncertainty is associated with the regional seismicity and the expected ground motion characteristics

at the site. The response of the bridge, which is affected by both the soil and the structure dynamic

characteristics, and also the methods of analysis used, add to the overall degree of uncertainty.
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Even when conservative earthquake magnitudes and assumptions are used in design, during its

life a bridge may be subjected to maximum earthquake loads that exceed the desired performance

criteria. The design of a bridge for extreme ground motion is economically undesirable, unless there

is a severe social penalty associated with bridge failure. Therefore, a certain amount of risk must be

accepted so that a balance between the odds of large earthquakes and the costs of overdesign could

be achieved.

Determining "acceptable seismic risk" is a very complex task that must consider both social

and economic aspects. Obviously the amount of risk that may be accepted for some bridges is

greater than for others. Factors such as the volume and the type of train traffic, the value and the

importance of the bridge and the cost of loss of use have to be considered when establishing

acceptable seismic risk levels. The acceptable seismic risk levels must also be consistent with the

risks due to other extreme events such as flood waters, fire and ship collision.

A relatively simple approach is to adjust the acceptable seismic risk levels used by seismic

design codes of other structures, such as buildings and highway bridges to railroad bridges.

Buildings and highway bridge design codes put a major emphasis on life safety. This is primarily

due to their high occupancy rate and the social implications of a large loss of life at one location.

Also, some highway bridges are part of lifelines that must remain open even after severe

earthquakes. When the occupancy rate of most railroad bridges is compared to the occupancy rate of

buildings and highway bridges the very large difference between the levels of risk of loss of life

becomes apparent. In addition to this, the movement of trains is controlled by signalization and

dispatchers, so that in the event of an earthquake trains may be stopped. Thus, more emphasis can be

put on the economic aspects that are easier to express in a quantitative way.

Another approach is to perform a probability based overall seismic risk or cost-benefit

analysis. A probabilistic approach can account for uncertainties in the ground motion, the

performance of the bridge during a given ground motion and the methods of analysis used. Seismic

risk analysis may be performed in three steps: ( 1 ) Seismic Hazard Analysis, that yields a probability

distribution function of ground motion parameters at the bridge site, (2) Seismic Performance

Analysis, that yields probabilistic statements of the risks of the bridge exceeding the specified limit

states, conditioned upon specified levels of ground motion, (3) Seismic Risk Analysis, that integrates

the first two steps to yield the overall risk of the bridge exceeding the specified limit states.

9.12.1.1 Earthquake Loading

The three levels of earthquake ground motion are consistent with the three levels of earthquake

magnitude used to specify the post seismic event operating procedures of Section 2. Level 1

Earthquakes have a magnitude of 5.0 to 5.9 on the Richter scale. Level 2 Earthquakes have a

magnitude of 6.0 to 7.2, and Level 3 Earthquakes are over 7.2

The Level 1 Ground Motion is associated with the serviceability limit state and can have a

return period of 50 to 100 years. The main objective of the serviceability limit state is train safety

and the selection of an actual ground motion return period for a given bridge shall be related to the

type and volume of trains using that bridge.

The Level 2 Ground Motion is used with the ultimate limit state of bridge pertomiance and can

have a return period of 200 to 500 years. For the majority of railroad bridges the selection of the

Level 2 Ground motion return period for a given bridge may be based mainly on economic

considerations. Stopping trains after Level 2 Earthquakes enhances their safety.

The Level 3 Ground Motion represents a rare, intense earthquake with a return period of 1.000

to 2,400 years. The selection of an actual ground motion return period for a given bridge shall

consider the consequences of bridge collapse. Factors such as the value of the bridge, the costs of

loss of use, the existence of alternate routes and the location of the bridge (e.g.. over a highway)

must be taken into account.
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9.12.2 Performance Criteria

Considering all the main limit states provides a basic format that allows for future updates as

the state of the art in earthquake engineering advances. Also, the format used facilitates seismic risk

evaluation of existing bridges and seismic assessments based on probabilistic approach.

9.12.2.1 Serviceability Limit State

The primary aim of the serviceability limit state is to ensure the safety of trains. After Level 1

Earthquakes, trains are allowed to proceed at a reduced speed until inspections are completed, and

the track is cleared. The allowable stresses may be limited to 150% of the basic allowables. The

allowable deformations of the structure and track may be related to the train speed restrictions after a

Level 1 Earthquake. Vibration of flexible bridges with natural periods in the transverse direction

around 1 second may cause bridge derailments even in the elastic response range.

9.12.2.3 Ultimate Limit State

The primary aim of the ultimate limit state is to minimize the extent of damage and to ensure

the overall structural integrity of the bridge. After Level 2 Earthquakes, trains are stopped until

inspections are completed. Structural damage that can be readily detected and economically repaired

may be allowed. By allowing the structure to respond beyond the elastic range and undergo inelastic

deformations, the earthquake resistance capacity of bridges with good ductility is significantly

increased.

9.12.2.4 Survivability limit State

The survivability limit state aims to prevent overall bridge collapse. After Level 3

Earthquakes, the expected track damage would prevent immediate access to the bridge. The

performance of the bridge during such earthquakes will mainly depend on the ductility and

redundancy characteristics of the bridge and on the additional safety measures designed to prevent

bridge collapse.

9.12.3 Methods of Analysis

9.12.3.1 Serviceability State

Within the serviceability limit state the response of a bridge is limited to its elastic range.

Therefore, methods based on elastic analysis are most appropriate. The methods specified depend on

both the soil conditions and the dynamic characteristics of the bridge. Then the fundamental period

of the bridge is shorter than the predominant periods of earthquake ground motion, dynamic

magnification effects may be neglected. The pseudostatic method expresses earthquake loads in

terms of structure mass and ground acceleration at the site. It will probably be applicable to the

majority of the existing railroad bridges. The spectral method uses response spectrum plots to

determine dynamic magnification effects. The response spectrum formulation used by AASHTO
may be adopted. Dynamic analysis is a more accurate approach that can evaluate irregular bridges,

effects of higher modes of vibration and specific ground motion characteristics. Poor soil conditions

at the site can result in movements and deformations that exceed the bridge serviceability limit state

even if the structure itself stays within the elastic range. A deformation type method is

recommended to address this possibility.

9.12.3.2 Ultimate and Survivability Limit States

The response of a bridge near its ultimate limit state is highly nonlinear and uncertain due to

incomplete knowledge of inelastic structural action. Seismic highway bridge design codes specify

the use of elastic analysis for the ultimate loads, and response modification factors that account tor

nonlinear behavior. Satisfying the ultimate state criteria is practically the main requirement ot the.se
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codes, and there is on-going research to improve the analysis models and to get more reliable

estimates of the response modification factors recommended. Using a similar approach for the

evaluation of railroad bridges for the ultimate limit state would require more research into nonlinear

response of railroad bridges to extreme horizontal loads. Also, for railroad bridges, satisfying the

serviceability limit state, that is concerned with the safety of trains, is the main design condition.

The serviceability limit state criteria is associated with very low risk levels of being exceeded, and it

will most likely be more restrictive than the other limit states. Using a conceptual design approach

for the ultimate and the survivability limit states can overcome the high level of uncertainties

involved in numerical analysis of the nonlinear bridge response. Conformance with the ultimate and

the survivability limit states is based on requirements for type, geometry, materials, ductility and

redundancy. The conceptual design methods recommended in Section 9.4 to ensure satisfactory

performance for the ultimate and the survivability limit states are based primarily on experience

from past earthquakes and from research and testing results applicable to railroad bridges.

9.12.4 Existing Bridges

Although the seismic design philosophy is also recommended for evaluating existing bridges,

some aspects are unique to existing bridges and require special consideration.

The selection of acceptable return periods, especially for Levels 2 and 3 Ground Motion,

should consider the age, value and remaining service life of the bridge evaluated. The cost of

upgrading the seismic performance of an existing bridge is much higher than the cost of a similar

level of upgrade done during the design phase of a new bridge. Therefore, considering the cost-

benefit of risk reduction for existing bridges is very important.

There is a basic difference between the performance criteria for the ultimate and the

survivability limit states for new and existing bridges. For new bridges, structure type and geometry

for a redundancy can be built into the design. Thus, an optimal design can be achieved and the

response and damage types of a new bridge to large earthquakes can be controlled. This ahso

simplifies the analysis efforts to predict bridge behavior during large earthquakes. Considering the

current state of knowledge on response analysis of existing railroad bridges to severe ground motion,

field information and observations from previous earthquakes are very important.

9.12.5 Acceleration Coefficient Maps

Acceleration coefficient maps reflect the seismic hazard at a site. They account for both

maximum ground motion intensity expected and frequency of occurrence. The maps give ground

acceleration levels with a uniform probability of being exceeded in all areas of the country. The

steps involved in the development of these maps include: (1) the definition of the nature and

location of earthquake .sources, (2) magnitude-frequency relationships for the source, (3) attenuation

of ground motion with distance from the source and (4) determination of ground motion parameters

at the site having the required probability of exceedance. The probability of exceedance of the

acceleration coefficient map used by AASHTO, for example, is equivalent to a mean ground motion

return period of 475 years. The U.S. Geological Survey has developed horizontal ground

acceleration maps for 100, 475 and 2,400-year return periods. Using a number of ground motion

return periods is consistent with the design philosophy of these Specifications that requires

flexibility so an appropriate return period could be used with a specific bridge or group of bridges

(new or existing).
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Proposed 1994 Manual Revisions to

Chapter 12—Rail Transit

Committee 12 has completed 2 more sections for this Chapter; Part 3—Track and Roadway
Considerations, and Part 4—Bridge and Structural Considerations. Due to the volume of material, it

has not been reprinted here. Anyone wishing to view these sections should contact AREA headquarters.

Proposed 1994 Manual Revisions to

Chapter 15—Steel Structures
Changes have been made to various sections of Chapter 15 in order to incorporate steel grades

ASTM A852 and A709 grade 70W into the specification.

In paragraph 1.2.1, change current paragraph on structural steel, weathering type to:

Structural steel, weathering type A 588 or A 7 09, Grade 50W
and A852 or A709, Grade 70W

Table 1.2.1A - Structural Steel

ASTM
Designation

F^ - Min
Yield

Point

pad'

F__ - Min
Ultimate

Strength

pad'

Thickness Limitation

for Plates Applicable

and Bars to Shapes of

inches' Groups''

A36'
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Table 1.2.1B - Impact Test Requirements! for Structural Steel -

other than Fracture-critical Members'

ASTM
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Table 1.14.7—Impact Test Requirements' for

Structural Steel—Fracture Critical Members

ASTM
Designation

Thickness

Inches

Minimum Average Energy, Ft-lb

and Test Temperatures

A36' or

A709, Grade 36?"^

To 17:incl

Over 1 7: to 4 incl

25 @ 70°F

25 @ 70°F

25 @ 40°F

25 @ 40°F

25 @ 10°F

25 @ -10°F

A572. Grade 50- ' or To 1 7: incl

A709. Grade 50F-''^ Bolted or Riveted 25 @ 70°F 25 @ 40°F

A588-' Over 1 7: to 4 incl

A709, Grade SOWF-"^ Bolted or Riveted 25 @ 70°F 25 @ 40°F 25 @ -10°F

To 1 72 incl Welded
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^The suffix "F" is an ASTM A709 designation for fracture critical material requiring impact testing,

with supplemental requirement S84 applying. A numeral 1 , 2 or 3 shall be added to the F marking to

indicate the applicable service temperature zone.

Note: This footnote appears to have been corrected on a later printing with a minor error regarding

"S84".

'Steel backing for groove welds joining steels with a minimum specified yield strength of 50 ksi or

less may be base metal conforming to ASTM A36, A709, A588. and/or A572, at the Contractor's

option, provided the backing material is furnished as bar stock rolled to a size not exceeding 3/8 inch

by 11/4 inches. The bar stock so furnished need not conform to the Charpy V-Notch impact test

requirements of Table 1.14.7.

Replace right column in paragraph 1.14.8.1 as follows:

1 . Minimum temperatures shall be as follows:

Thickness (in.) of thickest
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(b) The welding procedure tests, as prescribed in Figure 1.14.9, shall be used. The base

metal shall be the same ASTM Grade as that to be used in the FCM's except that at option

of the Fabricator, ASTM A588 steel may be used to qualify welds in approved base metals

which have a minimum specified yield strength of 50 ksi or less. When ASTM A588 test

plate and backing steel is used to qualify steels with F^ equal to or less than 50 ksi, the

A588 steel shall have the following minimum chemistry: Carbon .15%; Manganese 1 .00%;

Silicon .25%; Chromium .50%; and Vanadium .03%.

(c) The test plates and steel backing for ASTM A709 Grade VOW or A852 steels shall be of

the same specification and Grade as that used in the work. ASTM A709 Grade 50W or

A588 steel may be used as backing when the chemistry conforms to the requirements of

the ASTM A709 Grade VOW or A852 steel used in the test plates.

(d) Qualification of a welding procedure shall be accomplished using consumables supplied

by the manufacturer supplying consumables to be used in the FCM's. Each lot or heat to

be used in the production welding for FCM's shall be pretested in accordance with the

applicable AWS Specification and Certified Test results furnished. Lot and heat are as

defined in Section III, NB-2420 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

Replace paragraph 3.4.1(d) with:

(d) Weathering steel. ASTM A588 or A709 Grade 50W and ASTM A852 or AV09 Grade

WOW need not be shop painted provided the shop painting requirement is waived in the

contract documents or is otherwise deleted by the Engineer.

Replace paragraph 3.5.5(e) with:

(e) Time delay prior to NDT of weld repairs to groove welds of ASTM A588 or AV09 Grade

50W and ASTM A852 or AV09 Grade VOW materia! over 2" in thickness, subject to tensile stress,

shall be 16 hours minimum.

Delete the last sentence of paragraph 1 .2.7(A):

"For Timber bridge ties, the clear distance between supports plus 6 in."

Revise paragraph 1.3.3(a) to read:

(a) The recommended live load in lbs. per axle and uniform trailing load for each track is the

Cooper E 80 load shown in Fig. 1 .3.3(a) or the Alternate E 80 loading on 4 axles spaced as shown in

Fig. 1.3.3(b), whichever produces the greater stresses."

Designate Fig. 1.3.3 as Fig. 1.3.3(a) and add the following diagram for proposed Alternate E 80

loading as Fig. 1.3.3(b):

O n o o
5'
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Replace existing Appendix at the end of Part 1 with the following:

Appendix

MAXIMUM MOMENTS, SHEARS AND PIER (OR FLOOR BEAM) REACTIONS
FOR COOPER E 80 LIVE LOAD

or ALT E80 Loading - (4+100 KIP Axles Spaced at D-5-6-5 ft.)

Quantities for alternate loading marked*

All values are for one rail (one-half track load)
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Add to Table I.3.13C a new category for eyebars and pin plates after the existing Plain Member
category:

Table 1.3.13C—Construction Details
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Revise paragraph 1.7.4(b) to read:

(b) 1. Flange to web joints on welded plate girders shall preferably be identical welds for both

compression and tension flanges.

2. Deck plate girders and stringers:

For open and non-composite, non-ballasted decks, the flange to web joints shall be

continuous, full penetration groove welds, unless otherwise directed by the Engineer.

For ballasted, welded steel plate or composite concrete decks, the flange to web joints

may be either continuous, full penetration groove welds or continuous fillet welds.

3. Through plate girders:

The flange to web joints may be either continuous, full penetration groove welds or

continuous fillet welds.

4. Box members:

The flange to web joints shall preferably be made with continuous fillet welds.

Remove current article 1.11 .2(c)

1.1 1.2(d) now becomes 1.1 1.2(c)

Add new article:

1.11.6 Bracing members used as ties or struts only:

Bracing members used only as ties or struts, to reduce the unsupported length of a member to

which they connect, need not be designed for more than 2.5% of the force in that member.

Section 1.14 Fracture Control Plan for Fracture Critical

Members to incorporate Revisions to the AASHTO
Fracture Control Plan

Delete the word "the" in Paragraph 1.14.1(0:

Revise Paragraph 1.14.3(b) by adding the following sentence to the end:

Welding procedure specifications are considered an integral part of shop drawings and shall be

reviewed for each contract.

Delete the paragraph header "(a) Welding Inspection." and revise the first paragraph of Article 1 .14.5

to read:

(a) Acceptance of materials and workmanship incorporated in fracture critical members shall be

based upon quality control inspections performed by the Contractor/Fabricator/Erector and verified

by quality assurance inspections performed by representatives of the Engineer. These inspections

shall be conducted by personnel qualified and certified as welding inspectors. All inspectors

responsible for QC and QA acceptance or rejection of materials and workmanship shall be qualified

as follows:
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Add paragraph letters (b) through (d) to the second through the fourth paragraphs of" Article 1.14.5;

(b) Inspection of FCM's shall include all inspection of materials and workmanship prior to

welding, during welding and after welding, together with required record keeping, to insure that

FCM's are fabricated from accepted materials, by approved processes, stored and shipped in

accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents.

(c) The Inspector may be supported by Assistant Inspectors who may perform specific inspection

functions under the supervision of the Inspector. Assistant Inspectors shall be qualified by training

and experience to perform the specific functions to which they are assigned. The work of Assistant

Inspectors shall be regularly monitored by the Inspector, generally on a daily basis.

(d) The name of the Quality Control Inspector and the Quality Assurance Inspector responsible

for each individual fracture critical member shall be listed on all appropriate acceptance forms.

Add the following paragraph (e) to the end of Article 1.14.5:

(e) The lead Inspector in the shop shall have a minimum of three years experience in steel bridge

fabrication inspection.

Revise the first two sentences of paragraph 1.14.6(a) to read:

(a) Nondestructive testing of FCM's, whether for the fabricator or for the Engineer, shall be

conducted by personnel certified as NDT Level II or Level III, in accordance with American Society

for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT) Recommended Practice SNT-TC-IA. Level III personnel shall

possess a currently valid ASNT Level III certificate for applicable methods, or an equivalent

certification as determined by the Engineer.

Revise Note 1 under Table 1.14.7 to read:

'Impact tests shall be Charpy V-notch (CVN) impact testing, "P" plate frequency, in accordance

with ASTM Designation A-673. In addition. Zone 3 shall require impact tests taken from each end

of each plate. The Charpy test pieces shall be coded with respect to heat/plate number and that code

shall be recorded on the mill-test report of the steel supplier with the test result. If requested by the

Engineer, the broken pieces from each test (three specimens, six halves) shall be packaged and

forwarded to the Quality Assurance organization of the Company. The average of three (3) tests

shall be used. If the energy value for more than one of three test specimens is below the minimum

average requirements, or if the energy value for one of the three specimens is less than two thirds (

7

i) of the specified minimum average requirements, a retest shall be made and the energy value obtained

from each of the three retest specimens shall equal or exceed the specified minimum average

requirements.

Revise the last sentence of paragraph I.14.8(b)2 to read:

For welds in comers of box members which are not readily accessible on both sides, the temperature

shall be measured on the external surfaces of both plates.

Revise the first paragraph of Article 1.14.8(c) to read:

(c) The Charpy test requirements for weld metal shall be a minimum of 25 ft-lb at -20 degrees F.

The Charpy test is mandatory for qualifying the welding procedures used in all weld joints in Fracture

Critical Members.

Replace Section C-C in the second paragraph of Article 1.14.8(c) with Section B-B.
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Revise the last sentence of Paragraph 1.14.8(f) by adding the following phrase to the end:

as recommended by the International Institute of Welding:

Revise Paragraph 1.14.8(h) to read:

(h) Each lot or heat of welding consumables shall be pretested in accordance with the applicable

specifications of AWS D1.5, Section 4, and certified test results furnished. Lot and heat are as

defined in Section III NB2420 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

Revise the first sentence of paragraph 1.14.8(j) to read:

(j) All welders, welding operators and tack welders employed in the fabrication of FCM's shall

be requalified by tests at least annually. Those who have not been previously requalified shall be

qualified by tests within six (6) months prior to start of fabrication and shall be requalified by tests at

least annually. Qualification tests shall be in accordance with Sections 5.8 and 5.9 of AWS D1.5

except that tests, as prescribed in Parts C and D of Section 5 of AWS D1.5, shall include both

radiographic examination and mechanical testing of the test welds.

Add paragraph letter (k) to the paragraph following article 1.14.8 (j):

Add the following paragraph (1) to the end of article 1.14.8:

(1) All submerged arc fiuxes shall be baked at 550 degrees F for a minimum of two hours and

shall be stored at a minimum temperature of 250 degrees F after drying. The recycling of fiuxes

shall be controlled to avoid pickup of materials that may cause an increase in the hydrogen content

of the deposited weld metal or otherwise interfere with the production of sound welds.

Revise the first three sentences of paragraph 1 . 1 4.9. 1 (a) to read:

(a) AWS D1.5 applies as supplemented herein. Welding Procedure Specifications for joining

FCM's are not prequalified. Welding Procedure Specifications shall be qualified by tests as described

below. Tests shall be conducted within one year prior to the beginning of welding. Details of welded

joints that conform to AWS D1.5 Chapter 2, Design of Welded Connections, are prequalified and

exempt from test.

Revise paragraph 1.14.9.1(b) to read:

(b) The welding procedure shall be qualified by tests, as prescribed in Figure 1 . 1 4.9, prior to use.

The base metal shall be the same ASTM Grade as that to be used in the FCM's except that at the

option of the Fabricator, ASTM A588 steel may be used to qualify welds in approved base metals

which have a minimum specified yield strength of 50 ksi or less. When ASTM A588 test plate and

backing steel is used to qualify steels with Fy equal to or less than 50 ksi, the A588 steel shall meet

the requirements described in 5.3.2 of AWS D1.5.

Delete existing paragraph 1 .14.9.1(c) in its entirety and substitute the following:

(c) Qualification of a welding procedure shall be accomplished using consumables supplied

under the same specification and within the Matching Filler Metal Requirements of Section 4 of

AWS D1.5 and by the same manufacturer furnishing consumables to be used in the FCM's. Heats

and lots of welding consumables which have been tested and accepted may be interchanged with

other tested and accepted heats and lots of welding consumables that are of the same specification

and made by the same manufacturer.
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Delete the title line and paragraph letter(a)of existing Article 1.14.9.2 and replace with the following

new article title line, new paragraph, and new article 1.14.9.2(a) title line:

1.14.9.2 Welding Procedure Qualiflcation

Welding procedure qualification shall comply with the provisions of Parts A and B of Section 5

of AWS D1.5 except as modified herein.

(a) Groove Welding Procedures

Qualification of groove welding procedures....

Note: Retain the balance of existing Paragraph 1.14.9.2(a).

Revise the second paragraph of article 9.1.3.5 as follows:

"A couple with \09c of the axle load acting down on one rail and up on the other rail, which

effect was called roll was used prior to 1967. By service tests (3), it was established that the roll

effect was essentially the same for all speeds. In 1 967, the term 1 00/S was introduced as a downward

load only (4), which approximates the effect of roll used in previous specifications. Because of

inconsistent interpretations of the term 100/S the term RE was introduced in 1991. The effect of the

RE couple at rail level on the structure below rail is similar to that of a couple from wind acting on

the train, the only difference being that RE is to be applied without any lateral load. Tests (5) have

shown that the impact load on ballasted deck bridges can be reduced to 90% of that specified for

open deck bridges because of the damping which results from a ballasted deck bridge.

Add new title line and three paragraph article 1.14.9.2(b):

(b) Fillet Welding Procedures

Each fillet welding procedure shall be qualified by T-test weldments in accordance with Figure

5. ID of AWS D1.5 using specific values for welding parameters as detailed in the procedure

specifications except that, in addition to the maximum size single pass test and the minimum size

multiple pass test, a T-test weldment shall be produced to represent the minimum size single pass

fillet welds to be used in construction.

Verification of consumables shall be part of qualification of fillet welding procedures. This test

shall be as described in Article 1 . 1 4.9.2(a) except the thickness of the test plates shall be in the range

of 'A inch to 1 inch inclusive as determined by the contractor and the reduced section tension test is

not required. One groove welded plate shall be produced for each combination of base metal and

welding consumables to be used in construction. The plate shall be welded in the IG (flat) position.

All weld passes used to make the fillet weld consumables verification test shall be made using weld

procedure variables that will produce the highest anticipated heat input to be used in the work: i.e.,

amperage shall be maximum, voltage maximum and travel speed minimum.

These tests shall qualify the written procedure specification qualified under Sections 5.6 or 5.7

of AWS D1.5 except that changes of electrode diameter of '/u. inch or greater for SMAW or any

change for SAW shall require an additional test. Each decrease in electrode diameter of '/k. inch or

greater shall require an additional test.

Delete existing Article 1 . 1 4.9.3 in its entirety and replace with new article 1 . 1 4.9.3:

1.14.9.3 Testing

(a) The methodsof testing specimens shall comply with Section 5. 14 ofAWS DI.5. Additionally,

the method of testing Charpy V Notch specimens shall comply with ASTM A-370.
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(b) Test results required shall be in accordance with Section 5.15 ofAWS D 1 .5 except the Charpy

V Notch toughness tests shall comply with Articles 1.14.8(c) and (d) of this specification.

Revise notes for Figure 1.14.9, Note 1 to read:

1. See Article 1.14.9.2 Paragraph (a) and (b) for required thickness "T" of test plates.

Revise notes for Figure 1.14.9, Note, 2, first sentence to read:

2. All test plate and backing material shall have proper heat identification.

Revise the first sentence of paragraph 1.14.9.4(b) to read:

(b) Repair welding may be performed using any of the welding procedures that are applicable

and qualified for use in the fabrication of FCM's.

Revise paragraph 1.14.9.4(d)3 by adding the following sentence to the end:

Repair shall be performed as described in the pre-approved procedures.

3.1.7 Dimensional Tolerances for Structural Members (pages 15-3-3, 15-3-4, 15-3-5)

3.1.7.1 General Provisions

(e) Allowable Deviations:

Add new article 3.1.7.1(e)l I

1 1 . Deviations from full surface contact

a. At least 70% of the surfaces specified to be in bearing contact shall have the contact surfaces

within 0.005 in. of each other. No remaining portion of the surfaces specified to be in bearing

contact shall have a separation exceeding 0.03 in. Any element of the main material which is

composed of multiple elements shall have a minimum of 60% of its bearing area in contact.

b. Contact surfaces specified to be prepared by milling, grinding or planing shall have a surface

roughness value not to exceed 250 (ANSI) B46.1 Surface Texture).

Replace article 3.1.7.2(a) with:

(a) Abutting joints of compression members which have been faced forbearing, when assembled,

shall conform to Art. 3.1.7.1(e)l 1.

Replace article 3.1.10(a) with:

(a) The ends of stiffeners on flexural members at points of bearing, as defined in Art. 1.7.7. shall

be milled or ground to bear against the flange, or shall be welded to the tlange v\ ith a full penetration

groove weld. Refer to Art. 3.1.7.1(e)7 and Art. 3.1.7.1(e)l 1 for combined warpage and tilt of tlange

and deviation from full surface contact.

Replace article 3.1.13(a) with:

(a) Where splice material at joints and splices in compression members or girder flanges is

designed to transmit force as specified in Art. 1.5.9(e), all main material at that joint or splice shall

be milled and brought to an even bearing in one plane across the end of each abutting piece at the

joint or splice. When so specified on the drawings, this requirement shall also apply to tension

members. When the abutting surfaces are not milled, the opening shall not be more than '/> in. Note:

Refer to Art. 3.1.7.1(e)l 1 for deviations from full surface contact.
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Replace article 3.1.16(a) with:

(a) Both top and bottom surfaces of base and cap plates of columns shall be planed or straigntened

and the parts of members in contact with them faced to fit. Connection angles for ba.se plates and cap

plates shall be connected to compression members before the members are faced. Note: Refer to

Art. 3.1.7.1(e)l 1 for deviations from full surface contact.

Article 3.3.5 Backings, Extension Bars and Run-Off Plates

delete entire Article, as the subject is adequately covered in AWS D1.5

Renumber Article 3.3.6 as Article 3.3.5

Editorial Changes

Remove reference to Groove weld backings, extension bars and run-off plates (top of p. 15-9-36).

Remove references to Art. 3.3.5 on p. 15-9-32.

Revise paragraph 7.1.2(a)2. by removing the italicized words:

2. The determination in corresponding terms of the effect and rating of each type and size of

engine or other equipmenl used, in order that the territorial operating limits of each class of equipment

may be assigned.

Insert a new second sentence in paragraph 7.1.3(D):

Significant loss in section shall be recorded and accounted for int he rating of a member.

Revise article 7.1.4 to read:
^

(a) Definition of Equipment - Equipment, as used in this section, is defined as one or more

engines and/or cars which can be operated on their own wheels in a train; that is, the rolling stock of

a railroad.

(b) Line Diagrams of Equipment - A line diagram of equipment shall be obtained and filed for

reference. This diagram shall show the axle loads, axle spacings and coupled length.

(c) Moments and Shears - The effect of equipment loading shall be ascertained by calculating

the associated bending moments and shears. The calculations shall be such that the maximum loading

effect on each member may be determined or estimated.

(d) Equipment Rating - The rating of equipment for operating purposes shall be expressed in

terms of equipment for which the bridges are rated, and for that span length on which it produces its

maximum effect.

(e) List of Equipment Ratings - A list of equipment shall be prepared, giving its number, class,

type, total weight, rating for operating purposes and rating for each span length.

(f) Relation of Loads to specification Loading - For each bridge span length for which moments

and shears are determined, the effect of the load in terms of specification loading shall be ascertained.

Revise article 7.1.5 to read:

(a) Common Standard for Rating - By following the procedure outlined, each bridge and all

equipment will be assigned a rating based on a common standard.

(b) Cooper Series as the Common Standard - The Cooper series is used as a standard of railroad

bridge loading.
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(c) Form for Use of Operating Department - The ratings of the various lines shall either be

shown by means of a diagrammatic map, or arranged geographically in a table, or both.

(d) Special Cases - Special conditions involving particular bridges on a line, or the operation of

special loads in certain territories, may be covered by means of notes calling attention to exceptions

to a general rule.

(e) Rating of Foreign Equipment - The approximate ratings of foreign equipment can usually be

estimated by comparison, if similar equipment has previously been rated.

Changes to article 7.3.1 will add an option of using a normal rating system for frequent loads.

The present rating specification is basically a maximum rating system which will not be changed.

Revise Article 7.3.1 by adding the following:

(b) Bridges may be assigned two types of ratings: NORMAL and MAXIMUM. The rating or

ratings to be assigned shall be as directed by the Engineer.

7.3.1.1 Normal Rating

(a) Normal rating is the load level which can be safely carried by the existing structure for its

expected service life. The rating is dependent on a specified speed, as impact reductions are

allowed for reduced speeds per Article 7.3.3.3. The speed or speeds to be used shall be as

directed by the Engineer Allowable stresses for normal rating shall be those specified in

Section 1.4. The fatigue requirements of Section 7.3.4.2 shall be included.

Add a new paragraph 7.3. 1 . 1 (b) as follows:

(b) When the allowable stress in Section 1 .4 is expressed in terms of Fy, Fy = yield strength of

the material as explained in paragraph 7.3.4.3(a).

7.3.1.2 Maximum Rating

(a) Maximum rating is the load level which the structure can safely support at infrequent intervals,

with any applicable speed restrictions. Allowable stresses for maximum rating shall be those

specified in Article 7.3.4.3.

(b) The Engineer may authorize load levels up to maximum rating at more frequent intervals,

recognizing that the remaining useful life of the bridge may be significantly shortened.

Revise article 7.3.3.2 to read:

(a) The live load shall be one of the Cooper E series or a load of specific equipment, depending

on the purpose for which the rating is desired.

(b) Where the live load is specific equipment, complete data shall be obtained, including the

spacing of axles and the static load on each axle.

Revise article 7.3.3.3 to read:

1. For all spans, except truss spans, carrying equipment with hammer blow, and for all spans

carrying equipment without hammer blow, . . .

2. For all truss spans carrying equipment with hammer blow. . . . Synchronism occurs u hen the

revolutions per second of equipment driving wheels equals . . .
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Insert the following into the first sentence of subparagraph 7.3.4. l{a)3:

3. Pin plates of tension members and eyebars.

Add the following new sentence 7.3.4. l(a)3(c):

(c) In the event that the net section at the pin does not conform to (a) or (b) above, the net section

of the member should be reduced proportionately for rating purpo,ses.

Revise the title of Article 7.3.4.3 to read:

7.3.4.3 Allowable stresses for maximum rating

Replace the term yield point with yield strength in paragraphs 7.3.4.3(a) and (b).

Revise Article 7.3.5 to read:

Where the stresses exceed allowable values, the equipment speed or loading shall be restricted .

Revise the second paragraph of Art. 9.1.6.4 to read:

Analyses in 1935 of Causes 2, 3 and 4 by Hardesty (20) led to the adoption of a column shear

formula that remained in use until 1993. For derivation of this shear formula, the 1935 analyses used

the secant formula which resulted in unnecessarily reduced allowable axial stresses in short columns,

as noted in Art. 9.1.4. This use of the secant formula led to unusually high shear forces for .short

columns. The subsequent abandonment of the secant formula in these specifications (see Art. 9.1.4)

permits the use of a uniform percentage of axial load for shear load for Causes 2 through 5. The AF^/

150 expression for minimum shear force is included to keep the shear resisting elements from being

too light for columns of length approaching or in the Euler range. Without such a limit, long columns

could be designed with very little relative shear resisting steel since the column area is greatly increased

on account of the L/R stress reduction applied for determination of the column area for axial load,

with no corresponding reduction in allowable stress for the shear steel. Furthermore, the application

of the limit to columns in the Euler range makes the shear resisting steel area requirement the same

for steels of all yield strengths, the same as applies to the axial steel area. The limit will not affect

columns having customary L/R ratios unless the yield strength is unusually high.

An appendix will be added to the end of the Table of Contents for Chapter 15. To receive a copy

of this, plea.se contact AREA headquarters.
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Proposed 1994 Manual Revisions to Chapter 16

—

Economics of Railway Engineering and Operation

Part 23

Construction and Maintenance

As a result of the abolishment of Committee 22, Chapter 22 of the Manual is being incorporated

into Chapter 16. Part 23 is the first of such changes. Due to the substantive changes, they are not

being published here. Anyone wishing to review Part 23 should contact AREA Headquarters.

Proposed 1994 Manual Revisions to

Chapter 29—Waterproofing

The responsibility for this Chapter rests with Committee 8. Parts 1 and 2 have been written for

1994, but due to the volume of material, it has not been reprinted here. Anyone wishing to view

Chapter 29 should contact AREA headquarters.

Revisions to the AAR Scale Handbook

The AAR Scale Handbook has been revised to bring it into conformance with the current provisions

of the National Institute of Science & Technology's Handbook 44, and to simplify/clarify existing

language. Anyone wishing to review the proposed changes should contract AREA headquarters.
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Published as Information

Consolidated Report of Rail Shipped to

North American Railroads from

North American and Non-North American Producing Mills

in 1992 by Weight and Section
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FEGUA, NORTH AMERICAN RAILROADING'S CENTRAL
AMERICAN CONNECTION IN GUATEMALA.

The North American standard gauge railway network has direct interchange with only one

other railway system, that of Guatemala, where the 3-foot gauge FEGUA (FErrocarriles de

GUAtemala) has about 400 miles of line in that Central American nation. Until the mid-eighties,

there was a connection between the railways of Guatemala and those of El Salvador, but this was

disrupted due to the unrest in the latter country. Plans which exist to rebuild this connection as well

as long-range plans for a new standard gauge line all the way from Mexico to Panama were

presented at the AREA conference in Chihuahua, Mexico in 1992.

Photo 1: Tank car train headed for Mexican Border crosses a strong bridge built for standard

gauge just east of Mazetenango Station in 1992.

U-a5?^



Photo 2: The line from Escuintia to Guatemala City has a pause in its steep climb as it skirts

the shores of Lake Amatitlan.

For now, however, the situation is that at Tecun Uman, on the Guatemalan side of the Mexico-

Guatemala Border, any railway freight traffic from the standard-gauge North American network

moving beyond this point by rail must be transferred to narrow gauge cars. Because of the need for

this transfer, almost all Guatemala-Mexico traffic goes by truck, and highway freight traffic is very

heavy. Traffic on the railway has continued to drop, and over 70% of the railway's employees were

dismissed in 1993, to a present level of 400.

The potential for rail traffic here is large, because it is only 178 miles by rail from Tecun

Uman to the 4-million population metropolitan area of Guatemala City. Estimates are that between

100 and 200 standard gauge cars a day would move in each direction over this route if it was

standard gauge.

This line from the Mexican border to Guatemala City is presently in quite deteriorated

condition in terms of surface and line due to marginal ballast and tie conditions, but 70-lb rail is

heavy enough to initially support low-speed standard gauge traffic. While it is of course desirable

that the line should be eventually rebuilt to excellent standards with heavy rail for speeds typical

in North American operation (50-80 miles per hour), it can be viable at even lOmph, as long as it

is converted to standard gauge. Even at that speed, 24-hour service from the Mexican border to

Guatemala City could be operated, which if consistent and reliable, would satisfy the majority

of customers.



Photo 3: A tropical twilight settles over the yard at Escuintia as the Volcan de Agua towers

almost 12,000 ft. above the elevation of the city.

The line was originally built for eventual conversion to standard gauge, and the bridges are

already large and strong enough for standard gauge (see photos 4 and 5), and the sharpest curve

between Guatemala City and the Mexican Border is 15 degrees, which, while sharp, is not as sharp

as the sharpest curve on an important main line in the U.S. (16 degrees on the Southern Pacific west

of Denver in Byers Canyon), and much less sharp that curves on branches (up to 30 degrees on the

CSX Webster Springs line-sec AREA bulletin 690, (Vol. 84, pg 76). This is certainly an opportunity

for a short-line operation, if you can call a line to a city of four million a short line.

A less ambitious plan is to initially convert to standard gauge from the Mexican Border to the

city of Escuintia, which is only 48 rail miles from Guatemala city (35 by highway), and is where the

railway begins its climb (up to 3.6% ) into the mountains where Guatemala City is located. At

Escuintia, a large intermodal facility could be built to .serve all of Central America, since there are

good highways from here to El Salvador and the rest of Central America.

153



Photo 4: FEGUA's bridges are built to standard gauge dimensions and strength.

FEGUA also has internal traffic, especially to Puertos Barrios on the Caribbean Sea, and

cargos like bananas, coffee and sugar are handled for ocean transport. The line from Guatemala City

to this port is in much better condition than the line to the Mexican border.

FEGUA needs to receive encouragement from the rest of the North American railroads to

become an integral part of the North American rail network. We in Canada, Mexico, and the United

States can regard FEGUA as a potential member of our standard gauge network, and help to keep

railroading as part of the Central American transport picture. This can realistically only happen if

our gauges are the same.

Photo 5: There are several high bridges on FEGUA, and even the bridge decks are ready to

take standard gauge.



A BRIEF SYNOPSIS ON THE
TRACK LATERAL SHIFT PROBLEM

Andrew Kish

Wesley Mui

The evaluation of the influence of vehicle induced forces on the lateral stability of CWR tracks

has been a major research concern for several decades. The load capacity of the track or its "lateral

strength" to handle these loads is a key requirement for track alignment retention, hence to safe train

operation. The growing tendency abroad and in the U.S. toward higher speeds and heavier axle loads

tends to exacerbate the problem of track lateral stability assurance. Recent high speed rail

technology endeavors in the U.S. such as the Texas/TGV, and the X2000 and ICE deployments on

existing Amtrak trackage invoke the question of lateral strength adequacy, especially since there are

no safety requirements currently in place addressing this issue.

In order to provide a clear problem definition for track shift, and the distinction from track

buckling (which by itself is a serious CWR safety problem), it is necessary to review the

fundamentals of the track lateral stability mechanism. This is briefly summarized from [I ] in Table I

.

Track lateral shift can be defined as "the formation and growth of lateral track misalignments

due to high LA^'s and longitudinal forces," and is construed to be the first two stages of the track

lateral stability process as indicated in Table 1. The resulting misalignments are typically "small" in

magnitude and may, in conjunction with other conditions, lead to track buckling which is a "large"

amplitude instability event.

As is well known, the L/V's are lateral to vertical load ratios where the net lateral load applied

to the track by one axle of a car resulting from the flanging forces and the two lateral components of

the wheel/rail frictional force at both wheels on the axle are divided by the total vertical axle load.

As will be discussed later, a distinction has to be made between the "single axle L/V's versus total

truck L/V"s" as the actual track shift load generating mechanism. A brief review with the state of the

art of track shift and the "limiting lateral force criteria" follows.

TABLE 1: TRACK LATERAL STABILITY MECHANISM

STAGE
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Koci and Marta [2] indicate that this LA' ratio should be no greater than about 0.4 for safe

operation with regard to lateral track shift on track in poor condition. It is difficult to assess the

validity of the 0.4 value since there is a considerable variation in the lateral resistivity of the track

(even in "poor condition"). This lateral resistivity depends on tie type, tie and ballast conditions and

maintenance procedures, and hence it is very difficult to quantify.

The SNCF [3] has made extensive measurements of lateral track shifting with a "Wagon

Derailleur" car and a "Wagon Tombereau Equipe" car. The former is a 2-axle railroad car having a

central "active" axle (max. axle load 12 tons) to apply variable vertical and lateral axle loads using

air cylinders. The lateral load is applied by pressing a small roller against the back side of a standard

wheel to force the wheel flange against the rail head. The latter consists of a two axled ballast car

which can have its rear axle pulled laterally by another vehicle on a parallel track. This .system was

tested with an axle load up to 17 tons. Using these two systems, two different experimental

procedures were employed. In the first, the vehicle was run over newly laid track with a lateral load

which was incrementally increased after each pass, or after each ten passes. This was repeated for

different axle loads. In the second procedure, the test vehicle was run over the track a large number

of times with a constant lateral load to test applied load versus "track stiffening" behavior.

Measurements of track displacement showed that there was a "limiting" lateral load such that the

track deformation increased rapidly for loads which exceeded this "limiting" load. Hence the onset

of track lateral shift was defined by this "limit load.
"

Amans and Sauvage [4] present a detailed analysis of track lateral shift, including several

equations which match experimental data from the SNCF tests. These equations are summarized

from [5] in Table 2, and a partial graphical comparison is given in Figure 1. Most of these results

represent the lateral strength of track which has been maintained recently. It is generally recognized

that any type of track maintenance which disturbs the ballast causes reduced lateral resistance until

the track has been reconsolidated by traffic. The SNCF utilizes data from track in this condition of

reduced strength to establish a conservative limit for all train operations. An alternative approach

would be to use track limits based on consolidated track for normal operation, and reduce train

speeds on recently maintained track. However, physical compliance with this would be difficult

since detailed information on in-situ track strength conditions and variations are required. Note in

Figure 1 the large difference between the two limits.

TABLE 2: EQUATIONS RELATING TRACK LATERAL CRITICAL FORCE (Lc) TO
VERTICAL AXLE LOAD (V)

Lateral Critical Force, Newton
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The equations in Table 2 are useful in describing safety limits based on the measured lateral

resistance of existing track, but they fail to include the effect of other influencing parameters. A
more inclusive empirical approach is offered in (4) for the determination of the critical lateral force

as a function of the combined effects of axle load, radius of curvature, temperature, track modulus

and rail stiffness. This equation is

L^ = r*L; (1)

where Lc is the critical lateral force for track shifting based on measured data for the resistance Lc'

of a "reference track." The recommended value for this is listed as Item (5) in Table 2 and is given by:

Ll=)L+ 1(10'») (2)
" 3

where V is the vertical axle load. Equation (2) is usually referred to as the Prud'homme limit.

The dimensionless empirical coefficient G is a reduction factor which attempts to quantify the

effects of temperature, curvature, track modulus, and rail stiffness, and is given by

r = r'
£(£/)'

(£/)'
(3)

where

in which:

r = [l-yJSA0 (1+R^^/R)1 denotes specifically the temperature and curvature influence.

R = curve radius, m
S - rail section area, m-^

A0 = temperature change above neutral, °C

K = track modulus, N/m-

EI = rail lateral bending stiffness, N-m-

EJ - rail vertical bending stiffness, N-m-

The other constants used for Equation (3) are:

B = 0.125 M-2 per °C

R,, = 880 m. (2624 ft = 2.2° curve)

K„ = 2x 10^N/m2(2900psi)

e = 0.225 N-"^m-''''

O 30

< 'O

CONSOUDATED TRACK
WOOD TIES

AXLE LOAD (kips)

Figure 1. Comparison oflateral track Torcc limits versus axle load

(numbers refer to equations in Table 2).
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Figure 2. Effect of curve radius on track lateral .strength for AT=70°F rail temperature (CWR)

It can be shown that the effect of track modulus and rail .size on lateral critical force as given in

Equation (3) is quite small, and therefore can usually be neglected, so the F' becomes the principal

controlling factor.

Figure 2 shows the F' factor i.e. the effect of rail temperature rise (above the laying

temperature) and curve radius for a typical 136-lb rail size and a maximum expected rail temperature

rise of AT = 70 T.

As can be seen from Figure 2, the influence of a AT=70°F (which is near the maximum
expected under typical U.S. operating conditions) in terms of percent reduction is relatively sinall.

This small influence appears to be contradictory to physical expectation and to recent panel

40

O
£ 30

20

10

136 RE

AT = 70

1 10 11 1213 4 5 6 7 8

TRACK CURVATURE (deg)

Figure 3. Lateral track force limits for curved track with wood ties, based on SNCF criteria
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Figure 4. Lateral track force limits based on NEC study

resistance studies [6] for unloaded track where it is shown that much smaller temperature

differentials can influence lateral deformations. The obvious question here is whether the vertical

load has that much "stabilizing" effect to offset influence of the thermal loads. Hence, there is a need

for a critical reassessment of the thermal influence on track lateral shift behavior.

To demonstrate further the effect of temperature, curvature, and axle load on die track lateral

force limits, the critical lateral force, given by:

L^ = r • L; (4)

is plotted in Figure 3 which shows the track force limits which would be recommended based on the

SNCF approach for wood tie tracks when the temperature-curvature effect as shown in Figure 2 for

AT = 70 °F are taken into account.

Inspecdon of figure 3 shows that "cridcal" LA' ratios fall in the range of 0.25-0.35. which

appear to be on the conservative side. Some U.S. "perturbed track" measurements [7] show LA'

ratios in the range of 0.6 just prior to incurring track shift.

A less conservative criterion is given in [8] based on the equation:

1 - ^^^
(1 + 0.458D)

22320
[0.7/» + 6600] - (1.28 X W^SV^) (5)

where:

A = rail section area (in^)

A0 = maximum temperature change after rail installation (°F)

D = track curvature, (degrees)

P = vertical axle load (lb)

S = lateral surface area of vehicle (ft^)

V = lateral wind speed (mph)

Neglecting the wind influence factor, this equation gives critical lateral force limits as function

of curvature as shown on Figure 4.
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As can be seen from Figure 4, the critical lateral force limits are approximately doubled when

compared to SNCF based criteria (see Figure 3). the predominant influence being the (0.7P + 6600)

factor versus the Prud'homme limit. It should be noted that [8] proposes also the use of a "maximum

truck lateral force" criteria given by:

Fu^Jtruck) = Q.lNF^Jaxle) (6)

where N = number of axles per truck. There is very little data available to verify the above

relationship, although based on [7], the onset of track shift was measured at:

(7)

Laboratory tests investigating track lateral shift were also conducted at the AAR [9]. The

results of one series of tests showing lateral axle load versus track lateral deflection for various

vertical axle loads are reproduced in Figure 5, and the corresponding lateral versus vertical load plot

in Figure 6 for the "small" deflections of 0.05 and 0.1 inches.

From Figure 5, the "stiffening" influence of the vertical loads is readily apparent, and Figure 6

gives the L versus V regression lines as:

L = 0.37V + 7.4, a/ 8 = Q.QS inches

L = 0.51V + 9.1, a/ 5 = 0.10 inches

(8)

(9)

40

V = 30 kips

V = 20 kips

10 kips

V (vertical axle load)

= kips
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• 136 RE rail

• #5 AREA cross ties (7" x 9" x 9') at 19.5 in. center

« #4 limestone ballast (12 in. deep, 12 in. shoulder)

I I I I I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

TRACK LATERAL DEFLECTION (in)

1.2 1.4

Figure 5. Lateral load vs track lateral deflection based on the AAR tests.
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The differences in Equation (8) and (9) clearly show the importance of defining the "limiting

deflection" for the onset of track shift.

The same AAR laboratory tests also investigated the influence of "dynamic" i.e. impulse

loading on panel shift behavior. A comparison of quasi-static vs. impulse loading is shown in Figure

7 indicating much larger "dynamic" deflections then quasi-static.

Although the "dynamic load content," i.e. rise time and duration varied from each test, and its

measurement sensitivity is not readily known, the veracity of the apparent large magnifications in

displacements due to impuLse loads needs to be further examined.

Current SNCF recommended limits [10] for critical lateral axle loads (in kN) for TGV high

speed rail application for CWR track with U41 dual-block concrete ties are given by:

L^ = 0.41V + 24 (unconsolidated)

L = 0.63V + 38 (consolidated)

(10)

(11)

It is interesting to note that the apparent influence of consolidation is only 58%.

Equations (10) and (11) are shown in Figure 8, in which the conventional Prud'homme

baseline is also given for comparison. Note that for TGV operation, (L/V)^|^j = 0.8 for consolidated

track, while for unconsolidated track it is 0.5.

60

TGV AXLE LOAD: 38.2 kips

O'-L-

UNCONSOLIDATED
WOOD-TIES

PRUD'HOMME LIMIT

10 20 30 40

VERTICAL AXLE LOAD (kips)

50 60

Figure 8. SNCF criteria for concrete tie track with U41 dual block ties versus wood-tie criteria.

From the above discussions, it is evident that several key issues and problem areas need to be

examined for a more complete understanding of the track lateral shift behavior, and for a better

description of limiting load conditions. These include:
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1

.

A detailed mechanistic evaluation of the track lateral shift mechanism, including the:

determination of the LA' load generating mechanism in terms of single axle vs. truck

load, quasi-static vs. dynamic (impulse) loads, speed, misalignment and curvature

effects on L/V load spectra generation, and other parametric influences such as wind

and gust loads, truck hunting loads, vertical impact loads, and dynamic uplift

determination of longitudinal (thermal) load influences

determination of curvature influences

quantification of the "dynamic track lateral resistance" i.e. the resistivity parameters

under loaded conditions, and the determination of track resistance variation as a

function of track and ballast parameters

limiting or critical load prescription for track shift versus the rail roll-over failure

modes, i.e. given a high LA', is the potential failure due to track shift or dynamic wide

gage

2. The development of a rational mathematical model for the determination of CWR lateral

track shift response which:

"correctly" models the mechanistic behavior of the track lateral response due to

combined vehicle and thermal loads

is comprehensive in the treatment of the many parameters and their influences

discussed above

is validated through appropriate experimental and analytic studies

3. The development of a rational safety criteria for both high speed and conventional rail

systems for "allowable tracklateral shift," and establishing measurement techniques and

diagnostic procedures for safety assurance

Based on the above, the Federal Railroad Administration, with technical support from the

Volpe Center, has initiated a research program to address the overall track shift problem. The intent

of this research effort is to conduct the necessary analytic and experimental studies to quantify the

lateral shift mechanism under dynamic and thermal loads, and to develop applicable safety criteria

and requirements for limiting track lateral shift.
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KOCHIA—CHRISTMAS TREES IN JULY
By: Neal T. Calton, P.E., D.E.E*

Kochia (Kochici Scoparia) is a weed that has become a major problem on railroad rights of way

in the Great Plains. It is an annual plant that grows bushy branches and can reach 6 feet in height,

hence its resemblance to a small Christmas tree. The plant breaks off at the ground line at maturity

and blows in the wind like a tumbleweed. It was originally brought to the United States from Eurasia

as an ornamental plant because of its bright, reddish autumn coloring.

Kochia was not a problem on railroad rights of way until the late 1970's because it was

controlled by existing herbicides, mainly Atnizine. Atrazine was used extensively by farmers and

kochia started to develop a resistance to it. Fortunately sulfonylurea herbicides, such as Oust

(Sulfometuron Methyl) and Telar (Chlorsulfuron) were developed and the agricultural and right of

way users simply switched to these new herbicides. Very few users had learned a lesson about

herbicide overuse and rotation and, a decade later, a lot of kochia had become resistant to these new

herbicides. Meanwhile, kochia was spreading west of the Rockies, south to Texas and to the East

Coast. It is a problem for railroads because it interferes with maintenance repairs and inspections,

blocks sight distances, obstructs walkways, provides fuel for fires and is legally a noxious weed in

some states.

At first increased rates of application were tried, but when that failed, railroads had to go back

to older herbicides and try to find a combination that would work. Various herbicides have been

applied at different rates and at different plant growth .stages in the past few years but the results

have been inconsistent.

In January, 1992, key people in the railroad vegetation control industry decided to pool their

efforts to find a way to control kochia. A 12 mile section of a Burlington Northern branch line

between Windsor and Greely, Colorado was selected for test plots because of its heavy infestation of

kochia. Due to time constraints, only a po.st-emergence treatment could be arranged. Seed samples

were collected and .sent to a testing lab, where it was confirmed that the local kochia was ALS
resistant.

Herbicide manufacturers were invited to submit 2 or 3 different mixes that they felt would

control kochia. Responses were received from Monsanto with Roundup (glypho.sate); Dow-Elanco

with Spike (Tebuthiuron); DuPont with Kannex (diuron) and Oust (sulfomeluren methyl): Sando/.

with Predict (norflura/.on) and Banvel (dicamba); American Cyanamid with Arsenal

(imida/olinone); Rhone-Poulenc with 2.4-D; Floratine Products with Raider (a surfactant); and

Uniroyal with UCC-C4243 (an experimental product). From these respon.ses a total of 16 test pilots

were designed.

The railroad vegetation engineers and the vegetation control contractors felt that it was

important to try to simulate actual railroad spraying conditions. SSI Mobiey agreed to provide one of

their hy-rail spray trucks and a 32 foot wide pattern ( 16 feet each side of the center) was chosen. A
horizontal spray bar with 8020 nozzles on 1 foot centers was used for the center 24 feet and 375

Boombuster nozzles sprayed the outside 4 feet on each side. The mixes were all added to 25 gallons

of water per acre, except the dry Karmex formulation. The test plots were generally a half mile long

with a 39 foot long, unsprayed check area between plots.

The plots were sprayed on April 2X, 1992 starting at 7:30 a.m. The temperature ranged from 55

degrees F. to 78 degrees F. during the day. The weather was sunny with winds at 6-8 miles per hour

Manager—Envirdnmcntal linginccnnj;. Biirlinglon Nonhcm Rjilniail
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and occasional gusts up to 15 MPH. The kochia was in the seedling stage, generally 1 to 4 inches

tall, and kochia was the predominate species. Other species present included prairie grass (Eriochloa

gracilis), puncture vine (Trihulu.s terrestris), Scotch thistle (Onopordum acanthium), common
(Achillea millefolium) and western (Achillea Icmulosa) yarrow, bindweed (Convolvulus arxensis),

quackgrass (Elytrigia repens), milkweed (Asclepias speciosa), sunflower (Helianthus annuus),

purple mustard (Chorispora tenella), and equisetum (Equisetum laevigatum).

The plots were revisited on July 28, 1992, after 90 days. A tour was taken by over 40 people in

the railroad vegetation control industry and the participants were asked to fill out an evaluation form,

which rated the test plots on kochia control and on overall control on a scale of 1 to 10. Twenty-nine

evaluation forms were returned and these have been averaged in Table 1 . The cost rating was figured

by dividing the difference in the lowest cost and the highest cost by 10, so that there would be 10

rating levels. This value was $3.25 per acre. The lowest cost herbicide treatment was assigned a

rating of 10. Any treatment whose cost was between the lowest cost and the lowest cost plus $3.25

was rated a 9. This was repeated in $3.25 increments up to the most expensive treatment, which was

rated a 0. The experimental Uniroyai product received no cost rating, since it is not yet for sale.

The results indicate that several different mixtures of herbicides can control kochia. The dry

application of Karmex had virtually no control because it did not get the rain it needs to activate it

soon enough. The Oust was less effective, as expected, since the kochia was found to be resistant to

it. The Uniroyai UCC-C 4243 was rated very highly, but it is still in the testing stage and will not be

commercially available for 2 to 4 years. The other products are all commercially available and all

give some degree of control. Mixes for kochia control should be selected based on the costs,

environmental considerations and on what other species are to be controlled. Hopefully, the lessons

learned the hard way about overuse and non rotation of a single herbicide will not be forgotten and

that the different mixes that were shown to be successful will be applied at a low rate and will be

rotated every 2 to 4 years.
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COMMITTEE 4 - RAIL
Chairman: S. G. Atkinson, Jr.

GUIDELINE FOR THE PLANNING
OF RAIL FLAW INSPECTION INTERVALS

INTRODUCTION:

The puq^ose of in-track rail flaw inspection is to find defects before they become large enough

to cause service failures. Nationally in the United States about 0.5% of service failures lead to

broken rail caused derailments. It is the need to minimize the occurrence of derailments that drives

rail flaw inspection. However, it is not always clear how often rail needs to be inspected to achieve a

reasonable level of derailment avoidance. This guideline will enumerate some of the main factors

which are important to consider in planning what are appropriate inspection intervals and will

illustrate the relative effect of some of these factors.

BACKGROUND:

Over time, traffic will cause fatigue damage to accumulate in rails. Generally after millions of

cycles of loading, the damage can become severe enough to initiate one or more small cracks. At this

initiation stage the crack is likely to be too small to be detected by any practical means of internal

non-destructive inspection. As a service exposure continues, the defect can grow in size and the

likelihood of finding it by inspection increases. But at the same time, as the crack becomes larger, its

growth rate also can increase (!) (2). Thus, the effectiveness of inspection becomes dependent upon

the race between improving inspection reliability and diminishing time left before service failure

occurrence as the crack grows larger. This competition necessitates that there be as many inspections

as are practical during the defect growth period between the inspection threshold size and the critical

size at which the rail will break.

Ideally, the service failure rate might be expected to serve as a measure of inspection

effectiveness, lower service failure rates suggesting more effective inspection. But the theoretical

analysis by Davis et al (3) has shown that both service failure rate and detected defect rate are both

functions of cumulative service exposure, track condition, wheel load, and metallurgical

characteristics of the rail.

However, the service failure to detected defect ratio (SF/DD) was found not to be a strong

function of these parameters for fixed inspection reliability. The ratio was found to be influenced

strongly by crack growth characteristics, inspection interval and quality of inspection. Thus, it might

appear that the SF/DD ratio could provide a good guide to the adequacy of inspection—lower ratios

indicating effective inspection while higher ratios would necessitate reduced inspection interval.

Indeed when SF/DD is plotted against inspection interval, there does appear to be a trend that greater

ratios occur at larger inspection intervals as shown in Figure 1. Alas, though, the variability of

inspection reliability (which in a practical sense cannot be quantified for individual inspections) can

have large effects upon the SF/DD ratio (as illustrated in Figure 2), obscuring the influence of

inspection interval.

CURRENT PRACTICE:

As a consequence, several railroads have developed equations to help them plan the

appropriate inspection intervals for their routes. Other factors beside the performance factors of

detected defects and service failures are needed to achieve a realistic estimate of what the inspection

interval might be expected to be. These equations can contain such terms as previous defect

(including service failure) history, annual tonnage, track class, maximum authorized speed, type of

traffic, hazard factor, and class of defect. Generally, the inspection interval decreases as annual
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tonnage increases. Higher FRA track classes, greater authorized maximum speeds, high numbers of

defects in previous inspection periods, smaller rail section size, and the presence of passenger trains

prompt more frequent inspection.

At the time of this writing two railroads are known to have developed equations that calculate

inspection intervals for planning purposes. Although the equations do not contain all the same terms

and do not predict the same inspection inter\'als with equivalent inputs, it is possible to exercise the
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Figure 2: Effect of Inspection Goodness (i.e., n value) on SF/DD vs

Inspection Interval Behavior.

equations to illustrate the relative effect of significant parameters upon the planned inspection

intervals. This has been done in the preparation of Figures 3 and 7 where inspection interval ratios

and multipliers which can be applied against planned intervals have been calculated.

Figure 3 illustrates how the two equations treat the effect of annual traffic rate. In each case,

the inspection intervals were normalized against the values calculated at 20 MGT/YR. Although

each equation utilizes a somewhat different functional relationship to assess the effects of annual
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The Hidden

Enemy.

^^.

You can't always see the enemy lying

beneath the surface - fouled ballast

waiting to combine with moisture to

destabilize your track.

A regular program of shoulder ballast

cleaning helps keep your ballast

performing as it should. This stand-

alone operation provides many

important benefits including:

• Extends time between costly

surfacing cycles.

• Increases life of track components.

• Helps eliminate the need for

expensive undercutting operations.
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Finally, Figure 7 shows the effect of prior defect history. Both equations project shorter

planned inspection periods as the defect rate increases or, conversely, longer planned intervals as the

defect rate decreases. But a considerable disparity exists between the two railroad views; while one

projects a factor of 10: 1 change in planned interval over two orders of defect rate variation (~ 3: 1 in

interval over 10:1 in defect rate) the other projects a variation of only about 2.5:1 over the 1(X):1

change in defect rate. Interestingly, the Davis et al analysis suggests that a 2.5:1 change (60%
decrease) in inspection interval for 10:1 increase in defect rate should hold the service failure

occurrence rate almost constant. Thus, the curve for RR B is more in line with the analytical

modeling if the intent of more frequent inspection with higher defect rate is to hold the service

failure rate approximately constant at that characteristic of a lower defect rate.
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predicted to increase the need for inspection (i.e. shorten the inspection interval) on one railroad, it

probably ought to have a similar effect on other railroads—not an opposite effect.

Thus, the following tabulation is offered as a guide to those who seek to develop such an

inspection interval planning equation. The relationships shown herein are based on the experience

available at the time of this writing and represent what are believed to be typical behavioral

dependencies.

Inspection Inspection

Interval Rate

Signiflcant Parameter Decrease Decrease

Annual Tonnage Rate; 10: 1 Increase 70-80% 3.3 to 5:

1

Track Class/Maximum Allowable Speed: 60% 2.5:1

Trk Class 1 -^ 6/MPH 10 ^ 80

Passenger Train Operation 50% 2:

1

Rail Section Size; 1 32 ^ 90 lb/yd 70% 3.3:1

Prior Defect Rate; 10: 1 Increase 50-70% 2 to 3.3:

1

The values cited above represent the experience of two major US railroads that have developed

inspection interval planning equations. The reader must remember that these dependency

relationships are intended only as a guide to those attempting to develop such planning equations.

REFERENCES:

(1) Steele, R.K. and Reiff. R. P. "Rail: Its Behavior and Relationship to Total System Wear," Second

International Heavy Haul Railway Conference, Colorado Springs USA September 1982, pp. 227-276.
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(3) Davis, D. D., Joerms, M. J., Orringer, O., and Steele, R. K. "The Economic Consequences of

Rail Integrity" AAR Report #R-656. December 1987.



CONSTRUCTION UPDATE ON METRO LINK

ST. LOUIS' LIGHT RAIL PROJECT

(As presented at the March 1993

Technical Conference)

Oliver Wishmeyer

Chicago Circulator Design Team

Parsons De Leuw Inc.

This paper is a construction update on Metro Link, the Ught rail project in St. Louis. Metro

Link is the new start light rail system currently under construction in the Metropolitan St. Louis area.

This new system will be an initial 18-mile double tracked continuous fixed guideway system running

between the states of Missouri and Illinois. The system is using 132 pound continuous welded Class

1 relay rail on the mainline and 115 pound jointed rail from the old Wabash right-of-way in the yard

area. It will run from East St. Louis, Illinois over the historic Eads Bridge spanning the Mis.sissippi

River in St. Louis and go through the Central Business District in downtown St. Louis utilizing the

existing Washington Avenue/8th Street Tunnel. It then goes west through the old rail yards in the

Mill Creek Valley with a minor alignment deviation to make use of an existing baggage tunnel

located under the old train shed of Union Station. It continues in a northwest direction on the old

Wabash railroad right-of-way into St. Louis County. It leaves this existing right-of-way in

Normandy. Missouri to go through the University of Missouri at St. Louis Campus to gain access to

Interstate 70 right-of-way. Staying on the interstate right-of-way, it passes through the 1-70/1-170

interchange on its way to two stations located at Lambert International Airport.

A new Yard and Shop Complex has been built and is in operation now, located just west of

Union Station. The system is still accepting delivery of their initial 3 1 car fleet of single articulated,

double ended, six axle, Siemens Duewag vehicles. At this time 16 cars have arrived on site for

testing and acceptance. The cars are all high level platform design with a 750 Volt dc chopper

system using regenerative braking from an overhead catenary system with a single arm pantograph

pick up.

The initial 18-mile system will have 20 stations, all high platform making the system fully

accessible to the elderly and handicapped. The system will utilize the proof-of-purchase fare

collection system. The system has six .stations with park-and-ride lots accommodating about 1800

spaces. Ten other stations have bus and auto drop-off accessibility. By acquiring railroad property

the system was required to maintain existing freight operations. It does this by having this work

performed by a contract short line rail switching service operator doing this work twice a week

between the hours of 1 :00 A.M. and 5:.3() A.M.

The initial 18-mile phase of the Metro Link project starts in East St. Louis, Illinois at the 5th

and Missouri Station. This station has a park-and-ride lot located to the east of the station which will

accommodate approximately 200 cars, ll will handle several bus routes as well as drop-off and pick-

up traffic (kiss-and-ride) plus room for handicapped parking. Other park-and-ride station locations

are Page Avenue, St. Charles Rock Road, the University of Missouri at St. Louis (UMSL) South and

North Hanley Road. A station and park-and-ride lot will be located at the Berkeley Station which

will be completed when the Airport Authority finalizes their master plan on the airport expansion.

The current construction at the 5th and Missouri Station shows the track in place on either side

of the platform. The center platform station has the concrete foundation walls and a rough finish

slab in place with the arched steel canopy and precast concrete support columns in place. The

architectural finishes, lighting, and fare vending equipment need to be installed to finish the station.

The catenary support poles are in place but no wire is up.
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Moving southwest from the station, two universals are encountered: a right-hand before

Broadway and a left-hand after Broadway. Just past the second universal, the alignment turns west

on Railroad Avenue, an abandoned street, going under interstate highways 55 (1-55) and 70 (1-70). In

this stretch the track and wireless catenary poles are in place as well as concrete ballast retainer

curbs. These curbs, which vary in height from 6 to 24 inches, are used in several areas where the

right-of-way is tight and there is no room for ballasted ditches.

After the alignment passes under the 1-55 and 1-70 bridge structure, the alignment proceeds

down grade to go under a new single span steel deck beam bridge. This will be a four-track

ballasted concrete deck structure which will carry active mainline tracks of the Terminal Railroad

Association of St. Louis, the Southern Pacific Railroad, and the Gateway Western Railroad. The

tracks on this bridge carry over 30 through trains a day plus switching movements to local industries

located on and south of the east side riverfront area.

To construct this bridge a split two-track shootly was built on either side of the site so the

mainline tracks would be maintained in service throughout the construction. The Metro Link tracks

stop short of the bridge on both sides since "Z" type sheet pile was driven to temporarily hold back

the shoofly earth fill to allow construction of the abutments. At this time two tracks are centered on

the bridge deck and are in full operation. Flared concrete wing walls are now being constructed and

when complete, the backfill will be brought up to the top of the bridge deck paralleling the railroad

right-of-way and the two outside mainline tracks will be placed on the bridge.

The area in which the bridge is located (about one-half mile from the Mississippi River) has a

high ground water table and is a problem during heavy rains and high water. As a precautionary

measure, well points with a detection system tied to central control will be located at the four comers

of the bridge abutments. These points will be monitored by an on-site supervisor during heavy rain

and high water to allow the light rail line to operate or, if water is above the tracks, to shut down

service until the water recedes below the tracks.
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From this bridge site the alignment ascends through the cut and climbs up an earth

embankment lining up with the new approach spans to the Eads Bridge. At this point the Arch on

the riverfront dominates the view of the St. Louis skyline. The new approach spans are steel girders

and floor beams resting on a new concrete abutment and concrete bents supporting a double track

open deck structure over the east riverfront property. Both tracks are in place and wireless catenarj'

poles are erected in both the cut and fill areas but not on the open deck bridge approach structure.

The East Riverfront Station will be located at the west end of the east approach structure, just

before the main spans of the Eads Bridge. This station will serve the future east side addition of the

Jefferson National Expansion Memorial and a new riverboat gambling casino, the Casino Queen,

currently under construction on the riverfront. The steel highway approach deck to the Eads Bridge

has been removed in the immediate vicinity of the station by the light rail project. This was

necessary since the highway approach was a deck truss structure and did not allow the minimum

required vertical access for the Metro Link station platforms. This portion of the vehicular dock will

be replaced after the station is constructed.

Continuing west, the alignment crosses on the lower deck of the historic Eads Bridge. This

bridge is a national landmark and is listed on the historic register of the United States. The bridge

and adjoining tunnel through downtown St. Louis were officially opened on July 4. 1 874.

The Eads Bridge had two outstanding achievements at the time of it completion. One was that

it was the first steel alloy bridge constructed over the Mississippi River. In fact, the main member
steel arch chords are chrome steel. The second was the first u.se of pneumatic deep caisson

construction in the United States. The pier and caisson construction was started in 1866 with

specially designed equipment by Colonel James Buchanan Eads to handle the deep foundation
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construction. Both abutments and two main piers are founded on bedrock. This may be the only

bridge crossing the Mississippi River where the main foundations go down to bedrock. The caisson

construction depth varied from about 50 feet below river level at the west abutment to about 1 30 feet

at the east abutment. This depth of pneumatic caisson construction stood as a record for many years.

Since the Eads Bridge is listed on the Historic Register of Landmarks, all rehabilitation work

done on the bridge must be approved by the State Historic Preservation Officers (SHPO) of Mis.souri

and Illinois. For this project the Missouri SHPO is the lead person to contact. In complying with

guidelines from the SHPO, the lower rail bridge deck remains an open deck structure. To insure that

stresses are not induced into the Eads Bridge structure, Conley expansion joints have been located in

the East Arcade area and Pandrol zero restraint fasteners have been used on all bridge structure

supported trackwork, including the east approach structure.

The main spans of the Eads Bridge between the east and west approach spans consist of an east

and west arcade and three steel deck arch trusses. The east and west arcades are masonry structures

consisting of transverse vaults which carries a ballasted rail deck and masonry walls above the vaults

which support steel beams and a concrete roadway deck. The steel arch main spans are 5()()", fiZO" and

5(X)" in length with four sets of double arches. Two sets of double arches suppoil one rail deck track.

At this time all structural rehabilitation work has been completed on the east and west

approaches and main spans of the bridge. The ties and rail are in place either fastened to the open

bridge deck or located in ballast in fill areas. Catenary supports and wire will be put on the bridge in

the next two months.

A station platform is located in the west bridge approach between First Street and Second

Street. Since the rail deck is on fill in this area, access to the station is from the street grade below

the bridge. The First Street access is from stairs and the Second Street access is from stairs and an

elevator for the elderly and handicapped. The concrete foundation walls and rough-in slab are in
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place on this center platform station. A longitudinal line of columns in the middle of the station

platform support a new vehicular roadway deck which was designed to withstand seismic forces and

protect passengers in the station area. This new roadway deck is a cast-in-place post tensioned

structure which is about four feet thick in the middle and tapers to six inches at the outer edge of the

deck. It is transversely post tensioned in the deck slab and longitudinally post tensioned in the spine

beam with the strands being draped to account for positive and negative moments at and between the

piers. Architectural finishes are required to complete the station.

Immediately adjoining the west approach of the bridge is the Washington Avenue/8th Street

Tunnel. This is a twin tube stone and brick arch masonry structure. The tunnel is about 4600 feet in

length. From the bridge it proceeds west then makes a 90°, ."iOO-foot radius turn to the south and

exits into a rail yard. Both the outer and center foundation walls consist of rectangular cut stones.

The outer and center masonry walls are ci)nstructed ti) the spring line of the arch roof. Both roofs of

each tube are three-part elliptical arches consisting of five courses of brick. This is typical

throughout the tunnel except for three different areas.

The south end of the structure between Clark Street and Spruce Street was built about 19.^0

and consists of steel beams spanning a double-track opening supported by cut stone side walls. The

steel beams had their bottom flanges encased in concrete so when they were placed together they

became a stay-in-place form. A poured-in-piace roadway deck was then constructed without

disrupting rail traffic.

Most of this areas has been removed for construction of the Stadium Station. This is a side

platform station built in a cut between a Cupples Warehouse building and an at-grade roadway

curving away from the station going southeast. This configuration required the construction of a

roadway deck spanning over approximately one-third of the station at the northeast corner. A four-
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foot diameter sewer line had to be relocated under the eastbound track through the station area.

Support piers and tie beams had to be constructed below the sewer to support the highway deck.

The foundation walls on the north, south, and east sides consisted of galvanized steel pile with steel

rock anchor supports and precast concrete lagging. The galvanized piles and concrete lagging

became the architectural finish of the walls for the station and required very accurate placement of

the steel piles for the lagging to work.

Another area of construction in the tunnel which is different is between Olive and Locust

streets. This was originally designed as a .stop in the tunnel to provide service in the westbound tube

to the old United States Customs House and Post Office. This tunnel stop was abandoned and

permanently sealed within two months of initial operation, presumably due to smoke infiltration

from steam engines in the tunnel into the Customs Hou.se. This area consists of two separate tubes

with a stone masonry wall on the east outer wall and with a post and beam framing system in the

center and west outer wall. The center wall was in-filled with concrete between the brick columns.

The outer west wall was in-filled with concrete between cast iron columns. The roof system consists

of transverse jack arches of five courses of brick supported on built-up plate girders spanning

between the center and outer walls.

The third area of construction in the tunnel which is different is of recent construction. It is

located on either side of Broadway between 6th and 4th streets. This construction consists of a

single, double-wide poured-in-place concrete frame structure with a three-foot thick mat slab

supporting two-foot thick outer walls and top slab designed to carry truck loads.

This new section of construction was required due to a tunnel collapse caused by a break in a

10-inch water main on the north side of the tunnel at Broadway which took place on July 27, 1992.

This water main break caused a collapse and structural failure of about 200 lineal feet of the

westbound tube. In reviewing the situation it was determined that the most cost effective and

structurally sound solution was to tear down the adjacent eastbound tube and replace both tubes with

one new tunnel segment. On August 26, 1992 the contractor started to excavate the area to rebuild a

230-foot section for both tracks. Since the project was on schedule to open the adjacent intersection

by November 21, 1992 the agency was working with the contractor to .see if he could complete the

tunnel collapse in the same time frame. The contractor, McCarthy Brothers, completed the project

from start to finish in less than 90 days on November 20, 1992.

Two other tunnel locations were re-worked to construct stations downtown. One was at 6th

and Washington and the other at 8th and Pine. Both of these tunnel stations are similar in

construction but site specific for entrance and exit locations. Since the existing tunnel was built as a

cut and cover structure, its interior roof line varies from three to five feet below the top of roadway

or ground line. Therefore, to construct the new stations the two affected street intersections in

downtown St. Louis had to be closed during the construction. This required timely coordination

with city agencies, utility companies, and the businesses affected. A temporary traffic plan was put

into effect by rearranging one-way and two-way streets into the most appropriate direction and

coordinating this with traffic signals and appropriate signage. This traffic phasing plan was

implemented on a Saturday and ran smoothly during the entire tunnel station construction phase of

the project.

The existing tunnel was built in street right-of-way except for the 90 turn between the 6th and

Washington and 8th and Locust intersections. Both station locations are in street right-of-way with

existing buildings located at the face of each right-of-way line. Prior to construction all buildings

adjacent to the tunnel station locations were surveyed by video monitoring to detemiine existing

conditions. A survey of this kind is necessary in a downtown urban area to resohe claims by

building owners from construction work.

Utility relocations were then taken care of prior to the demolition of the tunnel. .As the existing

tunnel was demolished shoring was put in place. One government building which was about .^0
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years old was built on shallow spread footings and had to be underpinned by hand digging with

shovels and buckets. After all the shoring was in place and the site was excavated to the proper

elevation, each station site was overlaid with a geotechnical fabric and a fine stone aggregate was

placed on top to seal out ground water and provide a stabilized sub-base. A three-foot thick mat slab

was then constructed which was about 55 feet wide and 200 feet long. Two-foot thick cast-in-place

concrete walls were poured at the outer edge of the mat slab to which support precast prestressed

concrete roof beams. These arched beams were four feet wide, 55 feet long and varied in depth from

two feet in the middle to four feet at their end bearing points and weighed about 40 tons.

Since the top of the beams varied in depth from six inches to two feet below the street

pavement, they were designed to carry truck traffic. As a safety precaution and for longevity, they

were designed for HS20 plus overload. After they were placed, a waterproofing membrane was

applied to the top of the beams with a protection board over the coating. Granular fill was placed

over the protection board and a poured-in-place concrete roadway poured on top with new sidewalks

to complete street work.

The existing tunnel was constructed with a ballasted track system. During the design of the

new light rail transit system it was determined that another track system would be needed requiring

less maintenance, better control of vertical and horizontal alignments, and one which would reduce

the possibility of fire. From this criteria a decision was made to use a two-block concrete tie system

encased in concrete.

A ten-inch thick structural concrete slab with top and bottom reinforcing was designed over a

ten-inch course of rock as a base slab except for tunnel station locations where the slab was three-

foot thick. It also functioned as a grout slab to seal out ground water. A drainage system was

installed below the structural slab in the granular rock base.

The track construction in the tunnel is consistent throughout. It consists of precast concrete

two-block ties having the 132 pound rail fastened to them with Pandrol clips. To minimize .stray

current, rubber pads are located between the base of rail and the tie seat and nylon bushings are

located between the Pandrol clip and the base of rail. The track system was fastened together on the

structural slab. At selected intervals steel transverse bars were attached to the rail and tapered steel

adjustment pins were used to position the track by surveying to the proper top of rail elevation. At

this time the two-block ties (no bar between them) were encased in rubber boots. The rubber boot

was used primarily for noise mitigation. Having the rail supported to the proper height, gauge, and

cross level, concrete without reinforcement was poured around the ties. This pour solidly holds the

track system in place between the tunnel walls. The metal support bars were dismantled from the

rails and the tapered steel pins were removed from the concrete and the holes in the concrete filled

with grout. This concrete pour was sloped from the tunnel walls down to a low spot between the

rails to accommodate drainage from in the tunnel. Weep holes were drilled at 50-foot intervals

through the outside walls and a filter fabric sock pushed through the holes to only allow ground

water to seep into the tunnel. The tapered drain area between tracks has drain holes located

approximately every 200 feet to drain the tunnel. Both tubes of the tunnel are completely lit from

the center wall with lights alternating in each tube every 50 feet. Catenary, signal cable, and a

communications cable still need to be installed in the tunnel.

A dry standpipe system has been installed in the tunnel in three separate sections. These sections

are separated by the two tunnel stations. The design of this system was worked out with the St. Louis

Fire Department having dedicated and specially marked standpipe connections at grade for each section.

Exiting the tunnel the alignment turns west on the north side of the Mill Creek Valley rail yard.

The ballasted double track alignment goes under the 14th Street bridge and turns 90° north going

under U.S. Highway 40/Interstate 64 and an off ramp. The alignment then goes into a 30-foot cut

section. The tracks flair out around a highway entrance ramp support column to allow for a center

platform station .serving the Kiel Auditorium and St. Louis City Hall area. After passing this .station
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the widened trackway makes another 90° turn to the west going under a newly constructed three span

precast concrete I-beam deck bridge at 16th Street and lining up with the old baggage tunnel under

St. Louis Union Station.

A center platform station is located under 18th Street which is just east of the baggage tunnel.

To construct this station another new bridge had to be built over the light rail tracks. This bridge

deck consists of the same roof beam members used to construct the downtown tunnel stations, thus

providing a single 55-foot wide opening. As before, the station needs architectural finishes for

completion. The track, concrete ballast retainer curbs and catenary foundations are in place between

the tunnel and the 18th Street station. The catenary poles and wire are scheduled to be erected in the

next two months.

Proceeding west from this station the alignment runs through the old Union Station baggage

tunnel. The track is ballasted construction except for an existing 13-foot wide .sewer culvert where

the track is fastened directly to the top of the culvert slab. This was neces.sary to gain clearance to

hang catenary below the existing built-up plate girders which run transverse to the light rail track and

were designed to support passenger trains at Union Station.

At the west end of the baggage tunnel a new concrete twin tube curved framed tunnel was

constructed to take the rail system under an existing intersection at 20th and Clark streets. The

tunnel curves to the left going south. After clearing the south Clark Street right-of-way line a

concrete "U-boat" section was constructed to retain the earth. The "U-boat" section ends as the

trackway ascended to grade in 21st Street. The tracks continue south to the Mill Creek rail yard

under U.S. 40/1-64 and turns west still staying to the north of the rail yard.

As the alignment proceeds west it passes by the Metro Link Yard and Shop area located

between Jefferson and Ewing. The area where the Yard and Shop is located was an old passenger

coach storage yard. The area had to be cleared of old .steam lines and shop buildings on the north

side of the property before the new yard and shop building were constructed. The shop building is

complete at this time and has three through tracks for repairs and car washing and three stub tracks

for heavy repairs, track repairs, and a blow-down pit.
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The yard area is a double loop yard with westbound access on the west end and with eastbound

access from the middle of the yard. Direct access could not be made at the east end due to mainline

track geometry being about 10 feet below the east end of the yard and an existing highway bridge

paralleling the east side of the yard. The yard has eight storage tracks to the north of the building

and one run around track to the south of the building. The yard track is all 115 lb. rail used from the

existing Wabash right-of-way and all yard switches are new No. 6 cur\ed point switches, all manual

throws. The storage yard will handle about 40 cars as constructed with room to expand on a future

track to accommodate a 50-car fleet. The yard uses span wire in the storage yard and several single

and double arm catenar>' poles with backbones and pull-offs to accommodate the other cur\e track

and special trackwork in the yard.

The catenarv' system is in place and operating in the yard, shop building, and on the westbound

mainline out to the Delmar Station area. This electrified trackway is about four miles in length and

allows sufficient room to operate and test the new cars being received by Metro Link.

The next station encountered proceeding west of the yard and shop area is at Grand Avenue.

The station is a center platform type located under the Grand Avenue bridge. To serve this station

two high speed, high capacity elevators will be put in to accommodate a major bus transfer on Grand

Avenue. The two cast-in-place concrete elevator towers are built totally independent of the existing

bridge structure, being connected to the bridge via concrete sidewalk slabs spanning between the

towers and the bridge. Steel stairs are spirally attached around the outside of the towers for access.

A double-diamond crossing of both Metro Link main line tracks is located just west of the

Grand .Avenue station. This provides freight access to three industries located north of the light rail
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right-of-way and also allows delivery of the Siemens Duewag light rail cars for Metro Link. The

movement across the tracks for freight service is and will be restricted to evening off operation

hours. Currently, the switching work is done twice a week.

West of this and prior to the next station at the Central West End the light rail system crosses

four streets at grade. They are Sarah, Boyle, Newstead, and Taylor. These crossings are fully

protected by gates, bells, and flashers. Each of these crossings have been completely re-worked with

Omni rubber grade crossings.

The next station is the Central West End .station. It is a center platform station with stairs and

an elevator connecting to the Euclid Avenue overhead bridge located at the west end of the station.

The stairs and elevators are still under construction.

At this point the alignment goes through a hospital complex and Forest Park. If this had not

been an old existing railroad right-of-way, given the environmental concerns of today, the alignment

would never have been able to go through a park.

The alignment continues through the park in a cut with some very gradual turns and moves

west to the Forest Park station. This is a side platform station with stairs on both sides from the

street elevation down to the platforms. Handicapped and elderly access is maintained by an elevator

on the westbound platform station. This station, as all stations whether center or side platform,

allow for the crossing of the rail tracks to provide access to either platform with concrete ramps and

cross walks. At this time the elevator tower is still under construction.

Leaving this station the alignment turns northwest staying in the cut section of the old Wabash

alignment going under three existing bridges to the Delmar Station. This is another side platform

station. All handicapped access is gained from the east bound platform with a turn back ramp

system crossing stairs with landings at the ramp crossings. This area had been a station stop for

Wabash passenger trains, but had been sold by the city to a private company, having removed all

stair, escalator, and elevator access to the overhead station. As a reminder of this past history, the

Arts in Transit program for Metro Link has retained the old foundations of the stairs and escalator

supports southeast of and adjacent to the new station platforms.

From this point the double track alignment runs in a straight line to the University of Missouri

at St. Louis South Station (UMSL). It passes two more side platform stations, Wellston and the

Rock Road, and three more fully signaled at grade crossings and three overhead bridges, one of

which is a Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis bridge, prior to reaching the UMSL South

Station. All track and right-of-way structures are completed and catenary poles with wire are in

place. One side platform station, Wellston, is staggered at the Plymouth Avenue street crossing.

This is done so when the train is stopped at the station the crossing gates will not be down stopping

auto traffic.

The UMSL South Station is another side platform station. It also has a park-and-ride lot

handling cars, buses, kiss-and-ride, and handicapped spaces and areas. The lot is still unpaved and

the station still needs the architectural finishes for completion.

From this station the alignment stays in the railroad right-of-way for about one-half mile before

it turns left leaving the old Wabash right-of-way and going through private property to get to the

University of Missouri at St. Louis Campus. The private property was bought and the alignment

through the university was acquired trom an easement with the university. As the alignment leaves

the old Wabash right-of-way it turns left and immediately goes onto a ballasted cast-in-place

concrete arched deck span bridge with a safety walkway between both tracks. Catenary poles are

located in the center of the bridge. The UMSL North Station is located at the west end of the bridge

being a center platform station. It also requires the completion of architectural finishes before it will

become operational.
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As you leave this station the alignment goes downhill on another ballasted cast-in-place

concrete arched deck bridge and goes immediately into a 600-foot long concrete single box double

track tunnel, which has a right-hand curve through the last half of the structure. As you exit the

tunnel, the trackway is once again supported on another ballasted cast-in-place concrete arched deck

bridge. The alignment at the west end of the bridge crosses Geiger Road at grade. This road was

initially designed as an at-grade crossing. During the final design phase, St. Louis County decided

to close the road on either side of the tracks. This did two positive things for the project. One, it

eliminated an at-grade crossing and reduced some capital and operating costs. Two, it allowed the

trackway to begin superelevation of a curve sooner, thereby allowing for better ride quality through

the curve. At this point the alignment is on private property acquired for the light rail alignment.

Nine parcels of private property were initially required for the right-of-way to go from the UMSL
campus to the Interstate 70 right-of-way. After a change in the airport master plan which required

canceling the design and construction of a major station and park-and-ride lot of about 1000 spaces,

the acquisition of 23 parcels of private property was needed to provide a similar 1000-space parking

lot at the North Hanley station.

After crossing the road, the alignment makes a left turn getting into and paralleling the

Interstate 70 right-of-way and gaining access to the North Hanley station. This is a center platform

station which again needs architectural finishes added to be completed. A detention pond was

required to handle the drainage from the approximately 1000 car park-and-ride lot at North Hanley.

Any excess storm water run-off would gradually flow out through the outflow pipes located under

the tracks. In this area the track is in place and operational and the catenary is up but not yet

operational.

Leaving North Hanley station the alignment goes under the North Hanley Road overhead

bridge. This bridge is located adjacent to the on/off ramps for eastbound 1-70. North Hanley Road

could not be taken out of .service so the bridge construction was done in three separate pha,ses. This

required close coordination with St. Louis County Department of Highways and the Missouri

Highway and Transportation Department (MHTD) to maintain traffic at all times.

This overhead bridge structure is founded on spread footings on rock consisting of a cast-in-

place concrete rigid frame deck beam bridge. As each of the three segments of the structure was

constructed the earth below the deck was excavated and removed. After the bridge deck was

completed the wing walls at the east end were constructed and the embankment was sloped to grade

for the light rail alignment.

The alignment continues west from here staying in the 1-70 right-of-way. The alignment goes

through a "U-boat" retaining wall section. This was the first construction package done on Metro

Link and was needed to eliminate a problem with the construction of an AMOCO station. The "U-

boat" wall was about 30 ft. high on the south side (outer 1-70 right-of-way line) and about 20-foot

high adjacent to the 1-70 off-ramp. The construction of this cast-in-place concrete retaining wall

required the relocation of a sewer line, two storm water lines, an overhead electrical line (crossing I-

70), and the shoring of an existing 60-foot high billboard foundation. The inside vertical walls of the

structure had a 1-12 vertical batter and had cylindrically fluted emergency refuge areas cast in the

wall at alternate 50-foot intervals. The refuge areas were also a design collaboration between the

artists, architects, and engineers.

The alignment at this point parallels the 1-70 right-of-way on the south up to the I-70/I-170

interchange. In this area a new ballasted concrete deck bridge and a three box concrete culvert

extension were built adjacent to the 1-70 right-of-way. This area also required the construction of a

retaining wall to allow for the future construction of two more highway lanes by MHTD. This

retaining wall is a precast concrete faced reinforced earth retaining structure.
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Continuing west, the alignment takes the only route possible to get to Lambert St. Louis

International Airport. It starts out going up grade crossing over an on ramp from northbound 1-170

to eastbound 1-70. It continues through a cut adjacent to an exi.sting high power electrical line tower,

requiring retaining wall protection. It then proceeds down grade on a new steel beam concrete slab

direct fixation bridge in a sag curve crossing of the existing I- 1 70 northbound lanes and at the same

time crossing under an existing aerial on ramp structure going from westbound 1-70 to southbound

I-I70. The thin deck design of the direct fixation bridge was required to provide a I6'-6" clearance

below to the interstate highway and a minimum 14"-0" clearance above top of rail for the light rail

system. The alignment proceeds up an approximate 6% grade on a steel box girder structure

crossing over 1-170 southbound and remaining elevated between the 1-70 eastbound off-ramp and

eastbound 1-70. It then turns to the north crossing over 1-70 eastbound with the bridge abutment

resting on an elevated embankment between eastbound and westbound lanes of 1-70. The alignment

crosses over 1-70 westbound on a double track wye span bridge structure built to allow the aiignmeni

to go west to the airport and north to Berkeley. The alignment going to Berkeley will be incomplete

until the airport authority finalizes their master plan for airport expansion. For now the bridge

structure is in place ready to use the north alignment when it is designed. The westbound alignment

from the double track wye span bridge remains elevated and crosses over the on ramp from

northbound I- 1 70 to westbound 1-70.

The westbound alignment to the airport will parallel 1-70 and will go through a cemetery, as

required by the airport authority's master plan. The relocation of the grave sites was to be done by

the airport authority as they mandated the light rail alignment changes. The initial Metro Link

alignment was designed to go around the cemetery and still connect with the East and Main

Terminals of the airport. In an effort to get the grave relocation started the airport authority

requested that Metro Link do the work for the area required by the rail alignment. The authority will

complete the total cemetery relocation after the rail alignment is done for their airport expansion.
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There is currently an unfinished gap between the approach embankment of the ramp from the

northbound 1-170 to westbound 1-70 and McDonnell Boulevard where the rail alignment continues.

At McDonnell Boulevard a new structure was built in two phases over the rail alignment to maintain

vehicular traffic. After going under McDonnell Boulevard the alignment goes through a cut

between westbound 1-70 and a parallel service road. The light rail alignment maintains a steady

zero percent grade and becomes elevated as the terrain going west drops in elevation. The elevated

alignment is a concrete ballasted double track structure on steel girders and floor beams supported

on concrete bents.

It proceeds to the East Terminal station, which is an elevated center platform station. In the

airport master plan the station will be next to a new parking garage to be designed and built having

direct access to the east terminal of the airport. At this time the area where the station is to be

located has the structural steel in place. The area between the station and the east abutment is

complete with the concrete deck poured. The ballast, drainage system, track, and catenary are not

yet in place.

Proceeding west past the East Terminal station the alignment goes to a single track alignment

to the main terminal. This single track alignment was required as the elevated structure is located

down the center median of a four-lane roadway is located very tightly between 1-70 and the airport
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concourse connecting the East and Main Terminal buildings. This did not allow any room to put in

columns at the roadway edge to support an elevated structure. This elevated structure is a ballasted

concrete deck on precast I-beams supported by wye-shaped cast-in-piace concrete bents founded on

pile foundations.

As the alignment approaches the main terminal it veers northwest and by adding a switch it

turns into a double track center platform .stub end station. This elevated structure construction is

basically similar to that of the single track except the precast concrete I-beams are replaced by

steel I-beams to accommodate the curve in the alignment. This Main terminal station is located

about three to four hundred feet from the main Terminal of the airport, providing excellent service

to the airport.

About two hundred feet to the west of this station in the Main Terminal of the airport hangs a

full-size replica of the Spirit of St. Louis, the airplane in which Charles Lindbergh tlew .solo across

the Atlantic Ocean. When Metro Link is completed, it will be the new "Spirit of St. Louis" to serve

the transit needs of the metropolitan area for years to come.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
By: C. J. Burroughs*

Again at this time, I want to welcome all of you to the 1994 Annual Technical Conference of

AREA. It is at meetings such as this, especially bringing together members of AREA, REMSA, and

now this year, the addition of members from ASME and IEEE, that we truly bring together an

excellent cross-section and representation of the railroad industry's finest people. The great thing

about AREA is that it includes not only the practical and professional railway engineers, but also the

academic world, consultants, members of the supply industry and a host of others. At meetings like

this and throughout the year, we witness this bringing together of the theoretical as well as the

practical in the people and in applications which manifest themselves in the true successes of our

various labors and of our railroad industry.

"Tomorrow," I know that we are going to rely more and more on the younger engineers. We as

a nation, and we as an industry cannot afford the luxury of re-learning the lessons of the past,

particularly with the passing of the older generation of engineers. In the light of the 95 year history

of this Association, I fear at times that we struggle all too hard to seek and to grasp a hidden lesson

or a lost principle. We continue to pursue additional solutions for corrugated rail, various subgrade

failures, the wheel/rail interface, and stresses which manifest themselves and their effects throughout

our structures and our entire industry. Do the research, but also take the time to peruse the record of

old. It is very interesting reading, and somewhat entertaining at times, and who knows, you might

just find a hint of that silver thread that will lead you on to that grand discovery and glorious

solution. Take the time to document your work, prepare the commentary and perfect the

bibliography for yourself and for those that follow after you.

These are ever changing times, and change for all of us is good. To quote from Shakespeare.

"The old order changeth, yielding place to new, and God fulfills Himself in many ways

Lest one good thing should corrupt the world."

If we were to pause for just a moment and quickly reflect on where we as an individual are,

and where we as a railroad industry were 30 and 40 years ago, most of us, again, have been

witnesses to a great evolution which has occurred across our Railroad Industry. In rail, we have

progressed from 90#, 100#, 1 10#, 1 15#, 1 19#, 131# onto 132#, 133#, 136# rail and above. In car

loadings, from 50 ton and 70 ton cars onto the 100 and 125 ton car. In axle loadings, E60. E65, E72

and on into the E80 axle loadings.

This is especially verified throughout our 23 AREA Committees as we review their valiant

efforts and progress over the years and again during this conference. These committees specialize in

everything imaginable and touch most, if not all, the elements and disciplines of engineering and

railroading. Many of us here today are employed directly and indirectly with the railroad industry.

Our primary focus areas, either declared or undeclared, are and must be centered in the

following four (4) areas:

1 - Improved safety;

2 - Reductions in derailments and crossing accidents;

3 - Improved railroad service reliability; and

4 - Reduction of the cost line, re-work and waste.

As you have heard and will witness this week, these four (4) key focus areas can be improved,

progressed and accomplished through all of our combined efforts. The use of the new and enhanced

materials and equipment are all at hand and available today to work with. Vast improvements have

been made furthering the use of high quality timber, steels, concretes, plastics and many more

materials. The advent of the laser, transistor, other semi-conductors, electronic circuit boards, the

microprocessor, and computers of various sizes (micro to macro) have allowed us to de\clop and

*PresJdcnl. American Railway Engineering Association. 1993-1994; Vice President. Engineering. Wheeling & l.ake Eric Railway
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utilize many highly sophisticated and productive types of equipment, machinery, and techniques.

Self diagnostics and similar enhancements allow for quick and accurate trouble shooting and quicker

repair techniques so that all can return to the production line and the transportation service product

of the railroad. Advances in our industry occur at an ever increasing rate and are far too numerous to

list here today. We are all true specialists of one kind or another. This is the time and the place to

hear, share, and learn about advances and successes in all facets of our industry.

Throughout this conference, we shall explore and review together more of the exciting and

challenging recent projects which have been undertaken and accomplished.
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INTRODUCTION TO FLANGE BEARING
CROSSING FROGS

By: James P. Gregory* and James W. Palmer**

ABSTRACT

Increased axle loading has resulted in a corresponding increase in the maintenance work

required on high angle manganese crossing frogs. The maintenance cycle is being reduced and the

overall service life of manganese crossings is being shortened. The reality of heavy axle loading

requires our industry to reassess basic crossing designs. We have made considerable improvements

in the quality of turnout frogs in recent years. The focus on material integrity, manufacturing quality

control, and rail hardness specification has produced Premium turnout frogs. These same factors

along with specific design changes allow the production of Premium crossing frogs.

DESIGN PROCESS

Designing a Premium crossing frog involves a threefold process. First, the crossing

components must be identified and understood regarding their physical properties. Next, the failure

of these components must be investigated. Finally, a more acceptable material, condition, or

configuration must be found.

THE CASTING

The crossing component most likely to exhibit strain under stress is the manganese casting.

This material is referred to as Hadfield's austenitic manganese steel. This 1.2% C, 12% Mn material

was invented by an English metallurgist named Sir Robert Hadfield in 1882. The material is unique

in that it combines high toughness and ductility with high work hardening capacity and good

resi-stance to abrasion. The tensile strength of the material is high: 92-1 19 ksi (635-820 MPa). The

yield strength is, however, relatively low: 50-60 ksi (345-415 MPa). The low yield .strength of these

castings provides us with a clue concerning casting failure.

HARDENING

Explosive depth hardening is a process where a sheet explosive (pentaerythrithritol tetranitrate)

is glued to the casting and detonated. This process is repeated three times. The result is an increase in

hardness from 200 Bhn to 350 Bhn. This pre-work hardening eliminates some of the initial flow

encountered when the casting is put into service.

IMPACT ISSUES

The main causes of failure in manganese crossing frogs are high wheel impact loadings and

excessive vertical flexing. Dynamic loading of track has been studied since the middle of this

century. The A.ssociation of American Railroads joint committee examined the effects of wheel fiats

on track and equipment. The study revealed that 2 1/2" (63.5 mm) wheel flats can produce

wheel/track impact ratios which essentially double the static wheel load. The wheel tread's travel

across the fiangeway results in obvious battering of the casting area adjacent to the flangeway. A
solution to reduce this impact is to design the ca.sting to be fiange bearing. Flange bearing crossings

have been used with portal crane trackage and trolley systems for many years. Trolley systems

choose fiange bearing designs primarily for ride quality and noise abatement reasons. Flange bearing

crossings are comparatively very quiet.

IMPACT REDUCTION

A unique design concept' has been conceived to produce flange bearing crossings for

applications where A.R.F.A. Plan 749-73 (Fig. 1) and 771-80 crossings would normally be used.

This Premium crossing design is very similar in appearance to the traditional A.R.E.A. designs. The

•Track Engineering Rail Products and lahrications. Inc.. .Seattle. Washington

•Railroad Division, SEPTA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

'a patent application for this crossing design has been submitted.
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Figure 1. Crossing Intersections Similar to Plan 749-73

only easily observable change is the presence of 24" (609.6 mm) long ramp filler castings (Fig. 2).

These explosive hardened manganese steel castings are located adjacent to main crossing castings at

all external crossing arms. The flangeway depth at the external end of the filler ca.stings is I 1/2"

(38.1 mm). The flangeway depth at the internal end is I" (25.4 mm). This tlangeway depth continues

through the crossing castings (Fig. 3) to a point where the wheel encounters another ramp filler

casting. The wheel passage across the tlangeway of the intersecting track is much smoother due to

the wheel flange supporting the wheel for the short distance across the flangeway (1.875" to 2.64" /

47.6 mm to 67 mm). Wheels will have varying amounts of wear on the tread surface. The effect of

this tread wear is to relatively increase wheel flange depth. Flangeway depths will tend to deepen

over time. Wheel impact loads will be considerably reduced and spread over a larger percentage of

the casting.

CROSSING FLEX

Another condition contributing to crossing failure is excessive flexure. Manganese steel is

quite ductile and will flex if not properly supported. Trackwork manufacturers have used a variety of

short vertical walls or round riser slugs below the tlangeway intersection. The Premium crossing

design incorporates vertical flangeway supports which run nearly the entire length of the casting

(Fig. 4). This third internal wall spans the joint where the rails meet the ca.sting. The presence of this

additional reinforcement will substantially reduce flex in the castings.
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Figure 2. Ramp Filler Casting
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Figure 3. Premium Crossing Section

CASTING QUALITY

A discussion of casting soundness is in order. Manganese steel enters the mold at 2750°-

2800°F (l5iO°-1538°C) in a greatly expanded state. As the materia! contacts the mold it rapidly

cools from outside to inside and from the extremities of the mold to the metal entrance location,

known as the sprue. During this cooling process the material rapidly decreases in volume. Reservoirs

of additional material known as risers provide the extra material needed to replenish the material

deficit in the mold. The number of risers used, their size and location in the mold are the most

important factors in producing High Integrity or High Solidity turnout frogs.
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HORIZONTAL SECTION THROUGH CASTING

Figure 4. Premium Casting Section

An ideal risering design would allow the finished casting to be provided with all the required

material just as final solidification occurred. The risers would still be partially molten and would

feed upon themselves until they too had cooled. The finished casting would exhibit maximum

density and any residual stresses or final deformation would be present only in the riser columns

which would be removed in the foundry clean-up room.

Secondary shrinkage describes the final contractive force on the material as it moves from a

liquid to a solid state. Proper risering of the casting is most evident during the secondary shrinkage

pha.se of cooling. Under-risering results in a casting that feeds upon itself and which contain areas of

low density material. Severely under-risered castings may actually experience material pull-aparts or

"hot tears." Over-risering produces similar results due to the fact that oversize risers cool too slowly

and feed off adjacent areas of the finished casting.

The Premium crossing design utilizes a "Thermal Dampened" risering arrangement. Foundry

experts have been consulted in the development of this novel risering approach. For one thing, the

floor of the casting has been removed, thus eliminating the need for an internal core to hollow out

the casting body. The open bottom design allows the pattern maker to accurately define the risering

details in the pattern itself. Current practice is to have risers cut into the mold by foundry personnel.

This practice may produce inconsistencies in risering depending on the foundry molder's experience,

skill level, or personal preference. The engineered approach of pattern mounted Thermal Dampened

risering will produce ca.stings consistently high in quality and .soundness.
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OTHER WEAK POINTS

Other crossing components prone to failure are the comer straps and the base plates. Crossing

comer straps span the rail/casting joint. Straps are typically made from 1 1/2" x 5" (38.1 mm x 127

mm) rolled mild steel bar stock (Fig. 5). Straps are cut to the proper length, machined to fit the

casting contour, and bent to match the crossing angle. Failure usually occurs at the central bend. The

comer straps of the Premium crossing are cast from A- 148 steel and are heat treated to 269-302 Bhn.

The middle portion of the strap is reinforced to resist failure. The cross section is also increased to 2"

X 5" (50.8 mm x 127 mm) to provide a stiffer joint between the rail and casting. Currently, base

plates for crossings are 3/4" to 1" (19 mm to 25.4 mm) thick depending on the rail section of the

track. The Premium crossing has 1 1/4" (31.75 mm) thick base plates to provide a stronger

foundation for the crossing (Fig. 2).

DIRECT FIXATION

Attachment of the crossing to the ties is also an important factor. Cut spikes tend to lift over

time and thus provide marginal vertical restraint. The Premium crossing base plates are fastened to

the ties with coach screw spikes. The rails and castings are held down to the base plates with

elastic spring fasteners or additional coach screws and cast rail clips. This direct fixation of the

crossing resists vertical movement of the track and allows the crossing and ties to work together as

a support system.

Direct fixation of track requires close attention to roadbed maintenance. Overdue or improper

ballast tamping may result in tie pumping. Vertical movement of the ties with the track tends to draw

small particles or "fines" into the ballast. The result is fouled ballast and an accelerated rate of track

degradation.

A GOOD FOUNDATION

Any improvements made to the Premium crossing structure above the ties may be effectively

negated if the crossing is installed on top of an inferior supporting stmcture. The properties of the

subballast and the depth and condition of the ballast are directly related to the measure of track

FLANGEWAY CONTOURS PER A.R.E.A. PLAN NO. 6008-79

FLANGEWAY=1 7/8" DEEP,
NON-FLANGE BEARING

1 3/8"

lF

1 1/2" THICK STEEL
. 1^^^^CORNER STRAP

5/8" TRACK SPIKE

7/8" THICK WALLS
(TYP.)

SECTION A-A
(A.R.E.A. PLAN NO. 749-73)

Figure 5. Section per A.R.E.A. Plan 749-73
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stiffness known as the track modulus (k or u). Track modulus ratings range from 500 Ib./in./in. to

7000 Ib./in./in. A modulus rating of 2500 Ib./in./in. to 3000 Ib./in./in. is considered to be desirable

for crossing foundations.

CONCLUSION

As track use density and tonnages increase and maintenance and component replacement costs

rise it is imperative that tougher, more long-lasting crossing frogs be produced. This can be

accomplished if the weakest links in the crossing chain are failure analyzed, then modified or

replaced. Modifications should take full advantage of the physical properties of the material. A
change in component function, such as flange bearing design, helps to reduce peak loading of the

crossing. Maintenance of a proper support system below the crossing will reinforce the benefits of

the function and design changes. The result is a quieter crossing with decreased maintenance and in-

creased service life.
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FERROCARRILES NACIONALES DE MEXICO
IN THE FACE OF CHANGE

By: Ignacio Lorenzo Reyes Retana*

During the past few years great changes have taken place in the global order. These changes

have caused great major economic reforms in practically all nations. Mexico has entered the global

scene with the start-up of NAFTA, with the United States and Canada as partners. Mexico also has

entered into bilateral trade agreements with Colombia, Venezuela and Costa Rica that are structured

so they will eventually lead to free trade agreements similar to the one we now have with Chile.

The Mexican economy has undergone important structural changes since 1982. The

centerpiece of these transformations revolves around the reduction in the number of state-owned

enterprises and the strengthening of strategic and high-priority entities. As a result, the number of

state-owned corporations were reduced from 1,155 to 213.

In light of its importance, Ferrocarriles Nacionales de Mexico is considered a strategic industry

that will remain state-owned. FNM was not left outside of the intluence of these changes. The

constant increases in volume and weight of loads forced the FNM to begin a significant upgrade of

track structures in order to continue to function as a strategic transport system within the Mexican

economy.

UTILIZATION POTENTIAL OF FNM,

According to 1992 statistics, the United States hauled 59% of the total surt'ace cargo volume by

railroad, Canada moved 86% while Mexico only moved 21%.

Recognizing that the capacity for utilization of the railroad lines in the U.S. and Mexico is

similar, if Mexico were to use its lines in the same proportion, then it should be moving over three

times its present volume by rail, or the equivalent of 146.()()() million net tons.

'Ferrocarrilles Nacionales dc Mexico
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The cargo volumes that were handled during 1992 by some U.S. railroads of similar size were

double and sometimes even two and a half times larger than that of FMN. In the Class I U.S.

Railroads, the average of tons transported per kilometer of track was 3.3 times greater than in

Mexico. The extreme case that comes to light most notably is the Illinois Central that transported

1 1.826 tons for every kilometer of track against the 1,993 tons of the FNM. The performance levels

attained during 1992 measured in tons per track kilometer are far below the U.S. railroad standard.

From the above we can conclude that FNM has a great unrealized potential to utilize its

infrastructure, but it will be necessary to make significant modifications to achieve that potential.

INFRASTRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF FNM.

FNM has a total of 24,590 kilometers of track, integrated by 20,210 of mainline and 4,380 in

yards and sidings. 8,200 kilometers of mainline fulfill the requirements to support modem train

traffic with high capacity cars since the track consists of heavier continuous welded rail with

concrete ties. Besides that, 6,900 kilometers are traditional jointed 100 pound or heavier rail, and

5, 110 kilometers are branch lines with lighter rail and spiked wood ties.

FNM considers that 11,200 kilometers constitute the basic priority network, where the most

important trains run generating the largest proportion of the income derived from freight service. All

8,200 kilometers of modem track are included within this network. Sixty percent of the lines have

the capacity to support 263,()00-pound cars; this includes all the basic priority network. The other

407c consists of lower capacity lines. Due to the sc\ erity of the Mexican topograph) , there arc 2,499

kilometers of mountainous terrain with steep grades and sharp cur\es.

Throughout the network there are 10,535 bridges totaling 194.6 kilometers and 23,874 culverts

that add up to 66.6 kilometers. The 301 tunnels have a total combined length of 71 .5 kilometers. One

hundred and tifteen tunnels require modifications to increase the clearances to allow double stack
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and tri-level trains to run on these lines. Currently, FNM has 1,500 km. of CTC signaled territory,

900 require modernization and rehabilitation since the installations are old. To optimize the service

in the best sections of track, CTC must be installed in at least 2,157 additional kilometers.

The rail network of Mexico services the main cities and production centers including the ports

and border crossings where the greatest portion of foreign trade is being conducted.

It should be noted that the Rail System of the North American Continent is capable of moving

shipments from Canada to the Mexico-Guatemala border with a single integrated movement. Mexico

has 1 1 rail border crossings with the U.S. that allow FNM to have interchange service with the Santa

Fe, Southern Pacific, Tex Mex and the Union Pacific. To the south, FNM has a connection with the

Guatemalan Railroad at one rail crossing. FNM additionally has interchange service with the

Burlington Northern through the port of Galveston, using a rail barge service that connects with the

Mexican port of Coatzacoalcos. Presently we are discussing with the CSX the possibility of

establishing a similar service to other ports. This provides for a wide range of service possibilities

for international trade.

As I indicated, the existing Mexican rail network is being underutilized, yet, by optimizing its

exploitation and with some improvements to its infrastructure, the total cargo capacity could increa.se

by up to 350%

STRATEGIES FOR THE MODERNIZATION OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT.

The objective of the Structural Change Program that FNM has undertaken is: The achievement

of an efficient railroad that is competitive and profitable, with financial self-sufficiency necessary to

assure its autonomous and sustained long-term development. Its intended role is to promote the

economic growth of Mexico, in support of a new open foreign commerce policy. This is driving the

change taking place in the infrastructure area of FNM.

The strategies set for the railroad's infrastructure to meet these objectives are:

1. INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY.
2. IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPROVED TECHNIQUES.
3. PRIVATE COMPANY PARTICIPATION.

4. AN INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT.

1. INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

There are four programs aimed at accomplishing this:

a. Reduction of redundant personnel.

b. Reallocation of remaining forces.

c. Elimination of unneeded track.

d. Adjustments in the labor contract.

a. Reduction of redundant personnel.

The FNM has 2.38 employees per kilometer. This is over four times greater than the Soo Line

Railroad Company of 0.56 and over twice the average for the U.S. railroad industry of one worker

per track kilometer. During 1992 FNM initiated a voluntary retirement program, focusing on

reducing the total work force. The original number of field personnel related to engineering services

was 17, 5(X) workers and was reduced to 1 1,000. As additional steps are taken to modernize our

company we will structure the work force accordingly.

b. Reallocation of remaining forces.

To optimize the administration and to improve productivity, the FNM regional structure has

been reinforced through moving personnel from the central office organization to the regions and

divisions. The regions have the responsibility to carry out the maintenance and rehabilitation

programs. The central office develops the standards and coordinates the execution of nationwide programs.
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c. Elimination of unneeded track.

Based on the gross ton generated by each line data, it is estimated that only 17,790 kilometers

of mainlines are economically viable.

d. Adjustments in the labor contract.

Through revisions to the contract between the Company and the Union, contract requirements

were modified and adapted to speed up the productive processes. Cumbersome contractual barriers

that impeded these improvements were eliminated. Through retraining, the capabilities of many
common track laborers were technically upgraded to handle modem systems.

2. IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPROVED TECHNIQUES.

There are ten specific programs within this strategy:

a. Scheduling of inspection and maintenance functions.

b. Electronic rail inspection.

c. Track geometry measurements.

d. Rail wear analysis.

e. Track facility inventory.

f. Clearance measurement.

g. Bridge testing.

h. Mechanization of maintenance work,

i. Ballast cleaning,

j. Track availability.

'R GRIP DRIVE DOWELS'
FOUR LEAD

SPIRAL THREAD
REDUCE SPLITTING

OF TIES

SALVAGE SPLIT

TIMBER

LAMINATE
CROSSING PANELS
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a. Scheduling of inspection and maintenance functions.

The infrastructure inspection and maintenance works are directly tied to the best season tor

their execution. Due to this, the concepts have been reviewed in a manner such that the purchase,

receipt and delivery of all goods, as well as the human resources required by the project, are

available in a timely fashion.

b. Electronic rail inspection.

The physical state of the rail in the past was verified through visual inspections. Over 20 years

ago, FNM began the contracting of internal rail inspection through the u.se of ultrasound and

magnetic induction to determine internal defects. FNM will continue contracting the latest

technologies developed for this purpose.

c. Track Geometry measurements.

Since 1981 we have been using a track geometry car equipped with electronic devices. We
intend to continue using state-of-the-art technology.

d. Rail wear analysis.

In the past, the rail profile analysis was executed by developing a rail section gauge

corresponding to a specific area, and the rail wear patterns were registered based on this comparison.

The objective was to decide when to invert, rehabilitate or condemn the rail in order to extend its

life. Earlier this year we contracted the inspection and analysis of the rails by means of a laser-

equipped vehicle to inspect the most important routes of the mainlines.

e. Track facilities inventory.

Beginning this year, a special vehicle has been contracted to execute the acquisition of this data

in an expedited manner.

f. Clearance measurement.

Over the last few years, an increase in the demand for movement of excess dimension loads

has made it necessary to update the clearance information. For that purpose we now use a laser beam

system aboard a track vehicle. With this information we are already contracting the enlargement of

some restrictive clearances.

g. Bridge testing.

The structural condition of bridges used to be verified with the original construction

calculations. There have been changes in locomotives and rolling stock that have larger and more

concentrated axle loads. Testing has been conducted since 1991 on the main metallic structure

bridges using strain gauges and data processing methods to obtain true mechanical forces.

h. Mechanization of maintenance work.

In accordance with the reduction of the work force, maintenance sections have been extended

and the gangs that have larger territories have been assigned Hy-Rail gang trucks. Presently FNM
has 60 track maintenance trucks equipped with Hy-Rail devices and will equip 8 more this year, for

a total of 68. This is the first phase of the rail gang mechanization.

i. Ballast cleaning.

Since 1988, the replacement of ballast has been done mechanically using undercutting

equipment. This guarantees higher quality work at better rates of speed.

j. Track availability.

Train operations have improved in transit due mainly to timely crew calls, train

dispatch and control. This has made the track available for longer periods of time for
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maintenance and rehabilitation work. This trend has been reinforced by the introduction of

Direct Train Control since 1992.

3. PRIVATE ENTERPRISE PARTICIPATION.

There are five areas in which we have this participation:

a. Track maintenance and rehabilitation.

b. Low priority functions and services.

c. Construction of new lines.

d. Rail grinding.

e. Maintenance of track machinery.

We have taken into consideration a period of transition to allow the private companies to

deliberately replace FNM forces in some tasks. This general trend is being applied to the

infrastructure area.

a. Track maintenance and rehabilitation.

Given the reduction in personnel and the inability of FNM to invest in and maintain an

adequate fleet of maintenance of way equipment, track maintenance and rehabilitation works have

been contracted in the basic priority network since 1993. Eventually the maintenance of all the basic

priority network will be awarded to private enterprise and FNM will be responsible for the

secondary lines. In the past, all of this was done exclusively by FNM.

b. Low priority functions and services.

Due to their nature, those areas or services that can be executed in a more efficient manner by

private enterprise are being contracted out so that they will cease to be a financial and administrative

burden for FNM.

c. New lines.

To reduce operating costs, the construction of new lines will continue under strict guidelines of

profitability as will the rectification and improvement of existing lines. These works have been an

integral part of the investment programs. These programs are executed by private contractors.

d. Rail grinding.

To extend rail life, a new rail grinding program with an FNM-owned machine has been in

place for over a year. Since the new program has not proceeded rapidly enough and, given its

tremendous importance, we are about to contract these services also.

e. Maintenance of track machinery.

One year ago, the track equipment fleet was repaired and maintained exclusively at our shops.

Presently, a portion of this equipment is being repaired and maintained by private companies

through contracts with the manufacturers.

Currently, all the strategies and activities described are separately controlled through the use of

P.C.'s. This does not allow adequate integration for proper decision-making. Therefore, we require

an integrated system for these programs. For this purpose we have established the fourth strategy.

4. INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT.

To complete the Program for the Structural Change at FNM, steps are being taken for

introducing an information system for infrastructure management and decision-making. This system

is similar to those in use at U.S. and Canadian railroads. The main purpose is to supply information

and support in the decision-making process at all levels in the infrastructure area, and to improve

productivity as well as the quality and management of human and material resources.
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This system will have functional capacity to support, in an independent and interrelated

fashion, the following subsystems:

a. Project definition, planning, execution, control and evaluation.

b. Control of materials and equipment used in the projects from their ordering through to

their use.

c. Control of labor factors such as productivity, progress, payment and seniority.

d. Facilities inventory control based on field inspections and specialized vehicles.

e. Control in the purchase, operation, maintenance and replacement of track machinery.

f. Development of a data base to support decision-making and record-keeping.

CONCLUSIONS

Mexico, as well as Ferrocarriles Nacionales de Mexico, has made the decision to modernize in

order to be more competitive. FNM has a fair chance to become a co.st effective organization, similar

to our main North American rail partners. Ferrocarrilles Nacionales de Mexico has embarked on an

open process of modernization of its infrastructure management.



PENNSYLVANIA CLEARANCE IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
Consolidated Rail Corporation

By: Jeffrey C. May*

In the mid-1980s Conrail initiated its first clearance project, to develop a route cleared to

19'4"to allow 19' tail double-stacks to travel between Chicago and Kearny, NJ via the former NYC
water level route west of Buffalo connecting with the former Erie Railroad route along the southern

Tier of New York State counties. In 1985 Conrail cleared the remainder of the water level route from

Buffalo to Syracuse and Albany, progressing south along the Hudson River into the New Jersey side

of the New York City metropolitan area.

As these clearances were only for 19'4", it became necessary in 1988 to initiate further

clearance improvements along this route to achieve 20'6" clearance for 20'2" double-stacks. Conrail

proceeded to clear additional routes until in the fourth quarter of 1992. the mapping of clearance

routes looked as shown below.

Due in large part to the restrictions posed by the tunnels in the Allegheny mountains, as well as

less favorable horizontal alignment and grades, the former PRR route across Penn.sylvania, as well as

access to most Pennsylvania cities was not a part of a Conrail high-clearance system. Although

Conrail studied the Pennsylvania clearance route, economics did not support the investment.

The Evolution of Conrail'
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southeast to Pittsburgh and then east through Johnstown, Altoona, Harrisburg, Reading and on to the

Port of Philadelphia.

West of Reading where the route is utilized exclusively by Conrail, Conrail funds 70% of the

project cost with the Commonwealth funding the remaining 30%. Similarly, north of Allentown

where the double-stack traffic would be D&H, the D&H funds 70% of the cost with the state funding

the remaining 30%. Generally, east of Reading where both railroads utilize the route to access

Philadelphia, 100% funding is provided by the Commonwealth. Total expenditures for this project

are anticipated to be $82.3 million, of which Conrail is funding $44.6 million, the Commonwealth is

funding $33.7 million and the D&H is funding $4.5 million.

On virtually all structures presently having less than 20'-8" clearance, we will be clearing to

2 1
'-0" to match the higher clearance of the western roads with which we interchange traffic.

Pennsylvania Clearance Project

Funding for Projects:
• Conrail

• Pennsylvania

• CP/D&H

Cost by Type of Construction:
• Tunnels

• Track Lowering

• Overhead Bridges

• Terminals

• Signal Bridges & High Car Detectors

Conrail Expenditure by Year:

• 1993

• 1994

• 1995

The overall project schedule calls for all work to be completed by the end of 1 W5. To achieve

this goal, clearance related work must be progressed at 140 different sites, including work we

categorize into three general critical paths:

1

.

Overhead Bridges

2. Tunnels

3. Track Lowering or Undercutting Operations

$44.6
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Soon after we initiated design and planning for the project, a fourth critical path became

apparent — Permitting. Because the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is partially funding this

project, Conrail is subject to certain State permitting and regulatory rules that do not apply when

Conrail pays the entire bill. One of the most critical complications developed with the Pennsylvania

Historical & Museum Commission, or PHMC. The PHMC has legislated authority over all State-

funded work in which the historical features of construction more than 50 years old are affected.

PHMC initially told us that, before work began, we would have to outline the historical

significance of all 140 sites, including our plans to preserve historical aspects, such as the structures

themselves, potential archeological artifacts, and a number of other aspects of historical concern.

Since our project schedule required a fast-track approach in which designs would be progressed on a

site-by-site basis over several years, this requirement to design every site before beginning any

construction would have delayed the project fifteen to eighteen months.

The PHMC did offer to expedite its process if we agreed to enter into what amounted to a

consent decree, recognizing all of our railroad in Pennsylvania as a historic asset. The only problem

with this was the tine print which stated that even future construction and changes funded by Conrail

would be subject to PHMC review for historical impact in perpetuity. Finding this too restrictive,

we were able, with the help of Secretary Yerusalim, to negotiate a more workable compromise for

fasttracking work with PHMC; we would process the historical permitting not site-by-site, but by

general class of work, fully documenting existing conditions and the historical record.

In order to reinforce our commitment to the PHMC to address their historical concerns, we

made a number of commitments up front to not only maintain present historical aspects but, where

possible, to restore certain structures to replicate their original mid- 1 9th century appearance and

design. An example of this can be found at the Flat Rock Tunnel where we enlisted a historical

preservation architect to provide a design of the portal structures which replicated the original

construction in the 1830s but used 20th century materials.

Another major permitting issue has been the blasting in the tunnels. 140 to 150 years ago, little

civilization existed in the proximity of the nine tunnels involved; however, today many of the

tunnels are in developed areas with strict state and local blasting regulations. Our first step in

addressing this problem was to conduct research of Pennsylvania law and local law so that design

and contract documents could be prepared accordingly. A second step, which we are finding very

successful, is publicity before the construction starts to explain to local citizens and their elected

officials exactly what we will be doing and how it will, or will not affect them. It has been

surprising how much assistance this approach has provided. Once a contract has been placed which

involves blasting, we require the contractor to employ an independent subcontractor to do

preblasting surveys, vibration monitoring for the duration of the construction, and post blasting

surveys.

Turning back to the original three critical paths, the first which I mentioned was overhead

bridges. These, to us, represent a critical path in that most bridges are owned by other parties such

as the State, county, township or borough involved. As such, raising a bridge that is owned by

others represents a very serious potential for delay while design is developed and approval obtained

from the highway owner. More over, permission to raise the bridge itself is not always a given. Due

to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's involvement in funding this project, we were able to obtain

considerable assistance from PennDOT at eight locations where PennDOT was planning bridge

replacement in future years. In these instances, PennDOT accelerated bridge replacement which was

scheduled to occur three to seven years in the future. By changing the priorities of their twelve year

capital program, they replaced those bridges now, and, therefore, saved the project expenditure for

undercutting bridges which would have been replaced in .several years anyway.
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THREE CRITICAL PATHS
• UNDERCUT AT 51 LOCATIONS

Critical because of the large number of locations with

attendant C&S. FOC or other utility relocations

• IMPROVE CLEARANCES @ 9 TUNNELS
Critical due to magnitude of the work and the sequencing for

train operations

• REMOVE. RAISE OR REPLACE 35 OVERHEAD BRIDGES

Critical because most of the bridges are under control of the

State, County, Township, SEPTA, etc.

• COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA FUNDING
REQUIRED COMPLIANCE WITH ALL STATE AND LOCAL
REGULATIONS INCLUDING HISTORICAL REVIEW AND
PERMITTING.

The second path, undercutting to lower track, was critical because of the sheer number of

locations in which this was the most economical solution. As we are well aware, it is not the

undercutting operation itself, even if rock is involved, which is the problem in scheduling this work,

but rather track time. In order to minimize conflict, we took three general steps:

First, wherever possible in multiple track territory, we attempted to schedule undercutting to

hold the track out-of-service until proper depth had been reached in order to avoid the loss of

productivity with putting the track back in service every night on a temporary basis.

Secondly, we used two undercutters in tandem. By doing so, we were effectively making two

passes simultaneously in a given track outage. With careful scheduling, we were able to utilize

both undercutters effectively with one surfacing unit supporting the track lowering.

The third aspect which we found very beneficial to our cause with the Transportation

Department was the utilization of a track stabilizer upon completion of surfacing to accelerate

restoration of track speed following the disturbance of the track structure. Our requirements

are that trains operate at 10 mph until 50,000 tons of traffic have passed over the affected track

and 24 hours have elapsed. Then 48 additional hours and 50,000 more tons of traffic are

required before authorized speed is permitted. The stabilizer provides sufficient compaction to

eliminate the need for the 10 mph requirement.

The third critical path of construction which controls the project schedule is the work involving

nine rock tunnels which typically had only 18'6"± clearance, instead of the 21' necessary for

double stacks. While we have three alternate solutions: rerouting to avoid the tunnel; raising

the roof of the tunnel, and lowering the track in the tunnel, the selection of the clearance

method to be implemented was in most cases determined by railroad operational requirements

for track usage.

An additional consideration in the tunnel solution would be our solution of icing problems

which occur in most of the tunnels involved. A double-stack or fully enclosed auto tri-level

can be just as damaged, running into a build-up of glare ice, as running into rock.
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In the eastern four tunnels on the project. White Haven, Rock Port, Flat Rock and Black Rock,

we were faced with situations in which tunnels were located on single-track portions of the railroad

where maintaining of railroad operations was a requirement. As such, arrangements were developed

with our Transportation management to reschedule trains to operate sixteen hours a day, thus leaving

an eight-hour per day window for contractor operations. Despite the be.st planning in scheduling

trains, there are always situations in which a "hot" train cannot clear in time or must be run during

the day when the contractor would normally be operating. In order to control contractor delay costs,

live track tunnel work was bid to establish a competitively determined unit price for track time

interruption with a reasonable quantity of such track time loss included in the scope of work bid by

the contractors. We feel this significantly helps to lower costs in that the contractor, when bidding,

clearly knows the amount of time which he will be provided to work in the tunnel as well as

understands that he will be fully compensated for standby time when we must operate the railroad.

Contractor access for the live track tunnel work has been accomplished in either of two ways:

On two of the tunnels, the contractor established a strictly rail borne operation utilizing high

rail and conventional rail car mounted equipment with car movers moving the equipment to the

site from a siding and positioning the cars within the site during the work day.

In two other tunnels, the contractor elected to fill in the floor of the tunnel to the top of rail to

allow his operation to utilize rubber-tired equipment such as trucks, loaders and drill jumbos.

In the case of the rail borne operation, rock removed from the roof was generally collected in

side dump cars, while in the case of rubber-tired access, fabricated stee! blasting shields were

placed over the track to protect them from the rock fall.

In the case of the Allegheny tunnels, we were faced with a somewhat difference situation. In

each of the two locations, we have multiple tunnels, each carrying a single track. At Spruce

Creek, we were faced with a pair of tunnels, one of which was built as a double-track tunnel in

1850, the other built as a double-track tunnel around 1900. Both, long since, had been single-

tracked to provide clearance for the increasing engine and car sizes in the first half of this

century. Due to the relatively short length of these two tunnels, approximately 1 100 feet, our

initial concept had been to utilize our fairly wide right-of-way and open cut the ridge through

which the tunnel passed. Unfortunately, when preliminary engineering for an open cut was

developed, a number of complications arose due to the poor condition of portions of the strata

which would be encountered as well as realization that the U.S.G.S. mapping of the ridge

involved had understated its height by 50-60 feet. The sum result of these factors would have

been an open cut with the limits of excavation going well beyond our right-of-way and

requiring acquisition of acreage of the adjacent State forest. As this scenario most likely

would have taken at least a year to obtain permitting and additional right-of-way, the open cut

scenario was abandoned.

Additionally, as we developed our preliminary engineering for the tunnels, we became more

involved than we had anticipated with the historical preservation interests with the Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania. At Spruce Creek in particular, we were faced with significantly modifying two

tunnels which are currently documented and included in the FEDERAL REGISTER OF
HISTORICAL SITES. As a matter of fact, one of the Spruce Creek Tunnel portals is the cover

photograph on the MID-ATLANTIC VOLUME OF THE FEDERAL REGISTER OF HISTORICAL

SITES. We, therefore, made the decision to enlarge one of the two tunnels to a sufficient si/c that

both tracks could be routed through it with the full 21' clearance. That allowed us to leave the older

tunnel intact to preserve it as a historical site. This decision to enlarge the westbound tunnel for two

tracks was soon found to have been a wise decision when preliminary engineering for enlarging the

tunnel established that the original tunnel had been significantly over excavated and then backfilled

around the final Ashlar stone and brick lining. Combining this situation with the fact that a 12" to

16" steel fiber reinforced shotcrete lining would structurally replace a 30" masonry lining allowed us

to re-establish the double-track tunnel with minimal rock excavation. We have further elected to
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remove all existing soft material from the floor of the tunnel as well to reprofile the floor rock in

cross section to improve drainage and forestall ballast contamination. Work began on the Spruce

Creek Tunnel in late January after a temporary CP was installed to route all traffic through the old

eastbound tunnel on a TCS single-track gauntlet. We expect the new tunnel to be in service by late

May or early June of 1994.

In the case of the Gallitzin Tunnels, Conrail has three separate tunnels:

The first and shortest is the No. 1 Track or Portage Tunnel which was originally built by the

Portage Railway as a double-track tunnel. Although this tunnel existed as an unlined rock tunnel

from approximately 1850 through 1900, continued freeze/thaw caused minor rock fall and icing

problems which led to its lining at that time. In the first 60 years of this century, clearances were

improved a number of times through a combination of single tracking and lowering the floor as

evidenced by several sets of deteriorating underpinning benchwalls.

The work on the three Gallitzin Tunnels, which had to be done sequentially, began with

Portage Tunnel. It designed in the Summer of 1993 and enlarged between September and December

of 1993. Track through the tunnel, 1 100 feet of track on the east approach and 2800 feet of track on

the west approach was removed by the railroad, and a Contractor was then utilized to reinforce the

tunnel, underpin the walls, and lower the floor. The first stage of this work was structural repairs to

portions of the lining which were in distress and installation of a reinforced shotcrete lining of the

existing brick lining to stabilize and support that liner during blasting. The side walls were then

underpinned by pin piles, drop hammer drilled and socketed in the underlying rock, mobilizing them

allowing the rock to be removed from the floor after which a new reinforced benchwall was

constructed. Although initial contractor plans had anticipated blasting to remove floor rock, a milling

machine was ultimately utilized. Although this method was not necessarily the most cost efficient, it

did eliminate the side effects of bla.sting on the community above the tunnel and upon the tunnel

structure itself, and it did provide a superior smooth floor surface upon which to construct the track

ballast section without the normal irregularities which would occur with floor blasting.

Another benefit of con.structing the Portage Tunnel enlargement first was the information it

provided to us and bidders on the larger parallel Allegheny Tunnel. We learned much about the

condition of the rock strata, water and excavation conditions which would be encountered in

enlarging the other tunnel.

As our initial plan had been to underpin and improve clearance by floor lowering in all three

tunnels at Gallitzin, our design consultant progressed one overall site investigation for survey, test

borings, probe holes, and test pits in all three tunnels very early in the project. As a result of this

investigation, we realized that we had a major geological consideration which we had not

anticipated, the presence of an intersecting coal seam. Although review of historical mining maps

indicated that coal had been mined adjacent to the tunnels, mining was to have been kept at least 150

feet away from the tunnels. Site investigation determined that the coal seam had been mined well

within that area, and in most cases right up to the backside of the masonry tunnel linings. Chances

are this mining was conducted by contractors employed by the PRR to provide coal for the railroad

in the Gallitzin and Altoona areas. It was probably taken from the railroad property without the

railroad's knowledge.

The presence of the coal seam and underlined clay strata somewhat complicated our

underpinning scenario. Furthermore, unit prices realized for the underpinning for the No. 1 Track

Portage Tunnel caused us to increase our estimate of the cost of underpinning both the No. 2 and No.

3 tunnels. As in Spruce Creek, our site investigation indicated that the original Allegheny Tunnel in

many locations had been significantly over excavated only to be backfilled with masonry lining

which sometimes covered large voids. Faced with the significantly high-cost estimate to clear two

tunnels paralleling each other within a distance of 60', we concluded the more economical solution
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would be to enlarge the better of the two, the Allegheny Tunnel, to restore it to a double-track

tunnel. By utilizing the same lining cross section for a double-track Allegheny Tunnel as we used at

Spruce Creek, we were able to develop a considerable cost savings through the combination of both

of these tunnels in one large contract.

In late May or June when the Spruce Creek Tunnel has been restored to service, the contractor

will redeploy at the Allegheny Tunnel. Our current schedule anticipates replacing track in that tunnel

by the end of the year, but not before excavating 70,000 cubic yards of rock and liner and placing

10,000 cubic yards of shotcrete and concrete lining, in a six-day-a-week, 24-hour/day operation.

Total contract cost for the combined Spruce Creek/Allegheny Tunnel work is approximately SI

8

million, the largest single expenditure on the Pennsylvania Clearance Project.

Other aspects of this project besides those which I mentioned include clearance improvements

at 35 signal bridges. In most cases, our solution for the signal bridges will be removal of the

antiquated structure and replacement of the position lights with color light signals on bracket

cantelevers and ground masts. Other work included in the project is $12,000,000 in expenditure for

developing double-stack terminals in the Pittsburgh and Harrisburg areas.

As of today, most design and permitting has been completed, clearance has been obtained at

over 30 locations, and we are gearing up for a $4-5 million/month construction program for the

remainder of 1994. Although the severe weather we have encountered in the northeast in the last

several months has delayed us, we were fortunate enough to have been sufficiently ahead of

schedule when the weather began to deteriorate that we are confident of maintaining our schedule to

complete all routes in the first half of 1995.
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MODERN RAIL STEEL PRACTICES IN EUROPE
Richard P. Reiff

Manager-FAST Projects

Association of American Railroads/TTC

Rail has been rolled for over 100 years with a wide variety of practices and methods. One

of the oldest steel making areas is centered in Leoben, Austria. In the nearby mountains one

can still find remains of iron production as far back as two thousand years, when the Roman

empire was present in this area. The Metallurgical and Mining University in Leoben has been

home for numerous rail steel related milestones, including BOF steel making and continuous

casting technologies.

The first rail mill visited was the Voest Alpine Schienen, Donawitz steel plant near

Leoben. Here the rolling of 126 meter (400 foot) lengths of rail was able to be viewed first

hand. Of interest were the rolling mills that were built in the United States and supplied to

Austria in the early 1950"s during the post war rebuilding effort. The rolling mill has been

recently modified, along with support facilities, to permit rolling and handling of rails up to 400

feet in finished length.

At the Donawitz mill, 400 foot long rail over 1300 degrees Fahrenheit is transferred to

the heat treating area immediately after rolling. Here the full rail length is turned upside down

in a quick move and the head is immersed in a

long tank containing a mixture of water and a

polymer. After quenching the head to increase

hardness, the long rails are straightened,

inspected, then transferred to a storage and

sorting yard. At this location a unique overhead

crane can lift and sort 400 foot lengths of rail as

well as load them onto rail trains using a

computer assisted system that is operated by just

one person. The 400 foot lengths are utilized "as

is" by the Austrian railroad system for direct

installation into the track. Their rail trains and

installation techniques are geared to this 400

foot length.

While in Austria the VAH trackwork plant

in Zeltweg was also inspected, with an overview

of the frog and turnout plant operation. Of special

note were the Vario frog machining, and

assembly and finishing sections. At this plant

complete turnouts are fabricated and

preassembled in panels. This includes not only

turnouts, but crossovers and double crossover

assemblies. These are usually marked and then

disassenihjcd for transport and installation at

Rail rolling mill from 1885, now on display

at the main Vocst Alpine rail mill.
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At the end of the mill, the Voest Alpine crane designed to handle full length sections of

400 foot rail. Rail can be stacked, sorted and loaded onto rail trains by one operator

using computer aided handling.

field sites. Also noted was the use of a tie made of a rubber-like material for transit and other

noise sensitive areas, and the use of treated Azobe ties in preassembled turnouts.

Following technical visits to plants in Austria, travel by train to Duisburg, Germany on

"conventional" intercity trains involved speeds of up to 160 KPH (100 MPH). This was on track

that was subject to both freight and passenger traffic. During the 12 hour journey, a number of

engineering projects were passed, including several line relocations for curve and grade

reduction, and high speed bypasses around junctions and congested areas. At several locations

where new track and line construction was in progress, hot mix asphalt underlayment could be

seen in various stages of installation.

At Duisburg, Germany, Thyssen Steel has rail rolling facilities located at the inland port on

the Rhine River. This huge steel mill contains a number of advanced steel making and handling

processes. Of special interest to North American users of rail were the rolling and heat treatment

facilities. As at other mills, great care was taken during the rolling process to remove scale. At

the Thyssen facility, this was accomplished with high pressure water jets aimed at the rail surface

between various stages of the rolling passes.

Head hardened rail was being produced at the time of this visit, and the off-line induction

hardening process was observed. The head hardening process used by Thyssen is an offline

method that utilizes induction hardening of the head area only, followed by a rapid air cjucncii.

Rail is then sent through a conventional roller straightening system.

After departing Duisburg, the last steel making area visited was in the Luxembourg area.

Located near Luxembourg are mills of Materiel De Voie (MDV): Rodange in Luxembourg and
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Hyange in France. The Rodange mill was visited

first, and here a different type of heat treatment

technique for rail hardening was observed. An in

line process (which utilizes latent heat from the

rolling process) quenches 250 foot lengths (up to

80 meters) of rail using a water spray system. Rail

temperature is monitored after final rolling, just

before entering the quenching system. Throughout

the quenching cycle, rail speed is regulated to

ensure uniform hardening. Most of the water spray

is directed to perform quenching of the head, with

a small amount of water spray directed to quench

the rail base for improved rail straightness.

Of interest to note at the Rodange mill is the

true "international" nature of rail produced. Steel

starts and is rolled into rails in the country of

Luxembourg; but after the rolling, heat treatment

and straightening are completed, the final

inspection actually occurs in Belgium. One end of

the rail mill actually straddles the border of these

two countries!

At the Thyssen rail mill, scale is removed

at several stations during the rolling

process by high pressure water jets,

as seen here.

The final mill visited was the Hyange rolling

operation. Here a modified version of induction

hardening of rails was demonstrated. This is an

offline process, but instead of heating only the

head of the rail, the entire rail section is induction heated. Then rapid quenching (by air) of the

head with minor quenching of the base provides the required head hardness and controlled

cooling helps straighten the base.

The wide range of steel making, rail rolling and heat treating processes available in Europe

provides the railroad industry with a variety of products to choose from. Obviously, the European

market has some needs and conditions that are different than those of North America. High on

the list of differences are higher train speeds and lower axle loads than in typical North American

applications. Thus ride quality standards from rail straightness and weld performance may be

different than many of our concerns. Most lines are double track, thus occupancy for repair and

installation of rail can take different approaches; however track time is a premium due to the

virtual prohibition of planned train delay.

Some of the rail making processes, such as the extra long 400 foot length rails, are directed

at a specific market and would require significant investment in handling and shipping facilities

in order to be economically beneficial for import to North America. Other advances, such as

various inline and improved induction head hardening processes, could be more easily

incorporated into existing steel mill layouts. Performance of such rails under North American

axle loading conditions is being investigated at FAST, as well as on test sections installed on

many US and Canadian railroads.
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The final visit included a brief ride in the TGV Atlantique from Paris to LeMans. The 53

minute trip included speeds of up to 300 KPH (186 MPH) over rails supplied by Hyange to the

French National Railways.

This article was possible only through significant assistance and support provided by the

various European rail and steel manufacturers, their staff, and representatives of the Austrian and

French railroads. In addition, Mr. Manfred Worth and former AREA committee 4 chairman

Hayden Newell both played major roles and spent considerable time in coordinating travel and

plant visits.

OMNI
RUBBER GRADE CROSSING SYSTEMS
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Innovative Grade Crossings

OMNI Rubber Grade Crossins Systems are innovative solutions for new
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THE REORGANIZATION, MISSION AND GOALS OF THE
AAR'S ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

By: John H. Smith, Chairman*

The Environmental Affairs Committee, with the assistance of the AAR. has taken a more

proactive role regarding developing environmental legislation and regulations. AAR staff support

of the Environmental Affairs Committee has taken on a new relationship by providing a full-time

Executive Director level position in Washington in order to maintain an open and active dialogue

with federal and state regulatory agencies, as well as with other industry groups tracking

developing issues.

Growth in Federal Regulations

The relentless growth in environmental regulations at both the state and federal levels has left

all railroad company staff with overwhelming responsibilities. Stepped-up federal and state

enforcement has increased the financial and criminal risk of non-compliance. Annual environmental

operations for the industry account for approximately $250 million, and industry-wide

environmental liability has the potential to be in the billions. Consequently, at a time when railroads

can ill afford to neglect the impact of new legislative and regulatory initiatives, railroad

environmental staffs have considerably less time to evaluate them. The role of the Environmental

Affairs Committee in focusing the industry's attention on the most critical environmental issues is

more important than ever.

Until the late 1970s, the principal environmental concern of the industry was waste-water

treatment. Since then, regulatory and business pressures have expanded both the scope and the

magnitude of the responsibility of the railroads' environmental staff. Along with these increasing

responsibilities have come associated legal and financial implications. The expanded significance of

these matters within the industry is reflected in the substantial expansion in both the budget and staff

of nearly all the railroads' environmental groups over the past five years.
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The same changes that have necessitated the railroads' expansion of their environmental

activities also suggested the need for changes in the way that the former AAR Environmental

Committee fulfilled its functions. The importance of this committee to the industry has never been

greater. The former Environmental Committee was deeply challenged to consider various ways in

which it could more effectively and efficiently use its resources to meet the industry's

environmental needs.

There are several items driving environmental costs, namely:

1. Environmental Compliance Activities are growing for all industries, including the railroads.

2. Railroad industry direct costs for environmental activities are currently estimated to be a

quarter of a billion dollars per year.

3. Value of railroad industry environmental liability is unknown, but potentially quite large.

The basic clean-up objectives are spills from both past and present, in addition to waste

disposal. Railroad companies' direct expenses basically fall into two categories: 1 ) remediation costs

and fines; and 2) treatment and fines. Indirect expenses recognize basic liabilities and, of course,

public perception.

— It should be noted here that clean-up and treatment standards are becoming more stringent.

— Legal or business pressures implemented to complete clean-up objectives more rapidly.

— New regulatory requirements, e.g., storm water permitting industry wide.

To meet the needs of the environmental community and to better serve the needs of the railroad

industry, the AAR Environmental Committee has recently reorganized and expanded. It has a new

name - Environmental Affairs Committee, and a new staff position has been added at the AAR.

Environmental Affairs Committee

The basic committee structure, as proposed and subsequently approved, consists of an

Executive Committee (to be named the Environmental Affairs Committee) and three subcommittees.

Each subcommittee has a chairman and an AAR staff person to support it. The three new

subcommittees of the Environmental Affairs Committee are currently recognized as:

Regulatory and
Legislative*

Executive
Committee*

Research
and Technical

Support*

Environmental
Engineering

and Operations

Railroad members only

Environmental Affairs Committee
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1. Regulator)' and Legislative Subcommittee

2. Research and Technical Support Subcommittee

3. Environmental Engineering and Operations Subcommittee

The Executive Committee is composed of the senior environmental officer from each

railroad, or their designate. The role of the Executive Committee is to make policy decisions or

recommendations regarding industry positions on major environmental matters. Some issues are

handled at the Executive Committee level. More typically, an ongoing issue such as a developing

regulation will be delegated to the appropriate subcommittee during the course of its development.

The subcommittees are responsible for keeping the Executive Committee apprised of significant

developments and any approaching milestones on issues delegated to them. When critical decision

points are reached that require discussion, or a vote from all of the railroads, these actions are

taken by the Executive Committee with the benefit of advice, or a recommendation from the

appropriate subcommittee. AAR staff support for the Executive Committee is provided by the new

AAR Staff Director.

The principal objective of the Environmental Affairs Committee's proposed change in

structure is more efficient utilization of railroad environmental staff resources. The Committee will

also provide a venue for some of the functions formerly provided by the Environmental Engineering

Committee of AREA. Improved efficiency will be achieved by use of a more organized system of

prioritizing activities, better division of labor through the use of subcommittees, and ad hoc work

groups devoted to particular issues.

The former environmental committee dealt with all of the issues it was confronted with. When
the number and complexity of issues was relatively low this was the most efficient approach;

however, both the number and varied technical specialization required for today's issues makes the

former approach inappropriate to the present situation. As an example, the committee is faced with

issues as varied as storm water runoff control and treatment requirements, CERCLA ("Superfund")

liability and reauthorization issues, and establishment of employee environmental awareness

programs. Each of these issues calls for different expertise not generally found in a single individual.

Nevertheless, the implications from railroad to railroad are generally similar, suggesting that a

collective approach is appropriate.

Rather than a committee-wide approach to in-depth analysis of every issue facing the industry',

a subcommittee approach is called for. Through the Environmental Affairs Committee resources and

AAR staff, these subcommittees would do the necessary work and develop recommendations for the

whole committee to act on. Use of subcommittees will allow a smaller, more streamlined group to

more efficiently act on particular issues .

The mission statement of the Environmental Affairs Committee is:

"To assist the railroad industry in identifying, evaluating, and effectively managing existing

and future environmental risk."

Their goals are:

— Proactively develop industry positions on regulator)' and legislative environmental issues.

— Provide input to AAR's environmental research programs by identifying specific needs and

providing feedback on projects.

— Advise railroads on regulator}.' compliance and promote en\ ironmentally prudent practices

that reduce pollution.

— Advise management of environmental issues that have the potential to impact the railroad

industry'.

— Provide a forum for the railroad industry to share information regarding environmental

technologies.
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The Regulatory and Legislative Subcommittee Mission Statement is:

"To monitor, evaluate and advocate railroad industry positions on legislation and regulation on

current and emerging environmental issues."

The Regulatory and Legislative Subcommittee will monitor and prioritize activity on

developing environmental issues at both the state and federal level. Ad hoc work groups will be

formed to concentrate on particular issues, e.g., reauthorization of CERCLA, RCRA, and CWA. The

groups will develop information and work with AAR staff to identify the key issues and develop rec-

ommendations for the railroad industry's position and the necessary steps to take. Principal support

for this subcommittee will come from the O&M Department, in coordination with the Law,

Legislative and R&T Departments as would be appropriate.

The Research and Technical Support Subcommittee Mission Statement is:

"To provide technical input to the Environmental Affairs Committee and assist in prioritizing,

conducting and completing environmental research projects."

The Research and Technical Support Subcommittee will provide technical input for the R&T
Department's environmental research program. The subcommittee assists R&T staff in identifying,

conducting and completing particular research projects. Ad hoc work groups will be formed on an

as-needed basis to provide R&T with input regarding particular projects. The objective of these

groups is to assist R&T staff in focusing on the most significant objectives of a research project. It is

proposed that the chairman of this subcommittee would represent the Environmental Affairs

Committee on the Subcommittee on Research of the Casualty Prevention Management Committee.

Principal AAR support for this subcommittee will come from the R&T Department.

The Environmental Engineering and Operations Subcommittee Mission Statement is:

"To promote information and technology transfer among railroad environmental professionals

to continually improve the quality of the railroad industry's environmental performance."

The Environmental Engineering and Operations Subcommittee will have the principal

objective of facilitating information and technology transfer among railroad environmental staff. The

subcommittee will identify a list of environmental operations issues of common interest to the

industry, possibly including portions of Chapter 13 of the AREA Manual, and make recommendations

to the Executive Committee regarding these issues. This group will accomplish this via several

activities, including workshops and conferences. Principal support for this subcommittee will come

from the O&M Department, with R&T providing support on specific conferences and workshops

that it sponsors.

There are three dimensions of AAR's Environmental Research Program:

1. Remediation: Provide improved decision tools and technologies.

2. Pollution Prevention: Quantify waste streams and identify and evaluate options to minimize

or eliminate.

3. Legislation and Regulation: Provide technical analysis and data to assist railroads in

evaluating the impact of proposed legislation and regulations.

The AAR Environmental Research Mission is:

"Develop, provide, and assist in the implementation of tools to help the railroad industry

achieve its environmental objective."

Their goal is to identify, evaluate and effectively manage existing and future railroad industry

environmental risk.
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/_ LEGISLATION & \
REGULATION

Three Dimensions ofAAR Environmental Research Program

Listed below is some of the major environmental legislation currently up for reauthorization.

Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability ACT (CERCLA)

reauthorization aka "Superfund"

Affects cleanup requirements and liability for many contaminated sites.

The Comprehensive Environmental Recovery, Compensation and Liability Act (aka

'Superfund") is currently being considered for reauthorization in 1994 or 1995. This bill has major

financial implications for railroads involved in Superfund clean-ups. Various proposals for this bill

are currently under consideration and there are significant operational and liability issues. There is

general agreement among industry that the current statute is flawed and requires substantial revision

in several key areas. An ad hoc work group has been formed that will evaluate various proposals for

a new bill.

Coordination and technical guidance for this activity will be provided by the AAR Director of

Environmental Affairs, working with Law, Legislative, O&M and R&T staff as appropriate.

Clean Water (CWA)

Non-point source runoff

The Clean Water Act, as expected, has come up for reauthorization in 199."? or 1994. This bill

is significant to railroads because it could affect treatment and permit requirements for waste water

discharge at thousands of railroad facilities nationwide. Furthermore, elevated concern about

"non-point" sources of water pollution could have substantial implications for runoff from railroad

rights-of-ways.

Coordination and technical guidance for this activity will be provided by the AAR Director of

Environmental Affairs, working with Law, Legislative, O&M and R&T staff as appropriate.

Re.source Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA)

Affects solid and hazardous waste treatment and disposal requirements.
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RCRA is expected to come up for reauthorization in 1994. This bill is significant to railroads

because it affects requirements for testing of potentially contaminated materials, treatment methods,

record keeping, remediation requirements and procedures at spill sites. Of particular concern to

railroads is the possible designation of used oil as a listed hazardous waste, although, this bill has

broad implications for railroad industry operations and property in general. An ad hoc work group

will be formed that will evaluate any RCRA proposals.

Coordination and technical guidance for this activity will be provided by the AAR Director of

Environmental Affairs, working with Law, Legislative and R&T staff as appropriate.

CONCLUSION

Railroads face increasing environmental challenges and opportunities as they enter the 21st

Century. The Environmental Affairs Committee and AAR are taking steps to meet these challenges

and to take advantage of the opportunities. The Environmental Affairs Committee is a very

dedicated and focused group of railroad environmental professionals who have pledged to meet the

relentless growth of regulations at both the federal and state levels head on in order to bring better

continuity and reasonableness in laws that may affect our railroads.
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PORT FACILITIES FOR RAIL CAR FERRY SERVICE
FROM TEXAS TO MEXICO

By: Kenneth Bruestle*

On August 13, 1990 Kenneth Bruestle was invited to join a Burlington Northern team that was

given the assignment of developing a rail/barge transportation link with Mexico. The link would

connect the Port of Galveston with several prospective Mexico Gulf ports. The concept was to place

rail cars directly on specially equipped barges without transloading the car's contents, and then to

move them as a captive fleet between the United States and Mexico.

The land/water link was proposed for several good reasons. In general, transporting freight by

water is more economical than shipping by rail. This mixed mode of transit was projected to have a

much better turn-around time on the equipment. Even more compelling, the Burlington Northern did

not have access to Mexico by land at the time. The Mexican ports under consideration at the time

were Altamira, Veracruz and Coatzacoalcos. Eventually, the decision was made to develop the port

of Coatzacoalcos first.

Burlington Northern entered into a joint venture contract with a Mexican conglomerate, Grupo

Protexa, whose headquarters is in Monterrey. The joint venture company, Protexa Burlington

Northern (or PBI), has its home office in Mexico City. Mexico City houses the Mexican National

Government, similar to Washington D.C., and is the primary trade target. Mexico City is the largest

city in the world, with approximately 20 million inhabitants.

Ken's role on the project was to be twofold. First, since very little was known about the

Mexican railroad system, he was to establish a dialogue with his counterparts in the Ferrocarriles

Nacionales de Mexico, the Mexican National Railroad, to ensure that their infrastructure was

adequate for the 263,000 lb. cars planned for shipment. The second part of his assignment was to

develop plans and specifications for a rail/barge facility at Galveston, and then to manage the

construction for that port. Concurrently, a similar facility was to be developed for Coatzcoalcos by

PBI engineers.

No time was wasted launching the first phase of the project. A reconnaissance trip to

Vancouver, British Columbia to visit several working rail/ramp sites was planned the week after the

kick-off meeting. Initial contact with the FNM was made in Mexcio City a week later. It was soon

determined that the track and bridges would be more than adequate on the routes they would be

utilizing, however, since Mexico is on the metric system, someone had to convert the data on the

capacity charts from 120 metric tons to 264,000 lbs.

The Burlington Northern team was honored by the Ferrocarriles who hosted a round-trip by

rail to Veracruz in a special business car. During the trip, the team gained a great appreciation for the

geographical obstacles to be contended with in Mexico. Trains operating between the Gulf of

Mexico and Mexico City must ascend from sea level to an elevation of 7000 ft. in less than 100

miles. There are sustained grades in excess of 2.5% in order to accomplish that rise. By contrast,

BN's worst main line grade is 2.2%, and this is only for a few miles. Several other rail routes in

Mexico have even steeper grades (i.e., 3 and 4%). These routes also have considerable horizontal

curvature incorporated in their alignments.

Once the adequacy of the Mexican track and bridges for this service was determined and

schematic drawings and cost estimates for a generic rail/barge facility were provided. Ken's

involvement in the project was sporadic. In the fall of 1991, important agreements were signed and

the project was approved. Soil borings were authorized in November, and a marine design

consultant, Sandweil, Inc. of Vancouver, British Columbia, was selected to develop plans and

specifications for the Galveston site in early 1992. The ramp structure would be a design that would

be suitable for both locations.

'Director of Design. Burlington Northern
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The basic ability of the facility requires that all rail cars be transferred from rail to barge via

ramp which must be capable of rotating about a hinge at the abutment. The span must be able

assume any of the elevations required at the free end to compensate for tidal variations and barge

flotation levels. The span can be raised and lowered by winches on top of the lifting towers when the

ramp is not engaged with a barge.

The Gulf is well suited for this type of operation since normal daily tidal fluctuations are on the

order of 3 ft. maximum. This small variation in sea level allows for a minimum length ramp, in this

case, 75 ft. The ramp must also be able to warp to accommodate the listing of the barge which

occurs during the loading/unloading operation. This warping of the span is made possible by the

elimination of all internal cross-bracing between girders except for the lifting truss, which is located

at the two-thirds point in the span length.

In spite of the warping capability of the ramp structure, load planning must continue to be

employed in order to remain within the torsional range of the ramp. If that torsional range is

exceeded, the system will jam and it will be impossible to load or unload. A winch and sheave

arrangement provides the capability of slewing the barges laterally within the slip to align two of the

eight tracks on the barge with the two tracks on the ramp. The ramp consists of four fishbeliy welded

girders, with a rolled section floor sy.stem and heavy deck grating for vehicular traffic. The ends of

the girders are especially adapted for the function they must serve. The abutment end is hinged, and

the outer end has a configuration designed to mate with a notch on the stem of the barge.

Due to the fact that the end wall of the slip chosen for the site was skewed and in a deteriorated

condition, it was necessary to span the wall with a 50 ft. concrete ballast deck bridge so the sheet

pile would not be subjected to additional fill and surcharge loads.

When the design was completed in the spring of 1992, piling was ordered in advance of the

selection of a general contractor so that it would be on site when the contractor arrived to start the

project. The decision also was made to begin

fabrication of the structural steel before contractor

selection since this too would be a long lead item.

The fabrication contract for the ramp at both

Galveston and Coatzacoalcos was awarded to a

Mexican fabricator, Celasa, in Tuxpan, Veracruz,

Mexico. The fabrication was rigorously inspected.

A certified welding inspector was on site until the

completion of the ramps.

In late June of 1992, a bidder's list was

assembled and six general contractors were invited

to bid on the Galveston job. Misener Marine

Construction of Tampa signed a contract on

August 25th.

The contractor mobilized almost immediately

and, by October, was well along in the pile driving

and foundation concreting operations. The poor soil

conditions required very long piles - some as long

as 150 ft. Pipe piles of either 24" or 30" diameter

were utilized depending upon their function and

location in the structure. The contractor used a

vibratory hammer to drive the piles. Vibratory

placement proved to be much quicker than driving

Vibratory placement of pipe piles.
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Unloading operation at terminal.

with a diesel hammer. Foundation construction progressed rapidly through the fall, and by early

December the approach bridge, lifting tower piers, and stop dolphins were beginning to take shape.

Almost simultaneously, negotiations broke off on the barges that were supposed to be leased

for the operation. New information on available barges indicated that the facility needed to be raised

18" in order to make the operation feasible with the ramp that had been designed. An 18" lift was

quickly designed and added to the foundations. The top of rail elevations rounded out at 12.5". The

street immediately behind and parallel to the slip was raised a total of about 6 ft. to meet the

approach track at grade.

The operations building top of slab was required by code to be a minimum elevation of 1 1 ft.,

but they opted to raise it to 1 2.5 ft. also. This elevation requirement coupled with the general poor

soil conditions in the area, demanded a special foundation design for the building. At the perimeter

walls and interior cross walls were placed, the interior space was backfilled with soil, and a self-

supporting, two-way reinforced concrete slab was cast over the entire area to form the building floor.

By March 1993, they were ready to place the ramp, so it was then shipped assembled from

Tuxpan via barge to Galveston. The blocking for the trip across the Gulf was substantial. The span

was set as a unit, the lifting towers were erected and the metal decking was placed in less than a

week. The 18" lift at the abutment was then completed to match the ramp grade exactly and

everything was ready for the rail. Concurrently, a railroad contractor was placing the embankment,

ballast, ties, rail, and grade crossing. By April 1, the Galveston portion of the project was nearly

finished and a barge was available to use for practice. The work was also progressing at

Coatzacoalcos, where operations had begun on April 27, 1993.

Operations

On the maiden voyage, 54 loaded C6s, a switch engine, and a flat car were shipped (a total of

56 cars). The engine and the flat car were to remain in Mexico to participate in the port operations,

but the C6s would return to the United States. For the initial phase of the project, grain was mo\ed
from the U.S. to Mexico. The grain was moved in 108-car unit trains to Galveston; the train was split
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in half, with fifty-four cars loaded on each of the two barges. The barges are 100 ft. wide by 400 ft.

long and have eight tracks, at 1 2 ft. centers, which can accommodate seven cars each. The shipment

was further divided into three 36-car trains at Coatzacoalcos in order to ascend the extreme grades in

Mexico. Each 36-car train demanded helper service. Upon return, the procedure was reversed, less

the helpers. As trade develops, with the encouragement of NAFTA, other commodities and

manufactured goods will be shipped in both directions.

When a train arrives at the port at either end, it is generally placed in an adjacent yard to await

the arrival of the barges. After a barge has arrived from the other port, the loads can be exchanged

for empties, or vice versa. Strings of seven cars at a time can be pushed onto the barge by a yard

engine, but with a spacer or idler flat between the engine and the C6s. Engines are not permitted on

the ramp and barge. Their weight is no problem, since the girders and deck are designed for 80 kip

axle loads and HS-25 truck loads, but their braking and traction forces could cause problems, such as

running rail, or other difficulties. Accidents can happen, and it is better to dump an empty flat car

into the Gulf than a locomotive.

Load planning must be exercised to control the list of the barge while it is in contact with the

ramp. As the various tracks on the barge are loaded or unloaded, an automated winching system

allows an operator to move the barge laterally to align the tracks on the barge with those on the

ramp. During this slewing operation, the counter-weighted ramp must be lifted and thus disengaged

from the barge. The vertical speed of the ramp is about 10 feet per minute. This movement is also

performed by the operator. The ramp and barge movements can be controlled from the operations

building or from the weather-tight operator's cabin which was mounted near the end of the ramp.

The lateral winching system consists of cables driven by four winches set in pairs on either side of

the slip which are then directed to the barge by sheaves.

Before the departure, the port crews must tie down the cars for the voyage across the Gulf.

Once the cars are loaded and tied down, the ocean-going tug and an assist tug guide the barge out of

the harbor for the 670 nautical mile, or 780 statute mile, journey across the Gulf, which usually takes

three and a half to five days, depending on the weather.

Barge journey across Gulf.
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The rail/barge link is a venture which Burlington Northern worked on for nearly ten years. In

the early years of the planning things did not move very quickly, but at the right time, with the right

people and the right political climate, they have finally been able to bring it to fruition.
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STRENGTHENING OF TIMBER STRUCTURES FOR
HEAVY AXLE LOADS

by Donald L. McCammon, Vice-chairman Committee 7*

Timber railroad bridges remain a critical link in today's transportation systems. Several Class I

railroads report that they still have 30 to 40 percent of their bridge structures as timber. Some Class 1

railroads have developed a policy of replacing timber bridges with either steel or concrete. Others,

on the basis of sound economics, are choosing to maintain or strengthen their timber bridges trying

to extend their useful life. In addition, due to the sale of lines with lower tonnage which typically

have a majority of bridges constructed of timber, there exist small railroads that are required to

perform economical maintenance practices while carrying the freight being transferred to them by

the Class I railroads.

Timber has always been one of the most economical building materials in North America.

However, at the same time competitive economics are being thrust upon the railroads, the source of

this material has been drying up. The cost of treating timber to prevent decay has increased

considerably while at the same time EPA regulations have increased and environmentally safe

methods of disposing of the treated wood have been required. None of these regulations and disposal

requirements has reduced the cost of working with treated timber.

Railroads have been taking a hard look at the economics of using timber. At the same time.

Committee 7, through its subcommittee on "Ways of Upgrading and Extending the Life of Timber

Bridges," has been studying ways of prolonging the life of timber structures and upgrading existing

structures to handle today's loads. With this information, engineers can make a sound choice based

on economics: complete replacement, maintain the structure as is, or replace key components to

upgrade or extend the life of the structure. We have been charged with answering the question:

"Through successful maintenance or strategic partial replacement can an outlay of expensive capital

money be delayed or canceled entirely?"

DECAY HAZARD MAP
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Figure 1. Decay Hazard Map
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Committee 7 has recently voted favorably on a final draft of "Notes on Recommended
Practices" for inclusion in A.R.E.A. Chapter 7. This report will show what those practices are and

how they relate to Heavy Axle Loading. Factors that cause degradation of a structure and strategies

to effectively maintain or increase a structure's capacity will be discussed. A new timber

superstructure design that is in use on the CN Railway will also be discussed.

Problem Areas and Causes

A good understanding of the causes of timber deterioration is required to recognize the critical

problem areas and make economical maintenance or replacement decisions. Timber structure

deterioration is caused by the natural forces of weathering and biological organisms. The mechanical

forces including crushing, pounding and bending, also contribute to early failure. Often, the

crushing, pounding or overstress that a structure is exposed to create means to enhance deterioration

caused by the natural forces of weathering and decay.

The factors for timber decay have been well documented. If any one of these four factors are

removed, decay does not occur. One can poison the food source with various treatments, it is

difficult to remove oxygen, and we can try to build all railroads in Northern Canada or in a dessert.

Recognizing these difficulties, one can see the areas which are most susceptible for decay. In North

America, the warm wet climate of the Southeast and the wet climate of the Northwest have the

highest decay probability. On timber structures, these areas, due to construction practices and the

nature of the design, are most susceptible to decay. Special care in maintenance and construction

must be taken in these areas.

With heavier trains, maintenance practices are required which keep all bolts and connections

tight. Construction practices are required to maintain the integrity of the wood treatment as well as to

not create points at which premature failure can occur. This is pointed out by the pile that has failed

around a bolt hole, as well as the cut made to size the replacement stringer which will cause a crack

to occur and a shear failure of the member. In addition, failure to treat the fresh-cut surface will

allow premature decay to occur.

Heavy axle loads have pointed out that yesterday's tie sizes and tie plates may be too small. An
example of this is tie plate cutting. Besides the mechanical wear, it also provides a place for water to

gather increasing decay. In some areas adzing of bridge ties is performed during rail relay

operations. Adzing combined with plate cutting provides an untreated area with trapped moisture—

a

good home for decay organisms. Good design practices are also a must. Sufficient bearing area to

transfer loads must be supplied. An extreme example is demonstrated by this skewed timber bridge.

Note that not only is the stringer inadequately supported, but this has caused crushing of the cap

underneath.

70 years ago, drop hammers or steam hammers were used to drive timber piling. In some cases,

today's loading will cause piling to be .settled. A common maintenance practice is to shim between

the pile and cap, and cap and stringers. With today's loads and emphasis on economical long lasting

repairs, one must use adequate material. Pine shims do not appear to be lasting in this application.

In many areas, with the advent of heavy axle loading typically in unit coal trains, concrete ties

and/or deeper ballast sections have been added to the deck. This increases the dead load thereby

decreasing the live load carrying ability. In addition, the ballast retainers and theirTastenings were

not designed to resi.st the increased loading. Special attention must be made to these areas.

The way we handle treated timber can also create future problems. Chapter 7 recommendations

call for the use of web slings or ropes that do not break the treatment zone. However, our crews

seem to always use the most expedient methods of cants, hooks, tie clamps or chains and wire ropes
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Figure 2. Illustration of insufficient bearing area

to handle timber. These result in breaking the treated surface creating a place for decay to start. It is

imperative that if the treatment zone is broken, field application of wood preservatives to the

exposed surface is made.

Strengthening of Timber Structures for Heavy Axle Loads

The problem areas of timber structures were briefly summarized for use as a reference for ways

to either extend the lift of upgrade timber structures that are exposed to heavy axle loads. The

framework within which decisions are made must also be developed. The FRA has been reviewing

our bridge inspection practices and so far has not made recommendations for change.

After it is determined that a route will have heavier cars using it, it is recommended that

detailed inspection of the structures be performed to identify the problems that exist. Based on actual

conditions, one can rate the structures for load capacity. As an example, the chart shows rating based

on bending alone (Fig. 3). Using current values of horizontal sheer, the design rating for 315K cars is

close to E80. This chart shows an eight - 9' by 16" stringer span, two four stringer chords. You can

see the effect of timber condition based on a rating of "poor," "moderate" and "good." In this

example a 14' x 6" span would be adequate for the 315K cars if the timber was in good condition.

Adding two .stringers increases that span length to 15 feet as shown in this chart. A lot of branch

lines or low tonnage lines only have 6 stringers per span.

Once the inspection has detailed the structural condition, conditions under which the work

must be performed, the determined capacity, and the repairs or upgrades have been decided, one can

then start prioritizing and planning the work. This is also done with a keen eye on the budget. Then

the work itself is performed. A key component, which is often forgotten, is the follow-up inspection

and performance monitoring. This allows one to determine the effectiveness of the repairs. This also

provides records that can be used in future estimating and planning efforts.
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Figure 3. Effects on Timber

With the advent of heavier traffic, it is critical that periodic maintenance be performed. All

bolts should be inspected and tightened to ensure that mechanical as well as moisture problems do

not arise. Drainage should be kept open and any debris buildup should be removed. Any open cuts or

holds should be plugged or treated. To restore existing design capacity, defective components can be

replaced in kind. It is recommended that the inspector should determine the cause of the

deterioration of the structural component, and suggest maintenance or repair measures that would

correct existing deficiencies and prevent their reoccurrence. Increasing capacity can be accomplished

by adding members or replacing components with those of a stronger material.

Damage caused by decay is the major cause of deterioration in timber bridges. Mechanical

wear exacerbates these conditions. With heavier loads requiring the full use of the capacity of

existing members, it is imperative that good preventative practices be followed. This not only

includes the good construction practices previously discussed, but also includes good moisture

control and in the case of decking, good waterproofing. The Notes on Recommended Practices

suggests that all dirt and debris be removed, adequate deck drainage provided, tie plates be

supported, ballast decks have waterproofing systems, all hardware should be tight and any unused

holes should be plugged with treated plugs.

Decay can also be arrested in the field through the use of wood preservatives. These

preservatives can be applied in a liquid, grease or fumigant form. The chart (Fig. 4) shows the

effectiveness of chemicals in a study on bulkhead piles. It is recommended that preservatives be

reapplied every 10 to 15 years, or as needed once an initial field application is made. Wood

preservatives are highly regulated by State or Federal laws.

Damaged members that can no longer function as designed must be supported, repaired or

replaced. This strategy restores the original structure capacity which may be all that is necessary to

handle your traffic conditions. Some examples of this are:
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Figure 4

Splicing provides additional materia! to support small structurally deficient areas.

Sufficient connections must be provided for adequate load transfer. A structural analysis

should be preformed to verify stress distribution and adequacy.

Scabbing provides additional material to support large structurally deficient areas.

Sufficient connections must be provided for adequate load transfer and support. Scabbing

may also be used to increase capacity of a member and may be composed of timber or

steel. A structural analysis should be performed to verify stress distribution and adequacy.

Deteriorated pile may be restored by using a cast in place reinforced concrete jacket. The

jacket must extend above and below the defective area to adequately support the loads.

Voids in pile may be filled with an epoxy or other suitable grout. This points out the

expanded use of epoxy which started in the paint and aircraft industry, expanded to

concrete repair and is now being used in timber repair.

Splits or checks may be arrested by clamping, using steel assemblies to compress the

member, or stitching, using through bolts to hold the member together. Configuration,

number and size of fasteners should be determined on a case by case basis. Stitch bolt

spacing and size should be designed in accordance with provisions of Chapter 7. Stitch

bolts should only be tightened to the point where they take tension. Closing splits or checks

entirely may extend the defect to the other side of the member.

Pile posting recommendations are detailed with recommendations being made on the

number of piles to be posted in any single bent. A general rule on posting is that 50 percent

or less of the piles in a bent should be posted with no two adjacent piles in a row posted.

Detailed recommendations are included in the Notes. Framing of the bent should be
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accomplished if these criteria cannot be met. A Forest Products Laboratory Report states

that damage caused by decay may reach 6 to 12 inches beyond that readily visible. This

report recommends removing the decayed area plus an additional two feet of adjacent wood

in the grain direction. In addition, the Forest Products report calls for removing as much

moisture and excess oil based preservative along with any dirt and debris that may affect

bonding.

Double capping, replacing members in kind and size and shimming recommendations have

also been included along with a strong recommendation to re-tighten all bolts during normal

servicing of the structure.

Adding members, replacing members with those of larger capacity, and changing an open deck

to a ballast deck are all means of increasing the capacity or rehabilitating a timber structure. Another

strategy which is used with piling that are deemed adequate, is to use steel or concrete for the

superstructure. These composite bridges, especially when pile driving is approximately 50 per cent

of the cost of new construction, significantly reduce costs form $1500 to $2000 per foot down to

$600 to $900 per foot.

Structural inspection and rating are critical to the use of composite structure and timber pile.

Due to load placement and cap deflection, pile do not take an equal share of the load. Originally, the

inner pile shared proportionately higher loading than the outer ones. The outer pile were more

exposed to the elements. The greater the stiffness of the cap, the better load transference and more

effective load carrying ability of the bent. The ultimate would be all pile sharing the load equally.

Placing this type of structure will decrease the loads on the inner pile but increase the loading on the

outer pile. The outer pile may not be able to take this load.

Glu-lam timber was used a number of years ago with mixed results. Do to its past performance

and relative expense it was not used for a while. It is now being used to replace some of the larger

members that can no longer be obtained. A new timber superstructure for bridges, called the stress

laminated deck, provides the span. A ballast deck is currently in trial use on the Canadian National

Railway. The typical section is composed of readily available small treated timber pieces that are

laterally squeezed together to create a solid deck that can carry railway loading. The small timbers

ensure that the wood is 100 percent treated and the lateral force creates completely water tight joints.

Design recommendations are currently being developed for inclusion in the Manual.

Summary

Timber bridges will continue to be an integral element of North America's railroad

infrastructure. Heavy axle cars are already in use in some areas. As the demand for moving more

bulk commodity at less cost increases and technology improves, we will see the use of heavy cars

increase. We are being asked to economically provide structures to carry this traffic. Our response

will vary depending on budget, our particular railroad philosophy, and our knowledge of the tools,

including ways of upgrading and extending the life of timber structures, that are available to use.

A framework has been discussed, or Bridge Management System, within which the decision,

construction and monitoring process can be performed and recorded. We have looked at strategies to

ensure that existing timber structures can either be maintained at level to carry the increased loading,

or strengthened to carry an increased loading. The members of Committee 7 are dedicated to

ensuring that the latest practices and knowledge on timber structures are used to enable cost effective

and realistic choices to be made as we meet the challenges of the future.

Thanks goes out to all the members of Sub-Committee D-5-89 and the rest of the members of

Committee 7 who assisted in developing the "Notes on Recommended Practice" for inclusion in the

Manual. The pictures and material used for this paper came from a variety of sources gathered
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during the last five years of Sub-Committee work. Thanks also to Dave Franz and Dave Brookings

of the KCS, Ken Bruestle and Riley Kadota from the BN, as well as people from the CSX, CN and

UP to name just a few of the roads giving assistance. A special thanks goes to the industry people

who assisted and in particular Dennis Dolan from Osmose.

Figure 5. General Timber Bridge.



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EUROPEAN
HIGH SPEED RAIL

Anne B. Hazell*

ABSTRACT

There have been significant advances recently in the uniting of Europe through the use of an

integrated high speed rail system. This paper outlines the most recent occurrences in Europe, and

gives an overall view of what is intended for the future network. England, Germany, and France will

be the main subjects of this paper, although other countries will be reviewed briefly.

GENERAL OVERVIEW

High speed rail has been in service in Europe for quite some time, since France first initiated

the TGV service in 1981. In recent years, however, the interest in high speed rail has increased

dramatically. Many factors have contributed to this increased interest, with congestion being one of

the frontrunners. Increased travel demand has caused an increase in air and road congestion. This in

turn has necessitated a more efficient use of current infrastructure, and a different approach to the

construction of future infrastructure. According to the European Airlines Association, 22 airports

will become congested due to runway space by 1995, and this will increase to 33 by the year 2000.

Highway traffic has grown steadily over the past 15-20 years.

Elevated concern with the environment has also increased interest in moving more passengers

by rail, now termed the "environmentally friendly" mode. The land required for a railway is

comparatively small, using only 30% to 50% of the land required for a freeway, and a double track

line will carry the same number of passengers as a six lane freeway.

As a result of these and other factors, the Commission of the European Communities, which is

made up of 12 countries, expressed determination to develop a "European High Speed Network,"

and on Sept 16, 1987, the European Parliament adapted a resolution to do so. Although the countries

are working individually, there is also a great deal of collaboration. The most well known of these is

the Channel Tunnel that has connected Great Britain to continental Europe, but there are also

collaborations to create an alpine crossing between Northern Europe and Italy, as well as a

connection between Spain and France. Although each country concentrates its efforts on a national

rail system, as domestic traffic is much higher than international traffic, a close watch is kept on how

it will fit into the overall European network.

The geographical layout of Europe makes it very suitable for the purposes of high speed rail. In

1993, the population of Europe was approximately 500 million inhabitants over an area of 4.8

million square kilometers.- It is generally accepted that a three hour travel time is the cut off point

when choosing a particular mode. If the rail network can serve its traveller in under three hours for

the same distance as air, travellers will be more likely to take rail. When travel times reach four to

six hours, regardless of the comfort level, travellers put a heavier weight on their time, and will

probably choose to go by air. Given current speed for the high speed network, this transition time of

three hours translates into distances of up to about 600 km for daytime travel. For overnight travel,

this distance increases to 2,000 km.^

The benefits derived from an integrated high speed rail network are not limited to better service

for passengers, but will also improve industrial development, employment, safety, the environment,

land-take, and energy consumption. The railways will play a leading role in the developing

exchanges within European countries and help them improve their financial position. The final

network is made up of 30,000 km of high speed rail lines.

The three main airports are Paris, London, and Frankfurt. Given this information, it is not

surprising that the main thrust of the European network will concentrate on these areas. The modem

network will consist of 4 north - south corridors, namely:

•Director of Engineering. American Railway Engineering Association
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1. Scotland - London - Lille - Marseille

2. Atlantic-Paris-Bordeaux-Madrid/ Lisbon

3.4. An X shaped corridor Amsterdam and Copenhagen/ Hamburg, Rhine/ Main, Zurich, Milan

Rome and Naples, Munich and Vienna,

and Five east-west corridors

1

.

London- Lille- Brussels- Cologne-Hanover-Hamburg

2. Paris-Lorraine/ Saar/ ALsace/ Frankfurt/ Stuttgart/ Munich

3. Lyons-Geneva-Beme-Zurich-Stuttgart/ Munich

4. Lyons-Tunin-Milan-Venice-Trieste

5. Madrid/ Barcelona-Marseilles-Nice/ Northern Italy''

FRANCE

The TGV is probably the most well known of any of the European high speed trains. The

TGV has had a very successful run since it started running in full service in 1984 (Partial service

was initiated in 1981). Although there have been some derailments, the most recent of which was

in December of 1993, there have never been any passenger fatalities or serious injuries during its

operation. In France, the SNCF is lucky enough to have high speed rail deemed as being in the

national interest, and opposition from the public cannot delay construction projects or service

implementation. Once the President has given it the "green light," there is normally little protests

can do.

Enough has been written about the various existing TGV lines that only a brief outline will be

given here. The TGV Sudest, the initial TGV, provides service from Paris to Lyons. A second line,

the TGV Atlantique, runs from Paris to LeMans and Tours. The newest line, the TGV Nord, was

opened in 1993, and serves as the connection between Paris and Lille with an extension running to

the Channel Tunnel. Later this year, an interconnection loop around Paris will be completed that will

link the three existing lines, as well as EuroDisney and the Charles de Gaulle airport. The Rhone-

Alps TGV is scheduled for completion in 1996, and will run from Bulfort and Mulhouse and fork to

Figure 1. The TGV
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Dijon and Lyon. The government has recently approved two additional TGV lines for the future

including the TGV Est, which will run from Paris-Est to Metz and Strasburg. This line could connect

the high speed network in Germany and Switzerland to the lines in Spain and Italy. The second line

is the TGV Mediterranee. This line will run through France's wine region, and has come across

substantial opposition from local authorities. An agreement has been reached, which includes a 2.7

km tunnel from Aix-en-Provence to Marseille.^ By the end of 1996, 1260 km of high speed rail lines

will be in service. All these lines, with the exception of where the TGV comes into stations, are

grade separated.

The TGV has been a very successful venture for the SNCF. Since the travel time between Paris

and Lyon was cut to 2 hours, there has been a 140% increase in passengers. At a 65% load factor,

the TGV is a very economical mode of transport; the entire cost of operating the TGV between Paris

and Lyon is less than the fuel costs alone for an airbus. It is also a tremendously popular mode of

transport, and while ridership on conventional rail has decreased, TGV ridership is on the rise. There

has been a significant shift in the modal split between rail and air. While the split was almost equal

in the Paris-Lyon corridor in 1981, in 1991 there was a 10 to 1 preference for the TGV.^

France's Master Plan over the next 20 years will cover 4,700 new km of lines, and 1 1,000 in

total. A total of nineteen individual routes have been proposed, ensuring that all of France's main

urban centres are within 3 hours of Paris, and the national borders are within 4 hours.

BRITAIN

One of the most talked about developments in the European high speed network is the joining

of Great Britain to the Continent via the Channel Tunnel. This will connect three major European

cities, namely London, Paris, and Brussels. Travel times between London and Paris will be cut

substantially, to 2 hours 30 minutes, once the new high speed line is in place, and travel from

London to Brussels will take only 2 hours 10 minutes. A wholly owned subsidiary of British Rail,

the Union Railway, was established in order to oversee the construction and operation of the high

speed line between the tunnel and London, a distance of 108 km. But the Union Railway is not

just for international travel; in fact, over half the peak period trains will be for travellers with

southeast England.

Basically the "Chunnel" actually consists of three individual tunnels, two of which are for

railroad traffic, and one for ventilation, security, and emergency services. The railroad tunnels are

each 7.6 m in diameter, at a depth of about 50 m, and the access tunnel is slightly smaller, at 4.8 m.

Each tunnel is separated by a distance of 15 m, with the access tunnel being in the center. The

distance between the French and English terminals is 50 km, with 37 km being in the tunnel itself.

The French terminal is built on a 700 hectare site in Coqueiles, near Calais, while on the British side,

the station is on 350 hectares of land on the outskirts of Folkstone. Most of the voyage will be at 300

kmph, with speeds in the tunnel itself at a maximum of 160 kph. The tunnel opened in June of 1993,

and test trains are currently operating through it. It was formally opened by Queen Elizabeth and

Francois Mitterrand in May 1994. Figure 2 shows one of the tunnels.

The newly constructed Waterloo station extension in South London is currently being used

with existing lines. It was recently announced by England's Secretary of Slate for Transport that the

new station connecting the Channel Tunnel with London will be in St. Pancras, in North London.

The new station will have a capacity of 17 million passengers a year, with a train capacity of 800

people. The Waterloo station will be used until the new system is completed. The bill mandating the

new service most likely will not be signed until late this year, and construction on the new line is

expected to be completed in about 7 years.

They plan to start running the Eurostar through the Channel in 1994 at a speed of 198 kmph.

The trainsets will be three voltage in order to handle the different supply systems in France.

Belgium, and Britain. Much of the technology used in the Eurostar is derived from the TGV. There
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Figure 2, View of Tunnel

is also cooperation between BR, SNCF, SNCB, NS, and the DB to purchase rolling stock for

operation of an overnight service. The services planned to begin in 1995 include Glasgow-

Paris/Brussels, Plymouth-Brussels, Swansea-Paris, London-Frankfurt, and London-Amsterdam.'"

The new line from the Chunnei to London will be designed for 300 kmph traftlc. but is likely to be

restricted to 225 kmph for environmental reasons."

The terminus at Folkstone (excluding some of the shuttle trains) will not be available for

boarding passengers, only vehicles will be able to board at this point. There will be three types of

consists that go through the tunnel; Passenger trains between London, Paris and Brussels: Shuttle

trains that will carry vehicular traffic; and freight trains. The nearest passenger terminus to the

Chunnei entrance will be at Ashford, a distance of about 6 miles.

It is estimated that traffic through the channel tunnel could be as high as 41 million passengers

and 23 million tonnes of freight by the year 2003.

GERMANY

After 20 years of planning on the DB. high speed rail was finally initiated on June 2. 1991.

with 250 kmph service between Hamburg-Hanover-Frankfurt-Stuttgart-Munich.'- The philosophy

toward passenger service in Germany is quite different from that of their French neighbours.

Contrary to the atmosphere in France, the general public of Germany has had a great deal to say with
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respect to the opposition of the high speed network. In fact, there were 10,700 objections on record,

and 360 lawsuits for the first high speed line.'-^ Also, in the design of the routing, the main

consideration was goods traffic, not high speed passenger traffic. The second ICE line was

introduced in 1992 from Hamburg to Munich, and a third line, from Hamburg to Zurich, was

initiated in 1993.

The thought process in Germany with respect to the high speed network has undergone some

major modifications recently due to the unification of Germany. Originally, the master plan was

based on a North-South flow, but now it has been adjusted to provide ICE service into the former

East Germany. A top priority was to include Berlin in the high speed network, and service was

initiated in May of 1993, albeit at a reduced speed. Full high speed service is expected to connect

Berlin with Hanover by 1997, over a distance of 264 km, in 1 hour 45 minutes, down from the

current 3 hours. This reduction in trip time is imperative, as more than half the ICE passengers

indicate that travel time is the decisive factor in determining their mode of travel.

On January 1, 1994, the DB and the DR were officially combined to form the DBAG, a state-

owned company. DBAG will act as a holding company until 2002, at which point three individual

companies dealing with the infrastructure, passenger, and freight sectors will become privatized,

with shares open to the public.''^ The general plan is to have 4,000 km of high speed lines in

Germany in place by the year 2,000.

Figure 3. Eurostar
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Figure 4. Shuttle Trains

There are plans for several generations of the ICE train. The first is already in ser%ice. The

ICE2 closely resembles the ICE with the exception of a larger seating capacity. These trains are

planned for the Berlin-Cologne and later for the Berlin-Munich links. Delivery of the ICE2 trains

will begin on 1996. with completion due in 1998. The third generation, the ICE3 trainsets to be

delivered in 1998 and beyond, will be capable of handling different voltages, for both domestic and

international travel, with the capability of going 300 knx'hr. The optimal speed, however, has been

shown to be 270 kmph, given the average distance between cities of 100 km.

SWEDEN

Sweden has approached high speed rail in a method different than that of other European

countries. Sweden is a large, relatively sparsely populated country (8 million people), and could not

justify the investment in a completely new track infrastructure for high speed rail. Rather, the

country had to rely on only modest improvements in the existing infrastructure, and build a

compatible vehicle. The result of this is the X2000, which recently toured the United States. The

decision was also made to base the line routing on socio-economic issues, as opposed to purely

commercial issues.

The two main innovations in the X2000 are the automatic tilt mechanism and the soft

suspension. These two innovations allow for greater speeds through cur\es without a decrease in

comfort and safety levels.

INTEGRATION

All European countries are collaborating to make the European network a reality. While the

aforementioned Channel Tunnel is an example of such collaboration, there are several others that

deserve mention.

The Spanish government decided to adapt international standard gauge from its high speed

lines in order to facilitate international travel. The extension of the Madrid-Seville line through

Barcelona and up to the French border was made a top priority by the Spanish government, and the
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plans to connect Spain to France should be completed by 1997P The Master plan for Spain includes

1590 km of line by the 21st century. The SNCF was recently given the go ahead for the Spanish

Talgo trains to operate between Vierzon and Paris at 200 kph.

There have been discussions to include a rail link between the Great Belt and the Oresund in

order to have a seamless network between western Europe and the Scandinavian countries. This

should be in place before the end of the century.

Studies are being sponsored by the French and Italian governments on a possible line between

Lyon and Turin. Also, in 1991, Austria, Germany, and Italy agreed to advance the construction of

the Brenner Pass Tunnel.

Most of the plans that have been made for completion between now and the end of the century

are for western Europe. There are plans, however, to expand the high speed network into eastern

Europe, with the three main centres being Budapest, Bucharest, and Warsaw. However, this depends

on a variety of factors. The main one is the pace of improvement in the former eastern block

countries, and the modernization of the railways.

In total, by the end of the century, there will be 6,600 km of new lines in service connecting

Europe together.

SUMMARY

This paper has served as a brief overview outlining the recent developments with respect to

high speed rail in Europe. A great deal has happened since Japan first initiated the Shinkansen line in

1964, in terms of technology, and the overall transportation environment. The Community of

European Railways began exploring the possibility of a Europe united by high speed rail in 1985,

and since then has proven that passenger rail can indeed be financially viable, and even profitable.

Given today's increased mobility, it is imperative to be able to offer a comfortable, fast, and efficient

mode of travel. The increase in air and road traffic has caused concern in both Europe and North

America, and has no doubt increased the interest in high speed rail.

Figure 5. ICK I rail
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There are, however, many hurdles to overcome. The ability to operate the various trainsets in

an international environment involves many complex issues. The basic problem facing the European

community is the many different types of trainsets, and a great deal of discussion will have to take

place to determine a "European" standard. For example, the ICE trainset is slightly wider than that of

the TGV, and this may cause clearance problems; also, each country has its own type of power

supply and signalling system. Either a standard system must be chosen, or the trainsets will have to

be modified to cope with the different system. The SNCF has put an upper limit of 17 tonnes axle

load for its trainsets, and the ICE is presently already at 19 tonnes. If the ICE is to be modified to

include capabilities to handle multiple voltages, then this would increase the axle load even further.

These discussions will involve a whole series of political issues, which are beyond the scope of this

paper. In time, however, an agreement will be reached and the European High Speed Network will

become a reality.
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ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON CURRENT RAIL
GRINDING PRACTICES

On the afternoon of March 23, 1994, following the AREA Annual Technical Conference, an

informal round table discussion took place regarding current grinding practices. These discussions

were sponsored by AREA Committee 2, Subcommittee 2, Rail Measurement Systems.

Subcommittee Vice Chairman Doug Deberg conducted the meeting, and comments were

summarized by Vin Terrill. The following is the summary of the discussions that took place. The

round table discussion was attended by 68 people.

Dave Abell/ BN: BN has 14 years of grinding experience starting in 1980. They have gone

through many changes and feel that through this experience they have developed a successful

operation. They use a pattern of grinding that leaves them with a two contact wheel/rail marriage.

BN is reluctant to change this policy as "mistakes show up in 3 months with 125-150 MGT traffic."

We must be cautious particularly with regard to detail fractures.

Dave explained how they went from 7-12 slow speed grinding passes in 1980 to 1-3 high speed

grinding passes today. Even with the 7-12 passes they started pushing back their rail change policies

a year at a time until they learned how far they could go by grinding and lubricating before needing

rail change.

Where longer life ensued, they noticed contact fatigue on the HR and initiated 2 spot grinding

to unload the HR.

In 1987 and 1988, they went to longer grind cycles and conformal grinding. Defects became

untenable and curve patch rail use increased dramatically. Premium rail was being replaced after

12-16 months.

In 1991 BN initiated the use of the Bar Gauge, which they have refined twice, and went back

to the two contact styles of grinding. This relieves the gauge of the HR and shifts the 1-3/4" top of

rail contact slightly towards the gauge while it also grinds the LR gauge, shifting the head contact

towards the field.

BN's latest advance is in the use of electronic equipment to assist them in grinding planning.

Art Worth/ CN: CN has a similar history to BN's, albeit they started in 1960. By the early

80's they were profile grinding to remove corrugations.

In 1984, they bought and installed a low alloy Japanese rail which immediately began to spall

on the gauge corner of the HR and the Field Side (FS) of the LR. CN adopted a 4" Radius (4"R)

profile and ground it in. The spalling went away. This is not a conformal grind.

Rail on concrete ties rocks out due to the pads, .so that you never had a "true contour." In

eastern Canada, which still had the 242 BHP rail, the rail head surface collapsed leading many times

to VSH or TD failed rails.

The low alloy HH rail is first ground to remove surface damage. When the head flattens to a

10" R they grind back to a 4" R.

Concrete ties give BN a spread gauge condition which flattens the LR and produces DFs. This

phenomena is under investigation.

The low alloy Japanese rail from 1981-88 had been capped with only 9 mm of head hardening

and when this rail was worn down into the softer internal metal at about 12 mm, "we get detailed

fractures (DF's)."

Original grinding motors could only turn to about 35° and could not angle enough to stop the

increase in rail stress which increa.ses with head loss.

The Japanese claim that a large head loss increases the load stresses in the remaining part of

the rail head.
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Hayden Newell/ NSRR: The NS was grinding every 25 MGT or twice/year. NS is currently

testing HH rail and may decrease their grinding intervals to allow grinding at 15-20 MGT cycles.

Since the NS derailment studies, they have shifted their HR pattern to the gauge and their LR
pattern to the FS.

Ray Tallent/ NSRR: Ray added that they lubricated all curves and added a 1/8" bead of

lubrication on the top center of the LR behind the grinder, and also leave their wayside lubricators in

service during the grinding operation.

In answer to a question, Ray said that the Operating Department had not complained about

lubrication on top of the rail.

NS has both hydraulic and electric lubricators said Hayden Newell, but they prefer electric.

Tude Igwemezie questioned D. Abell, BN, about what happened to the rash of DF's which he

had experienced with conformal grinding during the late 80's.

Mr. Abell explained that the return to 2 spot grinding dropped the DP incidence by 40%.

Dave Rippeth/ CSX: On CSX's Clinchfield line they had a LR rollover derailment in 1990 on

an 8% curve which had been ground for conformal contact and had cut spikes and drive-on rail

anchors. This derailment was not attributed to grinding.

Dave's policy is to grind for conformal contact if the rail has cut spikes and standard fasteners,

but to grind for a 2 spot contact if the rail is equipped with elastic fasteners.

CSX is presently installing 60,000 Pandrol plates for elastic fasteners so Mr. Rippeth says that

he will be grinding a two spot contact rail pattern over most of his territory.

Dave Rippeth uses a 1/8" lubrication bead, behind the grinding operation, on the center of

the LR.

Curves from 5° to 14° (maximum ML curvature) are lubed twice a week by hi-rail with a top of

the LR bead, regardless of the grinding cycle. This allows a 0.28 to 0.30 friction rate in this 45 MGT
territory.

CSX has been using the bar gauge since 1991.

Dave Brookings. KCS: The KCS grinds for a two point contact and use the bar gauge.

Dave Kelley/ ICRR: The IC also uses the bar gauge and grinds to a 2 spot contact. He

knows that the previous management was laying 1 1 miles of curve patch rail per year from 1982

until 1988, and he has cut it down from $2.5M to $200K. Of course the grinding budget went from

$0.00to$1.5M.

The IC lubricates by hi-rail and wayside. Wayside lubricators were added over the last three

years. They do not lube the top of the rail, as the grease slops over anyway.

Dave answered a question regarding tonnage by agreeing that they had doubled their tonnage

over the last 3 years and were installing one track mile/year of rail at a co.st of $350k+.

Doug Deberg. AT&SF: The Santa Fe tried to grind 4000 Pass Miles annually out of their

10,000 route mile system.

In 1984, Doug started a curve by curve analysis of their system and kept detailed records of the

profiles. Each site is considered for its individual geometry, the MGT that it carries and at what

speed the traffic travels.

A conformal grinding profile is achieved throughout the AT&SF. Doug used a hand-held

gauge to measure radius. He now uses the Ed Reeves la.ser rail system. Santa Fe supplies their

geometry car measurements, and the system provides profile and head wear ahead and behind

the grinder.
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A question was asked regarding the correlation of the fastening system to the profile. Mr.

Deberg answered that the type of ballast, its condition, the type of tie and fastener system are all

important and figured into the equation.

Each track supervisor must fill out a form regarding rail seat abrasion on concrete ties, tie

cutting on wood ties, fasteners, ballast etc.

They had a rail rollover derailment where spikes were lifting and the tie cant had moved from

1 :40 to a negative cant. This was not attributed to grinding. It was attributed to the differential in rail

to rail lubrication and conditions existing in the lubrication of the car running gear.

Tim Briggs/Pandrol .lackson asked D. Rippeth if he was increasing the rolling radius of the

car wheel sets by 2 spot grinding and lubrication.

Dave answered, "Yes, so we moved the weight from over the gauge on the LR and corrected

our lubrication policy to putting grease on the top of LR."

D. Rippeth asked D. Deberg about their lubrication policies. Doug answered that they use both

loco and wayside lubricators. The HR is much better lubed than the LR. Standard lubrication

procedures are used.

D. Kelley asked D. Deberg if locomotive lubricators were worth the cost and effort. Doug

replied no, but their Mechanical Department is working on a program to control the maintenance.

They have hired an outside contractor for repairs.

Art Worth, CN, offered that they had a similar problem with locoluber reliability and he further

said that all railroads have this problem.

Dave Kelley commented that eight hi-rails do a better job than 320 locomotives.

Dave Brookings/KCS: On the KCS, lubrication has lessened wheel wear on their engine

wheels but has not helped the rail.

Doug Deberg told the group that prior to laser rail, he worked with Pandrol Jackson's 204 car

to inventory the curves on his railroad for profile metal loss and corrugation. Corrugation drops out

as a problem very quickly.

Dave Abell said that BN uses three lubrication methods in the Southeast: where BN has 20-30

MGT, they lube by hi-rail; 30-150 MGT, lubrication is strictly by wayside and from 150-180 both

wayside and locomotive lubrication methods are used.

Dave went on to explain that 50 miles east of Denver, 100 miles from the nearest lubricator,

you can wipe grease off the gauge with your finger. Around the rainy areas such as Seattle, the

dampness helps lubricate the track as well.

The mechanical department maintainers claim that the locomotive units splash grease under the

locos masking visual observations and making repairs very disagreeable.

Robert Blank/NS: The NS's extreme gauge corner relief appeared to be part of the derailment

cause but it was done to decrease the defects in that area of the head.

NS is lubing behind the grinder on the top of the LR. They have some 2600 wayside

lubricators on their ML territory. They like the bar systems as they give better coverage over the full

circumference of the wheel.

Contrary to other railroad results. Bob reported that NS was seeing increased fuel consumption

and increa.sed wheel wear from their lubricating policies.

NS is now lowering its gauge relief to obtain an optimum 2 point contact.

There was a question posed to NS about their increased wheel wear and fuel consumption due

to lubrication. H. Newell replied that this was most likely due to increased use of sand to prevent

wheel slip on the grease.
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Dave Abell, BN, explained that he used several grinding supervisors on a rotation plan to

inspect ahead two days before going on the train with all the data. It is difficult to stay ahead as

grinder speeds continue to increase. BN is now working with an automatic system which will

electronically measure rail profile and propose correction.

Ed Sykora/CR: Conrail also used a 2 contact point grind with a laser rail lite-slice system; this

is Loram's Vista system, and assists them to stay ahead. They use the bar gauge as well.

D. Kelley, IC, has his inspector out one week to 10 days ahead to set up the first pass.

R. Tallent, NS said that they did the same.

Dave Rippeth furnishes the CSX geometry car information to Loram. They overlay this

information on their Vista system on the front end of the train. Loram is now putting the same

system on the rear end as well. Will be done in about three (3) months.

Since CSX is still in a corrective grind mode, the information provided by Vista can be more

crude than if they were doing a maintenance grind.

Art Worth, CN uses the Orion system which is mounted on their geometry car and feeds the

information to the grinding supervisors so that they can set their priorities. They also use supervisors

ahead because the geometry car can't pick up flaking or head collapse.

Question: Do you need more than the first pass information than you get now?

D. Kelley I want someone to predict when my curve rail will reach one inch head wear

ahead of that time. I want to get the last mm of wear in first position. We have the

technology now if we use it properly.

B. McCarthy The BN needs to know to what accuracies that they can measure, what to measure

and how often.

They needed a decent rail profile before and after. He mentioned the use of BC's

system at 12 MPH before and after the grinder. A separate car may be necessary

so as not to tie up your $3M geometry car.

S. Mace, AAR We are studying truck steering and wheel and rail profile. I believe that these

profiles have a powerful effect on steering. I hope to be able to recommend the

best grinding techniques in the transition area from gauge to crown. We will next

study what effect their recommendations have on worst case loads.

A. Worth The gauge widens on concrete ties under lateral loads; Steve answered that this

will be taken into account.

A. Reinschmidt Wheel contour is the next missing part to be put to the test.

D. Deberg I can live with a ±1/32" in rail wear, but not in grinding profile. Track time is at a

premium, we want to wear out our rail in first position.

If you do transpose, you should lay out your rail to go back in same position as itD. Rippeth

A. Worth If grinding is done properly, the rail wears vertically only so transposing becomes

moot.

Question: What about grinding strategies?

H. Newell Committee 4 is studying 136# rail and 10" crown radius. The letter ballot will be

out within the next two weeks. Get your Committee 4 delegates to vote and report

on it.
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A. Worth There should be no standard profile. A profile depends on the type and condition

of track.

D. Deberg I like to measure rail three (3) ways:

1

.

a. The geometry car monitors rail wear.

b. Input data from rail flaw detection car.

c. Input data from profile measuring system.

2. Hi-rail vehicle measuring system if you can afford that.

3. Manually, to take profile. Reeves is working on such a system.

Question; How often should these measurements be taken and are curves and tangents given

equal treatment?

D. Deberg Rail wear measurements do not need to be taken very often but when taking them,

make them close to the grinding cycle. For an 80 MGT line, once a year; for a 15

MGT line, once every 5 years. For rail grind, target your measurements no more

than 30 days ahead.

D. Rippeth CSX grinds 2 or 3 times a year. On some lines we grinds on a 20 MGT cycle.

Question: Howfrequent should grinding be, and how accurate?

D. Abell An accuracy of 0.001" was good enough for him but 0.003 is about the best

reliability around presently.

We try to grind on a 20 MGT cycle which requires some rail to be ground 5 times

a year. Since we cannot tie the inspection to the geometry car, we need a closed

loop system.

This created a rapid exchange of views:

Art Worth Rotation of rail on concrete ties does not allow accurate measurement or grind.

Grinding is highly dependent on rail position.

Doug Deberg Every curve is different

Dave Kelley We must look at the "worst case."

Doug Deberg How much beyond the "worst case" in feet are you willing to replace?

Dave Kelley I must get as much from my assets as possible. We must develop the best

information and plan.

Doug Deberg R. Steele thinks that 0.001" is a good number for comparing pre and post grinds.

Edwin Reeves Comparing shapes or lining up two shapes is best to give you accurate corrective

information.

Roger Steele The usual reference is the lower fillets in the lite slice system. That is the radius at

the bottom of the head. AAR would like to change that to the F.S. of head and

fishing surface side of gauge.

Heiner Mochrin Be reasonable. The more precise the instrument, the more difficult it will be to

maintain. Why try to get finite with rail rotation going on under load on a

concrete tie and a soft pad or when the rail is in constant flux. 0.002±" is the best

that you can get on clean rail with a depth indicator?

Al Reinschmidt It's a balance. If speed costs money, how fast do you want to go?

D. Kelley Look at every 12' and take "worst case" and make decisions in between.
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Question: What would you like to replace, close to condemning or a longer piece?

D. Kelley Get the most out of that asset. With the cost of mobilization and moving material,

you can lay in 2000" almost as cheaply as 200.

D. Abell If we are going to develop a system, let's look ahead to the next 5 to 15 years to

the next generation of grinders.

Question: Does speed or multiple passes make a difference?

D. Abell You don't need a profile every few feet. Measure the two spirals and the body of

the curve.

Set a pattern on your tangent so as you grind through the spiral, it gradually

changes to fit the curve and back through the leaving spiral to the tangent.

G. Bachinsky Every 100' in tangent and 50'/curves.

Question to Contractors: Will you be able to measure out front of the grinder and pass the

information to the grinder?

D. Helsley, P/J You've got to look at this as a system. We can't give you the measurement every

two inches. What would that give you anyway? Look at the grinding wheel

technology. It is far behind already.

It's okay to measure to .001" but you can't grind to that without the abrasive

input.

Everything depends on the speed of the grinder and the abrasive system for the

finest cuts.

J. Woods We must study the whole wheel/rail system. We can move modules quickly but

the RRs don't seem to want that. Are wheels being studied?

A. Reinschmidt Yes, they are.

D. Deberg We are collecting data now by various means and with a wide range of

accuracies. How do we use it? Can we input additional data? What other

measurement should be taken? What are we missing?

B. McCarthy From a Committee 2 standpoint, our job is to write a recommended practice for

measurement systems, not to design profiles. Right now, we don't know how

often to take samples. Perhaps we should average. How do we avoid taking so

much data that we can't properly process it?

The AREA should not define research requirements.

Committee 2 should be defining a specification to measure rail profile accurately, sample rates,

entire head profiles, data storage and handling. It is important that AREA has a specification for use

by Class A railroads. Short Lines and Contractors alike.

H. Newell said that he had learned today that there are new technologies to put metal back on

to metal surface rail. Don't forget that there are various surface wear measurements in a rail from O
to .030". We may be able to add rail.

The Wheel, Axle. Bearings and Lubrication Subcommittee (WABL) have recently shown some

flexibility.

They will accept impact detector results to remove wheels without visible or specification

violations.
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They will no longer buy straight plate wheels as they have a tendency to shatter when heated.

They have agreed on the 85,000 pound rule as an impact condemnable spec.

The WABL committee is a subcommittee of the Car Construction Committee.
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AREA CHAPTER 9—
SEISMIC DESIGN FOR RAILWAY STRUCTURES

By: J.R. Beran*

Many people have seen numerous film clips and news articles about the earthquake and

aftershocks that hit Los Angeles in January of this year, and the quake that hit the Oakland area

several years ago. In both cases there was tremendous damage to homes, businesses, schools, and

most significantly, to the elevated highway bridge structures. The words "most significantly" are

used for several reasons. First, a very high percentage of the lives lost occurred to people who were

on or under highway bridge structures. The actual figure was about forty-five percent of the total

fatalities. People on network news programs and expert structural engineers explained how and why

catastrophic failures occurred. There were also in-depth articles in Newsweek and other periodicals

that detailed the failure mechanisms and mapped locations.

Second, in all other types of failures, whether it be a school, apartment, or residence, the effects

are rather localized. Inconveniences, in many cases, are short-lived. Schools can be reerected while

alternate facilities are utilized; families can be permanently or temporarily relocated, and businesses

can be rebuilt relatively quickly. The hardships and financial loss of the many citizens should not be

downplayed, but each individual failure of this type affects far fewer people than does the severance

of a major freeway. Hours are taken from millions of lives every day because of the extended

commute time. Commerce that depends upon trucked goods is also constricted, and this can go on

for years.

Government agencies sometimes tend to grow and spread their influence . In the past few

years, Caltrans and the state legislature in California have been moving to regulate the retrofit and

design of railroad structures. Fortunately, they have had to deal with other problems. The real point

is, if some recommended guidelines are not provided, others will step in and help. The best time to

act is right now, and it must be done correctly. If the railroad industry were to attempt to incorporate

seismic specifications into the manual through patching and referencing other publications, it could,

in effect, be forfeiting the industry's right to regulate itself in the seismic area.

Another good reason for the railroad industry to provide its own manual material on

earthquakes is that railroad bridges and roadbeds are very different from those of the highway

industry. Highway bridges are designed and built differently, they perform differently, and their

repairs are accomplished much more expediently. It makes little sense to have a highway-oriented

design manual guide the development of railroad bridges.

The railroad's vested interest in the integrity of the infrastructure in the areas of safety of

employees, protection of customers' goods, and efficient use of investors' dollars dictates that good

and proper decisions should be made when designing new bridges or examining the functionality of

older ones.

The manual material that has been developed is strictly a guideline or a framework which

individual railroads can use in designing or retrofiting structures. It was intended to remain simple.

The committee did not intend to produce the ultimate, finalized document.. .that would have been

impossible. There are constant changes and improvements in Seismic Engineering. There is much to

be researched, analyzed, developed and written. There is a tremendous amount of work ahead for the

members of the new Committee 9. The framework has been developed, and there is much room for

contributions in the areas of roadbed, track, bridges, yard facilities, buildings and signals.

What has been developed was done by a small group working as an ad hoc committee.

Members of that committee all made major contributions. They are:

Ken Wammel from the Southern Pacific (Ken will be the first duly sworn Chairman of

Committee 9)

Bill Stokely from the Florida East Coast

Ken Bruestle from the Burlington Northern

•Chief Engineer—Maintenance of Way, Union Pacific

287
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John Barrett - Representing Committee 15

Grant Cooke - Representing Committee 8

Zolan Prucz of Modjeski & Masters

There have been many requests over the last two years from people who wish to join the

committee, but the membership on the committee has been kept to a minimum. Now the work

begins, and anyone who wishes to join is encouraged. Ken Wammel of the Southern Pacific may be

contacted, or membership may be requested through the regular channels.

Designing Bridges & Track Systems Using Earthquake Loads

"Post Seismic Event Operation Guidelines"

Response guidelines are an integral part of the design and evaluation approaches developed for

Chapter 9. These guidelines will obviously be a function of the location and magnitude of an

earthquake. Many of the railroads that now operate through areas with high seismic activity have

similar guidelines in place, but for those that do not, or that need further reinforcement, these

guidelines have been developed as a recommended starting point. Local tertain, density of traffic,

types of commodities or passenger service, density of bridges, types of bridges, possibilities for

embankment liquefaction, population, etc. will become some of the factors that should influence a

carrier's decision to make these guidelines more or less conservative. Note that the four levels of

response are separated by ranges of magnitude on the Richter Scale. This is then equated to types or

severity of damage that can be expected.

It may be noted that the probable severity of damage on levels 3 and 4 is different, but the

recommended response is the same. That is, stop trains within a one hundred mile radius of the

epicenter and hold them until inspections are complete. In either case (3 or 4), there would be a high

probability of damage to track and structures which could cause a derailment. In level 4 the certainty

of severe damage is higher.

"Seismic Design Philosophy"

The objective is to provide a design and detailing methodology, ensure the safety of trains.

minimize the cost of damage, minimize the down time for structures and track, and at the same time

keep the design and analysis procedures as practical and simple as possible with an uncertain and

complicated subject.

The unique structural and operating features of railroad bridges and track must be used. The

ribbon of rail is , in most cases, an effective seismic restraint mechanism. Also, because of the ease

of repair of subgrades and the availability of tampers and lining equipment, there are some freedoms

that do not exist for designers of paved roadways.

Railroad specifications address the analysis and retrofit of exiting structures. The renewal cycle

of railroad bridges is extremely long and the present-day replacement cost is astronomical. There is

no choice; bridges that are located in high seismic zones and have decades of full life left in them

should be closely examined. Decisions should be made relative to the need for restraints or

reinforcement.

Historical performance, probable extent of damage or failure, down time for repairs, and

environmental hazards are some of the factors that should influence decisions to spend retrofit

money. For example, a short beam span that would, at worst, move several inches on its abutment

without falling or falling in some other manner may well be left alone. A bridge gang can reset the

span and make it ready for traffic in a matter of hours. The decision-making process is in no way

simple and much work remains to be done in this area.
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Another of the planned features is to provide a means to assign ground motion return periods

based upon conditional features of the bridge site. This would allow for the importance or value of a

bridge to influence the seismic load factor used in designing a new bridge or analyzing the existing

one. This concept is quite simple. If a new bridge is contemplated for a site that will require a

$10MM expenditure for a rail line that has no alternate routes and carries $40MM gross tons

annually, the designers may be much more conservative in their choice of ground motion return

periods and much more detailed in analysis than if the new bridge were to cost $100,000 on a lightly

used route with available detours.

The remaining criteria identified by the committee for incorporation in the specifications are:

• Keep everything simple, direct and uncomplicated. This does not necessarily mean the

Belt}- Crocker Cookbook, but at least a competent structural engineer should have little

trouble with the concepts and execution.

• Provide a basis for more detailed analysis.

• Provide flexibility for future code updates.

Risk factors play an important part in designing bridges for seismic loads because uncertainties

are associated with all of the main factors affecting seismic design. The larger the earthquake

magnitude, the harder it is to predict the resulting surface ground motion at the bridge site. The

larger the ground motion, the more uncertain the computed structural response. The most significant

source of uncertainty is associated with the design of surface ground motion which is usually defined

in terms of the acceleration coefficient and its mean return period. Risk factors, therefore, are an

integral part of seismic design.

A certain amount of risk must be accepted to achieve a balance between the odds of large

earthquakes occurring and the costs of overdesign. Hazards to life and economic aspects must be

considered. Economic aspects can cover a large range such as customer service, reconstruction

expense , environmental damages, etc. Building and highway design codes put a major emphasis on

the hazards to life and safety during a very large earthquake. This is because of their high occupancy

rate and the social implications of a large loss of life at one location. Railroad bridges have a lower

occupancy rate. Also, very soon after a large earthquake, trains can be stopped with a high degree of

control through signal systems and radio communication. There is also a very low probability that

during an earthquake a train will be on a bridge near the epicenter. The railroad post-seismic

response procedures allow the use of an acceptable risk based mainly on life and safety

considerations for moderate earthquakes ("Post Seismic Response Levels" 1 and II), and an

acceptable risk based mainly on economical considerations for the larger earthquakes.

Response
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Ground motion levels, represented by the second column on the graph, are used to determine

design earthquake loadings. Three different ground motion levels have been incorporated in order to

relate the different levels of railroad response after a seismic event. The graph describes each ground

motion level and gives a range for its average return period. The probability of exceeding each

ground motion level during the life of the bridge ranges from reasonable to very low.

A bridge is designed or evaluated with respect to each ground motion level to satisfy its

appropriate performance criteria or limit state. Elastic analysis is suggested for ground motion Level

I and a conceptual approach is recommended for Ground Motion Levels II and III. The elastic

analysis will utilize seismic forces for stress and the conceptual approach will result in

recommendations regarding type, material, added reinforcement to the structure, connection

restraints and hold-down devices, redundancy and ductility.

The seismic loads to be used in the elastic analysis of the response of a bridge to ground level

are expressed in terms of elastic seismic response coefficients that are a function of:

— The acceleration coefficient at the site

— The site coefficient that depends on soil conditions

— Bridge characteristics

The "Structure Performance Limit State" refers to the way in which a designer would

categorize the expected probable condition of a bridge following the occurrence of a design event.

When designing for ground motion level I, the serviceability of the structure after a level I ground

motion is taken into consideration. Structural members should not be stressed beyond the elastic

range and there should be only minor damage that would have no effect on train safety. The goal is

to run trains with minimal inspection.

When designing a bridge for ground motion level II, the structure is stressed nearly to its

ultimate capability, but with minimal debilitating damage to main members. After a level II ground

motion, this bridge would have to be thoroughly inspected and it would be expected that some

secondary members would need repair.

When evaluating for level III, one would expect that, after a major event, there would be a

minimal chance or likelihood of collapse. ..survivability. Damage that would be allowed could be

extensive, but repairable. Ductility and redundancy in design are more of a concern than in the lower

levels.

It is necessary to keep in mind that the higher one goes on the Richter Scale, the higher the

uncertainties regarding magnitudes of acceleration at specific sites, and the higher the uncertainties

of structure responses. There is still a sizable work effort ahead for the members of Committee 9 in

all areas related to seismic design and analysis. It is certain that the committee is off to a good start

and that there is sufficient talent among members of the organization so that the tasks can be done

professionally and thoroughly. The work of enhancing, expanding, testing, and staying abreast of

engineering and scientific developments will be challenging and rewarding.
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SAFETY EFFECTS OF LIMITED SIGHT DISTANCE AT
RAILROAD-HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSINGS

By: Jennifer Messick (University of Delaware)

Winner of the 1993 Student Interest Award Program

Introduction

One of the main objectives of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is to ensure the

safety of the nations highways; railroad-highway grade crossings are included in this concern. In the

United States there are over 215,000 public railroad-highway grade crossings. In 1990 alone, there

were 5,766 train/automobile accidents at these crossings resulting in 2,588 injuries and 798 fatalities.

Based on these statistics, the need for crossing improvements is obvious. The FHWA implemented

the Federal-Aid Highway Act in 1973 to insure a constant effort in improving the Federal Highway

system. Section 203 of this Act authorized each state to use money from the highway Trust Fund for

the sole purpose of improving grade crossings. These modifications were intended to reduce the

number and severity of accidents that occur at grade crossings each year.

Railroad-highway grade crossings present an interesting problem. Unlike other intersections,

grade crossings involve two different modes of transportation; the train and the motor vehicle.

Typically, vehicles at a highway intersection have the ability to change their speed and direction in

reaction to other drivers in order to avoid collision; however, at a grade crossing the train cannot

alter its course or stop quickly. For example, a typical 100 car freight train traveling 60 mph requires

over one mile to stop in emergency braking. Thus the responsibility of avoiding collision falls on the

driver of the motor vehicle. All of the crossings cannot be immediately upgraded; therefore, those

crossings which pose the most danger need to be improved first.

Problem Statement

The state of Texas has 9,153 public railroad-highway grade crossings. Considering the amount

of funds allocated each year, it would take over 70 years to upgrade all of these crossings. The

current methods of prioritizing crossings have been successful by suing the exposure method. The

top third most hazardous crossings have been identified and upgraded. The middle third, however,

have similar numerical ratings and it less clear as to which crossings should be upgraded next.

Another distinguishing factor is needed in the priority index to differentiate these crossings and

ensure the most efficient use of the funds allocated for improvements. Intuitively, sight distance

should be included in the priority index since it is used in neariy all other aspects of highway design;

however, the effects of using available sight distance in the priority index are not known.

Objective

The objective of this study was to determine the role sight distance plays in accidents at

passive railroad-highway grade crossings. Passive crossings have signs and pavement markings, but

they do not have any active warning devices such as gates and flashing lights.

Background

Railroad-Highway grade crossing sight distance is defined as the length of the roadway ahead

and along the tracks that can be seen by a driver. Ideally, grade crossings would have unlimited sight

distance along both the roadway and track. This provision should provide the optimum amount of

safety and maximize traffic fiow; however, due to the high costs of accumulating and maintaining

the necessary right-of-way, this is not always feasible or practical. Three sight distances describe the

visibility of a grade crossing.

The first and most obvious type of sight distance is the visibility of the crossing which is

referred to as the approach sight distance. A driver needs to be able to detect the crossing well in

advance in order to begin thinking about what he or she should do upon reaching the crossing. This

distance is measured along the roadway from the drive of the vehicle to the nearest rail. With

adequate sight distance, the driver can stop the vehicle before the tracks and avoid a collision. If this

distance is too short, the vehicle will not have enough distance to stop and could possibly have a
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collision with an approaching train. Another possibility is that the driver will have to slam on the

brakes and may be rear-ended by a following vehicle.

The second type; quadrant sight distance, is the visibility in the quadrants to the driver's left

and right. A driver must be able to perceive the approaching train from either direction and make a

decision to either cross the tracks or wait for the train to pass. Most often this sight distance is

blocked by buildings or vegetation. The land surrounding the tracks may not be owned by the

railroad. The right-of-way may belong to the railroad, highway, or it could be private property which

may prevent the FHWA from removing the obstruction. In this case, an active crossing is

recommended or in the very least warning signs and a reduced speed limit.

The third sight distance is known as the track sight distance and is required for vehicles that are

stopped at a crossing. Track sight distance is crucial for passive crossings because the driver of the

vehicle must decide when it is safe to cross. A driver stopped at a crossing must have sufficient

visibility to observe the train and to decide whether or not to cross the tracks. This distance is

perhaps the most important because some vehicles, such as school buses and hazardous material

carriers are required by law to stop at the crossing and proceed through the intersection without

shifting gears. These vehicles must have sufficient sight distance to allow them enough time to clear

the tracks without colliding with a train.

Three formulae are used to calculate the three required sight distances. These formulae are

found in both the FHWA Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook' and the AASHTO's Policy

on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets.2 These formulae are based on the assumption that the

vehicle is a 65 foot truck and it is crossing a single track at 90 degrees on a flat surface. These

assumptions will result in the maximum required sight distances needed. Adjustments to these

formulae must be made for skewed crossings, multiple tracks, abrupt surfaces, or unusual types of

vehicles with atypical acceleration and deceleration rates.

1 ) Approach sight distance along the highway for a moving vehicle

d„= 1.47 V t + -^+D + d

df^ = sight distance along the highway (ft);

V^, = velocity of vehicle (mph);

t = driver perception/reaction time (assumed to be 2.5 sec);

f = braking coefficient of friction;

D = distance from front of stopped vehicle to the nearest rail (assumed to be 15 ft); and

d„ - distance from driver to front of vehicle (assumed to be 10 ft).

2) Quadrant sight distance along the tracks for a moving vehicle

d^ =-^[1.47V, +^ + 2D + L+Vy]

dj = sight distance along the tracks (ft);

V.^ = velocity of train (mph);

L = length of vehicle (assumed to be 65 ft); and

W = distance between outer rails (for a single track assumed to be 5 ft).
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3) Track sight distance for a stopped vehicle

Vq = maximum speed of vehicle in first gear (assumed to be 8.8 fps);

a, = acceleration of vehicle in first gear (assumed to be 1 .47 ft/sec^);

d = distance vehicle travels while accelerating to maximum speed in first gear (ft); and

J = perception/reaction time, which is assumed to be 2.0 sec.

Field Study Design

Sight distance is said to be limited when the available sight distance is less than the required

sight distance. Active warning devices are typically installed at crossings where the sight distances

are known to be limited; therefore, only passive crossings were considered in this study. Eighty one

crossings from Brazos, Burieson, and Grimes counties were selected for evaluation. Inventory data

was used to calculate the required sight distances using the equations given above. Table 1 shows the

required sight distances used for different combinations of train and vehicle speeds.

The pacing method was used to measure the available sight distances at the crossings. The

pacing technique involves counting how many paces a person walks in a given distance, measuring

the length of the person's stride and converting the number of paces to the actual distance in feet.

Table 1. Required Sight Distances for Combinations of Highway and Train Vehicle Speeds

Train

Speed

(MPH)
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Results

The 81 crossings selected were evaluated based on their available sight distances, accident

reports, and inventory data for the past five years. The measured available sight distances were

compared to the required sight distances. The crossings were separated into three groups based on

their available sight distance. Group A contains all of the crossings that are not limited, they all have

the required amount of sight distance. Group B contains the crossings which have at least one

limited quadrant sight distance. Group C contains the crossings with both limited track and quadrant

sight distances. Two crossings did not fit into these groups and were not used for the frequency or

statistical analyses.

Frequency Analysis

Intuitively, if the number of accidents were correlated to limited sight distance, the percentage

of accidents at crossings with the required sight distance would be different than the percentage of

crossings with limited sight distance. This study included 79 crossings which had 42 accidents over

the past five years. Table 2 shows the frequency of accidents at the crossings in groups A, B, and C.

Seventy four percent of the crossings had limited sight distance. Of the 42 accidents, 69 percent of

them occurred at crossings with limited sight distance. This simple analysis shows that the

percentages are approximately equal and does not indicate any correlation between sight distance

and the accident rate.

Table 2. Frequency Analysis by Type of Crossing

Number
of

Accidents
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The research hypothesis in this case is that there is a difference between the number of

accidents occurring at crossings with limited sight distance and crossings with the required amount

of sight distance. The object of the chi-squared test is to either support or disprove this hypothesis.

The observed numbers are shown in Table 3 and represent the number of crossings in each group

that had either zero or more than one accident in the five year period. The expected values are in

parentheses next to the observed values in the table. To calculate these expected values, the sum of

the first column is multiplied by the sum of the first row and divided by the sum of rows and

columns (3). The next step is to calculate the chi-squared test using the following formula:

2 _ y [ observed - expected Y
expected

The value calculated for chi-squared is compared to standard theoretical values. If this number

is greater than the theoretical value for the desired accuracy the research hypothesis is supported. If

the calculated value is less than the theoretical value, the hypothesis is rejected.

The value for chi-squared in this case was found to be 2.557 which is less than the theoretical

value of 5.991-^; therefore, there is no evidence to support the research hypothesis. In accordance

with the frequency analysis, no relationship between accident rate and restricted sight distance was

apparent.

Accident Causation Analysis

A total of nine crossings were evaluated for this part of the analysis. Accident narratives for

eleven accidents at these crossings were obtained. These narratives as well as inventory data were

used to determine any trends in the accidents. Table 4 is a summary of the accident reports and

causal factors. Four of the accidents occurred at crossings where the sight distance was not restricted

in any way. These accidents all appear to have been caused by driver error. In these cases, limited

sight distance cannot be listed as a causal factor.

Seven of the accidents occurred at crossings with limited sight distance. In three of the

accidents, driver error also appears to be the main contributing factor. The accident reports in

conjunction with field data indicated a lack of sight distance as the causal factor in the remaining

four accidents.

This analysis does not indicate any significant relationship between sight distance and the

number of accidents at a crossing, yet it does show four out of ten accidents were directly caused by

limited sight distance.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the results of the data obtained and analyzed, the following conclusions were

reached:

1. A significant number of grade crossings have limited sight distance; 74 percent of the

crossings studied.

2. No evidence was found to support the hypothesis that the number of accidents is correlated

to the amount of available sight distance.

3. Based on the accident causation analysis, sight distance did appear to be a causal factor in

four of the ten accidents that were evaluated.

Considering the above conclusions, the following recommendations were made:

1

.

An expanded data base be used for further research.

2. Programs that incorporate sight distance into the priority index be considered in order to

possibly improve the priority ratings.
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Table 4. Accident Summary

Accident Narrative



INFORMATION ON INDEX TO AREA PROCEEDINGS,
1969-1993

by Joyce Koeneman, AAR Manager Information Resources

and Mary Roy, Library Consultant

An index to the AREA proceedings from 1969-1993 (v.70-94) is now available to members.

This is the result of planning efforts by AREA Director of Engineering Anne Hazell, and

Communications Department Manager of Information Resources, Joyce Koeneman. AREA hired

Mary Roy, retired head of the Northwestern University Transportation Library and respected

transportation consultant, to prepare the online index. It is ready to use from any networked PC at

the AAR, via modem, or by purchasing a WordPerfect copy on diskette.

The AREA Proceedings are an impressive contribution to the literature of railroad engineering.

This index is a magazine-style index that organizes the materials under authors, titles and general

subject headings. In addition, the footnotes in the Manual can be checked for historical coverage.

The contents of the database, procedures for use, and access including required software are

briefly described in this article.

DATABASE CONTENTS

The AREA Proceedings Index in the AAR Library online system contains about 2300 records.

The records include Committee reports, subcommittee reports, manual recommendations, features,

reports and addresses at meetings, photo essays and memoirs.

Each record lists authors (including Committee and subcommittee chairs), title and subjects in

addition to volume, bulletin, year and paging information.

ONLINE ACCESS

The records and their contents are accessible through online access to the Library System. This

system uses a commercial library catalog software to make bibliographic records available for free

text searching as well as browsing by specific aspects, such as title, author or subject.

Some examples include:

FREE TEXT SEARCHES

Request Entry Form

Any word Any term from any field

This is the best way to search. If you know that one of the subcommittees studied or

surveyed crosstie dating, simply enter "crosstie" and "dating" to see the reference.

Another example. If you need a manual recommendation or revision enter "manuar" and

"Committee 1" and a word from the title of the recommendation.

Personal Author Cemy

Authors include reports issued by committee and subcommittee chairman. Use free text

search; enter last name only .

BROWSING MENU SEARCHES

Work of Committee 4 AREA Committee 4

All reports, subcommittee reports and manual recommendations are entered under

Committee name. Enter F5, for an options menu, move the action bar to author, enter and type

"AREA Committee 4" at the bottom of the in.sert, or as much as is required to see the correct

heading highlighted on the screen.
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Subject search Subject heading

It is suggested that when doing a free text search, identify subject headings assigned to

relevant responses. Then you can browse by the controlled vocabulary subject headings, and

enter in the order given. Entering Ties -Dating will identify the article and indicate it is the

only one on dating ties.

Volume no. v 88

This request should pull all the entries in the bulletin. A few of the records may be

irrelevant because the request may also pull citations from the entry for pagination.

Bull no. bull 709

This request should pull all the entries in the bulletin. A few of the records may be

irrelevant because the request may also pull citations from the entry for pagination.

Year (1987)

Use this option under the free text search. When the volume spanned two years (July-

March), two years should be entered. Or search by volume number and year.

DIAL UP ACCESS

Dial up access to the Library catalog requires an IBM or compatible PC; Hayes or

compatible modem (1200 or 2400 baud); Carbon Copy Plus (4.0 or higher) communications

software. Carbon Copy Plus is a commercially available communications package that will talk

only to itself. Because the AAR Library uses Carbon Copy Plus, users accessing the network must

also have Carbon Copy Plus.

The telephone number for accessing the database is 202-639-2995. Please call for a

password or for general assistance. The telephone number for this information is 202-639-2333.

Or, FAX 202-639-2986.

After entering the password, a menu comes up on the screen for selection of the various files.

This includes the Index to AREA Proceedings. This menu also includes the USM or Universal

Search Module for the records prepared for the AAR Library and branches. Searching this database

duplicates the practice described for the Index to AREA Proceedings. This database holds over 6000

records of interest to AAR staff and members. Most are available on loan to AAR members or

through interlibrary loan.

WORDPERFECT

The WordPerfect diskette (5.1 or 6.0) provides limited searching using the search keys (F2) for

specific words or phrases. Committee names (for example, enter Committee 1 ). personal authors

(enter last name again) or words from the titles or subjects can be searched. Examples for searching

years, volumes and bulletins: (1987), vol.88, bull.701. This is a standard WP diskette; no fields

within records.

The AREA and the AAR Library have worked together to make this resource available to you,

and plan to continue to keep this and other products current and accessible as technologies and

procedures continue to change.
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COMMITTEE 1—ROADWAY AND BALLAST
Chairman: J. R. Zimmerman

Study of Use of Plastic Carrier Pipe

By: Robert J. Boileau

The use of plastic carrier pipe began in Germany in the 1930s and it is still in use, which gives

evidence of fifty years of service life. The real growth of plastic pipe did not start until the 1950s and

it has been growing ever since, especially in the last ten years. Some conservative engineers still

regard it as a new material, but extraordinarily thorough ongoing research continues to improve and

increase its use.

There are five types of plastic pipe; PVC—polyvinyl chloride, PE—polyethylene, ABS—
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, PB—polybutylene, and SR—styrene rubber. PVC is by far the most

commonly used material. It is used in gravity flow, pressurized, flammable, nonflammable, liquid

and gas installations. ASTM and AWWA specifications have been developed covering the use of the

most commonly used plastic pipe material. Operating pressures for plastic pipe are generally low,

but some have been designed for 800 psi. As technology improves, allowable operating pressures

will no doubt increase. During the development and early use of plastic pipe, there were problems

with joints in that pipelines subjected to excessive tension loads would pull apart at the joints. Much

progress has been made in the design of joints; and it is not a major problem with proper design and

installations.

The use of plastic carrier pipe will, no doubt, continue to increase as research continues to

improve load carrying capabilities. We have canvassed the major railroads and found that most of

them do allow the use of plastic carrier pipe under certain conditions with various restrictions. Some

of the railroads have used plastic carrier pipe in in-house construction projects such as mechanical

facilities. The committee feels that specifications for the safe and practical use of plastic carrier pipe

can be developed. In fact, requiring the change from plastic to steel carrier pipe at our right-of-way

line may be less desirable than allowing the use of the plastic carrier pipe completely encased in a

steel casing pipe across the right-of-way. One advantage to the plastic carrier pipe is that there will

be no problems with corrosion of the carrier pipe and the maintenance of cathodic protection.

In view of the growing use of plastic carrier pipes in all types of pipelines and the ever

increasing number of crossing applications requesting its use, the committee feels that specifications

covering its use are needed. We recommend that the Board of Direction consider Assignment D5-2-

81 complete and authorize a new assignment to prepare specifications for the use of plastic carrier

pipe within the railroad right-of-way.
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CHAPTER 17—HIGH SPEED RAIL
Chairman: A.E. Shaw, Jr.

Committee 17, High Speed Rail, has put together an introduction and table of contents for its

chapter. These are shown below. Any comments regarding Chapter 17 should be sent to AREA
headquarters.

This Chapter contains AREA recommended practice with respect to the planning, engineering,

construction and maintenance of high speed rail systems. It also includes recommendations relative

to an incremental approach such as the upgrading of existing facilities for increased speeds,

recognizing the possible joint use by freight and passenger services. The manual, as it is now

structured, is not stratified by speed ranges, but rather by the function of the facility or component.

Where speeds are a factor of the element upper limits are not stressed. The purpose of this chapter is

to identify the applicable speeds for the elements in the manual common to this chapter, and use

them as a base for developing high speed criteria. The speed range stratification starts with that

practical, given the limitations of existing facilities, to the super speeds of new facilities.

Chapter 17 considers present foreign high speed rail technical capabilities and operating

characteristics and extrapolates them to North American passenger and freight railroad experience to

develop recommended practice for high speed rail systems. Previous experience with improved

technologies and practices has shown that modifications are often needed to successfully adapt them

to the climactic, maintenance, operating, and regulatory environments found in North America.

System safety parameters, economics, and design philosophies must also be evaluated in the

North American context.

The traditional manual material, for the most part, contains "stand-alone" recommended

practices for the fixed plant of railways. This Chapter encompasses high speed rail as a system; i.e.,

combining the planning, design, and construction of the facility with the specification and operating

characteristics of the vehicle, including propulsion and control system considerations.

The Chapter is divided into three parts:

1

.

Corridor Evaluation

2. Track Structure and Track Train Interactions

3. Vehicle Control and Propulsion System Considerations

There are sub-parts of the Chapter that are the same as existing recommendations in the manual

and where this occurs a reference is made to the existing Chapter and paragraph number. New and

existing material that requires technical enhancement is presented based on existing high speed rail

systems and the experti.se of committee members.

Part I—Corridor Evaluation

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Preliminary Evaluation

1.2.1 General

1 .2.2 Demand for Service

1.2.2.1 Present Market

1.2.2.2 Future Market

1 .2.2.3 Competitive Modes

1.2.3 Institutional Factors

1.2.3.1 Government Agency Involvement

1.2.3.2 Political Considerations

1 .2.3.3 Interface with other Transportation Modes
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1 .3 Geographical Evaluation

1.3.1 General

1 .3.2 Alignment and Location

1 .3.2.

1

Population and Employment Centers

1.3.2.2 Geographical Constraints

1.3.2.3 Potential Routes

• Rail Right-of-Way

• Highway Right-of-Way

• Utility Right-of-Way

• New Right-of-Way

1 .3.2.4 Present and Future Airport Locations

1 .3.2.5 Present and Future Rail Line Connections

1 .3.3 Location of Associated Facilities

1.3.3.1 Stations

1.3.3.2 Terminals

1.3.3.3 Maintenance Facilities

1.3.4 Safety Factors

1 .3.4.

1

Grade Crossing Safety

1.3.4.2 Operational Safety

• Stations

• Right-of-Way Protection

1.3.5 Environment Factors

1.3.5.1 Land Use

1.3.5.2 AirQuaHty

1.3.5.3 Energy Conservation

1.3.5.4 Water Resources

1.3.5.5 Biological Systems

• Wildlife and Vegetation

• Endangered Species

• Wetlands

1.3.5.6 Noise and Vibration

1.3.5.7 Electromagnetic

1.3.5.8 Aesthetic

1.3.5.9 Cultural-Historical and Archeological

1.3.5.10 Social Impacts

1 .4 Operational Analysis

1.4.1 General

1 .4.2 Train Schedules and Consists

1.4.3 Operating Speeds

1 .4.4 Types of Equipment

1.5 Financial Evaluation

1.5.1 General

1.5.2 Cost Analysis

1 .5.2.

1

Preliminary Study Costs

1.5.2.2 Engineering Costs

1.5.2.3 Capital Co.sts

• Equipment

• Fixed Facilities

• Land Acquisition

1 .5.2.4 Operating and Maintenance Costs
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1.5.3 Revenue Analysis

1.5.3.1 Operating Revenue

1.5.3.2 Real Estate Revenue

1.5.3.3 Royalties, Licenses, and Others

1 .5.4 Financing Considerations and Alternatives

1.5.4.1 Debt

1.5.4.2 Equity

1.5.4.3 Government Participation

1.5.4.5 Various Combinations

1 .5.5 Return of Investment Analysis

Part 2—Track Structures and Train Interactions

This part encompasses the fixed facilities for high speed passenger railways. These

recommended practices are developed as a system. The vehicle-structure interaction is considered

for the applicable facility. This Part relates to Part 3 Vehicle, Control and Propulsion System

Considerations, particularly the vehicle characteristics of forces affecting strength of design as well

as configuration affecting layout design.

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Design Criteria

2.2.1 General

2.2.2 Speeds

2.2.3 Track Train Interaction (Loading/Forces)

2.2.4 Vehicle Characteristics

2.2.5 Track Characteristics

2.3 Right-of-Way

2.3.1 General

2.3.2 Drainage

2.3.3 Environmental Considerations

2.3.4 System Security, Barriers, Intrusion and Failure Detection

2.4 Track

2.4.1 General

2.4.2 Geometry

2.4.2.

1

Design Versus Maintenance Criteria

2.4.2.2 Comfort Criteria Versus Safety Criteria

2.4.3 Gage

2.4.4 Alignment, Horizontal

2.4.4.1 Curves

2.4.4.2 Spirals

2.4.4.3 Superelevation

2.4.4.4 Unbalance

2.4.5 Alignment, Vertical

2.4.5.1 Curves

2.4.6

2.4.7

2.4.5.2
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2.5

2.6
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3.4.2 General Description

3.4.3 Interior Car Body and Accommodation

3.4.4 Exterior Car Body

3.4.5 Trucks and Suspension

3.4.6 Couplers and Draft Gear

3.4.7 HVAC System

3.4.8 Electrical System

3.4.9 Current Collection and Primary Power System

3.4.10 Auxiliary Power System

3.4. 1

1

Propulsion System

3.4.12 Train Control and Communication System

3.4.13 Pneumatic System

3.5 Control Systems

3.5.1 General Definitions and Objective

3.5. 1. 1. State-Of-The-Art Technology

3.5.1.2 Complete Automation vs. Driver

3.5.1.3 Vital Subsystems

3.5.1.4 Non-Vital Systems

3.5.2 ATC Systems

3.5.2.1 Automatic Train Protection

3.5.2.2 Automatic Train Operation

3.5.2.3 Automatic Train Supervision

3.5.3 CTC Systems

3.5.4 Interlocking Systems

3.5.5 Communication Systems

3.5.6 Hazard Deterrence, Detection and Surveillance

3.5.6.1 Introductions

3.5.6.2 On-Board Detection & Surveillance Systems

3.5.6.3 Wayside Detection & Surveillance Devices

3.6 Electric Traction Power

3.6.1 General

3.6.2 Traction Power System

3.6.2.1 Lines to be Wired

3.6.2.2 Performance to be Achieved

3.6.2.3 Traction Power Systems

3.6.2.4 Sectioning Diagram

3.6.2.5 Substation Feeding & Supply Locations

3.6.3 Catenary System—General Description

3.6.3.

1

Car Clearance Gauge

3.6.3.2 Electrical and Mechanical Clearances

3.6.3.3 Contact Wire Height

3.6.3.4 Dynamic Interaction and Compliance

3.6.3.5 Safety Considerations

3.6.3.6 Electrical Characteristics

3.6.3.7 Grounding and Bonding

3.6.4 Catenary Safety Design

3.6.4.1 Conductor Parameters

3.6.4.2 Technical Design Data

3.6.4.3 System Features & Arrangements

3.6.4.4 System Sub-Assemblies
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3.6.4.5 Poles and Foundations

3.6.5 Catenary System Installation Design

3.6.5.1 Installation Procedures

3.6.5.2 Shop Drawings

3.6.6 Catenary Installation Procedures

3.6.6.1 Foundations

3.6.6.2 Poles

3.6.6.3 On-Site Measurements & Site Fabrication

3.6.6.4 Brackets. Support Assemblies & Dead-ends

3.6.6.5 Catenary System Conductors

3.6.6.6 Section Insulators and In-Span Materials

3.6.7 Catenary Testing

3.6.7.1 Pantograph Inspection

3.6.7.2 Height and Stagger Inspection

3.6.7.3 Electrical Testing

3.6.7.4 Slow Speed Testing

3.6.7.5 High Speed Testing

3.6.8 Catenary Maintenance Manuals and Procedures

3.6.8.1 System Maintenance

3.6.8.2 Maintenance Standards

3.6.8.3 Periodic Tests

3.6.8.4 Safety during Electrical Fault

3.6.8.5 Safety during Switching Operations

3.6.8.6 Safety during Maintenance Operations

3.6.8.7 Safety during Abnormal Environmental Conditions

3.6.8.9 Security of Isolator Switches

3.6.9 Catenary System Tools And Equipment

3.6.10 Environment

3.6.10.1 Physical Environment

3.6.10.2 Meteorological Basis

3.6.10.3 Electrical Interference

3.6.10.4 Pollution/Contamination
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AREA COMMITTEE 34 - SCALES
Chairman: W.G. GeMeiner

Report of Sub-Committee D-3-90

Sub-Committee Chairman: R.C. Holmes

TRACK SCALE TEST GUIDELINES, TEST AND INSPECTION FORMS

RECOMMENDATION

Railroad Track Scale Test and Inspection reports should utilize a standard format that is

informative and will provide a "track record" of useful information concerning the condition of a

weighing device.

BACKGROUND

Scales are the "cash registers" for the railroads. Freight revenues are generally based on how

much a carload shipment weighs. In the past, most customer shipments were scaled to determine

the freight charge. As the volume of traffic has increased, weight agreements have been written

that eliminate the necessity of weighing every car. These weight agreements are effective for

certain commodities where the weight of the shipment is uniform and the possibility of

overloading is remote.

For a number of bulk-type commodities, such as coal, scrap iron, taconite pellets, fertilizer,

grain, silica sand, vegetable oils, chemicals, plastic pellets, etc., each and every carload must still be

scaled. In the 1990"s, many thousands of cars are weighed each day. In general, the reasons railroads

weigh cars are:

1

.

Assessment of freight charges

2. Protection against overloads

3. Monitoring of weight agreements

4. Customer request

5. Protection against off-line weighing charges

Railroad track scales are very large devices that must, by law, conform to a rigid set of

specifications outlined in the AAR Scale Handbook and the National ln.stitute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) Handbook 44. Railroad scales, and ALL commercial scales for that matter, are

precision devices which have an allowable error not to exceed two-tenths of one percent of applied

test load.

DISCUSSION

The regulations governing weighing on railroads are generally specified in a tariff. A number

of carriers have standardized guidelines for the many and varied weighing situations by the issuance

of the Western Trunk Line Freight Tariff WTL 9335-x. This document sets the criterion for many

weighing and reweighing activities, including:

1

.

Charges for weighing services, based on many line-haul and terminal situations.

2. Uniform establishment of weight agreements which may preclude the actual weighing.

3. Allowable tolerance for variations in weight between scales.

In all circumstances, "... the [owner of the scale] shall keep in good weighing condition any

and all scales used in determining weights and have track scales tested, maintained and operated

in accordance with the Track Scale Specification and Rules approved by the Association of

American Railroads and shall allow the authorized representative of the carrier to inspect and

test them."

313
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The U.S. Department of Commerce - National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

annually updates its Handbook 44, which contains Specifications, Tolerances and other Technical

Requirements for Weighing and Measurement Devices. The AAR Scale Handbook (AREA Chapter

34) stipulates in its Foreword that railroad weighing equipment specifications shall be compatible

with those specified by the National Conference on Weights and Measures and published in NIST

Handbook 44.

Handbook 44, in Appendix A-Fundamental Considerations Associated with Enforcement

of Handbook 44 Codes, provides conceptual guidelines to facilitate a thorough inspection of a

commercial weighing device.

Subp 4.2 states that "
... It is not enough merely to determine that the errors of equipment

do not exceed the appropriate tolerances. Some degree of inspection is therefore an essential

part of the official inspection of every piece of weighing or measuring equipment."

Subp 4.4 stipulates that "
... Inspection should include any auxiliary equipment and

general conditions external to the device that may affect its performance characteristics.

Inspection should also include observation of the general maintenance of the device and of the

proper functioning of all required elements."

Finally, in Subp 5.2 the point is made that "
... In the majority of cases, when the

weights and measures official tests commercial equipment, he is verifying the accuracy of a

value or the accuracy of the performance as previously established either by himself or by

someone else."

It must be understood, then, that proper device maintenance is the key to ongoing weighing

accuracy. A keyword in weights and measures circles is permanence. A well maintained measuring

device should provide accuracy throughout the interval between re-certifications.

In acknowledgment of the stipulations in Handbook 44, the AAR Scale Handbook has, in Sub-

Chapter 1.8.6 Test Record, identified in a general fashion the type of information that should be

included on a railroad track scale test report.

SUMMARY

For a variety of reasons, there may be variations in the scale weight recorded by a shipper or

railroad. It is a common practice for a carload to be weighed at both origin and destination. If the

variation is substantial, railroad claim agents or the affected shipper may request a copy of the most

recent scale test report for the involved weighing devices.

With this in mind, the Sub-Committee canvassed 15 railroads, government and private testing

authorities to evaluate the style and content of their track scale test reports. The goal was to develop

a standard report form that would provide a "track record" of the ongoing accuracy of a weighing

device. Some utilize separate test and inspection reports, while others incorporate all pertinent

information on one form.

Another fact taken into account is that, with railroad downsizing and privatization

considerations, it is very possible that a particular weighing device may only be thoroughly

examined annually, at the time it is tested and re-certified.

A comprehensive test and inspection form has been developed that incorporates desirable

features of all the reviewed forms. The form has entry fields for device characteristics, test results,

structural and overall maintenance condition, as well as comments concerning recommended action.

Because of special requirements that an individual carrier or testing agency might have, the sub-

committee does not prescribe that the attached form should be the standard format for all track scale

test and inspection forms. Instead, the form should be viewed as a sample that contains all of the

information that should be included in an effort to "paint a picture" of the ongoing pertormance and

maintenance condition for a particular scale.
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Following the sample form is a breakdown of each module, with instructions that should

facilitate entry of the proper data into each field.

REFERENCES

1. "Background Information on Weighing," CNW Transportation Operating Department Total

Quality Improvement System Presentation, 1990.

2. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Handbook 44, Department of Commerce

1993 Edition.

3. ICC WTL 9335-N, Western Trunk Lines Freight Tariff © 1986 by Western Railroad Traffic

Association.
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TRACK SCALE INSPECTION AND TEST REPORT

Open for Logos

INSPECTING AGENCY HERE
Page_

Rail Garner:

Date Inspected:

SCALE LOCATION:
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TRACK SCALE INSPECTION AND TEST REPORT
INSTRUCTIONS

Important: The information on this report must be recorded at the time the test is

conducted. It must be legible and adhere to the following sequence.

HEADER SECTION

1. PAGE of

A. In the event of CIM or UCIM pages, retest or any additional information pages, the page

number insures all documents are referenced to encompass the status of the weighing

device.

2, RAIL CARRIER

A. Record the initials of the serving carrier in the space provided in the upper right hand

comer of the form.

3. DATE INSPECTED

A. Enter the date the test was performed.

GENERAL INFORMATION SECTION

SCALE LOCATION:

OWNER;

INSPECTOR;.

D.LT.;

FEE;.

_P.O. No.;

REASON FOR TEST;

WEATHER:

4. SCALE LOCATION

A. Scale location (ie., city, railroad siding, etc., not the billing address).

B. Make certain that adequate information is recorded to define each scale with respect to

location, number, name, etc., so that it cannot be confused with other scales belonging to

the same owner or location in the same general area.

5. OWNER

A. Current owner or user of scale. Include the complete address of the responsible party.

6. INSPECTOR

A. Name of individual performing inspection and test. Printed Clearly.

7. DATE LAST TESTED (D.L.T.)

A. Indicate the date the scale was last tested.
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8. REASON FOR TEST

A. Indicate the reason the scale is being tested (ie., annually scheduled test, special request,

new installation, repairs, equipment change, etc.).

9. WEATHER

A. Indicate general weather conditions (ie., hot, cold, windy, raining, snowing, etc.).

NOTE: Weather conditions affect scale performance and known values of test equipment.

10. COMMENTS

A. Indicate any changes in ownership, (note previous owner), changes in equipment, or if this

is an initial test at a new industry.

B. If additional space is required, write "see attached" and attach a separate sheet.

DESCRIPTION OF DEVICE

INDICATOR MFG: 1
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18. NO. OF SECTIONS

A. The number of sections and locations must be determined by a physical inspection of the

scale pit and indicated on the test report.

19. OPERATION

A. ( ) UIM ( ) CIM ( ) STATIC

I . Un-coupled In Motion, Coupled In Motion, Static.

Mark to indicate how scale is used.

20. PRINTER

A. Record manufacturer of printer.

21. SERIAL NO.

A. Record serial number of the printer.

TYPES OF SCALES

22. MECHANICAL (TYPE LEVERS)

23. LEVERTRONIC (TYPE LEVERS)

24. FULL ELECTRONIC

PRIMARY INDICATORS

25. T.R. BEAM / MECHANICAL DIAL

A. Only works with Mechanical Lever Scale.

26. DIGITAL

A. Only works with Levertronic, or Full Electronic Scale.

TEST CAR SECTION

TEST CAR NO WEIGHT; ALLOWABLE TOLERANCE IN (d):
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NOTE: The minimum division and the weight of the test equipment being used, determine the basic

tolerance values to be applied. Acceptance or maintenance tolerance is determined by the reason for

the test.

30. CALIBRATION DATE

A. The date the test car was last calibrated.

31. LOCATION

A. Location of the master scale where the test car was calibrated.

32. MASTER SCALE OWNER

A. Indicate the owner of the master scale.

RATING SECTION

RATING 1- VERY GOOD 5 • VERY POOR

33. RATING: 1-Very Good, 2-Good, 3-Fair, 4-Poor, 5-Very Poor

A. This rating system is used to indicate the AS FOUND condition of the most pertinent items

that affect the performance and operation of all types of track scales.

B. Check and rate only the items that pertain to the particular scale being inspected and leave

blank those items that do not apply.

C. Do not attempt to explain in writing in this section. U.se the rating system numbers only.

Explanations will be noted in the "Remarks" section.

D. Rating number is to be indicated in the box at the right of each item.

NOTE: Remember, your rating indicates the AS FOUND condition. Your recommendations or

reasons for marking an item unsatisfactory should be noted in the "REMARKS" section.

GENERAL SCALE CONDITION SECTION

A. DECK RAIL
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4. Gauge of approach rails. (56'/2" ± 1/4" inside ball of rail to inside ball of rail)

5. General condition of approaches: ties, rail plates, grout etc. Is everything level?

B. ApproachAVeighrail Gap

(CHECK LIST)

1

.

Measure and record the width of the gap.

2. Condition of approach rail, ball flattened or rolled over, ends at gap mushroomed,

3. Rail clips tight.

NOTE: The gap between the approach and weigh rails should not be less than i/h" nor exceed -Vs".

This form provides 2 entries for recording rail gaps. The second entry is used only when you are

inspecting a device that has 2 modules. Placing an "R" before the word "weighbridge" on the report

designates the right hand module while facing the scale platform from the indicating device.

C. Weighrail, Weight and Length

1. Weight: record weighrail weight as it is embossed on the webb of the rail.

NOTE: 1 15 lbs. per yard rail is the present minimum requirement for new installation of scale and

approach rails.

2. Length: measure and record the overall length of the weigh rail.

(CHECKLIST)

a. Rail Joints.

b. Broken Rail.

c. Bum Outs.

d. Gauge of Scale Rail.

e. Ball Flattened and/or rolled over.

f. Is it securely anchored?

g. Are the rail clips tight?

h. Is rail running back and forth on scale?

D. Dirt shields

NOTE: There are several designs and types of dirt shields, each with different problems, commonly

resulting in platform binds.

(CHECK LIST)

1

.

Overall general condition.

2. Are they properly secured?

3. Tom, loose or missing.

4. Damage due to derailment.

5. Collected debris.

6. Are dirtshields creating or hiding binds?

E. Platform / D FIXED / D LIVE

1. Fixed (rails are live, platform is fixed)

(CHECK LIST)

a. Check the "FIXED" box if applicable.

b. Material platform is constmcted of (identify on "platform" line).

c. General condition of platform.

d. Is it clean and free of debris?

e. Clearance.

NOTE: On fixed platform scales, there must be at least V4" clearance between the live rail and

the platform.
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2. Live Platform (entire platform is live)

(CHECK LIST)

a. Check the "LIVE" box is applicable.

b. Material platform is constructed of. (Identify on "platform" line)

c. General condition of platform.

d. Is it clean and free of debris?

e. Platform coping for signs of decay and loosening.

f. Clearance.

NOTE: On live platform scales, there must be at least 3/4" clearance between platform and

pit coping.

F. Dead Rail / Deck Support

1. Dead Rail

(CHECK LIST)

a. Clearance between dead rail support beams and weighbridge girders free of debris.

b. Dead rail support beams for structural integrity.

c. Dead rail support beam seats are solid.

d. I Beam - rusted out.

e. Concrete or grout broken.

f. Shims rusted away.

g. Foundation bolts rusted away.

2. Deck Support

(CHECK LIST)

a. Are deck supports solid and functioning properly?

b. Are deck supports rusted out?

c. Are nailing strips in rotted condition?

35. SCALE HOUSE

A. Scale House

(CHECK LIST)

1. Is the scale house an adequate environment for the equipment it protects?

a. Heated.

b. Air conditioned.

c. Free from obstructions.

2. Structural integrity

a. Security of building reguarding door locks, alarm system, window bars. etc.

b. Broken windows.

c. Properly fitting doors.

d. Holes in the walls or roof.

3. Does it have an unobstructed view of entire scale platform?

B. Weigh Beam

(CHECK LIST)

1

.

Is main poise loose on the beam?

2. Does the pawl seat in the notches?

3. Will the poise travel behind zero?

4. Does it have a rotating balance ball?

5. Does the balance ball operate properly?
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6. Does the fractional slide operate properly?

7. Does it print the same as it reads?

8. Does it print clearly and in alignment?

9. Balance ball fixture level and secure?

10. Are the beam notches clean, chipped or worn?

1 1

.

Is it centered in the stand and have anti-friction clearance?

12. Is the shelve lever level and free of obstruction?

13. Is the type securely fastened?

14. Is the beam stand securely fastened?

15. Is anything obstructing the steelyard rod?

16. Is there a poise stop at the capacity of the beam?

C. Electronic Equipment

1

.

Read out

(CHECK LIST)

a. Is instrument on a dedicated power source?

b. Is it surge protected?

c. Is it R.F.I, and E.M.I, shielded?

d. Does it have the A.Z.M. feature (if so disable during test)?

e. Does the motion detect feature function properly?

(stable within plus or minus 3D)

f. Do all digits of the digital display fully illuminate?

g. Are security shields intact?

2. Printer

NOTE: The commercial transaction is derived from the recorded information from the printer.

Perform a test of the printer as part of the scale test. Record any discrepencies in the "REMARKS"
section of the report.

(CHECK LIST)

a. Ticket to indicator correlation.

b. Condition of ribbon.

c. Proper feed of tickets.

d. Does it function properly?

e. Do the numerals print clearly?

f. Has printer been changed out since last test?

3. Summing box

(CHECK LIST)

a. Location: pit, scale house, or instrument housing.

b. Is the box environmentally protected,

(condensation or corrosion inside of box?)

c. Are fixed resistors or adjustable pots being used?

d. Are security seals intact?

36. SUBSTRUCTURE

A. Pit

(CHECK LIST)

1

.

Entrance to pit is easily accessible and in a safe condition.

2. Integrity of the pit walls, floor, and piers.
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3. Is pit coping loose or rusted out?

4. Is it ventilated or should it be? (condensation?)

5. Are the piers under the weight elements dry and clear of debris?

B. Drainage

(CHECK LIST)

1. Is there water in the pit? Indicate amount.

2. Is there a sump pump and does it work?

3. Is water obstructed from running to the sump pump?

C. Weighbridge

(CHECK LIST)

Are live rail pedestals broken?

Are gauge rods between pedestals tight?

Are live rail pedestals securely fastened to weighbridge?

Are I-Beam splice plate bolts loose or missing?

General condition of bridge steel.

D. Pivots and Bearings

(CHECKLIST)
1

.

Do all pivots and bearings seat together properly?

2. Are there cracked or broken bearing blocks?

3. Are the bearings corroded and/or full of debris?

4. Are the bearings packed in grease?

5. Are the connections plumb and bearings level?

6. Are connecting rods in good condition?

E. Levers / [ ] CAST / [ ] FABRICATED

1 . Check the "CAST" or "FABRICATED" box as applicable.

(CHECK LIST)

a. Are the levers level and in alignment?

b. Are they cracked or broken?

c. Are the nose irons secure?

d. Are the levers corroded?

F. Lateral Checks

1. Live Suspension (weighbridge will oscillate)

(CHECK LIST)

a. Does the weighbridge oscillate?

b. Are checking devices properly adjusted limiting the bridge to 'A" total movement?

c. Is each end of the device properly held in place?

d. Are bumper bolts properly adjusted (i.e., '/8" gap between bolt end and bumper pad)?

2. Rigid Suspension (weighbridge will not oscillate)

(CHECK LIST)

a. Does the weighbridge have any movement?

b. Are checking devices properiy adjusted? (no movement)

c. Are the check rods firmly secured at both ends?

d. Are the check rods creating any binds?
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, 1POUND TRAK-VIBE
nv lAUGE ADZER • ANCI-^y S TBAK-SKAN (N

\\L DRILL AUTOMAT
ANCHOR ADJUSTER i

E REGAUGE ADZER
RAIL SAW MODEL 155

answenna * applicator regaai lOVVC;i II ly ANCHOR ADJUSTER
^AK-KUT ABRASIVE SA
MATIC ANCHOR APPLIC
\NCHOR SPREADER Ti

4.^-^^ ^^^. . . »« CLIP APPLICATOR AUTOtomorrow S . ie-savr compound CLiti.v^i iv^i I v^vv w ^GAUGE ADZER ANCHOR FA^
. RAK-KUT TIE-SAVR COMPOUND

m MULTI-BORE RAIL DRILL AUTOMATIO

—

•: ADZER ANCHOR ADJUSTER ANCHOR SPREADER
» r^^^^ 3R SPREADER AUTOMATIC ANCHOR APPLICATORn©GQS RAIL DRILLS (MODELS APC, A & M) TIE-SAVR COMF

DLIP APPLICATOR REGAUGE ADZER ANCHOR FAST

^
RACINE RAILROAD PRODUCTS
1524 FREDERICK STREET RACINE, WISCONSIN 53404

414/637-9681 FAX 414/637-9069

DANELLA RENTAL SYSTEMS, INC.
Helping Railroaders and Transit Authorities

NATIONWIDE!
• Quality Equipment ^^^^^^^^^Htal^ ^^r * ^Y'^^^'' Available

• Courteous ^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^r * Term
• Reasonable Rates ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ • Long Term

• Rent to Own

We offer every type of late model light, medium or heavy duty vehicle and

construction equipment for railroads and transit authorities including:

' Pickups • Rotary Dumps • Compressors • Dozers
' Boom Trucks • Tractors • Backhoes • On Track Cable Plow
' Flatbeds • Low Boys • Front End Loaders • Trenchers

DANELLA RENTAL SYSTEMS, INC.
2290 Butler Pike 14101 East Moncriefl Place

Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462 ««__h_r MDn anH DCMCA *"''°'3. CO 80011

Phone (215) 828-6200 MemDCr Nm^ aRQ MCM&A phone (303) 371-0089

Fax (303) 371-2677
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G. Longitudinal Checks

1. Live Suspension (weighbridge will oscillate)

(CHECK LIST)

a. Does the weighbridge oscillate?

b. Are checking devices properly adjusted limiting the bridge to 'A" total movement?

c. Is each end of the device properly held in place?

d. Are bumper bolts properiy adjusted (ie., Vs" gap between bolt end and bumper pad)?

2. Rigid Suspension (weighbridge will not oscillate)

(CHECK LIST)

a. Does weighbridge have any movement?

b. Are checkrods properly adjusted? (level, loose adjusting nuts, etc.)

c. Are checkrods mounting brackets securely anchored?

d. Are the checkrods firmly secured at both ends?

NOTE: In addition to the above, scales equipped with flex-plate checking require the flex-plate to be

level 360°. Gravity flow scales equipped with flex-plate checking must maintain the same plane as

the bridge.

H. Load Cells / No. OF CELLS: / CELL CAPACITY:

1

.

Indicate the number of load cells.

2. Indicate the load cell capacity.

(CHECK LIST)

a. Are load cells plumb?

b. Is load cell cable in conduit or exposed? If exposed, is there evidence of cable

damage, ie., rodents, water, etc.?

c. What is the condition of the seal tight, J-boxes, and conduit?

I. Bearing/Lever Stands

NOTE: Bearings pertain to the upper and lower surfaces that the load cell sets between.

1

.

Bearing

(CHECK LIST)

a. Are there any cracked or broken upper or lower bearing surfaces?

b. Is there a gap between the upper bearing surface and the top of the load cell?

c. What is the condition of grout between the ma.sonry plate and the top of the pier?

2. Lever Stand

(CHECK LIST)

a. Are the lever stands plumb?

b. Are the lever stands cracked or broken?

c. What is the condition of grout between the lever stands and the top of the piers?

J. Suspension

(CHECK LIST)

1

.

Are the girder chairs plumb?

2. Are the girder chairs tight to the bottom of the girder?

3. Are there any loose levers?

4. Is there a minimum of V4" clearance around and between the fixed and live parts of the

lever system?



One more concrete benefit.

Lower initial cost.
Prestressed concrete ties from Rocia have always been known for their

strength and long life. Their low maintenance and long term cost

advantages have been well documented. Now RocIa Concrete Tie offers

the additional advantage of a lower installation cost per mile.

RocIa is the North American leader in the sale and production of pre-

stressed concrete ties. Over 10,000,000 ties worldwide are in heavy haul,

high-speed passenger and transit service. For your prestressed concrete

tie requirements, call:

Concrete Tie, inc.

701 West 48th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80216
Telephone (303) 296-3500

Fax (303) 297-2255

268 East Scotland Drive

Bear, Delaware 19701

Telephone (302) 836-5304

Fax (302) 836-5458

Experience has proved you can depend on them.

WESTERN-CULLEN-HAYES

Railroad Products

For Maintenance-Of-Way
Hayes Bumping Posts
Delectric* Operators
Hayes Derails

For Signaling
Crossing Signals
Gate Mechanisms
Case & Track Hardware

For Communications
Telephone Shelter Boxes
Lightning Arresters

WESTERN-CULLEN-HAYES, Inc.

2700 West 36th Place • Chicago, Illinois 60632

Telephone: 312/254-9600

Take advantage of Western-Cullen-Hayes
service proven equipment and experi-

enced railway supply personnel to assure

safe, efficient operation on your line or

in your yards. Call 312/254-9600.
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1

K. Lighting

(CHECK LIST)

1

.

Are there lights in the pit?

2. Are all lights in operating condition?

3. What is the condition of the fixtures, conduit, switches, and fuse box?

REMARKS SECTION

ITEM
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39. SR (SENSITIVITY REQUIREMENT TEST)

A. AS FOUND: EMPTY / LOADED

B. AS LEFT: EMPTY / LOADED
L The test for sensitivity shall be conducted on all non-automatic indicating weighbeam

scales. SR tests shall be made at zero load and at the maximum test load applied to the

scale be either increasing or decreasing by a specified amount the test load on the load

receiving element of the scale.

2. This procedure is required to be completed twice: Empty, and Loaded. The test results

should be recorded in the respective blanks.

STATIC TEST SECTION

STATIC TEST
|
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C. Section Test

1. Determine sections from left to right as you face the scale platform from the indicating

device.

2. Positions of the scale test car are designated in order from left to right as: IR, 2L, 2, 2R,

3L, 3, 3R, etc., the numbers representing the sections and the letters L or R indicating

that the body of the car lies to the left or right of the section with one pair of wheels or

jacks directly over the section. The following are standard combinations of normal test

car positions (taking a four-section scale as an example), any one of which combinations

may be used when making a standard track scale shift test.

a. IR, 2, 3,4L.

b. IR, 2L, 3R,4L.

c. IR, 2L, 2R, 3L, 3R,4L.

When testing a two-section scale, the standard combination of normal test car

position is:

IR, Center, 2L.

3. Spot test car at each of the predetermined test positions and record both the scale

indications and the error for each such position. This operation should preferably be

repeated from the opposite direction before any defective condition is corrected or any

adjustment is made.

4. If any defective condition is corrected or any adjustment is made, repeat this test.

D. Zero Load Balance Change

1 . A zero load balance change test shall be conducted on all scales after the removal of any

test load. The zero load balance should not change by more than the minimum tolerance

applicable.

NOTE: The data pertaining to static testing MUST convey the AS FOUND condition and the AS
LEFT condition. No other data is required, regardless of how many runs are required across the

weighbridge to put the scale in satisfactory condition.

E. Direction of Travel

1. Identify the direction of the test car movement by noting the sequence of sections,

ie., (1-^4), or(4->l).

STRAIN LOAD TEST

STRAIN LOAD TEST
|
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B. Strain-load

1

.

The loaded car is placed on the scale. Indicated weight value is recorded.

2. This is the strain-load reference point.

C. Test Weight

1

.

The scale test car or test weights are then added so that the entire loading is scale borne.

2. Add the total sum of the test weight value applied and record.

D. Indicated weight

1

.

Total sum of load applied.

2. Record the total indicated weight.

E. Error

1. Error = (indicated weight - strain load) - test weight.

2. Calculate the scale error from the strain-load reference point based on the known test

load applied.

3. The scale errors for a strain-load test are the errors observed for the known test loads

only.

4. The tolerances to be applied are based on the known test load.

5. Remove all test weights and check that the scale returns to the strain-load reference

point.

6. Remove the strain-load and check for proper return to zero.

NOTE: Use one-half of the loaded car if the scale is too short to accommodate the entire car plus the

test car or weights.

DISCRIMINATION TEST

DISCRIMINATION TEST

42. DISCRIMINATION TEST

A. The purpose of the discrimination test is:

1

.

For analog indicating scales, to assure that the scale is sensitive to small changes in load.

2. For electronic indicating scales, to verify that the zone of uncertainty is less than or

equal to 0.3d.

TEST RESULTS SECTION

TEST RESULTS

D APPROVED

D REJECTED

D REPAIR TAG ISSUED

TEMPORARY USE ONLY
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43. TEST RESULT

A. Approved / Rejected

1. APPROVED

a. Scale meets all specifications, tolerances, and other technical requirements, as set

forth in the National Instite of Standards and Technology Handbook 44.

2. REJECTED

a. Scale does not meet some portion of the criteria set forth in the National Institute of

Standards and Technology Handbook 44.

3. REPAIR TAG ISSUED- TEMPORARY USE ONLY

NOTE: When a scale is rejected or a repair tag issued, the inspector shall immediately notify their

supervisor and determine what action is to be taken.

Specialists in Iceeping

Bridges in service

• TIMBER •STEEL •CONCRETE

Over 40 years of railroad experience.

Inspect. . . Repair. . . Treat. . . Strengthen

RAILROAD DIVISION

P O Box 8276 • Madison, Wisconsin 53708

608/221-2292 • 800/356-5952

WE'RE THE BRIDGE PRESERVERS
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SIGNATURE SECTION

44. SIGNATURES

A. Owner or Representative / Scale Inspector

1

.

Owner or Representative

a. Immediately after the inspection and testing of an individual track scale has been

performed, the scale owner or its representative must sign the report.

b. Inspector will furnish the owner or its representative a copy of the report summarizing

the results of the inspection and test, with specific mention of repairs and renewals

necessary to put the scale in proper weighing condition.

2. Scale Inspector

a. No report is official without proper signature.

b. Each report must be signed by the inspector.

NOTE: The inspector's signature attests to the scale having been inspected and tested as reported.

The original of each report must be sent to the office of the inspection and the testing agency

responsiblefor the scale. Each inspector should keep a copy of the report for their own files.



MEMOIR

Lavern "Casper" Carroll

Manager—Scale Operations

Illinois Central Railroad

With sadness, we notify our members and associates of the passing of Mr. L.W. "Casper"

Carroll, Manager of Scale Operations, Illinois Central Railroad.

Mr. Carroll's railroad career spanned 36 years. He began his service on the Illinois Central

Gulf Railroad on July 7, 1958, as an assistant scale inspector. His appointment as Chief Scale

Inspector on May 4, I98I and subsequent appointment as Manager of Scale Operations on April 23,

1990 culminated his career with the Illinois Central.

Casper's experience and knowledge of scales provided his employers, customers and

associates with a wellspring of information—in every instance invaluable, and in some instances

unobtainable anywhere else. He was the example of professionalism and integrity.

Casper passed away on March 16, 1994 at 61 years of age. Bom November 8, 1932, he was a

life-long resident of the state of Illinois. He is survived by his wife, Eunice; two daughters, Lori and

Denise; and a granddaughter.

He was a proud member of the National Industrial Scale Association, International Society of

Weighing and Measurement, the American Railway Engineering Association, and the National

Conference on Weights and Measures.

Casper was a Korean War veteran, serving with the U.S. Army.

For those of us fortunate enough to call Casper a friend and associate, our loss is profound and

immeasurable. Our lives have all been enriched as a result of his presence and professionalism.

Sadly missed, respectfully remembered Mr. L.W. "Casper" Carroll
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MEMOIR

C. A. Hughes

Ret'd. Engineer—Structures

Southern Pacific Transp. Co.

C. A. "Cal" Hughes passed away November, 1993 at the age of 69.

Graduating from high school in Dunsmuir, CA, (a crew change point) Cal worked on the

Southern Pacific for the next 39 years (excepting 2 years military service and 2 years finishing

college) until his retirement in late 1980.

Cal worked his way up on the railroad, from Rodman, then Junior Draftsman, and on to

Assistant Designer—Architectural, Structural Designer, Assistant B& B Supervisor, Assistant

Supervisor of Structures—Houston, and Assistant Engineer of Bridges—San Francisco, retiring as

Engineer—Structures.

A registered Civil Engineer in California and Texas, Cal was an active member of AREA.

He served on Committee 15 starting in 1964 and was a committee chairman. Cal became an AREA
life member in 1989.

M. K. Moran
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MEMOIR

William T. McNutt

President

McNutt Schneller, Inc.

William T. McNutt, of North Little Rock, AR., died March 16, 1994. The President of McNutt-

Schneller, Inc., Engineers and Planners, Bill was a member of the American Railway Engineering

Association, Roadmasters and Maintenance of Way Assoc, and the American Concrete Institute.

A graduate of the University of Mississippi, he was a member of the National Engineering

Honor Society, Chi Epsilon and Social Fraternity Chi Psi. Mr. McNutt was an original appointee to

the newly instituted National Engineering Certification Committee in 1973. He also served on the

Arkansas state licensing board for registered engineers, and was a registered engineer practicing in

twenty-two states.

Mr. McNutt was a member of Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast, AREA. A consultant to the

Illinois Central Railroad, and the Burlington Northern Railroad, the Missouri Pacific Railroad and

the Union Pacific Railroad, Mr. McNutt specialized in the field of subgrade stabilization and ballast

degradation.

Mr. McNutt also practiced in the structural field of engineering, counting among his clients.

Archer Daniels Midland, Proctor and Gamble, The Hartz Seed Co. Division of Monsanto, Wolverine

Tube Co. He acted as an expert witness for Aetna Insurance, Cigna Insurance and other major

insurance companies.

The first prestressed concrete plant in Arkansas was designed by Mr. McNutt. He also

designed a national award winning concrete plant in Conway, Arkansas that was honored by the

American Concrete Institute.

Bill, to his friends, was a well-known figure at the national meetings of the associations and

Committee 1. He was usually accompanied by his wife Marjorie who worked in the allied field of

soil testing.

He is survived by his wife, four children and four grandsons. His son William Michael, an

engineer, will be in practice with the engineering firm.
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Who in the world can respond

to your requirements for specific

track equipment?

Fairmont Tamper can, and does.

n addition to over 130 different machines we offer

)r railway track maintenance, we also develop new

leas, and deliver to your unique specifications.

We adapt standard equipment to include custom

ptions. Design new machines to solve our

ustomers' problems. And remanufacture entire units

r assemblies.

This requires strong, broad design expertise in

lechanical, hydraulic, electronic and

3ftware solutions. Fairmont Tamper

as it. And our strong customer

ase— over 150 around the world— is

roof that we deliver.

In fact, Fairmont Tamper offers

le most complete line of railway

laintenance equipment in the world,

'ur line includes: • Tampers

Ballast regulators, brooms and undercut

irs • Rail grinders • Track construction

nd renewal systems • Tie removal and

isertion machines • Spike drivers and

pullers • Rail anchor and fastener applicators

• Hy-Rail* Guide Wheel Attachments

We also provide track renewal, rail grinding and

other contract services.

You'll find full-service Fairmont Tamper facilities

on three continents, and export agents around the

world. Plus worldwide technical/training support from

our field service staff.

In North America— call

803-822-9160 or fax 803-822-7471.

Australia— call 7 2056500 or fax

7 2057369. U.K.- call 602 3844004

or fax 602 384821.

'P'P^^'m^ lilt I ! '<lii.iWSiit!«ftgSigBaBaB

Examplf< ufiKH ii/ftfs de\ilopeil by
\

Fairmont Tamptr for trmk mainte-

inmce needs around the world include

a transit rail grinder, a new track
|

construction machine, the Pony (track

renewal machine) for japan, section
j

);ang vehicles for Mexico, and over-

head maintenance vehicles for China. I

F̂ irmani

O a harsco companLj

Your partner along the way



DIRECTORY OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS

SPECIALISTS IN FIXED AND MOVABLE
BRIDGES FOR THE RAILWAY INDUSTRY

tdm.
BERGMANN ASSOCIATES

44 HUDSON PLACE, HOBOKEN, N) 07030

(201) 653-2898

ROCHESTER. NY HOBOKEN, N) • PHILADELPHIA, PA^ FT. LAUDERDALE. FL BUFFALO, \Y

Ul^
LTK Engineering Services
Louis T. Klauder and Associates

Blu* Bell, PA
phoM: (211) S42-0700

lu: (2tS) S42-7tT(

Portland, OR
Loa Angatoa, CA
Chicago, IL

Oallaa, TX
Philadelphia, PA
Waahington, DC

Rail Transportation Engineering

Vehicles and Systems

light, heavy, commuter, passenger, freight

Systems Design

power, signals, communications, fare collection

Planning, Operations, Economic Analysis

INTERMODAL YARDS • TRACK DESIGN •

WASTE TRNSFER • BRIDGES •

EMBANKMENTS • ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
• SURVEYING AND DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

CORPORATE MIDWEST CHICAGO SOUTHERN
OFFICE REGION OFFICE REGION

708-858-7060 217-625-7060 312-220-0720 616-552-262&

SERVING THE RAILROAD INDUSTRY



The First Name in Ti'ansportation

PARSONS
BRINCKERHOFF

Engineers • Planners • Construction Managers

• Railroads and Rapid Transit

-Tracl< -Tunnels -Yards
-Signals -Bridges -Shops

460 Spring Park Place, Herndon, VA 22070
Contact: Robert K. Pattison
(703) 478-3154

GORDON, BUA & READ, INC

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

83 PINE STREET, SUITE 115

PEABODY, MASSACHUSETTS 01960

(508) 535-9051

also NASHUA, NH (603) 595-9051

Civil

Railroad

Transportation

Structural

DE LEUW, CATHER
Comprehensive Railroad Engineering Services

Celebrating our 75th Year "^5,

De Leuw, Gather & Company

1133 15th Street NW • Washington, DC 20005

(202) 775-3300 • Fax: (202) 775-3422 I PARSOMS



Complete Engineering Services for the

Raiiroad industry

Tracks, Bridges, Structures

Construction Management

Shops, Warehouses, Offices

Fuel Management

Utilities

Financial Studies

113 BLACK &VEATCH
8400 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO 64114 (913) 339-2222

J?AJI TECHNOLOGY, INC.

9608 Kiefer Blvd., Suites 1 & 2

Sacramento, California 95827
Phone:(916)362-9984 • FAX: (916) 362-4205

RAILWAY CONSULTANTS
Design, inspection and technical services for railroads,

transit systems and the rail served industry.

HDR Engineering, Inc.

We offer complete railroad

engineering services.

Tracks

Bridges

Tunnels

Facilities

8404 Indian Hills Drive

Omaha, NE 68114-4049

1-800-366-4411

Offices Nationwide



Michael R. Christensen, P.E.

President & Chief Executive Officer

Railroad Engineering
Civil Engineering

One Corporate Centre
1 320 Willow Pass Road, Suite 460 • Concord, CA 94520

(510) 798-2920 • FAX (510) 798-2924

RaBroad Englneertng

Bridge DeslgrVRehabllltotlon

Construction Engineering

Meridian
Track Design

ENGINEERS & PLANNERS, INC.

8700 W. BrynMowrAve.
Chicago, II. 60631

PHONE: (312)693-1030
FAX; (312)693-3863

<TL
serving the railroad industry

Call (800) 522-2CTL

• testing of ties, fastener systems, rails, rail joints

• state-of-the-art dynamic testing equipment
• million-lb static & dynamic capacity
• track design/construction problem solving
• onsite track system testing & instrumentation
• vehicle component testing

Claire G. Ball

Construction Technology Laboratories, Inc.

5420 Old Orchard Road, Skokie, IL 60077-1030



HARDESTY & HANOVER
Consulting Engineers

BRIDGES-FIXED & MOVABLE
HIGHWAYS - RAILWAYS
SPECIAL STRUCTURES

Design, Inspection, Valuation

1501 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
Hoboken, NJ 07 03

ESCA CONSULTANTS, INC.
1606 WILLOW VIEW RD P O BOX 159

URBANA. ILLINOIS (217) 384-0505

RAILROAD & HIGHWAY BRIDGES • TRACKWORK
INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES • SPECIAL STRUCTURES

INSPECTION & RATING
REPORTS & STUDIES
DESIGN & PLANS

CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION

\€ HAZELET + ERDAL, INC.
Consulting Engineers

Successors to the

Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Company
serving the railroad industry since 1 897

FIXED and MOVABLE RAILROAD BRIDGES

Design - New and Rehabilitation

Inspection - Structural, Mechanical & Electrical

Rating and Analysis

547 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60661

(312)461-0267



• Facilities Programming



THOMAS K. DYER, INC.

Rail Transportation
Consulting Engineers

Signals Track/Civil (Communications

1762 Massachusetts Avenue
Lexington, MA 02173

(617) 862-2075

NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • CHICAGO

ilLROJXD AND RAIL TRANSIT
||}ection • Design • Construction Management
piges • Tunnels • Structures • Stations

illlltls • Maintenance Shops

iSiliackwork Electrification • Signals • Communications

Gannett Fleming
ENGINEERS AND PLANNERS

EO. Box 67100 • Harrisburg, PA 1 7 1 06

117)763-7211

25 Offices Throughout the

United States

Railroad Engineering Services Since 1910

tt
• Railroad Facilities & Building Designs

• Bridge and Track Engineering Services

• Construction Engineering and Surveys

• Fuel Handling Facilities

TKDA 1500 Piper Jaffray Plaza

444 Cedar Street

St. Paul,MN 55101-2140

ENGINEERS.ARCHITECTS.PLANNERS (612) 292-4400



SHANNON &WILSON. INC.
GEOTECHNICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS

• Landslide Evaluation & Correction
• Embankment & Subgrade Stabilization

• Tunnel Design & Maintenance
• Environmental Management

• Badge Foundation Engineering

Seattle • Kennewick • Fairbanks • Anchorage • St. Louis
Corporate Headquarters. Seattle: (206) 632-8020

400 N. 34th, Suite 100, P.O. Box 300303, Seattle, WA 98103

Offices:

New Jersey

New York
New Hampshire
Connecticut
Maryland
Massachusetts
Pennsylvania
Florida

Bettigole Andrews & Clark, Inc.

1 University Plaza
Hackensack, NJ 07601

Tel 201-489-8080

Fax 201-489-9755

alfred benesch & company
consulting engineers

205 Nortfi Michigan Avenue • Boulevard Towers South

Chicago, Illinois 60601
312565-0450 Fax: 312-565-2497

Inspection, design and construction management of:

Bridges • Tracks • Intermodal Yards • Stations • Shops

Atlanta, GA • Chicago, IL • Kenosha, Wl • Lansing, Ml • Pottsville, PA



HODJESKI AND MASTERS
Contuiting Englneert

linCt 1 893

FIXED & MOVABLE RAILROAD BRIDGES

MODJESKI AND MASTERS, INC.

P.O. BOX 234S
HARMSBURO. M 1710B

(7171790-9666 FAX (717) 790-96M

PougMMpM, NY

106B ST. CHARUS AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS. LA 70130

(604) 624-4344 FAX (604) 661 -1 229

Bordamown. NJ

STV Group
Engineers Architects Planners Construction Managers

RaiI_T^iisportatoi_Serv^
STV/Seelye Stevenson Value & Knecht

STV/Sanders & Thomas

STV/Lyon Associates

11 Robinson Street, Pottstown, PA 19464

tel: 610/326-4600 fax: 610/326-2718

Office Locations Throughout the Country

zr
ZETA-TECH

ZETA-TECH Associates Inc.

900 Kings Highway N.

Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002

(609) 779-7795 Fax: (609) 779-7436

TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC CONSULTING
FOR RAILROADS AND RAIL TRANSIT

Tachnlcal Consulting

• Railway Track and Rail

Malntananca Uanagamant
• Vahlcla/Track Syatama

Economic Analysis

Systam Economics
CoatlBanatn Analysis

• Costing

Ragulatory and Managerial Costing

Coat Allocation

Trackaga Rights/Joint Facilities

• Specialized Software

• Maintenance Planning

Operations Simulation



Engineers • Architects • Scientists

HANSON Serving

WILSON f^2lad
Industry

Offices
Nationwide

3101 Broadway, Suite 310
Kansas City, Missouri 64111

816-561-9054

CTMx ENGINEERS
CONSOER TOWNSEND ENVIRODYNE ENGINEERS, INC.

168 North Clinton Street • Chicago, Illinois 60661 • (312)648-1700

A professional consulting servicesfirm . .

.

3 Railyards and shop facilities

) Bridge inspection, retiabilitation and replacement

y Pollution control facilities

3 Hazardous materials management

i Computerized bridge management programs

EST. 1924

301 INDUSTRIAL DR., P.O. BOX 19009
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35219-9009
PHONE: (205)945-1300 FAX: (205) 945-1441

COWIN&COMPANY, INC.
MINING ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

Tunnels

• Construction

• Repair

• Enlargement

• Consulting



Proven Performers

RAILS MAINTENANCE
OF WAY PRODUCTS

Switch Heaters
• Type HAB Hot Air Blower
• Type CAB Cold Air Blower
• Type LP Natural Gas
• Type RTS Propane
• Type TH Tubular Electric

Snow Detectors
Electric Switch Heater Control

Systems
Portable Air Compressors
Rail Rod Track Carts

(Gasoline or Diesel)

Car Retarders
(Inert or Hydraulic Release)

Wheel Stops
Automatic Track Lubrication

Systems
Automatic Switch Point Locks
Rail Anchors
Bridge Tie Anchors
Switch Point Protectors

Track Skates
Gauge Rods
Guard Rail Clamps
Sweeper Hose
Abrasive Cut-off Wheels
Wiring Troughs

RAILS
COMPANY

101 Newark Way, Maplewood, NJ 07040
Phone (201) 763-4320 • FAX (201) 763-2585

Chicago, IL 60604



WithKerr-McGee
You're Tied Into QuaJity. . . ForThe Long Run.
When you're a ma|or supplier of ties and timbers to the top railroads in North America,
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WHEEL CLIMB DERAILMENT TESTS USING AAR'S
TRACK LOADING VEHICLE

Magdy El-Sibaie*

Semih Kalay**

BACKGROUND

A recent addition to the continued research by the Association of American Railroads ( AAR)

into derailment prevention and safety is the use of its Track Loading Vehicle (TLV) for testing the

conditions leading to wheel climb derailments. Such attempt at a full-scale testing of wheel climb is

the first of its kind in North America.

The testing with the TLV is supported by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) under the

auspices of the Track Train Derailment Analysis Project. The primary objective of this project is to

further the understanding of the forces and reactions occurring at the region of wheel-to-rail interface

for a range of wheel loadings, speeds, track conditions, and other operational characteristics.

Wheel climb derailments occur when the forward motion of the axle, combined with excessive

lateral to vertical wheel load ratios, permit the wheel flange to roll onto the top of the rail head. The

climb condition may be temporary with wheel and rail returning to normal contact or it may result in

the wheel climbing fully over the rail. Wheel climb may occur during steady state curving, spiral

negotiation, twist and roll, and under conditions of very .severe truck hunting.

Earlier analytical studies and small-scale laboratory tests produced a number of hypotheses

concerning the parameters that lead to a wheel climb derailment. In addition to the ratio of lateral to

vertical wheel loads (L/V), wheel and rail profiles, axle yaw (angle of attack) with respect to rail,

and surface friction or lubrication are considered primary factors influencing the occurrence of

wheel climb. Later analyses added load duration and longitudinal wheel/rail force (such as braking

force) to the list of parameters influencing wheel climb.

The L/V derailment criterion, formulated by Nadal of French Railways in 1908, continues to

be used by railway engineers as a limiting condition leading to incipient wheel climb derailment.

The criterion is based on the simple equilibrium of forces between the wheel and rail at the single

point of flange contact and just prior to derailment. Nadal's limit is dependent on the wheel and rail

profiles and the coefficient of friction between them and is generally believed to be conservative. For

a wheel with a flange angle of 68 degrees and for a coefficient of friction of 0.5 the Nadal formula

yields a limiting LA' ratio of 0.88.

Gilchrist and Brickie of British Rail have later shown that the Nadal limit is most conservative

where the wheel angle of attack relative to the rail is small or negative. They also indicated that the

most critical wheel climb condition occurs when the longitudinal creepage across the contact patch is

greatly diminished as in during braking.

In the 1960s, the Japanese National Railways (JNR) proposed a modification to Nadal's

criterion allowing for higher limiting L/V ratios at shorter load durations. Their proposal followed a

large number of laboratory experiments in which L/V values greater than the Nadal limit were

measured. For peak wheel load durations of less than 0.05 seconds, as often is the case in hunting, an

increase was given to the value of the limiting L/V ratio. Small scale tests conducted at Princeton

University indicated that the JNR criterion was unable to predict incipient flange climb derailment

under a number of test conditions. A less conservative adaptation of the JNR criterion was used by

the Electromotive Division of General Motors for its locomotive research.

Recently Weinstock of the Volpe National Transportation Test Center proposed a less

conservative criterion involving the sum of the absolute value of the L/V ratio seen by the two

wheels of an axle. He proposed that the resulting axle sum be limited by the sum of the Nadal limit

(for the flanging wheel) and the coefficient of friction (at the nonflanging wheel.) Weinstock's limit

'Manager, Track Dynamics, AAR
Chief Engineer, Civil. AAR
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was argued to be not as overiy conservative as Nadal's at small or negative angles of attack and less

sensitive to variations in the coefficient of friction.

The Nadal, JNR, and Weinstock L/V criteria have found their way into North American

specifications, often without adequate tests to support them for the variety of track conditions

experienced. A number of LA' derailment safety limits, based upon these criteria, are all adopted

within AAR's certification testing of freight cars, better known as the Chapter XI testing. Limiting

L/V values recorded during these tests often exceeded Nadal's without any apparent danger of

wheel climb. The one primary goal of this research activity is to validate, and possibly improve on,

the current wheel climb criteria used in Chapter XL Another goal is to compare the test measured

wheel climb conditions to those predicted by analysis. Such analysis is performed primarily using

the NUCARS computer program, developed by the AAR for modeling the response of a railway car

to track.

DESCRIPTION OF TLV AND YAW BOGIE

The TLV was built in 1987 on the under frame of an SD45X locomotive at the AAR's

Chicago Technical Center. A reinforced carbody structure, built over this underframe, is supported

by two locomotive trucks. A special loading frame located at the center of the vehicle allows for an

interchangeable load bogie to be mounted underneath the center of the vehicle for the purpose of

continuous testing of track strength. The bogie is operated by two pairs of servo-controlled vertical

and lateral hydraulic actuators which are driven by a dedicated hydraulic power supply housed inside

the TLV carbody.

This modular concept which a|lows the customization and installation of different bogies for

different track strength or wheel/rail interaction tests is the reason for the TLVs versatility and

recent success as a research and testing tool. Previous TLV activities included: (I) the development

of a split axle gage-widening bogie used for testing and validating current rail restraint criteria and in

heavy axle load (HAL) tests, (2) the development of a rail uplift bogie to measure the thermal

longitudinal forces in track, (3) demonstration of the TLV as a bridge loading machine, and (4)

revenue tests to quantify the gage strength characteristics of North American track.

Figure 1 shows a side view of the new "yaw bogie" currently used in wheel climb testing. The

bogie main frame is constructed using four wide-flange I-beams. The two side beams have a

partially open area at the center to accept the journal box assembly. Located above this opening is a

heavy steel section which has a cam plate inserted into a milled recess. The two cam plates are

machined to a specific radius for an accurate rotation of the axle. The journal box as.sembly, which is

below the cam, has an adjustable roller take-up system. This provides a means to center the wheelset

in the frame from side to side and provides a rotational point to react against when the angle of

attack is changed.

Located inside the bogie frame at the rear is an air motor, to provide power, a right angle gear

speed reducer, and two drive shafts. These shafts are connected to two worm gear linear actuators

which are located at the rear of the frame on each side. The linear actuators are connected by

adjustable links to the journal boxes. Engagement of the air motor causes one linear actuator to

extend and the other to retract. The rollers on the journal boxes rotate about the cam plates, and this

allows angular rotation of the wheelset in either direction. When the angle has been set. the journal

boxes are clamped in place by means of two hydraulic cylinders which are mounted to the frame and

connected by links to the journal boxes. Vertical and lateral loads are applied to the w heels through

the yaw bogies frame by use of the MTS actuators on the TLV. Present construction allows an angle

of attack in the range of +/- 4 degrees. The triaxial loads generated at the wheel-rail interface at

incipient derailment are measured using a high accuracy instrumented wheelset (see Figure 2)

designed and constructed by the AAR.
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Kijjure 1

TEST DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY

Since July of 1994, the TLV and the yaw bogie have been used in track tests designed to

determine the effects of wheelset yaw angle, lateral and vertical wheel loads, and rail lubrication on

wheel climb. The tests are being conducted on the tangent north end of the Precision Test Track

(PTT) at the Transportation Test Center (TTC) in Pueblo, Colorado. The test track incorporates a

1 19 lb/yard continuously welded rail on wood ties with spring-clip elastic fasteners. The track was

modified to provide for both new and curve-worn rail conditions to investigate the effects of rail

profile on wheel climb derailments. The test track is maintained to excellent conditions which are

better than FRA Class 6.

Demonstration Tests

While track was being prepared, demonstration tests were run with a conventional non-

instrumented wheelset in order to check the workability of all instrumentation and to verify proper

hydraulic system control. Checkouts were made of two distinctive modes of hydraulic system

control required in subsequent testing. The first, applicable to the axle steering tests, required that the

lateral and yaw actuators be controlled tt) provide a fixed wheelset position relative to the track,

while the vertical actuators were set to provide constant, but not necessarily identical, forces on each

wheel. The second mode, applicable to the wheel climb tests, required that the yaw actuators be

controlled to provide a fixed wheelset yaw position relative to the bogie frame, while the vertical

actuators are set to provide constant, but not neces.sarily identical, forces on each wheel. For the

second mode, and under these controlled conditions, the lateral actuator loads were slowly increased

until wheel climb was produced. Results of these demonstration tests proved the success of the TLV
and its yaw bogie in performing both tasks.
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AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ADVANCED
DESIGN TURNOUTS

D. D. Davis*

S. F. Kalay**

M. B, Hargrove***

Innovation in special trackwork such as turnouts and crossing frogs has been intermittent and

isolated. The desire to keep new designs compatible with the current system has led to more

incremental improvements on a local basis than to any major innovations. In fact, to the casual

observer, it may appear that nothing at all has happened. For many years the geometry of most

turnouts has been non-symmetrical and non-tangential. The switch points move and the frog is not

supposed to; being a rigid casting of austenitic manganese steel. As is often the case, the casual

observer is wrong. The industry is in the midst of a revolution in turnout technology, and AAR is

developing the tools to help railroads evaluate the best uses of the available technology.

Historical Perspective

In response to increased demands imposed by heavier and faster loads, the sizes of the turnout

and its various components have increased over time. We have progressed from number 8 and 10

turnouts through numbers 12, 14, and 16 until the number 20 turnout is the mainline standard today.

Many components have been re-designed and revised to improve individual performance. This sub-

optimization effort has led to a vast array of design differences amongst the railroads. The special

trackwork industry can be likened to the locomotive building industry at the dawn of the diesel age.

Some railroads build their own, the rest have a builder construct their own designs. The builder

"custom-builds" for each railroad. Yet, the product is bought almost exclusively on the basis of price.

The conventional turnout is a proven system that generally works well enough to keep most

lines operating economically. However, it is a system that requires much maintenance. As traffic

levels and wheel loads increase, the need for maintenance will exceed the time available.

The turnout also tends to be the bottle neck in many operations that are suffering from line

capacity constraints. Proper examination of turnout life cycle costs should include train delay costs.

In these cases, turnouts which are more durable/reliable and allow more traffic to pass in a given

period are desirable even at a price premium over conventional designs.

The Current Situation

The consolidation of rail lines and downsizing of remaining physical plant and the recent

upswing in traffic has left the railroads with lines that are operating at or near "capacity." Many

railroads are searching for a way to improve operations without adding track. One option available to

many is to improve turnout performance.

In the 1980s, a host of "new" suppliers to the North American market introduced some radical

special trackwork products. Faced with the daunting task of evaluating these and other new products,

the industry chose a cooperative research program. The Advanced Turnout Evaluation Program was

initiated by the As.sociation of American Railroads in 1990. The program's objectives are: I) to

develop tools for evaluation and design of advanced turnouts and 2) to aid in the development of

mainline turnouts with improved performance and/or lower life cycle costs.

AAR Research

The Advanced Turnout Evaluation Committee is composed of railroad members, suppliers, and

AAR technical staff. The committee developed performance criteria and both analytical and

*Senior Research F-ngincer II. AAR
**Chief Research Engineer— Infraslruclure, AAR

***Dircctor Engineering Systems Analysis. AAR
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experimental testing protocol for this program. The test program called for candidate turnouts

designs to be evaluated by AAR's NUCARS model. Those that received a favorable evaluation (as

compared to a "standard" AREA design) were selected for field testing. The evaluation consisted of

NUCARS analysis evaluations of the forces applied to the turnout by a 100 ton car.

Volunteer railroads agreed to purchase and install the turnouts. AAR provided the labor and

equipment to measure and evaluate turnout performance in track.

In 1990, one major railroad built an extensive test section of the then-current designs in which

they were interested. This has generated a wealth of information that AAR did not have the resources

to generate.' Other railroads have pursued less rigorous and encompassing field evaluations.

At the heart of AAR's program is the development of analytical tools. This will allow not only

evaluation of current designs, but the ability to develop new designs. This will greatly reduce the

amount of full scale testing required.

Both engineering and economic models have been developed for turnout evaluation. The

engineering model can predict the forces generated by a vehicle in the turnout. The economic model

can evaluate the life cycle costs of turnouts in various operating scenarios.

Economic Analysis

The turnout cost model has the capability to be a turnout selection tool, using various operating

parameters and turnout performance data, one can model the performance of each type of turnout

selected for a given situation.

A comparison of the life cycle costs of improved turnouts and a "standard" #20 turnout was

made. The study explored the range of conditions where improved turnouts may be advantageous.

The standard turnout was a typical AREA #20 design. Two categories of improved turnouts

were examined. These are:

Advanced— Designs with features that reduce the applied loading. Premium components are

also used.

Premium— Designs with improved materials and components that will sur\i\e longer under

current loads.

The advanced turnout consisted of tangential geometry switch points and a moveable point

frog built with premium components. The premium turnout consisted of a tlxed point (rigid) frog

and AREA (non-tangential) switch points built with premium components. Figures 1 and 2 show

examples of Advanced and Premium turnouts in test at the F.A.S.T. track.

North American railroads have limited experience with advanced tumouts. We therefore estimated

turnout component lives using NUCARS and the AAR Turnout Model. These estimated lives were

consistent with limited tleld-test results. We also had very little cost information. For this preliminary

analysis, we conducted sensitivity analyses for the cost and pertonnance of improved tumouts.

We conducted the economic analysis for two cases. The first considered only the costs of

installing and maintaining tumouts. The second also included the costs of train delays associated

with installation, maintenance activities, and speed reductions.

Base Case Results

The base case analysis assumed 100-ton coal operations over a standard AREA #20 turnout

with an installed cost of just under $60,(XX). We assumed routine maintenance on a regular schedule,

with grinding and welding based on the rate of deterioration of the points and the frog. We based the

replacement of the points and the frog upon the predictions of the AAR Turnout Model, while the
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intervals for production grinding, undercutting and surfacing varied with tonnage. We based the unit

costs and the maintenance intervals upon the responses to a survey of Class I railroads.

We estimated the component lives for a coal line. Each coal train consisted of three 6-axle

locomotives and one hundred lOO-ton cars. For the loaded direction, we a.ssumed 95% of the traffic

to take the straight path through the turnout and 5% the divergent path. For the empty direction, we
assumed 25% to take the divergent path. For the standard AREA #20 turnout, the turnout model

predicted 103 MGT as the frog life, 337 MGT as the straight switch point life, and 620 MGT as the

overall turnout life.

Given the initial installation cost and the frequency and cost of the maintenance activities, we
computed the equivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC) over the life of the standard turnout using a

10% discount rate (Figure 3). When computing the EUAC with train delay co.sts we assumed the

cost per hour of train delays to be $l80/hour, a figure used by a member railroad in studies of

dispatching delays. We believe this is a con.servative estimate. One needs to be careful in estimating

train delays becau.se actual train delays are a function of specific site situations including train

schedules, line capacity, and whether the traffic is diverted to a mainline or to a siding.

Figure 1. Advanced design turnout at TTC. Figure 2. Premium Turnout at TTC.
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Breakeven Turnout Cost (% Base Turnout)
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Figure 4. Breakeven analysis for advanced turnouts without train delays.

premium frog lasts 206 MGT, then it is economically justified to pay as much as 1.2 times the cost

of standard AREA #20 turnout for the 100 MGT line; if we include the effects of train delays, then it

is justifiable to pay as much as 1 .7 times the cost of a standard turnout.

Unlike the expensive advanced turnouts, the premium component turnouts appeared to have

greater economic potential across the wider range of traffic volumes analyzed. The comparative

analysis of the EUACs for several assumed combinations of price and performance of turnout; with
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premium rigid frogs showed that these turnouts can superior not only to the standard turnouts, but

also to advanced turnout; on lines of less than 75 MGT annually. The turnouts with premium rigid

frogs may be competitive even for the 100 MGT line and are clearly inferior to the advanced turnout

only for the 125 MGT line.

Summary

The first cost premium of the advanced turnout is large enough to limit its application to very

high tonnage lines. Research in this area should be directed at lowering its first cost rather than

further increasing turnout life.

There appears to be a significant place in the market for an improved (presumably) rigid frog

turnout with improved performance and a modest price premium. AAR is focusing its current

research efforts toward this type of turnout.
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EFFECT ON BRIDGES OF COAL CARS WITH
INCREASED AXLE LOADS

Brigitte de Josez*

SUMMARY

This paper presents results from tests conducted by the Research and Operations Development

Department (R & OD), CP Rail System, in 1993 to study the effect of operating 286,000 lbs Gross

Vehicle Weight (GVW) conventional coal cars (i.e., equipped with conventional trucks and

couplers) on bridges. Cars with radial trucks, solid draw bars at 275,000 lbs and 286,000 lbs were

previously tested in 1991 and 1992. Three bridges were tested : a 72 ft. riveted Deck Plate Girder,

a 100 ft. riveted Through Plate Girder and a 63 ft. welded Ballasted Through Plate Girder.

In general, no additional detrimental effect was observed on bridge member stres.ses from coal

cars equipped with conventional trucks and couplers as compared with the use of radial trucks and

solid drawbars. Not all bridge members are prone to fatigue and, therefore, they are not all affected

by an increase to 286,000 lbs GVW. Main members with a stress range exceeding 5,000 psi

experienced an increase in effective stress range not greater than 10% caused by the increase in

GVW of coal cars from 263,000 lbs to 286,000 lbs. If all coal trains, representing 40% of the traffic

mix in most of the coal route, were to be increased to 286,000 lbs GVW, the remaining life of

members prone to fatigue will be reduced by 12%, or by 8% if the yearly MGT is kept the same.

INTRODUCTION

In view of initiatives in the railway industry to introduce Increased Axle Load (lAL) operation

at 286,000 lbs, tests were conducted by Re.search and Operations Development, CP Rail System, on

three bridges to assess the effect of increased vehicle weight on bridge member stress and fatigue

life. This is important in order to ensure safe, cost effective and reliable operation of CPRS coal

trains as well as to estimate associated co.sts related to bridge maintenance as a result of this increase

in Gross Vehicle Weight. Initial tests were conducted with coals cars equipped with radial trucks

and solid drawbars loaded to 275,000 lbs and 286,000 lbs. Results showed that the percentage

increase in equivalent stress range is similar to the percentage increase in GVW. Additional tests

were performed to assess the effect on bridge member stress and fatigue life of an increase in GVW
to 286,000 lbs on coal cars equipped with conventional trucks and couplers. Testing focused on the

following three bridges :

— Bridge 1.54 Shuswap Subdivision - 72 ft. riveted Deck Plate Girder (DPG)

— Bridge 24.4 Shuswap Subdivision - 100 ft. riveted Through Plate Girder (TPG)

— Bridge 1 18.85 Mountain Subdivision - 63 ft. welded Ballasted Through Plate Girder { BTPG)

The effect of an increase in GVW of conventional coal cars to 286,000 lbs on selected bridge

structural members is required in order to ensure no excessive stress increase or life reduction of

these members will result. As well, the information is needed to assist in estimating the maintenance

cost increase associated with an increase of GVW.

TEST INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURE

Strain gauges were in.stalled on selected members of interest on each bridge.

A total of four gauges were installed on the 72 ft. DPG, including one on the rail to locate

wheels. Gauge locations are described in Table I

.

All gauge locations were the same throughout the test program.

Engineer Track Standards. CP Rail System
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Table 1. Strain Gauge Locations on Bridge 1.54 Shuswap

Strain Gauge

Number
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The tests consisted of running two separate tests with a captive test consist comprised of a

locomotive, ten conventional coal cars and a caboose, over each bridge at speeds between 5mph and

track speed. On one consist the coal cars were loaded to 263,000 lbs and on the other consist they

were loaded to 286,000 lbs. Each test car was loaded at the mines and adjusted in weight at

Revelstoke in order to obtain a GVW as close as possible to the required weight. The test cars were

uncoupled when scaled at Revelstoke. Strain readings were recorded on each bridge for all te.st runs.

The outputs from the strain gauges were amplified by Vishay conditioner/amplifiers and

recorded on a 14 channel Kyowa tape recorder for subsequent analysis in the laboratory. An 8

channel Astro-Med chart recorder was used to display the strain outputs at the test sites to check the

recorded data.

The data was filtered at 100 Hz. A SOMAT 2000 portable microprocessor-based data

acquisition system was used to process the data using a rainflow count fatigue method.

RAINFLOW ANALYSIS AND FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION

To illustrate the important results, strain readings from the test consist with 286,000 lbs cars at

track speed on each bridge are shown in Figures 1 to 3. As can be seen not all members have a

stress range that exceeds A.R.E.A. fatigue limits and, therefore, not all members are prone to fatigue.

Rainflow analysis was conducted on these members which have a stress range that exceeds 5000 psi:

72 ft. girders, 63 ft. girders, floor beams and stringers. However, from all these members, riveted

stringers and floor beams on Bridge 24.4 Shuswap Subdivision have the shortest life.

All members analysed had an equivalent stress range increase below or equal to 10 %, which is

similar to the percentage increase in GVW and, therefore, there was no excessive increase in stress

range. This result is also similar to results from initial tests which were conducted with radial trucks

and solid drawbars at 286,000 lbs GVW. Therefore, no detrimental effect was observed, in general,

on bridges from using conventional trucks and drawbars. Potential beneficial effects of radial trucks

will be discussed in the section on the effect of a wheel tread defect on a welded stiffener.

From Figure 4, the 10% stress increase corresponds to a life reduction of 25%. This considers

running the same number of coal trains with the .same frequency (i.e., increased yearly MGT by 9%).

If we keep the same yearly MGT, then the life reduction will be 16%. However, this assumes that all

traffic is increased to 286,000 lbs and that all members are new (i.e., they have no consumed fatigue

life). This is not the case for most of our members. These two factors will reduce the percentage of

life reduction as seen in the next section.

Assuming coal cars at 315,000 lbs will have the same behaviour and the same axle

spacing, then by extrapolating these results they would suggest a 42% life reduction on

members prone to fatigue.

LIFE REDUCTION PREDICTION

Considering that an increase in GVW on coal cars from 263,0(K) lbs to 286,()(X) lbs will cause a

stress increase of 10% on bridge members prone to fatigue; this will result in a life reduction which

will be affected by two parameters:

— The percentage of traffic with a GVW increased to 286,000 lbs

— Consumed fatigue life of the member

The effect of the percentage of traffic increased to 286,0(X) lbs is shown in Figure 5. Thus, if all

coal trains are increased to 286,(X)() lbs, this would represent 40% of the traffic mix in most of the

coal route and will result in a remaining life reduction of 12% (i.e., instead of 25% if coal trains

represented 100% of the traffic).
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Percentage of Remaining Life Reduction
100

Increased MGT

Same MGT
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Percentage of Stress Range Increase CP Rail System

Figure 4. Effect of Stress Range Increase on Remaining Fatigue Life Reduction

of Bridge Members
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Figure 5. Effect of Increased GVW to 286 Kips on Members Remaining Life

(Conventional Equipment)
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If the consumed lite is also considered. Figures 6 and 7 show how the percentage reduction in

total life will be affected. This analysis ignores all traffic before 1965 (i.e., assuming there is no

fatigue life consumption before 1965 when the 100 ton cars were introduced). For members built

before 1965 with an expected life of 31 to 39 years, the reduction in total life would be less then 5%.

Effect on remaining life is shown in Figure 8 in terms of number of years instead of

percentage.

EFFECT OF A WHEEL TREAD DEFECT ON A WELDED STIFFENER

The effect of a wheel tread defect on a welded stiffener was measured during the test program.

An area of the 63 ft. WTG, which is susceptible to cracking, was instrumented with a three

directional strain gauge and measurements taken with revenue service trains.

During these tests, it was found that wheel tread defect impacts cause very high impact stres.ses

at the bottom of the welded stiffener. This can be seen in Figure 9 which shows strain readings at

the bottom of the .stiffener (SG7A, 7B, 7C) and at a similar location with no stiffener (SG8A, SB,

8C) cau.sed by a westbound grain train running at 35 mph. Gauges locations are shown in Figure 10.

The analysis which combined stresses in three directions from the rosettes showed that from

the wheel impact the vertical tensile stress at the bottom of the stiffener reached 16,800 psi,

compared to a compressive stress of -2,200 psi from a regular wheel. The actual stress range reached

31,000 psi which is much greater than the A.R.E.A. Category E allowable stress range of 4,500 psi.

These wheel defects are very detrimental to the fatigue life of the structural detail and contribute to

crack development, especially considering that one wheel defect can cause approximately 40 to 50

dynamic stress oscillations at 50 Hz.

Remaining Life of Member (years)

—
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Figure 10. Strain Gauge Locations at Bottom of StifTeners

This was the only observed case where radial trucits would have potential beneficial effects

because of their lower shelling rate.

On the other hand, the other instrumented bridge members were not as sensitive to wheel

tread defects.

CONCLUSIONS

In general, no additional detrimental effect in terms of bridge members stresses was observed

from the use of conventional equipment (i.e., conventional trucks and couplers) instead of radial

trucks and solid drawbars. Ba.sed on the test results, not all bridge members are prone to fatigue and,

therefore, not all are affected by an increase to 286,000 lbs GVW. Main members with a stress

range exceeding 5,000 psi experienced an increase in effective stress range less or equal to \0% for

an increase in GVW of coal cars from 263,000 lbs to 286,000 lbs. This increase is expected and is

not excessive.

If all coal trains, representing 40% of the traffic in most of the coal route, were to be increased

to 286,000 lbs GVW, remaining fatigue lives of members prone to fatigue will be reduced by a

maximum of 12%, or by 8% if the yearly MGT is kept constant.



INTERHEMISPHERIC BERING STRAIT
TUNNEL & RAILROAD

(J. Koumal*

The idea of an interhemispheric Bering Strait Tunnel was originally proposed as far back as

1849. This paper will serve as an update of accomplishment in the past 2 years.

This is a project which would, via a tunnel under the Bering Strait, potentially connect the

railroad systems of all Continents with the exception of Australia. While the tunnel seems to draw

most of the general public attention, the project is all about establishing a transportation/commerce

artery and an access infrastructure to large regions of this planet with tremendous natural resources

presently of little use to benefit mankind. Concerning the access to these natural resources, which is

necessary for their development; the way the population of the planet is growing, we will need all

the resources we can put our hands on, and sooner than we may think if it is our intention to preserve

the human lifestyles of today.

To describe the project, the tunnel will be discussed first. The use of a tunnel was selected after

due consideration of a bridge and trench/man-made tunnel combination. The island of Little

Diomede, belonging to the United States, and Big Diomede Island, Russian territory, are separated

by a narrow channel. The international date line lies between the two islands and. looking at the

picture, what you .see is what most politicians in the last U.S. presidential election were .so fond of

saying: you see "tomorrow." They always say that it is a better tomorrow. Well, Figure 1 shows a

way to reach a better tomorrow and it can be reached best by means of the modem railroad. The Age

of Railroads is yet to come.

With the help of "Mother Nature," tunneling under the strait of Bering will be easier in many

ways than some other recently completed undersea tunnels. The sea there is relatively shallow

(max. depth 174 ft.) and the two islands in the middle make the work much easier, as does the fact

that the sea bottom is formed by what appears to be competent granite and equally competent

limestone rock formations. Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) technology would be applied to drive a

6m diameter service tunnel (Figure 2) and two 9m diameter, single line main railroad tunnels

(Figure 3), with only the south branch to be completed in the initial phase of construction. The

tunnel sections will accommodate double stack containers. Only the central portion of the northern

branch would be completed in the first phase to ease train movement logistics. The northern branch

will be finished later while the southern branch is fully operational and revenue is being generated.

Back in 1986 we calculated that the Tunnel could be constructed for about $18, 100.00 per foot or a

price of some $9 billion.

The project concept is, above all, a transport/commerce and access project as previously

mentioned. These are also two key elements to the project's justification. Next to be discussed is the

transport/commerce element. Established shipping lines encompass overland as well as sea transport

modes. With the Bering Strait Tunnel and railway transport/commerce corridor added, the sea

shipping would be independent with the realization of the project. The distance bclween Chicago

and Bombay, India is much shorter via the Bering Strait than the current land/sea shipping lanes. The

advantage of shipping via the Bering Strait is even more pronounced if one takes into consideration

the fact that the Panama Canal is no longer accessible for modem container ships. A modem railroad

can effectively compete, via the Being Strait, as a shipping alternative between North American

destinations (NAFTA) and the Orient and Asia, including the Pacific Rim Countries. The railroad is

not a stranger to the northern latitudes, it has a proven operational record there. .-Xs a matter of fact.

President, Engineering rcchnolDgy lnlemalii>i\al U.S. Inc.
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Japan can ultimately be connected to the Global Rail System by crossing Tatarsky Strait to the island

of Sakhalin (Stalin started this work in 1952) and under the La Perouse Strait to the Northern

Japanese island of Hokkaido and then through the Seikan Tunnel to Tokyo. The rail system on three

continents would be one and railways would connect several major world economies (EU, Pacific

Rim) with NAFTA. The advantage of overland shipping via the Bering Strait between east-west

destinations is true for shipping from within the Asian land mass to the West and East as well.

There is currently no railroad connection to the state of Alaska. To build a railroad there,

construction will have to start in British Columbia. The British Columbia Railroad has a track to Fort

Nelson and earth work for the railroad was built to Dease Lake. These would be the railroad heads

from where the intercontinental railroad would start on the North American Continent. First it would

advance to Fairbanks and connect to the Alaskan railroad and then follow the Yukon River to

Seward Peninsula. The Alaskan Legislature recently approved the railroad right-of-way between

Seward Peninsula and Fairbanks. Some 2100 miles of track will have to be laid to go from Cape

Deznev on the Chukotka Peninsula to the city of Yakutsk on the Lena River. Another 300 miles of

track will have to constructed to the south to join with the BAM system near the town of Culman.

Our Russian colleagues are building a railroad to Yakutsk as we speak. We have estimated that the

cost of RR construction would be some S27 billion (between $5 million and S7 million per mile on

an average) which would put the total cost of the project in 1986 dollars at a total of $37 billion. A
lot of money, but if put into perspective, it is less than 6% of the yearly armament expenditures for

US and Russia in 1986, the same year we calculated the project's cost. Both governments continued

to spend similar amounts every year since the early 50s while the rest of the world looked on. We
and the Russians owe it to ourselves and deserve to make an investment to generate primary and real

wealth for a change, for the benefit of both nations and many other people around the world.

Norwegians will keep on crossing straits until hell freezes over, or until the oil money runs out,

whichever comes first. Most of the tunnels and bridges crossing the straits are built for electorate

convenience and political reasons. There is always a car/head count to justify building the crossings

and people have money to pay for the privilege to cross. In Barcelona, the Associcated Press and

others say that only the Bering strait deserves the name "Global," although there are many projects

which could claim the right to be called "Super Projects." Unfortunately, their realization would

openly benefit the economy of a city, a region or a nation at best. Most of the projects were in the

enhancement sphere of the economy; that is to say, they would subsist rather well from wealth

created elsewhere. People talk about crossing the Gibraltar Strait (13km wide and 300m deep); the

32km sea between Scotland and Ireland: 64km from Finland to Estonia; 75km under the Adriatic

between Italy and Albania; 144km between Sicily and Tunisia; a 16km bridge between Sweden and

Denmark will shortly be a reality (1996 start up); the Bosporus Tunnel; and the Strait of Messina

will be bridged to connect Sicily to the continent. Not only are the straits being crossed, but the Alps

are also to be pierced anew; a tunnel is proposed to connect Lyon with Turin under the Brenner Pass

and Milan with Vienna. Companion holes are planned for existing Alpine tunnels. A European

Commission is considering new holes under the Pyrenees. All of these projects assume that there

will be perpetual wealth to pay for their construction. True enough, there is again the head and car

count to justify the work. But is there going to be wealth present in the future? There are 94-98

million new people on this planet every year and sooner or later these people will claim their share

of the wealth on this planet. Rather than build the crossings and perch the mountains in the

enhancement part of the economy, why not cross a strait to create the primary and real wealth that

will be needed. We have no car count, or head count, and we don't have too many votes yet either,

but the realization of our project would trigger the creation of primary and real wealth so greatly

needed to sustain the future of mankind in any shape or fomi resembling what we are accustomed to.

Nowhere on this planet can the realization of a single project open up such huge inaccessible regions

of natural resources for economic and environmentalK friendly development to benefit mankind as
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our project can; resources in Canada, Alaska and Siberia are now unattainable. Primary and real

wealth is created in just a few industries. The railroad industry is one of them. These industries also

form the foundation of global wealth. Wealth from these industries fuels the enhancement part of

human economic activity. In developed nations, this enhancement sphere of the economy has grown

so complex and large, that only a few people still remember where the wealth from which they live

and which generates their wages comes from. Most of the world can only dream about the

enhancement part, as shown on this model.

While some initial financial stimulus may be required from governments and perhaps

international lending institutions, private investment will be the main source to finance this project.

The proven method of a checker board pattern of land and mineral rights ownership along the

railroad right-of-way to gain private investment would be used.



RAIL TRANSPORT FOR YANKEE ROWE NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT DECOMMISSIONING

Vinay V. Mudholkar*

In Western Massachusetts, the Yankee Rowe nuclear power plant generated electricity safely

and successfully for over 30 years. The Boston and Maine Railroad transported many power plant

components by rail during Yankee Rowe's construction in 1950 through 1960 and now, at the end of

the life cycle of this nuclear power plant during this decommissioning process, the railroad is

providing vital transportation for the low level radio active power plant components to their final

disposal site.

All shipments of radio active materials, whether from industry or from federal agencies, are

packaged and transported according to strict federal agencies. These regulations protect the

surrounding public, environment, and transportation workers from potential exposure to radiation.

They cover a broad range of activities, including package design and testing, packaging, labeling,

marking, placarding, documentation of shipping papers, and routing of shipments. The U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE), the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) are the major agencies in the approval process.

The DOE ships radioactive materials in support of its research and development and national

defense activities. The DOE, in general, follows all federal regulations and uses packages which

meet DOT regulations and, when required, NRC regulations. In this particular decommissioning

process, removal, prior preparation before transport of large components for nuclear radiation,

reduction, loading site preparation, and radiation monitoring throughout the process required very

special care and coordination. Along with governmental agencies, the following key parties

participated in the project, and completed the following tasks:

1

.

Yankee Rowe staff acquired necessary Local, State and Federal licenses prior to the start of

the removal of the components. On 26 February 1992, Yankee Atomic Electric Company

announced the permanent shutdown of its nuclear power station and the phase of

decommissioning began.

Yankee had made a decision to use high public standards to decommission and return the

power plant site to a "green field." In December of 1993, Yankee submitted a

decommissioning plan to the NRC that ensures the flexibility needed in order to respond to

the changing conditions that will occur in the future. For example, disposal site location

may change, as it depends upon State authorities where disposal site is located. Approval of

the plan is expected before the end of 1994. The Railroad is currently discussing the

removal of other components from the Yankee facility.

In 1993, however, Yankee also initiated an innovative component removal program that

capitalized on the short term availability of a low- level waste disposal facility in Baniwell,

S.C. The program scope included removal of the four steam generators, a pressurizer,

reactor internal components and main coolant pumps.

2. Chem-Nuclear Systems Inc.. Columbia. South Carolina (Division of Waste Management

Inc.) had overall responsibility of component preparation, radiation monitoring, and tlnal

disposal at Barnwell. South Carolina.

3. Lockwood Brothers. Rigging Contractors were responsible for road-transport from Yankee

Rowe Power Plant to a rail loading site at Hoosac Tunnel. Florida. Mass.. which is about 6

miles from the plant. They were also responsible for the load transfer from the road-

transporter to rail cars and shipment tie-downs.

Chief Engineer, GTl Rail
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4. Boston and Maine/Springfield Terminal Railway: Site preparation for loading, final

mechanical inspection, clearance measurements, railroad police protection, and joint

inspection with D&H for interchange at Mechanicville, NY. Railroad police coordinated

activities with Massachusetts State Police, during loading operation and while the

shipments were in the custody of the railroad over night.

5. D&H: Conducted joint mechanical inspection with B&M/ST at Hoosac Tunnel site and

transported shipments from Mechanicville, NY to Park Junction, interchanging with CSX.

6. CSX: Provided rail cars and carried shipments to the final destination, Barnwell, SC.

7. Massachusetts State Police: Provided security and crowd control during road transport and

load transfer operation at Hoosac Tunnel site. Arrests were made and interfering private

vehicles were towed away by State Police.

Figure 1. Protesters on site

Important Documents From Railroad's Perspective were the foUowint':

1 . Commercial transportation contract.

2. Health and Safety Plan (HASP) for protection of railroad employees during loading at rail

site and during rail transport. Documentation of radiation dosage received. Measurement of

radiation of shipment to be transported.

3. Emergency response procedure during transport.

4. Railroad service contract for preparation of loading site, inspection, police protection,

patrol, etc.

5. Railroad indemnification agreement.

6. Insurance policy.
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In general properties ol" nuclear radiation vary as per the system details. The study of nuclear-

radiation detection requires an understanding of the interaction of radiation with the matter. Nuclear

radiation emanates from systems undergoing nuclear transformations, from particle accelerators, and

cosmic rays from outer space. This emanation includes subatomic and atomic particles as well as X

and Gamma rays. Commonly occurring particle types are: Neutron, Proton, Deuteron, tritron. Alpha

particles. Beta particles, Ciamma rays, X rays etc. In this particular transportation move, information

suhmilled to NR(" is valuahle information to work with, and Health and Safety Plan was developed

independently.

(li'iicnil CliaractcristUs of Four Slcuni (n'ltcrotor Sets were:

Proper shipping name: Radio active material. Low Specific activity

n.o.s. UN2912 Hazard Class: 7

Principal Nuclides: Co-6(), Fe-55, Mn-54, Ni-63 Curies 316

Physical I'orm: solid; Shipment was filled with concrete. All openings were seal welded.

Length. 40.5 It niameler : 1 2 ft with shield

QTTX Rail Cars 13 100/1 3 1001

Contamination Package

Bl'TA- CAMMA < 1000 DPM/lOO CM Sq

ALPHA < 50 DPM/lOO CM Sq

Units were cylindrical in shape and the internal structure and surfaces were contaminated with

radio active deposits which included both activation and fission products. In order to reduce external

gamma radiation levels the units were filled with lean concrete. All penetration in units were sealed

aiul vessels were lilted with shear keys and impact limiters for mechanical protectii>n.

Weight: 26'),0()0 lbs

Volume: 1767cu. ft.

Radiation Package

Surface: 150MR/I1R

I MHTHR:30 MR/HR

Ki^iiiT 2. I.oiidii)}* units onto rail cars
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Shipment Prerequisites: CNSI ensured that the copies of the following documents were

delivered to the Corporate Attorney of the railroad prior to the commencement of the operation. Key

documents were:

• A notarized copy of the USNRC Certificate of the Compliance for the licensed package.

• .\ copy of the Bill of Lading and Shipping Manifest.

• A copy of all relevant CNSI Emergency Privedures.

• .A copy of the CNSI Transponation Procedure for the four steam generators involved.

Emergency Procedure for Telephone contact: prior to the operation the CNSI project manager

and the railroads documented all the key telephone numbers for contact in an emergency situation.

Personnel were available throughout the transportation and loading moves. A certificate was

provided to the Railroad, after the radiological measurement were taken in the field, that each

shipment was well below the allowable limits. Radiological limits were to be conformed to the

follow ing measurements:

• The dose rate at any accessible surface of the shipment shall be less than 2lX)mRem/hr.

• The dose rate at two meters from the outer edges of the \ehicle was less than 10 niRem/hr.

• Removable surface contamination was less than 10 to -5 uCi/cm2 i 22dpm/cm2) for

beta/gamma emitters and less than 10 to -6 uCi/cm2 for alpha emitters.

Hazard assessment ofemployees involved in the operation :

Asbestos Removal: In May IQ*?.^. Yankee commenced with the removal of insulation

containing asbestos from steam generators, a pressurizer. and main coolant piping adjoining the

steam generators.

All railroad employees, union as well as management, involved directly at the loading site and

in transportation were gi\en a health and safety plan. .\ detailed meeting was held to explain the

Figure 3. I r .inv|>iii iition of components by rail
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health and safety plan, loading procedures and issues involved in transportation safety. Although it is

not required to monitor dosage received by railroad employees by Federal Regulations, the total

dosage received by railroad employees close to operation were measured by "Thenno Luminescent

Dosimeters." Results finally tallied indicated that no total whole body gamma dose was received by

employees involved in the operation.

Photographic film is in wide use for monitoring personnel for the radiation dose due to X,

Beta, Gamma radiations.The photographic film can be worn as a badge. With new technology of

calibration, the procedure can provide accurate results. All railroad employees involved did not

require any special clothing.

Chemical Exposure Risk:

There was no chemical exposure risk to employees involved in the operation.

Isolation of loading area:

All precautions were taken to fence off the loading area at the rail site. State and Railroad

police made sure there was no interference to the planned activities, and the overall operation went

as planned.

Relevant Federal Regulations and Codes:

The transport of the steam generators is regulated by the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 71.

The steam generators were transported as a low specific activity package as defined by 10 CFR 71.4.

Under the exclusive use definition defined in 10 CFR 71 .4, the package steam generators are exempt

from the requirements of 10 CFR 71.54. However, the packages are required to meet all the

requirements of 10 CFR 71.41 through 10 CFR 71.47. In addition, the general provisions incorporate

by reference other titles and, in particular, 10 CFR 20 - Standards for Protection against Radiation.

Kijiurc 4. container units for waste
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Relevant State Regulations and Codes:

There are no relevant Massachusetts or New York regulations applicable to this operation. It is,

however, the policy of the transporter and railroad to inform the Office of the Governor of the states

through which shipments pass, and accordingly they were advised.

Precaution during Transportation

During train operation, train crew had full responsibility for train handling as per the posted

speeds and established written procedures were followed. The fullest radio communication was

maintained with the dispatcher as well as via commercial lines. In routine operation the radiological

content of the load did not impose any changes in the normal procedure and the radiological levels

did not fluctuate.

During the entire rail journey, the load was accompanied by health technicians who were

monitoring shipments. Health technicians were responsible for ensuring that all radiation exposure is

minimized. (ALARA : As Low As Reasonably Achievable).

Railroad staff worked closely with health physics technicians with the goal of reducing

radiation exposure to a minimum. Engineering, Mechanical and Transportation personnel met with

nuclear technical experts several times and a trial run of the road transporter to rail loading site was

also conducted. Throughout the process State and Railroad police provided excellent coordination.

Yankee Rowe Decommissioning

Estimated Volume ofLow Level Materials for Disposal to be Removed:

Item Disposal Vol. Cu. Ft.

Reactor Vessel 4,200

Reactor Internal Components 2 , 1 00

Steam Generators 7, 1 00

Pressurizer 700

Spent Fuel Racks 8.300

Contaminated Systems 37,100

HVAC Equipment 9,200

Electrical Equipment 6,700

Concrete 8,500

Structural Steel 1 .300

Miscellaneous Material 19.400

TOTAL: 1()4,.S()()

It is estimated that the component disposal cost will be 30 million dollars and total

decommissioning cost will be 300 million dollars (1993 Projection).

Summary, Conclusions and Future Challenges:

Although the Component Removal Program has been successful in decreasing the site

radioactivity inventory, a significant amount of work remains at Yankee Rowe. Many contaminated

systems, structures, and components must be removed, decontaminated, and properly sealed at

prepared sites. Access to low-level disposal sites is limited. No new sites are being aggressively

developed, and it is forecasted that over the next decade, over 25 nuclear plants will have to be

decommissioned. It will be a serious challenge. By providing a safe mode of transportation, railroads

can certainly play a safe and significant role in solving this national problem.
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SEGMENTAL BRIDGE DESIGN

COMMITTEE 8

George Meyer, Chairman

Committee 8 is proposing additions to the Manual relating to the design ofsegmental bridges.

Due to the complex nature of these proposed recommendations, it has been decided to publish the

information in several bulletins. This will give members opportunity to review and comment on the

changes discribed herein. Any comments should he addressed to AREA headquarters.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
MANUAL FOR RAILWAY ENGINEERING

CHAPTER 8

CONCRETE STRUCTURES AND FOUNDATIONS
PART 26

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF SEGMENTAL BRIDGES

26.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND MATERIAL

26.1.1 General

(a) The specifications of Part 26 are intended for design of longitudinally and/or transversely

post-tensioned bridges utilizing normal weight concrete constructed with either precast or cast-in-

place box segments of single or multiple cells, or combinations thereof, as well as simple span and

continuous segmental beam-type bridges. The specifications pertain to bridges of all sizes and are

not restricted to bridge span lengths of 500 feet or less. Unless otherwise stated or superceded by

these specifications, the provisions of the AREA Manual for Railway Engineering are intended to

apply to the design of segmental concrete bridges.

26.1.2 Notations

Notations are in accordance with Part 2 and Part 17 and the following:

A = area of concrete surrounding a bar, (see article 26. 13.2) sq. in.

A^ = bearing area of tendon anchorage, sq. in.

A'j, - maximum area of the portion of the concrete anchorage surface that is geometrically

similar to and concentric with the bearing area of the tendon anchorage, sq. in.

\c ~ ^^^"^ of concrete in compression chord, sq. in.

\p ~ '"^^'* '^nclo.sed by outside perimeter of concrete cross section, sq. in.

A^.^ = area of inclined compression strut, sq. in.

A = gross area of concrete cross section, sq. in.

A| = total area of additional longitudinal reinforcement to resist torsion, sq. in.

Ajj = area enclosed by shear How path. .See .Section 26.8.2.10, sq. in.

A^ = area of nonprestressed tensile reinforcement, sq. in.

377
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A^' = area of compression reinforcement, sq. in.

A^* - area of prestressed reinforcement in tension zone, sq. in.

A, = area of one leg of continuous, closed transverse torsion reinforcement within a

distance s. sq. in.

A^, = area of transverse shear reinforcement within a distance s, sq. in.

a = portion of single span, end span, or span adjacent cantilever arm subject to shear lag

effects (see Fig. 26.2.3.2A), ft.

b = top or bottom flange width either side of web (see Fig. 26.2.3.2C), ft.

b = minimum effective shear flow web or flange width to resist torsional stresses, [see

Paragraphs 26.8.2( j), 26.8 .2( e) and 26.8.3 (a)], ft.

b, = effective flange width coefficient for interior portion of span (see Figs. 26.2.3.2A and

26.2.3.2B), unitless.

b^ = effective width of flange (see Fig. 26. 2.3. 2A),ft.

bj^, = effective width of cantilever flange of box girder (see Fig. 26.2.3.2C), ft.

b^T - effective width of half of interior top flange of box girder (see Fig. 26.2.3.2C), ft.

b|^^3 = effective width of half of bottom flange of box girder (see Fig. 26.2.3.2C), ft.

h^f = effective width for center portion of span (see Figs. 26.2.3.2A and 26. 2. 3.23), ft.

b^^^ = effective width at support or for cantilever arm (see Figs. 26.2.3.2A and 26.2.3.2B). ft.

bjj = effective flange width for lateral distribution of post-tensioning force (see Fig.

26.2. 3.2D), ft.

b^p = web width at anchorage of post-tensioning force (see Fig. 26. 2. 3. 2D), ft.

b, = web width (see Fig. 26.2.3. 2C), ft.

b^ = effective top or bottom flange width coefficient at supports and for cantilever arms

(.see Figs. 26.2.3.2A and 26.2.3. 2B), ft.

b^ = minimum web width, [see Paragraph 26.8.2 (e)], in.

b| = width of cantilever flange of box girder (see Fig. 26.2.3.2C). ft.

b-, - width of half of interior top flange of box girder (see Fig. 26.2. 3.2C). ft.

b, = width of half of interior bottom flange of box girder (see Fig. 26.2. 3. 2C), ft.

CE = weight of specialized construction equipment, kips.

CLE = longitudinal construction equipment load, kips.

CLL = construction live load, psf, normally taken as 10 psf.

c = portion of continuous span adjacent to interior support subject to shear lag effects (see

Fig. 26.2. 3. 2A), ft.

D = sum of dead load of structure (DL). superimposed dead load (SDL), and permanent

effects of erection loads (EL), kips.

DIFF = differential (unbalanced) dead load from one cantilever, kips.

DL = dead load of structure only. kips.

DT = thermal differential from centerlinc of lyp flange to ccnterline of bottom slab, degrees F.
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d = distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of the longitudinal

tension reinforcement, in. For prestressed concrete members, the greater of the

distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of the prestressed tension

reinforcement or 0.8h may be used, ft.

d. = depth of anchor plate, in.

dj, = thickness of cover from tension fiber to center of bar, (see Article 26. 1 5.2) in.

d^, = total depth of section (see Fig. 26.2.3.2A), ft.

dg^ - construction height of secondary beam (see Fig.26. 14A), ft.

dg^ = construction height of main beam (see Fig.26. 14A), ft.

d, = total depth of symmetric concrete prism above and below the anchor plate (also

assumed to be the length of the anchorage zone), in.

E,^ = .secant modulus of elasticity, psi or ksf.

E
f,

= effective modulus of elasticity for long term loads considering creep deformations,

psi or ksf.

EL = permanent effect of erection loads (final state), psi or ksf.

e = base of Naperian logarithms

Fjj^i
= total bursting force (tensile) due to a tendon anchorage, kips.

F|. = radial force due to tendon curvature, lb. per ft.

f, = specified compressive strength of concrete, psi or ksf.

Vf', - square root of specified compressive strength of concrete, (see Paragraph 26.8.2 (f)

for limit) psi or ksf.

f
'^.|

= compressive strength of concrete at time of initial prestress, psi or ksf.

f^^ = compressive stress in the concrete node regions, (see Paragraph 26.8.4 (f)) psi or ksf.

f = permissible concrete compressive stress under anchorage, psi or ksf.

f . = crushing strength of diagonally cracked concrete, (see Paragraph 26.8.4 (d)) psi or

ksf.

f - compressive strength in concrete after allowance for all prestress losses, psi or ksf.

Critical stress to be determined at:

a) the centroid of the cross section resisting external loads, or

b) the junction of the web and compression flange when the centroid lies within the

flange, or

c) in composite members, the stress at (a) or (b) for stresses due to both prestress and

the moments resisted by the precast member acting alone.

= stress in nonprestressed reinforcement under erection loads, (see Article 26. 1.S.2), psi.

= ultimate strength of prestressing steel, psi.

= stress in compression reinforcement, psi.

= steel .stress at beginning of time intervals t,, psi.

= average stress in prestressed reinforcement at ultimate load. psi.

= specified yield strength of nonprestressed reinforcement, psi.
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f* _ yjg|(j point stress of prestressing steel, psi.

h = overall thickness of member, in.

IE = impact load from equipment

K = VjT + fpc/2Vf^'], factor for torsional cracking moment (see Sections 26.8.2.10 &
26.8.2.12)

1 = span length, (see Fig. 26.2.3.2A) ft.

Ij = span length for use in determining effective flange width, (see Fig. 26.2.32A) ft.

M^ = factored moment at section, in-lb or ft-lb.

N^^ = factored compressive axial force normal to cross section, lb.

Njji = factored tensile axial force normal to cross section, lb.

P = tendon force, (see Articles 26.12.3 and 26.12.6.1) lb.

p^ = outside perimeter of the concrete cross section, in.

P| = tendon jacking force, kips

ph = perimeter of centerline of outermost continuous closed transverse reinforcement, in.

R = tendon radius of curvature, (Section 26.12.3) ft.

R = rib shortening and creep effects,(see Articles 26.4.2 and 26.4.4. 1 ) kips .

R|i. = loss of prestress due to steel relaxation, low relaxation strand, psi.

R^^ = loss of prestress due to steel relaxation, stress relieved steel, psi.

S = shrinkage effects, (see Article 26.4.4.1) kips.

Sy = force in a truss member due to factored ultimate loads, lb.

SDL = superimposed dead load, kips.

s = spacing of shear or torsion reinforcement measured parallel to the longitudinal axis of

the member, in.

s = bar spacing, in. (see Article 26.15.2)

T - sum of effects of thermal rise or fall (TRF) and thermal differential,(DT) kips.

TRF = thermal rise or fall, degrees F.

T^, = torsional cracking moment, (see Paragraph 26.8. 2(j)) in. -lb.

T^ = nominal torsion resistance, in-lb.

T, = tendon stress at jacking end, psi.

T^ = factored torsion at section, in-lb.

U = load due to segment unbalance on opposite cantilever ends, kips.

V^. = nominal shear strength provided by concrete, lb.

V|^ = nominal shear force resisted by member, lb.

V = component of the effective prestressing which acts in the direction of the applied

shear, (see Paragraph 26.8.1 (g) and 26.8.1.5.2) lb.

V^ = nominal shear resisted by the 45° truss model as measured by the stirrup capacity, lb.

Vu = factored shear force at section, lb.
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WTdl = area of concrete surrounding a bar, (see Article 26.15.2), sq. in.

WUP = wind uplift on cantilever, kips.

Z = correction dimension for location of center of gravity of tendon bundle in duct, (see

Article 26.7.3) in.

Z = quantity for detailing of reinforcement to control tlexural cracking during erection,

(see Article 26.15.2) kips per inch.

a = average compressive stress in the concrete section due to the post-tensioning

anchorage force after the force is distributed over the depth, d, of the section, psi.

o = transverse tensile stress in the concrete section due to the post-tensioning anchorage

force, psi (see Fig, C26. 1 0. 1 ).

= strength reduction factor (see Article 26.4.3).

0^ = strength reduction factor for bearing (see Article 26.4.30).

= creep coefficient, ratio of creep strain to elastic strain.

0,. = strength reduction factor for flexure (see Article 26.4.3).

0^ = strength reduction factor for shear and diagonal tension (see Article 26.4.3).

|i = friction coefficient (per radian)

a = total angular deviation from jacking end to point x, radians.

26.1.3 Definitions

Definitions are in accordance with Part 2 & Part 17 and the following:

Anchorage Blister - Build-out in the web, flange, or web-flange junction to provide area for

one or more tendon anchorages.

Closure - Cast-in-place concrete segment or segments used to complete a span.

Confinement Anchorage - Anchorage device for a post-tensioning tendon that functions on

the basis of confinement of the concrete in the immediate anchorage zone by confinement

reinforcing (stirrups, spirals or other devices to provide confinement to the concrete).

Deviation Saddle - Build-out in the web, flange, or web-flange junction to provide for change

of direction of an external tendon.

External Tendon - Tendon located outside the flanges or webs of the structural member,

generally inside the box girder cell.

General Bursting Forces - Bursting forces due to all of the tendons anchored at a cross

section. Dependent on the overall concrete dimensions, and the magnitude, direction and location of

the total prestressing force anchored.

General Zone - The region in front of the anchor which extends along the tendon axis for a

distance equal to the overall depth of the member. The height of the general zone is taken as the

overall depth of the member. In the ca.se of intermediate anchorages which are not at the end of a

member, the general zone shall be considered to also extend along the projection of the tendon axis

for about the same distance before the anchor.

Internal Tendon - Tendon located within the flanges or webs (or both) of the structural

member. All internal tendons shall be designed and constructed as bonded tendons.

Local Zone - The region immediately surrounding each anchorage device. It may be taken as a

cylinder or prism with transverse dimensions approximately equal to the sum of the projected size of
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the bearing plate plus the manufacturer's specified minimum side or edge cover. The length of the

local zone may also extend the length of the anchorage device plus an additional distance in front of

the anchor equal to at least the maximum lateral dimension of the anchor.

Launching Bearing - Temporary bearings with low friction characteristics used for launching

of bridges constructed by the incremental launching method.

Launching Nose - Temporary steel assembly attached to the front of an incrementally

launched bridge to reduce superstructure moments during launching.

Low Relaxation Steel - Prestressing strand in which the steel relaxation losses have been

substantially reduced by additional manufacturing procedures (stretching at elevated temperatures).

Secondary Moment - Restraint moments induced in continuous post-tensioned structures due

to forces induced by the tendons at the time of stressing. The secondary moment changes with time

only due to prestress losses.

Strut-and-Tie Model - A structural model used for analysis of shear, torsion and other forces

based on a truss analysis by assuming compression struts in the concrete and tension ties in

reinforcement.

Temperature Gradient - Variation of temperature of the concrete over the cross section.

Type A Joints - Cast-in-place concrete joints and wet concrete.

Type B Joints - Epoxied joints or dry joints between precast units.

26.L4 CONCRETE

(a) Structural concrete used in segmental construction shall have a minimum 28-day strength of

4500 psi, or greater as specified by the Engineer. The required concrete strength at the time of

stressing shall be determined in accordance with Article 26.5.2.

26.L5 REINFORCEMENT

26.1.5.1 Prestressing Steel

(a) As per Part 17.

26.1.5.2 Reinforcing Steel

(a) ASTM Grade 60 unless otherwise specified.

(b) All bridge deck reinforcement, including any reinforcement projecting from the web into

the deck, shall be provided with a corrosion protective system in aggressive environments.

26.2 METHODS OF ANALYSIS

26.2.1 General

(a) Elastic analysis and beam theory may be used to determine design moments, shears, and

deflections. The effects of creep, shrinkage, and temperature differentials shall be considered, as

well as the effects of shear lag. Shear lag shall be considered in accordance with the provisions of

Article 26.2.3.

26.2.2 Strut-and-Tie-Models

(a) Strut-and-tie-models may be used for analysis when tensile stresses exceed the tensile

strength of the concrete, and for areas where strain distribution is non-linear.
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26.2.3 Effective Flange Width

26.2.3.1 General

(a) Effective flange width may be determined by elastic analysis procedures,'^'"" by the

provisions of Section 3-10.2 of the 1983 Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code'"" or by the

provisions of Articles 26.2.3.2.

26.2J.2 Effective Flange Width for Analysis, and for Calculation of Section Capacity and Stresses

(a) Section properties for analysis and for calculation of the effects of bending moments and

shear forces may be based on the flange widths specified in this section, or may be based on flange

widths determined by other procedures listed in Article 26.2.3.1. The effects of unsymmetrical

loading on effective flange width may be disregarded. For flange width, b, less than or equal to 0.3

djj, b^ may be assumed equal to b, where d^^ is taken as the web height in accordance with Fig.

26.2.3.2 C. For flange widths, b, greater than 0.3 d^,, the effective width may be determined in

accordance with Fig. 26.2.3.2 A and 26.2.3.2 B. The value of b^. shall be determined using the

greater of the effective span lengths adjacent to the support. If b^^^ is less than b^^^ in a span, the

pattern of the effective width within the span may be determined by the connecting line of the

effective width b^^^ at adjoining support points. However, b^ shall not be greater than b.

(b) The section properties for normal forces may be based on the pattern according to Fig.

26. 2. 3. 2. D, or may be determined by more rigorous analytical procedures.
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26.2.5 Longitudinal Analysis

26.2.5.1 General

(a) Longitudinal analysis shall be in accordance with the provisions of Article 26.2.1.

Longitudinal analysis of segmental concrete bridges shall consider a specific construction method

and construction schedule, as well as the time-related effects of concrete creep, shrinkage, and

prestress losses.
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(b) The secondary effects due to prestressing shall be included in stress calculations at working

load. In calculating ultimate moments and shear requirements, the secondary moments or shears

induced by prestressing (with a load factor of 1.0) shall be added algebraically to moments and

shears due to factored dead and live loads.

(c) Internal Tendons shall be designed and constructed as bonded tendons. Details of

construction methods resulting in unbonded or partially unbonded internal tendons are not allowed.
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26.2.5.2 Erection Analysis

(a) Analysis of the structure during the construction stage, shall consider the construction load

combinations, stresses, and stability considerations outlined in Article 26.4.4.

26.2.5.3 Analysis of the Final Structural System

(a) The final structural system shall be analyzed for redistribution of erection stage moments

resulting from the effects of creep and shrinkage, and from any change in the statical system,

including the closure of joints. Thermal effects on the final structural system shall be considered in

accordance with Article 26.3.4. The effect of prestress losses occurring after closure shall be

evaluated in accordance with Article 26.6. The maximum moments resulting from the above

analyses shall be utilized in conjunction with the combinations of loads specified in Article 2.2.4 for

determination of required flexural strength.

26.3 DESIGN LOADS

26.3.1 General

(a) All loadings shall be in accordance with the latest edition of the Manual For Railway

Engineering except as provided below.

26.3.2 Dead Loads

(a) Unit weight of concrete (including reinforcing steel) - 155 pcf or as determined for the

project. Weight of diaphragms, anchor blocks, or any other deviations from the typical cross section

shall be included in the dead load calculations.

26.3.3 Erection Loads

(a) Erection loads comprise all loadings arising from the designer's anticipated system of

temporary supporting works and/or special erection equipment to be used in accordance with the

assumed construction sequence and schedule. The assumed erection loads (magnitude and

configuration) and acceptable closure forces due to misalignment corrections shall be stated on the

drawings. Due allowance shall be made for all effects of any changes to the statical structural

scheme during construction. The application, changes or removal of the assumed temporary supports

or special equipment shall be considered by taking into account residual '"built-in" forces, moments,

deformations, secondary post-tensioning effects, creep, shrinkage and any other strain induced

effects.

(b) All elements of the bridge shall be designed for the anticipated construction system

assumed by the Engineer and shown on the plans. Any accepted contractor proposals which present

differing construction loads shall be evaluated, by the Engineer, for effects upon the structure.

26.3.4 Thermal Effects

26.3.4.1 Normal Mean Temperature

(a) Unless more precise local data are available, normal mean temperature for the location shall

be taken as the average of the January and July values from Figs. 26.3.4.1 A and 26.3.4. IB,"***

respectively.

26.3.4.2 Seasonal Variation

(a) For the purposes of design of the structure, the minimum and maximum (ucr-all

temperatures shall be taken from Figs. 26.3.4. 1 A and 26.3.4. IB. respectively, unless more precise

local data is available.

(b) The temperature setting variations for bearings and expansion joints shall be stated on the

bridge plans.
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26.3.4.3 Thermal Coefficient

(a) The coefficient of thermal expansion used to determine temperature effects shall be taken

as 6.0 X 10-6 per degree Fahrenheit, unless more precise data are available.

26.3.4.4 Differential Temperature

(a) Positive and negative differential superstructure temperature gradients shall be considered

in accordance with Appendix A of National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 276

"Thermal Effects in Concrete Bridge Superstructures"."'^' More precise data may be used if

available.

26.3.5 Creep and Shrinkage

(a) Effects due to creep and shrinkage strains shall be calculated in accordance with provisions

of Article 26.2.5.3. The creep coefficient 0^, may be evaluated in accordance with the provisions of

the ACI Committee 209 Report,"^' the CEB-FIP Model Code,"*^' or by a comprehensive test

program. Creep strains and prestress losses which occur after closure of the structure cause a redistri-

bution of the forces. Stresses shall be calculated for this effect based on an assumed construction

schedule stated on the plans.

26.3.6 Post-Tensioning Force

(a) The structure shall be designed for both initial and final post-tensioning forces. Prestress

losses shall be calculated for the construction schedule stated on the plans. The final post-tensioning

forces used in service load stress calculations shall be based on the most .severe condition at each

location along the structure.

26.4 LOAD FACTORS

26.4.1 General

(a) In the final working condition, service or load factor load combinations shall be in

accordance with Part 2 as amended below. Allowable stresses shall be in accordance with Article

26.5. When checking tensile stresses for service load , Groups II through IX, the variable load effects

shall be divided by the allowable stress increases in Article 2.2.4. Strength reduction factors. 0. shall

be in accordance with Article 26.4.3. During construction, load case combinations, allowable

stresses and stability shall be in accordance with Article 26.4.4.

26.4.2 Service Load Combinations for Article 2.2.4.

26.4.2.1 Creep and Shrinkage

(a) The permanent effects of creep and shrinkage shall be added to all specified loading

combinations with a load factor of 1.0.

(b) For the group loading combinations listed in Article 2.2.4, the following abbreviations

shall apply:

D = DL -t- SDL -I- EL and

OF = TRF -t- DT -I- R where:

EL* = Erection Loads (final state)

TRF = Thermal - Ri.se or Fall

DT = Thermal - Differential

R** = Creep Effects

A thermal differential of 0.5DT is permissible when the load combination includes full live

load + impact.

* See Article 26.4.2.2

** Creep effects to be considered, in conjunction with any rib shortening, shrinkage and

anticipated support settlement effects as loading designation R.
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26.4.2.2 Erection Loads at End of Construction

(a) The final state erection loads are defined as the final accumulated "built-in" forces and

moments resulting from the construction process.

26.4.2.3 Additional Thermal Loading Combination

(a) In addition to Group Loads IV, V, and VI at service load, the following combination and

stress shall apply:

(DL+SDL+EL) + E+B+SF+R+S-KDT) @ 100% Allowable Stress

(Letters in parentheses are as per Article 26.1.2, others are as per Article 2.2.3)

26.4.3 Strength Reduction Factors

(a) The basic strength reduction factors, 0^ and 0^,, for flexure and shear, respectively, shall

consider both the type of joint between segments and the degree of bonding of the post-tensioning

system provided. The appropriate value of 0^ listed below shall be used for torsional effect

calculations in Section 26.8.

(b) Since the post-tensioning provided may be a mixture of fully bonded tendons and unbonded

or partially bonded tendons, the strength reduction factor at any section shall be based upon the

bonding conditions for the tendons providing the majority of the prestressing force at the section. All

internal tendons shall be designed and constructed as bonded tendons.

(c) In order for a tendon to be considered as fully bonded to the cross-section at a section, it

must be bonded beyond the critical section for a development length. The develpment length shall be

calculated by a rational approach based upon tendon pull out tests.

(d) Cast-in-place concrete joints and wet concrete joints shall be considered as Type A joints.

(e) Epoxy joints between precast units, shall be considered as Type B joints.

(0 Dry joints between precast units shall be considered as Type B joints,

(g) Strength reduction factor, 0, shall be taken as follows:

0f

Type Flexure
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1. Dead load of structure (DL): Unit weight of concrete (including rebar)- 155 pcf or

as determined for the project. Weight of diaphragms, anchor blocks, or any other

deviations from the typical cross-section shall be included in the dead load

calculations.

2. Differential load from one cantilever (DIFF): This only applies to balanced

cantilever construction. The load is 2% of the dead load applied to one cantilever.

3. Superimpo.sed dead load (SDL): This does not normally apply during construction.

If it does, it should be considered as part of the dead load (DL).

4. Distributed construction live load (CLL): This is an allowance for miscellaneous

items of plant, machinery and other equipment apart from the major specialized

erection equipment. The following magnitudes shall be used as minimum unless

loads of different magnitudes can be verified. Distributed load allowance 10 psf. In

cantilever construction, distributed load shall be taken as 10 psf on one cantilever

and 5 psf on the other. For bridges built by incremental launching, construction live

load may be taken as zero.

5. Specialized construction equipment (CE): This is the load from any special

equipment such as a launching gantry, beam and winch, truss or similar major item.

This also includes segment delivery trucks and the maximum loads applied to the

structure by the equipment during the lifting of segments.

6. Impact Load from equipment (IE): To be determined according to the type of

machinery anticipated. For very gradual lifting of segments, where the load

involves small dynamic effects, the impact load may be taken as 10 percent.

7. Longitudinal construction equipment load (CLE): The longitudinal force from the

construction equipment.

8. Segment unbalance (U): This applies primarily to balanced cantilever construction

but can be extended to include any "unusual" lifting sequence which may not be a

primary feature of the generic construction system. The load "U" is the effect of any

out of balance segments or other unusual condition as applicable.

9. Wind uplift on cantilever (WUP): 5 psf minimum (balanced cantilever construction

applied to one side only).

10. Accidental release or application of a precast segment load or other sudden impact

from an otherwise static segment load of WTdl: Force plus Impact = 2WT1

1 1. Creep (R): In accordance with Article 26.3.5. Creep effects shall be considered as

part of rib shortening (R).

12. Shrinkage (S): In accordance with Article 26.3.5

13. Thermal (T): The sum of the effects due to thermal rise and fall (TRF) and

differential temperature (DT) from Article 26.3.4.

26.4.4.2 Construction Load Combinations and Allowable Stresses

(a) Stresses shall be checked under the service load combinations given in Table 26.4.4.2. The

distribution and application of the individual erection loads (Article 26.4.4.1) appropriate to a

construction phase shall be such as to produce the most unfavorable effects. Table 26.4.4.2 is a

guide; if more unfavorable conditions may occur with the particular constaiction system, these shall

be taken into account. The maximum allowable construction load compressive stress shall be 0.5 f'^,.

(b) Load factor design need not be used for construction conditions with the exception of

Article 26.4.4.3.
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26.4.4.3 Construction Load Combinations Load Factor Design Check

(a) Using strength reduction factors (0) in accordance with Article 26.4.3, the strength provided

shall not be less than required by the following load factor combinations:

For maximum forces and moments:

1.1 (DL + DIFF)+1.3CE + 2A

For minimum forces and moments:

DL + CE + 2A

26.5 ALLOWABLE STRESSES

26.5.1 Prestressing Steel

(a) The allowable stresses for prestressing steel shall be in accordance with the provisions of

Part 17.

26.5.2 Prestressed Concrete

26.5.2.1 Temporary Stresses Before Losses Due to Creep and Shrinkage, at the Time of

Application of the Prestress

(a) Maximum Compression: 0.55 fV.

(b) Longitudinal stresses in the PRECOMPRESSED tensile zone:

1. Type A joints with minimum bonded mild steel auxiliary reinforcement through the

joints sufficient to carry the calculated tensile force at a stress of 0.5 f^^: internal

tendons.

3Vf\ maximum tension.

2. Type A joints without the minimum bonded mild steel auxiliary reinforcement

through the joints; internal or external tendons: tension

3. Type B joints, external tendons not less than: 200 psi minimum compression

4. Tension in other areas without bonded nonprestressed reinforcement: tension.

5. Where the calculated tensile stress exceeds the allowable tensile value, bonded

reinforcement shall be provided at a stress of 0.5 f to resist the total tensile force

in concrete computed on the assumption of an uncracked section. In such cases, the

maximum tensile stress shall not exceed 6VfV.

26.5.2.2 Stresses at the Service Level After Losses

(a) Maximum Compression:

0.4f;,

(b) Longitudinal stresses in the PRECOMPRESSED tensile zone:

1. Type A joints with minimum bonded auxiliary reinforcement through the joints

sufficient to carrv the calculated tensile force at a stress of 0.5 t' internal tendons:

3Vf, maximum tension

2. Type A joints without minimum bonded auxiliary reinforcement through joints:

tension

3. Type B joints, external tendons, not less than: 2(K) psi minimum compression
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4. Tension in other areas without bonded reinforcement: zero tension

5. Where the calculated tensile stress exceeds this value, bonded reinforcement shall

be provided at a stress of 0.5 f to resist the total tensile force in the concrete

computed on the assumption of an uncracked section. In such cases, the maximum

tensile stress shall not exceed 6Vf '^..

(c) Transverse tension in the precompressed tensile zone:

3Vf '^ maximum tension

26.5.2.3 Anchorage

(a) The bearing .stresses under the anchor plates shall be in accordance with the provisions of

Article 17.5.10 as modified by this section. The stresses calculated at application of the post-

tensioning force and at the service load shall be limited to 5000 psi. and 6250 psi., respectively.

(b) Anchorage devices which function on the basis of confinement reinforcing need not

conform to the bearing stress limitations for plate type anchorage devices specified in (a).

Acceptance of such anchorage devices shall be based on review of test data or on the basis of

documented performance on major bridge projects.

(c) The concrete splitting force shall be calculated in accordance with Article 26.10.2; by test

results based on similar anchorages, tendon trajectory, and concrete section geometry; or by more

rigorous analytical procedures.

(d) Reinforcement shall be provided to resist the anchorage splitting forces.

(e) Tensile stress in anchorage splitting reinforcement at the time of application of the

prestress: 0.6 f , where f shall not exceed 60,000 psi.

26.6 PRESTRESS LOSSES

(a) Prestress losses shall be computed in accordance with the provisions of Part 17. Lump sum

losses shall only be used for preliminary design purposes. Losses due to creep, shrinkage, and elastic

shortening of the concrete as well as friction, wobble, anchor set and relaxation in the tendon shall

be calculated for the construction method and schedule shown on the plans in accordance with time-

related procedures for calculation of prestress losses.

26.7 FLEXURAL STRENGTH

26.7.1 General

(a) Flexural strength of segmental concrete bridges shall be calculated in conjunction with Part

17. The flexural capacity required by the load factor provisions of Article 26.4.1 shall be less than or

equal to 0^ times the flexural capacity provisions of Part 17. The values of o, shall be taken from

Article 26.4.3.

26.7.2 Strain Compatibility

(a) As an alternative to use of Part 17, flexural strength of bonded tendon bridges may be

calculated in accordance with the .strain compatibility provisions of Section 10.2 of the ACI 318

Building Code. *-^' Strain compatibility analysis may also be used for computation of bridges with

unbonded tendons provided that the analysis correctly recognizes the differences in strain between

the tendons and the concrete section, and provided that the analysis recognizes the effect of tendon

anchorage lateral restraints and deflection geometry changes on the effective stress in the tendons.

26.7.3 Center of Gravity Correction for Strand Tendons.

(a) Draped strand tendons shall be assumed to be at the bottom of the duct in negati\e moment

areas, and at the top of the duct in positive moment areas. For both strength and allowable stress
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Duct Size
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26.8.2 General Requirements

(a) For members subjected to combined shear and torsion, the resulting shear forces in the

different elements of the structure from the combined shear flows from shear and from torsion shall

be considered. The individual elements shall be designed for the resultant shear forces.

(b) The effects of axial tension due to creep, shrinkage and thermal effects in restrained

members shall be considered wherever applicable.

(c) The component of the effective prestressing force in the direction of the shear force shall be

considered in accordance with Paragraph 26.8.1(f).

(d) The components of inclined tlexural compression or tension in variable depth members

shall be considered.

(e) The effects of any openings or ducts in members shall be considered. In determining the

effective web width, b^ or b^, the diameters of ungrouted ducts or one-half the diameters of grouted

ducts shall be subtracted from the web width at the level of these ducts.

(f) The values of Vf '^ used in any part of Section 26.8 shall not exceed 100 psi.

(g) The design yield strength of nonprestressed transverse shear or torsion reinforcement shall

not exceed 60 ksi. The shear and torsion resistance contribution of prestres.sed transverse shear or

torsion reinforcement shall be based on substitution of the effective stress after allowance for all

prestress losses plus 60 ksi, but not to exceed f* , in place of f in transverse reinforcement

expressions.

(h) In pretensioned elements, the reduced prestress in the transfer length of the prestressing

tendons shall be considered when computing f and V The prestress force due to a given tendon

shall be assumed to vary linearly from zero at the point at which bonding commences to a maximum

at a transfer length which may be assumed as 50 diameters for 1/2 inch diameter strand.

(i) Shear effects may be neglected in areas of members where the factored shear force V^^ is

less than 0WJ2 (V^, is defined in Paragraph 26.8.2'"). Nominal minimum .stirrup capacity of not less

than the equivalent of two No. 4 Grade 60 bars at 1 ft. on centers shall be provided per web in such

areas or the minimum shrinkage and temperature reinforcement required by Section 2.12.

(j) Torsional effects may be neglected in members where the factored torsional moment T^^ is

less than 0T^./3.In lieu of a more detailed calculation, T^ may be taken as

T^, = 2 K Vf;, (2A,,b^.)

K shall be computed as

Vl + (fp^./2Vf^^.) but K < 2.0.

However, K shall not exceed 1 .0 at any section where the stress in the extreme tension fiber

due to factored load and effective prestress force exceeds 6V(f'j,) in tension. The influence of axial

tension, N^,, shall be accounted for by replacing f by (f - Ny,/A ). The influence of axial

compression, N^^., shall be accounted for by replacing f by the term (f + Nyj./A ). A^ is the area

enclosed by the shear flow path defined by the centroids of the longitudinal chords of the space truss

model resisting the applied torsion. In lieu of a more precise analysis, A^, may be taken as S5% of the

area enclosed by the centerline of the exterior closed transverse torsion reinforcement, b^, is the

effective width of the shear flow path of the elements making up the space truss model resisting

torsion. In box girders b^. may be taken as A^. /p^ , where A^ is the area enclosed by the outside

perimeter of the concrete cross section and p^. is the outside perimeter of the concrete cross section.

The effects of openings and ducts must be considered as required in Paragraph 26.8.2(e).

(k) In a statically indeterminate structure where significant reduction of torsional moment in a

member can occur due to redistribution of internal forces upon cracking, the factored torsion
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moment T may be reduced to 0T^ (T^, is defined in Paragraph 26.8. 2(j)), provided that moments and

forces in the member and in adjoining members are adjusted to account for the redistribution. In lieu

of a more exact analysis, the torsional loading from a slab may be assumed as linearly distributed

along the member.

(1) Transverse reinforcement shall be provided in all elements except for slabs and footings, and

elements where V^ is less than 0.5 0V^. In lieu of more detailed calculations, V^. may be taken as:

V^ = 2KVf^b^d

K shall be computed in accordance with Paragraph 26.8.2 (j).

(m) Where transverse reinforcement is required, the minimum tensile capacity of the transverse

reinforcement shall be 50 b^s, where b^ and s are in inches. Greater amounts may be required to

carry shear and torsion to meet the requirements of Article 26.8.3 or 26.8.5.

(n) Transverse reinforcement may consist of :

1

.

Stirrups perpendicular to the axis of the member or making an angle of 45° or more

with the longitudinal tension reinforcement, inclined to intercept potential cracks.

2. Welded wire fabric sheets or cages with wires located perpendicular to the axis of

the member.

3. Longitudinal bars bent to provide an inclined portion making an angle of 30" or

more with the longitudinal tension reinforcement and inclined to intercept potential

diagonal cracks.

4. Well-anchored prestressed tendons which are carefully detailed and constructed to

minimize seating and time dependent losses.

5. Combinations of stirrups, tendons, and bent longitudinal bars.

6. Spirals.

(o) Transverse reinforcement shall be detailed so that the shear forces between the different

elements or zones of a member are effectively transferred. Transverse shear or torsion reinforcement

shall extend as a continuous tie from the extreme compression fiber (less cover) to the outermost

tension reinforcement. All transverse reinforcement shall be fully anchored according to .Article

2.13.1.

(p) Torsion reinforcement shall consist of longitudinal bars or tendons and:

1

.

closed stirrups or closed ties, perpendicular to the axis of the member;

2. a closed cage of welded wire fabric with transverse wires perpendicular to the axis

of the member:

3. spirals.

(q) Transverse torsion reinforcement shall be made fully continuous and shall be anchored

according to Paragraph 2.21.(b)l, where the concrete surrounding the anchorage is restrained against

spalling by flange or slab or similar element. Anchorage .shall be by 135° standard hooks around

longitudinal reinforcement where the concrete surrounding the anchorage is unrestrained against

spalling. Spacing of closed stirrups or closed ties shall not exceed one-half of the shortest dimension

of the cross section, nor 12 in.

(r) At any place on the cross section where the axial tension due to torsion and bending exceeds

the axial compression due to prestressing and bending, either supplementary tendons to counter the

tension must be added or local longitudinal reinforcement which is continuous across the joints

between segments is required.
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(s) If supplementary tendons are added, they shall be distributed around the perimeter of the

precompressed tension zone inside the closed stirrups. At least one tendon shall be placed near each

comer of the stirrups in the precompressed tension zone.

(t) If longitudinal reinforcement is added, the bars shall be distributed around the perimeter

formed by the closed stirrups. Perimeter bar spacing shall not exceed 18 in. At least one longitudinal

bar shall be placed in each comer of the stirrups. The minimum diameter of the comer bars shall be

1/24 of the stirmp spacing but no less than that of a #5 bar.

(u) Maximum spacing of transverse reinforcement shall not exceed 0.5d in nonprestressed

elements, 0.75h in prestressed elements nor 36 in. When V^ exceeds 60Vf'^.b^d, these maximum

spacings shall be reduced by one-half.

(v) Flexural reinforcement, including tendons, shall be extended beyond the theoretical

termination or deviation points for a distance of at least h/2. Transverse reinforcement for shear and

torsion shall be provided for a distance at least h/2 beyond the point theoretically required.

(w) Shear keys in webs of precast segmental bridges shall extend for as much of the web height

as is compatible with other detailing requirements. Alignment shear keys shall also be provided in

top and bottom flanges.

26.8.3 Traditional Shear and Torsion Design for Plane Section Type Regions

(a) The design of beam-type members or regions for shear and torsion may be carried out

according to Article 26.8.3 provided:

1. Vj^ does not exceed lOVf^b^d

2. V(V„/b^d)- -I- (TJ2AJo^)~ does not exceed ISVf^.

3. There are no significant discontinuities such as abrupt changes in cross section or

openings.

4. No concentrated load located within 2d of a support causes more than one-third of the

shear at that support.

5. Where required, shear reinforcement consists of tendons and stirmps perpendicular to

the axis of the member or welded wire fabric sheets or cages with wires

perpendicular to the axis of the member, and conforms to Article 26.8.2.

6. Where required, torsion reinforcement consists of longitudinal bars, and closed stirrups

perpendicular to the axis of the member, and conforms to Article 26.8.2.

(b) The design of cross sections subject to shear shall be based on V^ < V^^ where V^ is the

factored shear force and V^^ is the nominal shear strength. V^^ shall consider any unfavorable effects

of prestressing and may consider favorable effects of prestressing in accordance with Paragraph

26.8.1(f). For the purposes of this .section, V^^ may be computed as:

V =v +v,
n c s

where V^, may be determined from Paragraph 26.8.2(1) and V^ may be determined from (d). In

equations for V^, and V^, d shall be the distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid

of the prestressed reinforcement in the tension chord or 0.8h, whichever is greater.

(c) The applied shear V^ in regions near supports may be reduced to the value computed at a

distance h/2 from the support when both of the following conditions are satisfied:

1. The support reaction, in the direction of the applied shear, introduces compression

into the support region of the member, and

2 . No concentrated load occurs within a distance h from the face of the support.
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(d) The nominal shear contribution of the truss model with concrete diagonals at 45°

inclination as determined by the shear reinforcement perpendicular to the axis of the member is

V =AAyd/S

(e) Where required by Paragraph 26.8.2 (j), torsion reinforcement shall be provided in addition

to the reinforcement required to resist the factored shear, flexure and axial forces that act in

combination with the torsion.

(f) The longitudinal and transverse reinforcement required for torsion shall be determined from:

(g) The nominal torsional resistance provided by a space truss with concrete diagonals at 45°

inclination and the indicated transverse reinforcement for torsion is:

Tn = 2AAVs
where A^ is as defined in Paragraph 26.8. 2(j).

(h) The additional longitudinal reinforcement for torsion shall not be less than:

A|-(T„Ph)/(2A„f^p

where Pj, is the perimeter of the polygon defined by the centroids of the longitudinal chords of the

space truss resisting torsion, p^^ may be taken as the perimeter of the centerline of the outermost

closed stirrups. A, shall be distributed around the perimeter of the closed stirrups in accordance with

Paragraph 26.8.2(t).

(i) The area of additional longitudinal torsion reinforcement in the tlexural compression zone

may be reduced by an amount equal to My(0.9d f ) where M^^ is the factored bending moment

acting at that section except that the reinforcement provided shall not be less than required by

Paragraph 26.8. 2(t).

26.8.4 Strut-and-Tie Truss Model Design for Either Beam Type or Discontinuity Regions.

(a) The design of any region for shear and torsion may be carried out according to Article 26.8.4

based on an analysis of the internal load paths for all forces acting on the member or region. The

effects of the prestress force shall be included in accordance with Paragraph 26.8.1 (0- The internal

load paths shall be idealized using appropriate strut and tie or space truss models consisting of:

1

.

Concrete and compressive reinforcement compression chords

2. Inclined concrete compressive struts

3. Longitudinal reinforcement tension chords or ties

4. Transverse reinforcement tension members or ties

5. Node regions at all joints of chords, struts and ties

(b) The proportions of the elements and the reinforcement shall be selected so that the tension

ties yield before the compression chords or struts crush. Chord capacities shall be based on under-

reinforced sections for flexure.

(c) The size of the members and joint regions in the truss shall be chosen so that the computed

forces in the struts, ties, and truss members, S^, due to factored loads shall satisfy:

1 . Compression chords

0,(O.85f ;. A^,^, + A'^f ;) > S^,

where 0, is the appropriate value for tlexurc.
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2. Inclined compressive struts

where 0^, is the appropriate value for shear and diagonal tension and t;^, is the

limiting strut compressive stress from Paragraph 26.8.4(d)

3. Reinforcement tension chords

0,.(A,t;y + A*P,,)>S„

where 0, is the appropriate value for flexure and f*su is the average stress in

prestressing steel at ultimate load considering the anchorage and bonding

conditions.

4. Transverse reinforcement tension members or ties:

where 0, is the appropriate value for shear and diagonal tension. When such

members or ties are prestressed, the effective stress after prestress losses shall be

used in place of f^.^.

5. Node regions

where 0^ is the appropriate value for bearing and f,„ is the limiting compressive

stress in a node region from Paragraph 26.8.4(f).

(d) The compressive stress in an inclined compressive strut, f^.^^ shall not exceed:

1

.

For essentially undisturbed, uniaxial compressive stress states 0.6f
'^.

2. For compressive stress states where tensile strains in the cross-direction or

transverse tensile reinforcement may cause cracking of normal crack width

parallel to the strut
^"^^^

c

^ For compressive stress states with skew cracking or skew transverse

remforcement c

4. For compressive stress states with very wide skew cracks when the strut

orientation differs appreciably from the elastic orientation of the internal

, , ,, 0.25f'.
load path ^

(e) The tension chord and all tension ties shall be effectively anchored to transfer the required

tension to the truss node regions in accordance with the ordinary requirements of Part 2 tor

development of reinforcement (Section 2.14) and shall be detailed to satisfy the stress limits ot

Paragraph 26.8.4(f).

(0 Unless special confining reinforcement is provided, the concrete compiessive stress t^,„ m

the node regions shall not exceed:

1

.

0.85f ' . in node regions bounded by compressive struts and bearing areas

2. O.VOf '^.
in node regions anchoring only one tension tie. or

3. 0.60f'^, in node regions anchoring tension ties in more than one direction.

26.8.5 Special Requirement for Diaphragms, Deep Beams, Corbels and Brackets

26.8.5.1 General

(a) All discontinuity regions must be proportioned using the strut and tie model approach ot

Article 26.8.4. Special discontinuity regions like diaphragms, deep beams, corbels, brackets must

also satisfy the special provisions of Article 26.8.5.
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26.8.5.2 Diaphrams and Deep Beams

(a) Diaphragms are ordinarily required in pier and abutment superstructure segments to

distribute the high shear forces to the bearings. Vertical and transverse post-tensioning shall be

analyzed using the strut and tie model of Article 26.8.4 and the effective prestress forces of

Paragraph 26.8.1(f). The diaphragm tendons must be effectively tied into the diaphragms with

bonded nonprestressed reinforcement to resist tendon forces at the corners of openings in the

diaphragms.

(b) Deep beams are members in which the distance from the point of zero shear to the face of

the support is less than 2d or members in which a load causing more than one-third of the shear at a

support is closer than 2d from the face of the support.

1

.

The strut and tie mode! of Article 26.8.4 shall be used to analyze and design deep

beams.

2. The minimum tensile capacity of transverse reinforcement shall be 120b^s, and s

shall not exceed d/4 nor 1 2 in.

3. Bonded longitudinal bars shall be well distributed over each face of the vertical

elements in pairs. The minimum tensile capacity of this bonded reinforcement pair

shall be 120b^^s. The vertical spacing between each pair, s, shall not exceed d/3 nor

12 in.

4. In deep beam vertical elements with a width less than 10 in., the pairs of bonded

bars required by (b)3 may be replaced by a single bar with the required tensile

capacity.

26.8.5.3 Brackets and Corbels

(a) The strut and tie model of Article 26.8.4 shall be used to analyze and design brackets

and corbels.

(b) The depth at the outside edge of the bearing area shall be at least half the depth at the face

of the support.

(c) Corbels and brackets shall be designed to resist the calculated external tensile force N^,

acting on the bearing area, but N^^, shall not be less than 0.2 V^ unless special provisions are made to

avoid tensile forces. Therefore, N^, shall be regarded as a live load even when tension results from

creep, shrinkage or temperature change.

(d) The steel ratio A^/bd at the face of the support shall be at least 0.04 f'^./f„,. where d is

measured at the face of the support.

(e) Closed stirrups or ties parallel to the primary tensile tie reinforcement. .A^. with a total area

not less than 0.5 A^ shall be uniformly distributed within 2/3 of the effective depth adjacent to .\^.

(f) At the front face of a bracket or corbel, the primary tension reinforcement A^ shall be

effectively anchored to develop the specified yield strength, f^^, by:

1

.

A structural weld to a transverse bar of at least equal size, or;

2. Bending the primary bars, A^ back to form a continuous loop, or:

3. Some other positive means of anchorage.

(g) The bearing area of the load on a bracket or corbel shall not project beyond the interior

portion of the primary tension bars, A^, nor project beyond the interior face of any transverse

anchor bar.
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26.8.6 Shear Transfer at Interfaces

(a) Shear transfer at interfaces shall be designed in accordance with Article 2.35.4 using the o

values from Part 26.

26.8.7 Two-way Punching Shear

(a) Two-way punching shear slab type elements shall be designed in accordance with Article

2.35.6 using the appropriate values from this Specification.

26.9 FATIGUE STRESS LIMITS

26.9.1 Fatigue Stress Limits for Bonded Nonprestressed Reinforcement

(a) Design of bonded nonprestressed reinforcement for fatigue shall conform to the provisions

of Article 2.26.2.

26.9.2 Fatigue Stress Limits for Prestressed Reinforcement

(a) Fatigue of prestressed reinforcement need not be considered for bridges designed in

accordance with this Specification.

26.10 DESIGN OF LOCAL AND GENERAL ANCHORAGE ZONES, ANCHORAGE
BLISTERS AND DEVIATION SADDLES.

26.10.1 General

(a) Anchorage zones for post-tensioning tendons are regions of complex stresses. The post-

tensioned anchorages zone may be considered as comprised of two zones.

(b) The local zone is the region immediately surrounding each anchorage device. It may be

taken as a cylinder or prism with transverse dimensions approximately equal to the sum of the

projected size of the bearing plate plus the manufacturer's specified minimum side or edge cover.

The length of the local zone extends for the length of the anchorage device plus an additional dis-

tance in front of the anchor equal to at least the maximum lateral dimensions of the anchor.

Performance of the anchorage device and furnishing of any supplementary reinforcement required in

this local zone is the responsibility of the constructor and material suppliers. These responsibilities

shall be set forth in the project plans and specifications.

(c) The general zone is the region in front of the anchor which extends along the tendon axis

for a distance equal to the overall depth of the member. The height of the general zone is taken as the

overall depth of the member. In the case of intermediate anchorages which are not at the end of a

member, the general zone shall be considered to also extend along the projection of the tendon axis

for about the same distance before the anchor.

(d) Design and specification of any supplementary reinforcement required in the general zone

(in addition to the required local zone reinforcement) is the responsibility of the engineer of record.

Proper installation of such supplementary reinforcement is the responsibility of the constructor.

(e) Reinforcement shall be provided for bursting, splitting, and spalling tensile stresses

generated by tendon anchorages and deviation saddles in accordance with the following provisions

of Section 26.10. The method of analysis shall consider anchorage eccentricity, tendon inclination,

and tendon curvature.

(f) The proportions and supplementary reinforcement of the local zone containing the tendon

anchors must be adequate to transfer the tendon force into the mass of the concrete structure. The

load transfer may be achieved by either bearing plate type anchors or by special anchorage devices

which in combination with special anchor reinforcement (such as spirals, stirrups or other rein-

forcement) transfer the local zone loads from the anchors into the general anchorage zone of the

structure.
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26.10.2 Forces and Reinforcement in General Anchorage Zones

(a) The general distribution of forces and the reinforcement required to provide the necessary

general anchorage zone tensile capacity to counteract the bursting forces of the anchorages may be

determined using the strut-and-tie model approach of Article 26.8.4.

(b) In lieu of analysis using the strut-and-tie approach, the total bursting force. F^^. for an

individual anchorage shall be taken as:

F,^, = 0.30(l^yd,p)Pj

26.10.3 Reinforcement

26.10.3.1 Local Zones

(a) The local zone shall be reinforced for the bursting forces as required for the anchor type

used in accordance with the provisions of Articles 26.5.2.3 and 26.10.2. The reinforcement may

consist of stirrups, ties, spirals, or combinations of these.

26.10.3.2 General Anchorage Zone Bursting and Directional Forces

(a) The structure shall be reinforced with stirrups or ties to resist general anchorage zone

bursting forces and directional forces due to total post-tensioning forces anchored at a section in

accordance with the provisions of Article 26.5.2.3 and 26.10.2.

26.10.3.3 Stress in Reinforcement for Bursting Forces

(a) Reinforcement for bursting forces shall be designed for ma.\imum jacking forces at time of

stressing with f^ = 0.6 f^^ where f^^ shall not exceed 60 ksi.

26.10.3.4 Post-Tensioning

(a) Post-Tensioning may be provided to supplement reinforcement restraint against anchorage

bursting or directional forces.

26.10.4 Reinforcement Detailing

(a) Reinforcement may be in the form of spirals, stirrups, orthogonal reinforcement, or

combinations of these. Groups of anchorages shall be restrained by reinforcement stirrups or lateral

post-tensioning enclosing the entire group. All orthogonal reinforcement must be mechanicalh

anchored around reinforcement running parallel with tendons. All spirals, stirrups, or orthogonal

reinforcement shall have sufficient extra length to develop full bond with the concrete, or shall be

mechanically anchored by 135° bends around reinforcement. The clear distance between bars or

pitch of spirals used as anchorage zone reinforcement shall be at least the maximum size of the

coarse aggregate plus 1/2 in. but not less than 1 '/: in.

26.10.5 Anchorages in Special Blisters

26.10.5.1 Design

(a) In addition to reinforcements provided for tensile stresses perpendicular to the tendon

trajectory, blisters shall also be designed for shear and bending between the blister and \seb/flange

interface. For these purposes, the strut and tie models of Section 26.8, or the rules for shear friction

and special provisions brackets and corbels as set out in Part 2 shall be applied. The reinforcement

required for anchorage zone tensile stress may also be used for shear friction calculations if full bond

development or mechanical anchorage within the web and slab is provided for the reinforcement.

26.10.5.2 Local Bending

(a) When blisters are used, a check shall be made for the localized bending induced into the

web and/or flange in the region surrounding the anchorage. Reinforcement shall be provided
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equivalent to the force represented by the concrete tensile stress block proportioned at a stress of not

more than 0.6 f^^. where f^^ shall not exceed 60 ksi.

26.10.53 Local Tensile Stresses Behind Anchorage Blisters

(a) Blisters should preferably be located at the juncture of the flange and the web. Calculations

shall be made to assure that sufficient residual compression exists behind anchorage blisters that no

localized tensile stresses occur, or sufficient reinforcement shall be provided at an allowable stress of

0.6 f ^ (maximum value of f^^ to be 60 ksi.) to take all the tensile force. Use of anchorage blisters

projecting from one surface only, such as a flange, should preferably be restricted to anchorage of

small tendons and bars. Blisters shall preferably be located sufficiently far from a joint to allow

dispersal of local tensile stress effects through the reinforced slab. Minimum reinforcement shall be

provided to carry twenty-five to fifty percent of the anchor load into the concrete behind the anchor.

The amount of reinforcement provided shall be based on evaluation of the compressive stress level

due to other tendons or loads in the local area behind the anchor, and shall increase to an amount of

reinforcement sufficient to carr>' 50 percent of the tendon force whenever local net tensile stresses

might be generated behind the anchorage.

26.10.6 Anchorages in Diaphragms

(a) Reinforcement shall be provided to ensure a full transfer of shear load from the diaphragm

to the webs and flanges. The diaphragm shall be designed and reinforced for any localized bending

effects due to concentrated anchorage loads. Anchorage zones in diaphragms shall be reinforced in

accordance with Article 26.10.2.

26.10.7 Anchorage Bearing Reaction Force

(a) In situations where the anchorage reaction force is not parallel to the longitudinal axis of

the beam, it is necessary to take into account the magnitude and direction of the anchorage bearing

reaction. Reinforcement or post-tensioning shall be provided as required to contain the component of

the anchorage reaction perpendicular to longitudinal axis of the girder. The reinforcement stress may

be taken as 0.6 f^^ but not greater than 36 ksi. (for Grade 60 steel).

26.10.8 Deviation Saddles

26.10.8.1 General

(a) Deviation saddles are blisters external to the webs and flanges, normally on the inside of a

box at the junction of web and flange where tendons placed external to the concrete are deviated in

direction to produce the required tendon profile.

26.10.8.2 Design

(a) Reinforcement shall be provided in the form of fully anchored reinforcement and bent bars

in webs or flanges to take the resultant pull out force computed at f*^^ from the deviated tendon(s) at

a service stress of 0.5 f . Additional reinforcement shall be provided to take any out of balance

longitudinal forces by shear friction action according to the ACI 318-86 Standard Building Code,

Article 1 1.7. Reinforcement shall also be provided to take any localized bending and axial effects

transmitted from the deviation saddles to the webs and/or flanges.

26. 10.8J Detailing

(a) All reinforcements shall have a full effective development length measured from the tendon

axis or shall otherwise be fully mechanically anchored around longitudinal reinforcement located at

the outside of the (box) section. Consideration shall be given to constructibility and clearances

between reinforcement for adequate concrete compaction. Not more than two reinforcing bars shall

be bundled and the clear distance between reinforcement shall be at least 1/2 in. greater than the

maximum coarse aggregate size and in no case less then 1 1/: in.
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26.10.8.4 Localized Effects on Transverse Design

(a) The transverse design of the section shall be checked for the transverse force imparted

through deviation saddles, including any unsymmetrical effects due to sequential post-tensioning.

Additional bonded reinforcement proportioned at a tensile stress of 0.6 f , where f^^ shall not be

taken as greater than 60 ksi., or transverse post-tensioning shall be provided equivalent to the tensile

force induced in the slab.

26.11 PROVISIONAL POST-TENSIONING DUCTS AND ANCHORAGES

26.11.1 General

(a) In accordance with Article 26.11.2, the design of ducts and anchorages for bridges with

internal tendons shall provide for increases in the post-tensioning force at selected locations along

the bridge during construction to compensate for excessive friction and wobble losses during

stressing. For bridges with either internal or external tendons, the design shall provide for future

addition of external unbonded tendons in accordance with provisions of Article 26.11.3 as an

allowance for addition of future dead load, or to adjust for deflection of the bridge.

26.11.2 Bridges with Internal Ducts

(a) At intervals of not more than three segments, provisional anchorage and duct capacity for

negative and positive moment tendons located symmetrically about the bridge centerline shall

provide for an increase in the post-tensioning force. The total provisional force potential of both

positive and negative moment anchorages and ducts shall not be less than 5 percent of the total

positive and negative moment forces, respectively, and shall be distributed uniformly at three

segment intervals along the length of the bridge. At least one empty duct per web shall be provided

with anchorages at appropriate locations. Except for non-continuous bridges, and the minimum

empty duct capacity noted above, provisional positive moment duct and anchorage capacity shall not

be required for 25 percent of the span length either side of pier supports. Any provisional ducts not

utilized for adjustment of the post-tensioning force shall be grouted at the same time as other ducts

in the span.

26.11.3 Provision for Future Dead Load or Deflection Adjustment

(a) Specific provisions shall be made for access and for anchorage attachments, pass through

openings, and deviation block attachments to permit future addition of unbonded external tendons

symmetrically about the bridge centerline for a post-tensioning force of not less than 5 percent of the

total positive moment and negative moment post-tensioning force.

26.12 DUCT DETAILS

26.12.1 Material Thickness

26.12.1.1 Metal Ducts

(a) Metal ducts shall be galvanized corrugated semi-rigid conduit. For strand and wire tendons,

the duct thickness shall be 26 gauge up to 2^/n in. diameter. Ducts larger than 2-Vs in. diameter shall

be 24 gauge. For bar tendons, the duct thickness shall not be less than 31 gauge.

26.12.1.2 Polyethylene Duct

(a) Polyethylene duct or rigid pipe used as external duct shall be high density polyethylene

conforming to ASTM D 3330. Internal polyethylene duct shall have spiral corrugations. Rigid pipe

may be manufactured in accordance with ASTM D 2447, ASTM F 714, or ASTM D 2239. Material

thickness shall be as follows:

1

.

Internal polyethylene duct = 0.050 in. ± 0.0 10 in.

2. External polyehtylene duel shall have a minimum external diameter to wall

thickness ratio of 2 1 or less.
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26.12.2 Duct Area

(a) Duct for strand and wire tendons shall be sized so that the area of the duct is at least 2'/2

times the area of the prestressing steel it contains.

26.12.3 Minimum Radius of Curvature

(a) Tendon ducts shall preferably be installed with a radius of curvature of 20 ft. or more.

Ducts with sharper curvature down to a minimum of 10 ft. shall have confinement reinforcement

detailed to tie the duct into the concrete. Duct curvature with radii less than 10 ft. may be approved by

the Engineer based on review of test data. The minimum radius for corrugated polyethylene duct shall

be 30 ft. The confinement reinforcement shall be proportioned to resist radial forces calculated as:

F^ = P / R

Where P is the tendon force in pounds per foot, R is the radius of curvature, in feet, and F^. is

the radial force in pounds per foot. Confinement reinforcement shall be proportioned at 0.6 f where

f shall not exceed 60 ksi. Spacing of confinement reinforcement shall not exceed 12 inches. Closer

spacing shall be used for duct with radius of curvature less than 15 feet.

(b) When the tendon profile radius of curvature is less than 20 ft., design consideration shall

also be given to lateral forces exerted by multistrand tendons on thin webs due to bunching of the

strand at the top or bottom of circular ducts. Confinement reinforcement, preferably in the form of

spirals, shall be provided whenever the nominal shear stress due to tendon jacking forces in the

concrete cover beside the tendon exceeds 2 Vf '^.

26.12.4 Duct Supports

26.12.4.1 Internal Supports

(a) Internal ducts shall be rigidly supported by ties to reinforcing steel as follows:

1

.

Transverse slab tendons in metal duct: 2 ft.

2. Transverse slab tendons in polyethylene duct: 2 ft.

3. Longitudinal slab or web tendons in metal duct: 4 ft.

4. Longitudinal slab or web tendons in polyethylene duct: 2 ft.

26.12.4.2 External Ducts

(a) External ducts shall have a maximum unsupported length of 25 feet unless a vibration

analysis is made.

26.12.5 Duct Size, Clearance and Detailing

(a) Maximum size of ducts shall not exceed 0.4 x web thickness.

(b) Where two curved tendons run parallel such that the outer one is bearing inwards toward

the inner one, a minimum clearance of one duct diameter shall preferably be maintained between the

ducts. If this is not possible, reinforcement shall be provided between the ducts to fully restrain the

outer tendon if it has to be stressed before the inner tendon has been stressed and grouted. In cases

where longitudinal tendons cross each other at least one-half duct diameter but not less than 2 in.

clear space shall be provided. This restriction does not apply to transverse ducts crossing

longitudinal ducts at approximately 90°.

(c) Curved tendons should not be placed around re-entrant corners or voids. If this is

unavoidable, then the tendons must be provided with well anchored, full reinforcement restraint

proportioned as per Article 26. 12.6 I. In no case shall the distance between the re-entrant comer or

void and the edge of the duct be less than 1 .5 duct diameters.
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26.12.6 Duct Confinement Reinforcement

26.12.6.1 Ducts in Webs of Curved Bridges

(a) When cuned tendons are located in thin webs or close to internal voids reinforcement shall

be provided to prevent the tendon from bursting through the concrete into the void whenever the

nominal shear stress in the cover beside the tendon due to tendon jacking forces exceeds 2\f'|,. The

area of steel required may be estimated from:

A^ = P / (R X 0.6 f^J

Where A
,
- Area of steel required, in. -/ft.

(b) The lateral force exerted on the concrete by the tendons may be calculated by dividing the

tendon force by the radius of curvature in accordance with Article 26.12.3.

26.12.6.2 Ducts in Flanges

(a) Ducts in bottom slabs shall be located between top and bottom layers of transverse and

longitudinal slab reinforcement. For ducts in the bottom flanges of variable depth segments, nominal

confinement reinforcing shall be provided around the duct at each segment face. The reinforcement

shall not be less than two rows of #4 hairpin bars at both sides of each duct with vertical dimensions

equal to the slab thickness less top and bottom cover dimensions.

(b) When closely spaced transverse or longitudinal ducts are located in top or bottom flanges,

the top and bottom nonprestressed reinforcement mats shall be tied together with vertical

reinforcement consisting of #4 hairpin bars with spacing not to exceed 18 inches or I '/2 times the

slab thickness in each direction, whichever is the lesser.

26.13 COUPLERS

(a) Not more than 50 percent of the longitudinal post-tensioning tendons shall be coupled at

one section. The spacing between adjacent coupler locations shall not be closer than the segment

length or twice the segment depth. The void areas around couplers shall be deducted from the gross

section area and moment of inertia when computing stresses at the time of application of the post-

tensioning force.

26.14 CONNECTION OF SECONDARY BEAMS

(a) The load from secondary beams connected to the main beam (indirect support) shall be

resisted by suspension stirrups or inclined bars. Not less than 2/3 of this suspension reinforcement

shall be located in the immediate area of the intersection. The entire load .shall be transmitted within

the intersection zone specified in Fig. 26.14. Existing shear reinforcement within the intersection

zone may be considered as part of the suspension reinforcement provided that the secondary beam

extends for the full height of the main beam. Suspension stirrups and inclined bars shall be anchored

in accordance with Section 2.21.

(b) Detailing of the connection may be accomplished by use of the strut and tie procedures

outlined in Article 26.8.4

26.15 CONCRETE COVER AND REINFORCEMENT SPACING

26.15.1 Cover and Spacing

(a) Reinforcement cover and spacing shall conform to Section 2.6 and to Article 26.15.2.

26.15.2 Reinforcement Details for Erection Loads

(a) The transverse analysis of the box girder shall include an evaluation of the quantity Z of

equation 2-64 of Section 2.39. Part 2 for any loads applied prior to attainment of full design strength.

The value of Z calculated for fianges and webs shall not exceed 130 kips per inch.
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Figure 26.14A. Reinforcement details

26.16 INSPECTION ACCESS

(a) Inspectability of the structure shall be assured by providing secured access hatches with

minimum dimensions of 2'-6" x 4'-0". Interior diaphragms shall be provided with openings larger

than the dimensions specified for access hatches. The box section shall be vented by drains or

screened vents in webs at intervals not greater than 50 ft. Such venting is to prevent the build up of

potential hazardous gas which might endanger inspection personnel.

26.17 BOX GIRDER CROSS SECTION DIMENSIONS AND DETAILS

26.17.1 Minimum Flange Thickness

(a) Top and bottom flange thickness shall not be less than any of the following:

1. 1/30 the clear span between webs or haunches, a lesser dimension will require

transverse ribs at a spacing equal to the clear span between webs or haunches.

2. Top flange. 9 inches where transverse post-tensioning is anchored. Transverse post-

tensioning or pretensioning shall be used where the clear span between webs or

haunches is 15 feet or larger. Strand used for transverse pretensioning shall be 0.5

inch diameter or less.

26.17.2 Minimum Web Thickness

(a) Webs with no longitudinal or vertical post-tensioning tendons - 8 inches.

(b) Webs with only longitudinal (or vertical) post-tensioning tendons - 12 inches.

(c) Webs with both longitudinal and vertical post-tensioning tendons - 15 inches.

26.17.3 Length of Top Flange Cantilever

(a) The cantilever length of the top flange measured from the cenlcrline of web should

preferably not exceed 0.45 the interior span of the top flange measured between the centerline of

the webs.
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26.17.4 Overall Cross Section Dimensions

(a) Overall dimensions of the box girder cross section should preferably not be less than

required to limit live load plus impact deflection calculated using the gross section moment of inertia

and the secant modulus of elasticity to 1/1000 of the span. The live loading shall be in accordance

with Paragraph 2.2.3(c), Part 2. The live loading shall be considered to be uniformly distributed to

all longitudinal flexural members.



PART 26 COMMENTARY
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF SEGMENTAL BRIDGES

C26.1.1 Segmental bridges contemplated under this Article include but are not limited to those

erected by the following methods:

1. Balanced cantilever

2. Span-by-span with truss or falsework

3. Span-by-span lifting

4. Incremental launching

5. Progressive placement

The span length of bridges considered by these specifications ranges to approximately 800 feet.

Bridges supported by stay cables are not specifically covered although many of the specification

provisions are applicable to cable-stayed bridges.

Lightweight concrete has been infrequently used for segmental bridge construction. Provision

for the use of lightweight aggregates represents a significant complication of both design and

construction specifications. For these reasons, as well as questions concerning the economic benefit

of use of lightweight aggregates for segmental bridges, their use is not explicitly covered in these

specifications.

C26.1.5 Special corrosion protection is considered necessary for all bridge deck reinforcement

in areas of contamination or where de-icer or other harmful chemicals may be applied. Corrosion

protection should also be provided for all reinforcement of bridges located in coastal areas or over

sea water, or in heavily industrialized areas.

See the ACI Committee 222 report "Corrosion of Metals in Concrete"'" for a comprehensive

discussion of methods of corrosion protection.

C26.2.1 Results of elastic analyses should be evaluated with consideration of possible

variations in the modulus of elasticity of the concrete, and variations on the concrete creep and

shrinkage properties, as well as the impact of variations in the construction schedule on these (and

other) design parameters.

C26.2.2 Strut-and-tie models provide one means of analyzing areas near concentrated loads,

bearing areas, diaphragms, comers, bends, openings, anchorage zones for post-tensioning tendons,

and other areas where non-linear strains exist, as well as the cracked global structural system.

Morsch proposed an extension of this concept in 1989.'-*'-^"'*'

C26.2.3.1 The procedures of Article 3-10.2 of the 1983 Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code

provides an equation for determining the effective flange width for use in calculating bending

resistances and bending stresses.

C26.2.3.2 Note that b as used in this Article is the flange width on either side of the web. (b,.

b,, or b^ in Fig. 26.2.3.2 C).

The pattern of stress distribution in Fig. 26.2.3.2 D is intended only for calculation of stresses

due to anchorage of post-tensioning tendons, and may be disregarded in the general analysis to

determine design moments, shears and deflections.

Superposition of local slab bending stresses due to track loads (two-way slab action) and the

primary longitudinal bending stresses is not normally required.

411
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C26.2.4 See references'*"^' for background on transverse analysis of concrete box girder

bridges.

C26.2.5.1 Analysis of concrete segmental bridges requires consideration of variation of design

parameters with time, as well as a specific construction schedule and method of erection. This, in

turn, requires the use of a computer program developed to trace the time-dependent response of

segmentally erected prestressed concrete bridges through construction, and under service loads.

Among the many programs developed for this purpose, several are in the public domain, and may be

purchased for a nominal amount."^" ''""^'

A comprehensive series of equations for evaluating the time-related effects of creep and

shrinkage is presented in the ACI Committee 209 report, "Prediction of Creep, Shrinkage and

Temperature Effects in Concrete Structures.""^' A procedure based on graphical values for creep

and shrinkage parameters is presented in the CEB-FIP Model Code."^'

Recent research results"** have suggested that the ACI 209 predictions underestimate the creep

and shrinkage strains for the large scale specimens used in segmental bridges. The ACI 209 creep

predictions were consistently about 65 percent of the experimental results in these tests. The report

suggests modifications of the ACI 209 equations based on the size or thickness of the members.

C26.3.2 The use of lightweight concrete is not covered in these specifications for the reasons

outlined in the commentary to Article 26.1.1

The value of 155 pcf for the unit weight of concrete is intended to provide for more heavily

reinforced sections than would be anticipated in more conventional concrete superstructures.

C26.3.3 Erection loads may be imposed on opposing cantilever ends by use of the

Formtraveler, diagonal alignment bars, a jacking tower, or by external weights. Cooling of one

cantilever with water has also been used to provide adjustment of misalignment. Any misalignment

of interior cantilevers should be corrected at both ends before constructing either closure. The frame

connecting cantilever ends at closure pours should be detailed to prevent differential vertical

movement between cantilevers due to forces including thermal gradient until the final structural

connection is complete. The magnitude of closure forces should not induce stresses in the structure

in excess of those stipulated in these specifications.

C26.3.4.3 For major bridges, tests or use of previous test data to determine more precise

thermal coefficients is recommended.

C26.3.4.4 Additional field research is recommended to verify the temperature gradients

specified in the referenced NCHRP report for four temperature zones in the United States. Railroad

bridges differ from highway bridges when the deck is ballasted and require special attention. While

the need for consideration of thermal gradients in design of concrete box girder bridges has been

clearly demonstrated, opinion is divided as to the need for use of complex gradients and relatively

high temperature differentials outlined in NCHRP Report 276. However, the use of the provisions

of Appendix A of NCHRP Report 276 is conser\ative and is recommended for unballasted decks

until such time as additional research data on thermal gradients and temperature differentials

becomes available.

Transverse analysis for the effects of differential temperature outside and inside box girder

Articles is not considered generally necessary. However, such an analysis may be necessary for

relatively shallow bridges with thick webs.'*^'""^"-*"'-" In that case, a plus or minus 10 degree

Fahrenheit temperature differential is recommended. Additional field research is recommended to

determine temperature differentials between the inside and outside surfaces of segmental concrete

box girder Articles in U. S. temperature zones.

C26.3.5 A variety of computer programs and analytical procedures have been published to

evaluate creep and shrinkage effects in segmental concrete bridges."-*'""""^'"*"^'*^^'
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For permanent loads, the behavior of segmental bridges after closure may be approximated by

use of an effective modulus of elasticity, Eeff, which may be calculated as:

E^.t = E, /0,
ell cm c

Where 0^. is the creep coefficient, and E^^.^^^ is the 28 day secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete

calculated from:

Ec. = 57000 Vf;

Where E,„, E... and f ' are all in psi.cm eii c ^

C26.3.6 Prestress losses vary significantly with different values of the creep coefficient, type

of prestressing steel (low relaxation steel is recommended), and with the creep model (ACI 209 or

CEB-FIP). Further, the prestress losses vary significantly at different sections along the

superstructure.

C26.4.3 The values of 0^ and 0^, presented in Article 26.4.3 are based on consideration of

relatively limited test results'-'*"-''"-^' and are considered interim provisions until further

comprehensive tests, analyses, and experience with completed structures are obtained.

The proposed 0, values for flexure for segmental bridges with fully bonded tendons with cast-

in-place concrete joints, wet concrete joints or epoxy joints are based on the current AASHTO value

of 0.95 for monolithic post-tensioned construction. This specification assumes the practice of

requiring epoxy for all joints having internal tendons passing through them is valid. Comprehensive

tests'-^* of a large continuous three span model of a twin cell box girder bridge built from precast

segments with fully bonded internal tendons and epoxy joints indicated that cracking was well

distributed through out the segment lengths, no epoxy joint opened at failure, and the load-deflection

curve was identical to that calculated for a monolithic specimen. The complete ultimate strength of

the tendons was developed at failure. The model had substantial ductility and full development of

calculated deflection at failure. Recent tests'-^"-"" on single span segmental girders with varied

tendon arrangements (internal, mixed and external tendons) and with dry joints indicate that the

deflection at failure was less than would be expected for monolithic girders. Flexural cracking

concentrated at joints, and final failure came with a central joint opening widely and crushing

occurring at the top of the joint. The somewhat limited ductility is reflected in the reduced factors

for Type B (dry) joints as well as reduced factors with unbonded tendons which allow the

concentration of articulation at a single joint opening. The reduction in nominal strength for

unbonded construction is adequately reflected in the determination of unbonded tendon stress at

ultimate using AREA calculation procedures.

The proposed 0^ values for shear utilize the current AREA value of 0.85 for monolithic

construction as the accepted value for Type A joints (cast-in-place, wet concrete or epoxy joints) in

bonded tendon construction based on the very favorable experience in the ultimate shear tests

reported in reference 27. Comparative shear tests of epoxy and dry joints indicate the epoxied joints

develop the full strength of monolithically cast specimens. However, dry joints developed less

strength and allowed appreciable slip along the joint. Because of this, lower 0^ factors are specified

for dry joints (Type B).

The development length computation for defining a bonded tendon assumes that the duct is

completely filled with grout and the grout completely surrounds all the strands. Therefore, the

development length of a tendon is similar to that of an individual strand.

C26.4.4.1 The differential load between cantilevers is to allow for possible variations in cross-

section weight.

C26.5.2.3(b) The bell anchor for threadbar tendons is an example of a confinement anchorage

device that has demonstrated satisfactory performance over many years on major bridge projects.
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RELATIVE JOINT DISPLACEMENT

Figure C26.4.3'-''' Shear key behavior.

Other confinement anchorages which have demonstrated satisfactory performance utilize spiral

reinforcement in conjunction with plate or casting type anchorages which do not comply w ith the

bearing stress limitations of Paragraph 26.5.2.3(a).

C26.5.2.3(c) NCHRP Project 10-29, "Anchorage Zone Reinforcement for Post-Tensioned

Concrete Girders" is now underway at the University of Texas at Austin to develop more

comprehensive recommendations for proportioning reinforcement for anchorage splitting stresses.

Previous work at the University of Texas at Austin'-^"-**"-*^' includes recommendations for design of

anchorage zone reinforcement that may be utilized until NCHRP Project 10-29 is completed.

Bursting or splitting forces occur in front of individual anchors inside the local zone. The

magnitude of these forces depends on the shape and design of the particular anchor. For plate

type anchors these bursting forces and the required reinforcement can be determined by

computation or by test. For confinement anchors, bursting forces in the local zone are normalh

not accessible by computations. Their adequacy can onh be determined by representati\e tests. It

is the suppliers responsibility to determine the required bursting reinforcement in the local zone

for such special anchors.

General zone bursting forces exist beyond the individual tendon local zones. The general zone

bursting forces are dependent primarily on the overall concrete dimensions and the magnitude,

direction and location (eccentricity) of total prestressing force anchored and not on the particular

anchor design. The reinforcement for these general zone bursting forces is part of the o\erall

structural design, and is the responsibility of the Engineer. For design purposes, it may be

conservatively assumed that any local zone reinforcement provided does not contribute to the

strength of the general zone.
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C26.7.1 The minimum reinforcement provisions of Part 17 were developed to avoid a brittle

failure in a grossly under-reinforced simple span precast, prestressed section. Application to

segmental concrete bridges results in requirements of more bonded reinforcement for bridges with

more conservative (arbitrary) design tensile stress levels which is contrary to load requirements.

Minimum reinforcement requirements are adequately covered by the allowable stresses and load

factor requirements ofthe.se specifications.

Additional research is recommended to verify the value of f*^^ unbonded members. The

German DIN Specification allows a .stress increa.se of only 6 ksi for unbonded cantilever tendons,

and no stress increase for fully continuous unbonded tendons.

C26.8.1 All design for shear and torsion of prestres.sed concrete segmental bridges is based on

ultimate load conditions because little information is available concerning actual shear stress

distributions at working or service load levels.

C26.8.1(b) Regions with beam-type action are basically those where the Bernoulli hypotheses

that linear .strain profiles exist are valid. See B-regions in Figs. C26.8.I A, C26.8.1B, and C26.8.1C.

C26.8.1(c) Discontinuity regions, where the assumption that strain profiles are linear is invalid,

usually exist for about a distance h from a concentrated load or point of geometrical discontinuity.

See D-regions in Figs. C26.8.1A, C26.8.1 B, and C26.8.1 C. Moving wheel loads need not be

considered as large concentrated loads. The use of strut and tie models in design is well described in

"Towards a Consistent Design of Structural Concrete," by J. Schlaich, K. Schafer, and M.

Jennewein, Vol 32, No. 3 PCI Journal, May/June 1987, pp. 74-150.*-' Note that a structure can be

made up of both beam-type and discontinuity regions. The strut and tie model procedures must be

used in the discontinuity regions. Either the traditional beam approach of the strut and tie approach

can be used in the beam-type regions.

C26.8.1(d) In addition for obvious checks for shear transfer when dissimilar materials are

utilized, adequate shear transfer reinforcement mu.st be provided perpendicular to the vertical planes

of web/slab interfaces to transfer flange longitudinal forces at ultimate conditions. This shear transfer

shall account for the shear force, F, as shown in Fig. C26.8. 1 D, as well as any localized shear effects

due to prestress anchorages at that Article.

Article 1 1.7 of ACI 318 is generally termed the "shear-friction" method but does provide in

Article 1 1 .7.3 that a wide range of shear transfer design methods may be utilized. In some cases, the

designer may find the strut-and-tie method of Article 26.8.4 u.seful in proportioning transverse

reinforcement to assist in transfer of horizontal shear between elements.

C26.8.1(f) The shear effect of moving vehicle loads may be considered by development of

maximum factored shear envelopes and the use of these values in determining the factored ultimate

live load shear on the section.

Prestressing is considered as an applied load with a carefully controlled magnitude and

direction. The components of the prestress force can add to or subtract from the shear on a cross-

section. In cantilevered segmental construction, the prestress vertical component can reverse the

applied shear direction near the supports.

C26.8.2(f) The limitation on the effective diagonal tension and aggregate interlock components

of shear strength contributed by the concrete has been adopted by ACI Committee 318.

€26.8.2(1) Research is recommended on the transfer length of 0.6 inch diameter strand.

C26.8.2(h) A simplified determination of V. is presented which eliminates the need to check

V^i and V^,^, as in the present AREA Specifications and which eliminates the complex V^jj/M^i term.

This expression has been checked against a wide range of test data and has been found to be a

con.servative yet simpler expression.
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Figure C26.8.1C. T-beam.*

(a) real structure (c) self equilibrating state of stress

(b) loads and reactions applied in (d) real structure with B- and I)- regions

accordance with Bernoulli hypothesis

AF

F^AF

PLAN

F = total compressive

force in half of

bottom slab of

single box girder at

Section 1.

F ^ AF = corresponding

compressive force at

section 2.

AF = shear force at the

connection of web
and botoom slab.

BOTTOM SLAB

SECTION

Figure C26.8.1D. Longitudinal shear traasfer by bottom slab to web haunches.

^Republished through the courtesy of the Prestrcsscd Concrete Institute, PCI Journal, V, 32,

No. 3, May-June 1987, p. 1.
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C26.8.2(v) In place of requiring additional longitudinal reinforcement for shear as indicated by

the mechanics of the truss model, the requirement of extending all flexural reinforcement beyond the

theoretical bend or cut off points for a distance of h/2 automatically satisfies this need. Since actual

shear and torsion may vary from the assumed calculation, it is also recommended that transverse

reinforcement be provided for the same distance beyond the zone theoretically required.

C26.8.3 This Article is a simplified version of the present AREA approach for section design

in beam-type regions. It is based on the simplified V^ term introduced in Paragraph 26.8.2(1).

Provision of a "traditional" but less complex approach for beam-type regions is desirable since

designers may find its application easier than strut and tie models for moving loads.

C26.8.3(h) In determining the required amount of longitudinal reinforcement, the beneficial

effect of longitudinal prestressing may be taken into account by considering it equivalent to an area

of reinforcing steel with a yield force equal to the effective prestressing force.

C26.8.4 This Article combines the recommendations of Schlaich, Schafer, and Jennewein with

recommendations of Marti'^' as developed by ACI Committee 318, Subcommittee E for a future

edition of the ACI Building Code. The propo.sed stress limits on struts and nodes may be subject to

further refinement.

C26.8.4(a) Figs. C26.8.4A'-' and C26.8.4B'-' illustrate the analysis using strut and tie models.

Fig. C26.8.4.C'-' shows a compression strut in a web with a tension tie in the stirrups. Fig.

C26.8.4D'-' gives examples of basic types of nodes. An inclination angle (Fig. C26.8.4A) of 30 to

35 degrees is recommended for the inclined compressive struts in prestressed members.

C26.8.5.2(a) Fig. C26.8.5.2A'-' illustrates application of the strut and tie model to analysis of

forces in the diaphragm of a box girder bridge.

C26.8.5.2(b)l Fig. C26.8.5.2B'-' shows application of the strut and tie model to analysis of

deep beams.

C26.8.5.3(a) Fig. C26.8.5.3'-' illustrates application of strut and tie models to analysis of corbels.

C26.9.1 Calculation of fatigue stress limits in bonded reinforcement is necessary only for

cracked sections.

C26.9.2 Bridges designed under the allowable stresses of this specification should be

uncracked at service load levels. Fatigue of prestressed reinforcement will not occur in uncracked

sections due to the related small stress range. Fretting fatigue due to rubbing between duct and strand

also does not occur in uncracked sections.

C26.10.1 See Paragraph 26.5.2.3(a) for allowable local zone bearing stresses under anchorage

plates, and allowable general zone tensile stress in reinforcement for the anchorage splitting force.

The Commentary to Paragraph 26.5.2.3(a) provides references for anchorage zone analysis and

design. The pattern of splitting stresses due to bearing plate anchorages the same width as the web is

illustrated by Fig. C26.10. 1. Note that the maximum splitting stress occurs at 1/4 d to 1/2 d in front

of the anchor. The value of the total bursting force in Paragraph 26.10.2(a) is an approximation of

the area under the splitting stress curve in Fig. C26.10.1.

C26.10.2 The strut-and-tie approach suggested by Schlaich et al.'-' will give a good

approximation of the reinforcement quantity and distribution required to counteract the general

anchorage zone tensile forces set up both directly in advance of the anchorages (see Fig. C26.8.4.1B)

and in the outer regions of general anchorage zones with eccentrically located anchorages isee Fig.

C26.I0.2). The anchorage local zone becomes a node for the strut-and-lie model and the adequacy of

the node must be checked by appropriate analysis or full scale testing as required under Paragraph

25.5.2.3(b).
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Figure C26.8.4.A. Truss model of a beam with cantilever: (a) model; (b) distribution of inner

forces; (c) magnitude of inner forces derived from equilibrium of a beam element.

(Republished through the courtesy of the Prestresed Concrete Institute,

PCI Journal. V. 32, No. 3, May-June 1987, pp. 74-150).
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Figure C26.8.4B. The two most frequent and most useful strut-and-tie models: (a) through (b),

and some of their variations (c) through (e). (Republished through the courtesy of the

Prestressed Concrete Institute. PCI Journal, V. 32, No. 3, May-June 1987, pp. 74-150.)
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Figure C26.8.4C. The compression strut in the web with the stirrups.

(Republished through the courtesy of the Prestressed Concrete Institute,

PCI Journal, V. 32, No. 3, May-June 1987, pp. 74-150.)

The center of the bursting force is located approximately 3/8 of the depth of the section in front

of the anchorage (see Fig. C26. 10. 1 ).

Tendon inclination, tendon curvature, and the blockout to achieve tendon inclination at the face

of the anchorage all increase the bursting stresses.'-'^'

C26. 10.3.2 Local anchorage zone reinforcement supplied as part of a proprietary post-

tensioning system shall be shown on post-tensioning system shop drawings. Adjustment of general

anchorage zone tensile reinforcement due to reinforcement supplied as part of a proprietary post-

tensioning system may be considered as part of the shop drawing approval process. The

responsibility for design of general anchor zone reinforcement remains with the Engineer of Record.

C26.10.3.3 For flange thickness ranging from 5 to 9 inches, an upper limit of 12i/:" o 270 k

strand is recommended for tendons anchored in blisters supported only by the flange. The anchorage

force of .347 kips for a tendon of this size must be carefully distributed to the flange by

reinforcement.

C26.11.2 Excess capacity may be provided by use of oversize ducts and oversize anchorage

hardware at selected anchorage locations.

C26.11.3 This provides for future addition if internal unbonded post-tensioning tendons draped

from the top of the diaphragm at piers to the intersection of the web and bottom slab at midspan.

Tendons from adjacent spans have to be lapped at opposite faces of the diaphragm to provide

negative moment capacity. The requirement of a force of 5 percent of the total positive moment and

negative moment post-tensioning force is an arbitrary value. Provision for larger amounts of post-

tensioning might be developed as necessary to carry specific amounts of additional dead load as

considered appropriate for the structure.

C26.12.1.1 Thickness of metal duct material is related to duct diameter and the method of

installing the tendon. Strand tendons are normally installed in the duct after the concrete is placed,

requiring a stiffer duct. Bar tendons are preassembled inside small diameter ducts and placed as a
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anchorage length

iwithoutf with 1

crosspressure

f ^
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^
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Figure C26.8.4D. Examples of the basic types of nodes; (a) CCC-nodes. Idealized "hydrostatic"

singular nodes transfer the concentrated loads from an anchor plate (a) or bearing plate (a,)

into (bottle shaped) compression fields, (b) CCT-nodes. A diagonal compression strut and the

vertical support reaction are balanced by reinforcement which is anchored by an anchor plate

behind the node (b,), bond within the node (bj), bond within and behind the node (b,). bond

and radial pressure (b^). (Republished through the courtesy of the Prestressed Concrete

Institute, PCI Journal, V. 32, No. 3, May-June 1987, pp. 74-150.)
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T7 =Tn*T,

c)

Figure C26.8.5.2A. Diamphragm of a box girder bridge: (a) D-regions and model of the web

near the diaphragm; (b) diaphragm and model; (c) prcstressing of the weh and the diaphragm.

(Republished through the courtesy of the Prestressed Concrete Institute,

PCI Journal, V. 32, No. 3, May-June 1987, pp. 74-150.)
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Figure C26.8.5.2B. Fan action: (a) Strut and tie model of uniformly loaded deep beam; (b)

Fan-shaped stress field; (c) Strut and tie system for equivalent single load R replacing

distributed load q; (d) Continuous fan developed from discrete strut.

unit. The bar fills most of the void and helps to prevent duct damage. The use of epoxy coated metal

duct is not recommended due to questionable bond characteristics.

C26.12.1.2 Ontario Ministry of Transportation tests indicate a tendency for air entrapment for

ducts with concentric corrugations.

ASTM D 2239 relates to rigid pipe manufactured by a process based on controlled inside

diameter. ASTM D 2447 and ASTM F 714 relate to rigid pipe manufactured by a process based on

controlled outside diameter. All three specifications produce pipe satisfactory for bridge

applications.

C26.12.2 Placement of tendons by the pull-through method requires duct area of 2i/; times the

prestressing steel area specified for grouting.

C26.12.3 Polyethylene duct abrades at curvature radii less than 30 ft.
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Figure C26.10.1. Bursting stresses under bearing plate anchorages.
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Figure C26.14. Schematic drawing of difTerent types of "hanger" reinforcement.
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Figure C26.14A. Extent of the intersection zone for the connection of secondary beams.
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C26.15.2 The quantity Z provides reinforcement detailing that will reasonably control flexural

cracking. Crack potentials are largest when handling and storing segments for precast constniction

and when stripping forms and supports from cast-in-place construction.

C26.17.1 The top flange thickness of 9 inches is preferable in the area of anchorages for

transverse post-tensioning tendons.

Further research is recommended on the transfer length of 0.6 inch diameter strand before such

strand is used for transverse pretensioning in thin sections of segmental bridges.

C26.17.2 Ribbed webs may be reduced to 7 in. thickness.

C26.17.4 Girder depth and web spacing determined in accordance with the following will

generally provide satisfactory deflection behavior:

A. Constant depth girder

'/l5 > d^/L > 1/30

optimum '/ig to 1/20

where d^^ = girder depth, feet

L - span length between supports, feet

In case of incrementally launched girders, the girder depth should preferably be between the

following limits:

L=100'. =1/15 <d^/L <i/i2

L = 200', = 1/13..S <d^/L < 1/11.5

L = 300', =1/12 <d„/L <i/ii

B. Variable Depth Girder with Straight Haunches

at pier 1/16 > AJL > 1/20

optimum 1/18

at center of span 1/22 > d^/L > 1/28

optimum 1/24

(Note: a diaphragm will be required at the point where the bottom tlange changes direction.)

C. Variable Depth Girder with Circular or Parabolic Haunches

at pier 1/16 > d^^/L > 1/20

optimum 1/18

at center of span 1/30 > d^^/L > 1/50

D. Depth to Width Ratio

A single cell box should preferably be used w hen

d„/b > 1/6

A two cell box should preferably be used when

d„/b < 1/6

where b = width of the top flange.

If in a single cell box the limit of depth to w idth ratio given above is exceeded, a more rigorous

analysis is required and may require longitudinal edge beams at the tip of the cantilever to distribute

loads acting on the cantilevers. An analysis for shear lag should be made in such cases. Transverse

load distribution is not substantially increased by the use of three or more cells.
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The following three short speculative essays are published with a view to

stimulating comment on the subjects addressed. Please send in any comments

you might have to AREA headquartersfor possible publication.

USE OF WIDER FREIGHT CARS ON RAILWAYS
As the economics of railway haulage have favored higher capacity freight cars, this additional

capacity has often been gained through higher and longer vehicles such as tri-level auto racks and

double stack container trains. The question comes to mind as to whether some additional benefit

would occur from also going to wider rail vehicles.

Modifications to bridges and tunnels for additional height become more and more expensive

with increasing height, and trying to increase above 22 ft. would be a whole new order of magnitude

of expense, since most bridges and tunnels were built to the standard height clearance of 22 feet

which existed most of the 20th century.

Increasing vehicle length does not help track capacity, since tonnage per foot of track stays

relatively constant.

Increasing vehicle width, on the other hand, does increase track capacity, since more tonnage

can fit on a track of a certain length.

If the inside width of an auto-carrying car was twelve feet or more, many autos could be

shipped two-abreast, for twice as many autos per rail car as now. More economical high-capacity

coal and grain cars could be built, since the frame would not have to span such a great distance

between trucks for a given capacity. Greater width could also allow centers of gravity to be lower.

The new cars for the English Channel Tunnel Shuttle have an exterior width of 13 ft., 1 1/2

inches, and an interior width of 12 ft., 5'/2 inches, and operate on standard gauge track, at speeds

over 80 m.p.h.

Railways with gauges narrower than standard use equipment much wider in proportion to their

gauge than we do in North America. Equipment three times and more as wide as the gauge is

common on such lines, and were common on U.S. and Mexican narrow gauge lines when they

existed. Three times 56'/2 inches is 14 feet, 1 '/2 inches.

Very few bridges or tunnels have horizontal dimensions less than 14 feet, with most being

about 16 feet. Two problem areas appear to be platforms and track centers.

Platforms can be as close as 5'9" to track center line and as high as 4'0" above top of rail. This

would not need to be a problem with freight loading docks, since the wider equipment could be

loaded and unloaded at specially designed facilities. High passenger platforms could be a problem

also, although these are not common outside of the Northeast.

Track centers (the distance between the center lines of two adjacent tracks), are probably the

most important impediment to the use of wider cars. While wide loads in excess of track centers

have been handled for many decades by special orders, before deciding on more general use of such

freight car widths, it will be necessary to get an inventory of main line track centers with other main

line tracks and other adjacent tracks. While track centers under 1.3 feet are relatively unusual. 13'6"

and 14' track centers are common.

It would thus appear possible to go to an additional 1 '/2 foot additional width (up to 12'2")

without major infrastructure costs. Considering that 12'2" gives a 14% greater cubic capacity for a

given length and height than the present width of 10'8", there may be an important economic

incentive to do so. If it would allow a significant percentage of automobile models to be shipped

two-abreast, the incentive could be even greater. This additional width would allow more capacity

over a given section of line, since a given length of train could haul more tonnage. A 1
2'8" and 1

3'2"

width could also be considered, although this would certainly involve the need for infrastructure

modifications.
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TRANSPORTATION OF NON-FOSSIL-FUEL ENERGY, A
FUTURE OPPORTUNITY FOR RAILROADS?

Where coal is transported by rail to power plants, an alternative has been to have the power

plant near the mine and transport the energy by power lines. It is obvious that in most cases this has

not turned out to be an economical choice compared to rail haulage, despite the need to haul the

empty train back to the mine.

Since this is true, perhaps rail could also be competitive with power lines in hauling energy

even when it is not in the form of a fossil fuel. For instance, could railroads compete with power

lines in hauling energy from hydro-electric dams or geothermal fields? Or in hauling energy from

solar power in deserts, or even from windmills in windy areas? Or in combination with ships, in the

movement of non-fossil-fuel energy from locations outside North America, for use as electric power

sources throughout the U.S. Could railroads even compete with power lines in transporting energy to

the user once it has been created at a fossil fuel power plant?

The key to these answers lies in research, since the hauling of pure energy would be a

relatively new area of technology.

The most obvious way would be to haul batteries, which are charged at the hydro-electric dam

(using that example), and then are discharged into the power system near the point of use. say a large

city or factory. My understanding, however, is that battery technology for storing large amounts of

energy is not very economical at this point.

Other possible means of energy transport include the storage of momentum on flywheels.

While the transport of ven, rapidly rotating disks w hich have been given their momentum at a power

source could involve much research to make practical, it may be a possibility. The rotating fly-

wheels could then power turbines at the end of the run.

Another way to transpon energy is to have the power source heat some substance which is then

hauled to a point where the heated substance can be used to create energy. This would involve

insulation capabilities for materials at ver>' high temperatures, but again may be possible with proper

research. Even the transport of highly compressed material is a possibility, with the release ot

compression providing energy. In the case of heated or compressed material, the opportunit\ might

exist for the heat or compression to be imparted to material that was being transported anyway, thus

carrying the energy without carrying additional weight. Perhaps electricity could also be transported

while preser\'ed in a superconductive state.

As concern arises about the health effects of high voltage power lines, and societ\ becomes

less tolerant of their disfiguring effect on the landscape, perhaps some initial research into the

concepts of transporting energy, other than fossil fuels, could provide new options for electric

utilities and transportation opportunities for the rail industr}'.
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THE FUTURE OF TUNNELING IN TRANSPORTATION
One of the chief obstacles to the construction of new transportation facilities is objections from

residents along the route who will not be directly served by and benefit from it.

Another obstacle is that the cost of acquiring facilities that are in the path of construction is

often prohibitive. Aerial structures are often thought of as visually intrusive.

An alternative to avoid these problems is tunneling, since a tunnel can be deep enough to be

below any existing underground facilities: deep enough that surface activities are not affected by the

presence of the tunnel, but not deep enough to enter the zone where high temperatures from the

earth's core make the rock behave plastically.

The problem with using tunneling at the present time is that, compared to the construction of

aerial and ground level alignments, tunneling is expensive and time consuming. In order to

accelerate and economize the process of tunneling, a better method needs to be developed.

A tunneling technique based on the liquefaction of rock and its transportation to the surface in

a liquid state is a possibility. The process would require a high amount of energy at the tunnel face as

well as the development of machinery and materials that could function at extremely high

temperatures, and development of the technology for piping the molten rock. The molten rock could

then be piped to the surface through shafts drilled periodically along the route or back through the

completed tunnel where the molten rock might be made into some type of ceramic construction

material for homes and other buildings. This material could be made at temporary plants which are

moved from shaft to shaft as the tunneling progresses and then be sold as a partial offset to the cost

of the project.

The technique of tunneling would include temporarily liquefying the rock beyond the limits of

the tunnel cross section for a certain depth. When this liquefied rock solidified, it would form a

lining and also prevent water intrusions. The tunneling machine would have a form of sufficient

length attached to allow cooling to take place, so that the re-solidified rock lining would be solid

enough to support the tunnel as the tunneling machine progressed. It might even be possible, in this

way, to go through badly fractured areas without special reinforcement. If the makeup of the existing

rock could not give the appropriate strength to the lining when it re-solidified, perhaps additives

could be injected into the molten rock to make it stronger when it solidified. If the tunneling machine

could use inertial guidance, it might be possible to completely automate such a machine so that

provisions would not have to be made to permit human habitation in the very hot environment that

this molten tunneling would create.

Tunneling by rock liquefaction would be a major technological challenge, perhaps using .some

of the research and developinent capabilities made surplus by the end of the cold war. Once

developed, the technique could significantly reduce the need for major bridges, and might even lead

to the construction of major water crossings such as Siberia to Alaska. Long Island to Connecticut.

Japan to Korea, etc.
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